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PREFACE
To improve the overall quality of higher education in order to draw it at par with
global standards has become a national aspiration. The U.G.C has been emphasising
on a continuous need to ascertain and assure quality in the teaching-learning exercise,
research, extension, organization and management in institutions of higher learning in
India such as our universities. The creation of a sound educational environment is as
much a requirement as offering innovative and attractive programmes at par with
international standards. This however is a challenge. Tripura University, as a
developing institution of higher learning in the state of Tripura and one of the Central
Universities of India, has vowed to take up this challenge. The Self Study Report is a
valuable document since the University has geared itself for the second cycle of
accreditation by the NAAC, and the first accreditation since the elevation of its status
to a Central University. The document has been prepared with utmost care and
sincerity as well as to the best of our knowledge and belief. The process of
accreditation by the NAAC epitomizes excellence in pedagogy, research and
governance of institutions of higher education. Keeping this in mind, our university
has geared up for quality assessment by the NAAC. Despite being hamstrung by
certain natural land-locked topographical disadvantages that often pose hindrances to
the availability of certain infrastructural facilities, the University has made all possible
efforts to produce quality students for the overall development of the individual,
community and society with various programmes in tune with the UGC guidelines.
The recent surge in the NET and SET qualified candidates in our university has
increased our resolve to continue this pursuit further with strong determination and
optimism with two primary objectives in mind – to facilitate employability and to
encourage quality research. The employability quotient however runs the risk of its
limitations. Keeping this in mind, we have attempted to not just restrict employability
to the academic sector, but to extend the horizons of employability to the demands of
the industry and the corporate world. We are also trying our very best to overcome
topographical disadvantages through the maximum utilisation of Information and
Communications technology that transcends the limitations of land borders.
It is our pleasure to submit the Self Study Report (SSR) to the National
Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC), Bangalore, for re-accreditation

(Cycle-2). It is a coveted opportunity for us to review the changes and progress since
the first accreditation of the University in 2002. We have implemented
multidimensional policies to enhance and enrich our academic programmes. The
University complied with almost every recommendation made by the Peer Team at
the time of accreditation in 2002 in a planned manner. New innovative ideas and
techniques were adopted for better exploitation of our resources and strengths, and
corrective measures were adopted to weed out our weaknesses.
This report is a sincere attempt to showcase the current of recent activities of
the diverse streams of the university. The arduous task of gathering and compiling
data by the NAAC Committee and the members of the University fraternity for this
collaborative attempt is laudable. However, it must be mentioned here that the
significant contribution made by the University is the result of sustained and
dedicated effort of all the stakeholders including members of Executive Council,
Academic Council, Finance Committee, faculty, administrative staff and our beloved
students. I sincerely believe and anticipate that the NAAC shall acknowledge our
efforts in their appraisal and assessment.

(Prof. Anjan Kumar Ghosh)
Vice Chancellor
Tripura University
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
THE SWOC ANALYSIS OF THE INSTITUTION
The only Central University in the state, Tripura University encapsulates
within itself the aims and aspirations of the people of Tripura, a small green hilly state
in the North Eastern corner of India. Well qualified faculty with adequate experience
and good academic credentials, hard working members of the staff, congenial
academic and administrative ambience, transparent, dynamic, responsive and
responsible administrative setup, library services, high speed internet facility, timely
holding of examinations and time bound result declaration, as well as the
determination to deliver quality education to one and all irrespective of all social and
economic depravity are its hallmarks. Our most significant achievements in the last
four years include launching of new courses, setting up of new departments and
Internal Quality Assurance Cell, overall increase in student enrolment, strengthening
of physical and ICT infrastructure, specially acquisition of scientific equipment‘s to
enhance the teaching–learning experience to name a few. The University is all set to
go for academic expansion by opening more Departments/Faculties with emphasis on
need based curriculum focussed on employability. In order to improve the academic
environment in Tripura, Tripura University is envisioning the formulation of a
definite policy, utilizing available resources so as to develop linkages between
University, Colleges and Schools in an ever expanding academic network.
In order to fulfil this mission, the University‘s priorities and concerns are
focussed on keeping the curriculum updated so that through its continuous process of
generating knowledge, students nurture the faculty of independent thinking geared to
bring development of the society. At the administrative front decentralization has
been initiated with the appointment of Pro-Vice Chancellor and Deputy Registrars.
Service rules for non- teaching employees have been finalized; while some have been
implemented the rest are to be implemented in near future. Many new faculty
members have been appointed through fresh advertisements and interviews. Most of
the vacant positions of officers have been filled up. Majority of the Assistant
Professor‘s posts have also been filled up. The University endeavours to create a
congenial academic environment by providing flexible learning experience to its
students to enable them gain maturity in their intellectual pursuit, academic
achievements and research work. The syllabi of all the courses are framed and
updated according to the UGC guidelines while at the same time keeping in mind
local and regional concerns as well as employability concerns. Inspired by the
constant support from the Central and State Government as well as the society at
large, the University, in spite of its remote location, inadequate power supply etc., has
been constantly striving for the upliftment of higher education in the State thus
curving a niche for itself in the country. Living up to the challenges of a rapidly
changing world and an academia always in flux, Tripura University is conscious of its
role as a leader in the region and is leaving no stones unturned to be at par with the
other universities of the country.
In its relentless pursuit of excellence, this university has constituted several
cells/committees as per the guidelines of UGC to provide a healthy and vibrant
atmosphere to its staff and students. Some of the cells are (i) Right to Information cell
(ii) Grievances Redressal Cells, (iii) Equal opportunity Cell (iv) Placement Assistance
cell, and (v) Women‘s Studies Centre. The committees are: (i)Space Management
Committee (ii) Research/ Development And Patenting Committee (iii) Conference
And Continuing Education Committee (iv) Webpage And Social Media Committee

(v) Library Modernization And Up gradation Committee (vi) Computer Networking
Committee (vii) Transport Committee, and (viii) Beautification And Landscape
Development Committee. The formation of the Alumni Association in the recent past
is destined to serve as the umbilical cord, linking the alumnus with the alma mater.
Yet it is not all together a happy picture. The way ahead is riddled with
challenges and hurdles, solutions to which have to be sought by the university, so as
to move forward on the road to development, contributing to the enrichment of
Tripura‘s socio-economic and cultural heritage in every step. Human resource being
its greatest asset, the employees of this University can convert its weaknesses into
strengths and threats into opportunities. To encourage innovative activities among the
faculty members and scholars and society at large the University has formed
‗Innovation Club‘. This University has understood that it can achieve excellence only
by dedication, discipline and determination that the students, teachers and
administrators bring to bear on their hardwork. It is the aim of the University to ignite
the entrepreneurial skills of our youth, so that they can explore the economic treasures
for productivity thereby reducing social conflicts and tensions and gain self-reliance
and self employment.
To keep up with the thrust on decompartmentalisation in academics,
interdisciplinary studies and research are being promoted. Establishment of Centre for
Study of Social Exclusion and Inclusive policy, Centre for Gandhian Studies, Centre
for Bamboo Cultivation and Resource Utilization and Women‘s Studies Centre are all
evidences to that mindset and orientation. The university has emphasised undertaking
of research projects in its curricular modification and design. The implementation of
externally funded research projects from DST, DBT, CSIR, UGC, ICAR, ICHR,
NERC, ISRO-ARFI, ICMR, DIT, ICPR, MoES, ICSSR, NTFP, SAMEER, ICMR,
NBFGR, VCP, JICA, DEA and SERB with a total funding exceeding ten crores bears
testimony to this. Faculty Members and Ph. D. Scholars of the university have
published more than five hundred research papers in national and international
journals/books/periodicals during the last four years. A good number of our alumni
are placed in various organizations across the country. Increase in the intake capacity
of students in different courses offered during the last four years, reflect an overall
growth of the University that is definitely encouraging.
As the highest seat of learning in this small speck of a state on the map of
India, Tripura University is equipping its students to live creatively, responsibly, and
peacefully thus also empowering them to become agents of change for a better
society. This university recognises the need to tap creative and innovative talent at the
grassroots and link them to the formal education system, since it is youth quality that
creates progressive society. There is a need to strengthen this linkage and work in
collaboration with the State Government to enable the innovators convert the products
they have developed into marketable products. The state‘s and nation‘s future
economic success will depend on the how we can compete with other states and
countries in research and innovation. A Centre for Bamboo Cultivation and Resource
Utilisation is located within the Campus which is an innovative unit for the
University. The University has prepared clear cut guidelines for young Research
Scholars to encourage and guide them effectively. It has also recently initiated the
process of introducing Semester System in all affiliated colleges in Tripura through
Choice Based Credit System.
Ever since its establishment, Tripura University has taken great strides in
various fields of teaching and research. By imparting quality education to students
from this region it has been acting as a centre of empowerment for the people. The

picturesque beauty and semi-urban environment of the University‘s campus situated
in a zero pollution zone provides the right academic ambience for teaching and
research. Tripura‘s indigenous art forms, culture and tradition are a matter of immense
pride; its rich resources and gifted and industrious people are an asset for the state and
the country. Tripura University in all its endeavours has taken special care to safe
guard and enhance them. Besides fulfilling of the objectives spelt out in the Tripura
University Act, the university also aims to make itself a model university that caters
to the educational needs of the people of the North Eastern Region in general and the
people of Tripura in particular. The University is fostering partnership in the
development missions of Tripura through knowledge planning, knowledge creation
and knowledge dissemination among the students who shall in turn be executing the
missions after the completion of their education. At present there are two faculties,
thirty four Departments and four Centres of Study in the University. So far, the
University has provided human resource in administration, Social Sciences, Sciences,
Humanities, Management and Education. Important subjects like Fine Arts, Forestry
and Biodiversity, Journalism and Mass Communication, Law, Microbiology,
Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics, Music, Pharmacy, Physical Education,
Sociology, Statistics and Psychology have been introduced in the last plan period. The
future plans of the University include expansion of the campus, improvement of
library and establishment of ICT enabled classrooms, a new look examination block,
more hostels for men and women including research scholars hostels, improved
canteen, guest houses and accommodation for the faculty and non-teaching staff,
employment of modern technological tools and facilitating multimedia mode of
interactive teaching- learning. The University is gradually changing over to egovernance for efficient administration which is both eco-friendly and efficient. The
University proposes the introduction of additional professional and interdisciplinary
programmes, new departments to facilitate new programmes and establishing centres
of excellence for broadening faculty improvement programmes. The way ahead is
long and arduous, the resources are modest but an unfaltering spirit and determination
never to yield that are the hall marks of this highest seat of learning in this remote
North Eastern state, propels Tripura University to continue endlessly in its:
― Pursuit of Excellence‖
Institutional Strengths
 The serenity of University Campus makes the environment more conducive for
effective
learning and teaching.
 Teaching faculty of the University is well qualified, experienced, motivated and
cooperative.
 Faculty with up-to-date knowledge through latest books, journals and internet in all
the existing departments.
 All the Faculty members have computers and Internet connection.
 Most of the departments have scanner and Xerox facilities
Faculty enrichment and capacity building through participation in seminars/
conferences/workshops/orientations and refresher courses.
 Publications by faculty members in national and international journals.
 Inter-disciplinary studies.
 Networking with other institutions.

 Inter- departmental relationship.
 Obedient and cooperative students.
 Scope for research and development activities.
 Largest number of students‘ intake at Masters and Ph.D. programmes in the State.
 Selection of students in different courses on merit basis.
 Regular revision of course curricula in keeping with the modern trends and also
employability concerns.
 Availability of sufficient feeder colleges in the State.
 Cordial relationship between faculty members, staff and students.
 Congenial working atmosphere.
 A centrally air-conditioned spacious auditorium with a seating capacity of 780.
 Motivation and encouragement given to students to participate in co-curricular
activities.
 A vibrant University Cultural Week revived under the name of ‗Udbhaas 2013‘
being organised annually.
 ICT usage for teaching and research in many of the departments.
 Recently created amenities such as open air theatre, purchase of e-books, online
journals through INFLBNET, concrete and tarred road to all buildings, continuous
drinking water supply, canteens, Bank and Post Office, regular internet connectivity,
limited outdoor and indoor sports facility and playgrounds are our present strengths of
the University.
 There is a continuous improvement in overall aspects of higher education and
research in the University.
 A dynamic curriculum is one of the most significant pre-requisite of meeting the
demands of the fast developing knowledge in every discipline and subject.
 Departments of Economics and Botany are UGC – SAP departments contributing
immensely towards knowledge production of the highest order.
 Department of History and physics have produced commonwealth fellow and full
bright fellow respectively.
 Each year a large no. of students qualify in NET, SET, TCS, TPS services.
 Conduction of Employability Training By Tata Consultancy Services in 2013 has
resulted in the recruitment of three students in TCS.
Institutional Weaknesses
 Non formation of Students Council, College Development Council.
Lack of full-fledged ordinance, rules and regulations which is hampering day to day
University activities.
 Shortage of Faculty in the professional courses offered.
 Shortage of non-teaching staff.
 Less and insufficient number of faculty positions.
 Insufficient equipment for research and practical activities. Many of the
laboratories in the newly opened science and engineering departments are ill equipped
due to lack of space.
 Uncatalogued books and absence of hardcopy of journals in Library.
 Lack of separate Seminar Halls/ Conference Rooms in departments.
 Lack of departmental library.

 Absence of clearly defined specialized area of study in the Departments.
Institutional Opportunities
 Our rich heritage of culture and tradition, our rich biodiversity and natural
resources offer an unexplored paradise to scholars for research.
 To take advantage of ICT and Multimedia facilities.
 To develop curriculum and syllabi to ensure innovation, create employability,
encourage research, sensitise students and faculty on emerging issues of human rights,
environmental issues, conflict management, peace building, indigenous knowledge
system, gender equality.
 To integrate local with global and global to local issues.
 To provide orientation to students towards research at the Post Graduate level.
 Tobuilt up a world class centre for the study of Manuscript and introduce courses
on Manuscriptology and Paliography.
To use the knowledge of students and faculty members connected with BCRU for
sustainable use of natural resources like bamboo.
 To study and document the rich oral history of the tribals of Tripura by setting up
Centre for Folklore Studies and Centre for Culture Studies.
 Toenergiseprogrammes of women empowerment.
 To document the rich flora, source of livelihood and economy of the local people.
 To study economy and society of Tripura in depth and develop strategy to address
the development problems.
 To provide for special facilities for students with different degrees of physical
handicap.
 To develop the centre for cultural heritage and ancient texts.
 With the ―Look East Policy‖ of the Government of India, the University can play a
vital role in building academic and research liaisons with the neighbouring countries
of South, East and South-East Asian countries.
 Toemphasise the specificity and variety of North Eastern culture and literature in
its curricula.
 To integrate the traditional corpus of ethnic knowledge with the modern trends of
academia through research, innovation and development.
 To motivate both students and teachers for their performance in the fields of
teaching, learning and research.
Institutional Challenges
 To prepare the students to meet and address future challenges.
 To make research in science, engineering and management a key activity.
 To initiate capacity building for students and faculty in order to develop ―out of the
box‖ training to overcome hurdles and grab new opportunities in academics, research
and employment opportunities.
 To see that more students qualify NET / SLET and other competitive examinations.
 Toattract, create and retain the effective resource persons for quality research.
 To attract students from neighbouring states and abroad particularly SAARC
countries.

 To make Integrated Master Degree programme (IMD) a truly world class venture
encompassing all disciplines.
 To develop entrepreneurship skills in the states in order to accelerate the pace of
development inTripura.
 To promote sustainable use of biodiversity and its conservation strategies.
 To strengthen placement activity and to focus on employability in all the courses
offered.
Actions Taken in the light of the suggestions/recommendations of the Peer Team
which visited the University in 2002
1. Independent and more spacious academic, administrative and library buildings have
been created and constructed.
2. Almost all the academic departments and administrative units and library are
computerized and provided with internet connectivity.
3. A separate library building with sufficient space for stacking books, journals,
newspapers and reading facilities are available.
4. Books and e-journals published both nationally and internationally are subscribed
every year
based on the requirement of the students, research scholars and teaching faculty that
help in providing up to date information and knowledge building
5. Library contact hours have been extended and libraries are open from 10.00 AM to
5:00 PM generally including Saturday.
6. Latest UGC/MHRD guidelines have been followed for promotion of teaching and
non-teaching staff.
7. Research activities in all the Faculties and Departments have been started with
initiation of Ph.D course work programme.
8. Admission to Ph.Dprogramme is based on the UGC Regulations of 2009 adopted in
totality by our University.
9. The number of Ph.D students is increasing year by year that is indicative of
growing research interest and culture in our University.
10. Research topics/areas of research are of contemporary relevance and relevant for
meeting local, national and global needs.
11. Research scholars are recipient of scholarships and fellowships provided by the
UGC, ICSSR,
ICHR, CSIR, DST, DBT and the like.
12. Almost all the Faculties and Departments are engaged in research projects funded
by the UGC, ICSSR, ICAR, DBT, DST .
13. In order to facilitate research activities, a Research and Innovative cell is likely to
be established.
14. Faculty members are encouraged to attend Seminars, Conferences, Workshops,
Orientation and Refresher Courses as part of Knowledge and Capacity building
programme.
15. Departments under various Faculty organize Seminars, Conferences, Workshops,
Capacity Building training programmes as well as special lecture series on regular
basis that help update the knowledge of the students, research scholars and teaching
faculty. At the same time these activities inculcate and promote inter-disciplinary
spirit and culture and provide opportunities for academic and research interactions
with the neighbouring Universities in particular.

16. Capacity building of administrative staff is done on regular basis through
organization of the Office training programme. The staff members are trained to
upgrade their office management capacity and acquire relevant managerial skills.
17. The syllabi and courses are regularly updated. External experts are invited at the
time of the revision of syllabi and courses. Syllabi are of interdisciplinary nature to
meet the local, national and global needs.
18.Student hostels have been established to enhance the residential capacity of both
boys and girls.
19. All the hostels are provided with internet connectivity, dining space, common
rooms with newspapers and cable TV subscription, sports facilities- both indoor and
outdoor.
20. Renewable source of energy particularly solar energy is provided in the Library
building and Administrative block.
21. Placement facilities have been recently created to help students find suitable
employment/job after completion of their studies. For this a Placement Cell has been
created with a Placement Officer.
22. In order to help the students particularly from the SC/ST/Minority background
provision of remedial coaching in English as well as Basic Computer Training has
been running under the auspices of the Equal Opportunity Cell as per UGC and Govt.
of India Guidelines.
23. Coaching classes for preparation of State/Central Civil Services competitive
examinations are conducted on regular basis. Students are also provided with
coaching and study materials as well as counseling facilities for NET/SLET
examinations. For this purpose, a separate office of Equal Opportunity Cell has been
created as per the guidelines of the UGC and Govt. of India.
24. Integrated Master‘s Degree programme in ten subjects (English, History, Hindi,
Economics, Political Science, Bengali, Philosophy, Mathematics, Economics,
Statistics) has been introduced to equip students for quality and higher education.
25. To maintain the campus eco-friendly there is a campus-in-charge with an active
committee in operation.
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Profile of the University
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Name:
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3. Status of the University:
State University

State Private University

Central University
University under Section 3 of UGC(Deemed University)
Institution of National Importance
Any other (please specify)

4.Type of University:
Unitary

Affiliating
5. Source of Funding:

Central Government
State Government
Self –financing
Any Other (Please Specify)
6. a. Date of establishment of the university: 02/10/1987.(dd/mm/yyyy)
b. Prior to the establishment of the university ,was it a/an
i) PG Centre
Yes 
No 
ii) Affiliated College
Yes 
No 
iii) Constituent College
Yes 
No 
iv) Autonomous College
Yes 
No 
v) Any other (please specify)
……………………..
If yes, give the date of establishment …1976……………………….(dd/mm/yyyy)
7. Date of recognition as a university by UGC or any other national agency:
Under Section
dd
mm
yyyy
Remarks
i. 2f of UGC*
ii. 12B of UGC*
26
07
1989
iii. 3 of UGC#
iv. Any other ^ (please
specify)

*Enclose certificate of recognition.
# Enclose notification of MHRD and UGC for all
courses/programmes/campus/campuses.
^ Enclose certificate of recognition by any other national agency/agencies, if any.
8. Has the university been recognized
a. By UGC as a University with Potential for Excellence?
Yes No 
If yes ...............................................date of recognition(dd/mm/yyyy)
b. For its performance by any other governmental agency?
Yes No
If yes, name of the agency…………………. and date of recognition :……………….
(dd/mm/yyyy)
9. Does the university have off-campus centres?
Yes  No 
If yes, date of establishment:…………………………….(dd/mm/yyyy)
Date of recognition :…………………………….(dd/mm/yyyy)
10. Does the university have off-shore campuses?
Yes No 
If yes, date of establishment:………………………..(dd/mm/yyyy)
Date of recognition :…………………………………(dd/mm/yyyy)
11. Location of the campus and area :
Location*( Rural)

i)Main campus area

Suryamaninagar

Campus area
in acres

Built up ar in sq.
mts

74 Acres

299467.37508
Sqmeters

ii) Other campuses in the
country
iii) Campuses abroad
o (* Urban, Semi-Urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any other(please specify)
If the university has more than one campus, it may submit a consolidated self –study
report reflecting the activities of all the campuses.
12. Provide information on the following: In case of multi-campus University, please
provide campus –wise information.



Auditorium/seminar complex with infrastructural facilities Sports Facilities

*
*
*
*

*

*

*











Playground–Available( Under Construction)
Swimming pool - NA
Gymnasium - Available
Any other (please specify)
Hostel
Boy‘s Hostel
(i)
Number of Hostels - 01
(ii)
Number of inmates - 65
(iii)
Facilities – Basic amenities needed are provided viz. canteen,
water, reading room , TV, dailies, internet and computer access.
Girl‘s Hostel
(i)
Number of hostels - 01
(ii)
Number of inmates - 77
(iv)
Facilities - Basic amenities needed are provided viz. canteen,
water, reading room , TV, dailies, internet and computer access.
Working Women‘s Hostel - NA
(i)
Number of hostel‘s
(ii)
Number of inmates
(iii)
Facilities
Residential facilities for faculty and non-teaching – Yes. Quarter facilities
are available for teaching and non-teaching staff in a limited manner.
Type I (Type II (12 No‘s)
Cafeteria -1
Health Centre – Nature of facilities available-inpatient, outpatient,
ambulance, emergency care facility in a limited manner. The University
medical Centre is situated near the University Guest House. The staff
and students of the Tripura University visit the centers for various
elements like diabetes, Hyper-Tension, fever and any medical emergency.
The Medical Centre also provide medicines for the employees for various
diseases. The medical Centre is supported by two doctors one Male and
one Female andan experienced staff nurse. The Centre also has a bed for
temporary monitoring of BP/Chest pain and other emergencies before
shifting to other hospitals.
Facilities like banking, post office are available and no book shops.
i)
Banking (01) – SBI with ATM Facility, Punjab National Bank
ATM facility only.
ii)
Post Office (01) – One sub post office having the facility of
speed post , registry and others.
iii)
Book Shop – NA.
Transport facilities to cater to the needs of the students and staff.- NA
Facilities for persons with disabilities-Lift, Ramps, Wheel Chairs, toilets
for differently abled are available in the newly constructed buildings.
These will also be available in the buildings which are under construction.






Animal house – 1 (Available)
Incinerator for laboratories - NA
Power house– 1Substation is presently functioning.
Waste management facility - Available

13. Number of institutions affiliated to the university
Type of colleges
Total
Permanent
Arts, Science and Commerce 25
16
Law
1
1
Medicine
2
2
Engineering
1
1
Education
2
2
Management
0
Music
3
1
Art And Craft
1
1
Physical Education
1
1
Pharmaceutical Science
1
1
Agriculture
1
Veterinary Science
1
Polytechnic
3
1
Nursing
4
1
Para-Medical Science
1
1

Temporary
9

2

1
1
2
3

14. Does the University Act provide for conferment of autonomy(as recognized by the
UGC) to its affiliated institutions? If yes, give the number of autonomous colleges
under the jurisdiction of the University
Yes 

No 

Number 

15. Furnish the following information:
Particulars
a. University Departments
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Research centres on the
campus
b. Constituent colleges
c. Affiliated colleges
d. Colleges under 2(f)
e. Colleges under 2(f) and 12B
f. NAAC accredited colleges
g. Colleges with Potential for
Excellence (UGC)
h. Autonomous colleges

Number

Number of Students

08- Integrated
Masters,
34- Postgraduate,
05- Research Centre
NIL
47
Nil
18
1
Nil

Nil
52,522
Nil
34,825
3,005
Nil

NIL

Nil

i. Colleges with Postgraduate
Departments
j. Colleges with Research
Departments
k. University recognized
Research Institutes/ Centres

03

1,253

Nil

Nil

NIL

Nil

16. Does the university conform to the specification of Degrees as enlisted by the
UGC?
Yes 

No 

17. Academic programmes offered by the university departments at present (till
February 2014), under the following categories.Enclose the list of academic
programmes offered)
Programmes
Numbers
UG
NA
PG
34
Integrated Masters
08
M.Phil.
NA
Ph.D
30
Certificate
03
Diploma
01(kokborok)
PG Diploma
04
Any other(please specify)
Total 80
18. Number of working days during the last academic year.
233

19. Number of teaching days during the past four academic years 2009-2010( 180
Days), 2010-2011(180 Days), 2011-2012(180 Days), 2012-2013(180 Days)
(‗Teaching days‘ means days on which classes were engaged. Examination days are
not to be included)
20. Does the university have a department of Teacher Education?
Yes 
If yes,

No 

a. Year of establishment ……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
b. NCTE recognition details (if applicable)
Notification No.: ……………………………………
Date: …………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)

c. Is the department opting for assessment and accreditation separately?
Yes 
No 

21. Does the university have a teaching department of Physical Education?
Yes 

No 

If yes,
a. Year of establishment 2012 (dd/mm/yyyy)
b. NCTE recognition details (if applicable)
Notification No.: NA
Date: …………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
c. Is the department opting for assessment and accreditation separately?
Yes 

No 

22. In the case of Private and Deemed Universities, please indicate whether
professional programmes are being offered?
Yes 

No 

If yes, please enclose approval / recognition details issued by the statutory body
governing the programme.

23. Has the university been reviewed by any regulatory authority? If so, furnish a
copy of the report and action taken there upon.
The Universityhas been reviewed and accredited by UGC - NAAC in 2002 with C+
grade.
24. Number of positions in the university
Positions
Teaching faculty
(Compiled from notification regarding
Details of Faculty and Non-Faculty
position as on 1/1/2014 published on
University Website)
Profeessor
Sanctioned 39
by the
UGC /
University /
State
Government
Recruited
4

Nonteaching
staff (
From
AQAR
2012-13)

Technical
staff ( From
AQAR
2012-13)

Associate
Professor
58

Assistant
Professor
125

180

65

23

115

96

18

Yet to
recruit
Number of
persons
working on
contract
basis

35

35

10

84

12

134 (Compiled from
notification regarding
Details of Faculty and
Non-Faculty position as
on 1/1/2014 published on
University Website)

25. Qualifications of the teaching staff
Highest qualification
Professor

Permanent Teachers
D.Sc./D.Litt.
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
Temporary teachers
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
Part-time teachers
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG

Male

Female

Associate
Professor
Male Female

Nil
19

Nil
2

Nil
19

Nil
5

Nil
45
2
33

Nil
7
0
10

Nil
97
2
43

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
10

Nil
Nil
03

Nil
Nil
13

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

26. Emeritus, Adjunct and Visiting Professors.
Emeritus
Number

47

0

Assistant
Professor
Male Female

Total

Adjunct

Visiting

0

61

27. Chairs instituted by the university:
Chairs
School/Department

04 (Mahatma Gandhi Professor in the department of
History, Jawaharlal Nehru Professor in the department of
Botany, Subhash Chandra Bose Professor in the
department of Economics, Rabindranath Tagore
Professor in the department of Bengali)

28. Students enrolled in the university departments during the current academic year,
with the following details:

PG Diploma
*M *F
30-5

Diploma
*M *F
59-71

Certificate
*M *F
10-26

D.Litt/D.Sc.
*M *F
NA

Integrated Ph. D
*M *F
NA

Ph.D
*M *F
51-37

M.Phil.
*M *F
NA

Integrated Masters
*M *F
55-82

PG
*M *F
1023-1032

UG
104-82

From the
state where
the
university is
located

*M *F

Students

Nil

Nil

Nil

NA

NA

7-5

NA

Nil

16-14

Nil

From other
states of
India

Nil

Nil

Nil

NA

NA

Nil

NA

Nil

Nil

Nil

NRI
students

NIL

Nil

Nil

NA

Nil

NA

NA

Nil

Nil

Nil

104-82

10391046

55-82

NA

58-42

NA

NA

10-26

59-71

30-5

Foreign
students

Total

*M-Male *F-Female
29. ‗Unit cost‘ of education
(Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total number of
students enrolled)
(a) including the salary component = Rs. 286531972
(b) excluding the salary component = Rs. 81571185

30. Academic Staff College - NIL
• Year of establishment …………
• Number of programmes conducted (with duration)
∗ UGC Orientation
∗ UGC Refresher
∗ University‘s own programmes
31. Does the university offer Distance Education Programmes (DEP)?
Yes 
No 
If yes, indicate the number of programmes offered.
Four (BA pass, Bed, Med and certificate course in Human Rights)
Are they recognized by the Distance Education Council?
Yes
32. Does the university have a provision for external registration of students?
Yes 
No 
If yes, how many students avail of this provision annually?
33. Is the university applying for Accreditation or Re-Assessment? If Accreditation,
name the cycle.
Accreditation: Cycle1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4  Re-Assessment: 
34. Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and re-assessment
only)
Cycle 1: 15/05/2002 (dd/mm/yyyy), Accreditation outcome/ResultC+
Cycle 2: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy), Accreditation outcome/Result ……
Cycle 3: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy), Accreditation outcome/Result ……
Cycle 4: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy), Accreditation outcome/Result ……
* Kindly enclose copy of accreditation certificate(s) and peer team report(s)
35. Does the university provide the list of accredited institutions under its jurisdiction
on its website? Provide details of the number of accredited affiliated / constituent/
autonomous colleges under the university.
There is a accredited institution under the Tripura University but its details are not
provided in the university website.
36. Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) and dates of
submission of Annual Quality Assurance Reports (AQAR).
IQAC …24/11/2010…… (dd/mm/yyyy)
AQAR (i) 29/08/2014 (dd/mm/yyyy)
(ii) 08/9/2014 (dd/mm/yyyy)
(iii) ……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
(iv) ……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)

37. Any other relevant data, the university would like to include (not exceeding one
page).
The survey conducted by leading Indian magazine India Today has ranked
Tripura University as the 4th best University in North east India and 43rd in
overall Indian ranking on its issue dated 30th June 2014 .

Criterion I
Curricular Aspects
Introduction:
The objectives of the University are to disseminate and advance knowledge, wisdom
of understanding by research, and, implementation of fruitful teaching learning
process. Curriculum is the essence of teaching learning process. It is significant
because it gives specific direction to this process. With the increasing variety and
complexity in the society, there came a need to make the learner aware of this variety
and complexity so that they can understand the society in a proper perspective, get to
know about their role and develop their personality in a balanced way. Curriculum
caters to all these needs. Scientifically it can be defined as
Curriculum = an academic and social learning race
It leads to as follows:















An ever- changing series of planned learning experiences,
That which is taught in academic institutions.
A set of subjects.
Content
A program of studies.
A set of materials
A sequence of courses.
A course of study
A set of performance objectives
Everything that goes on within the university, including extra-class
activities, guidance, and interpersonal relationships.
A series of experiences undergone by learners in a school.
That which an individual learner experiences as a result of university life.
An aggregate of courses of study in a university.
Planned and unplanned concept, content, skills, work habits, means of
assessment, attitudes and instructional strategies taught in the classroom
and the variety of university activities in and out of class that influence
present and future academic, social, emotional and physical growth of
students.

Curriculum Design and Development:
Towards this end the University created few guiding principles for the design and
development of curriculum, which are as follows:
Usefulness
Usefulness is the 1st basic consideration in the development of the curriculum.
Curriculum should be need based. It must cater to the demands and expectations of
the society as well as the individual.

Comprehensive and all inclusive
Curriculum is a broader phenomenon; therefore it should be comprehensive and all
inclusive. Nothing should be left out of it. It should clearly define the vision and
mission behind itself and inculcate all that is essential for translating that vision and
mission into concrete reality.
Learner-Centred
The developments in student psychology and teaching learning process, in the modern
world have brought the learner at the centre of all academic activities. It is logical also
because after all the whole teaching learning process is for the learner while defining
curriculum who should take this fact account. Curriculum should be defined in such a
way that focus is always on the learner.
Stimulating
The best curriculum is that which includes sufficient activities and opportunities to
stimulate the mind of the learner and contribute towards making him or her an
independent and free thinker. It is said that all knowledge is within. Curriculum must
enable the learner to be thirsty for knowledge and derived from the fountain that flows
with in him or her.
Motivating course higher ends
The nature of the curriculum should be such that it must motivate and inspire the
learner to achieve the higher end or what we make all the ultimates of life. In other
word the objective of curriculum should not be narrow and concerned with only here
and now. It must address the larger issues that relate to all humanities in all the time.
Curriculum should motivate the learner to discover, to invent, to question and to think
because their activities are the basis of all knowledge.
Flexible
Curriculum should be rigid but flexible. We must understand that society is dynamic
and change is the law of nature. New discovery and development keep taking place in
this world and curriculum should be flexible enough to accommodate this
development and discovery. In other words curriculum must adapt itself to the
changes and grow with the society only then it can be fruitful.
Tuned to the mental and physical level of the learner
Curriculum should be according to the mental and physical level of the students, it
should neither be difficult nor too easy for them. If it is too difficult, the learners will
not understand it, if it is too easy, they will lose interest in it.
Culture specific
The teaching-learning process is most effective, when it is sensitive to the context in
which it takes place, and since curriculum is a guiding document for its process. It
could be context sensitive and culture specific in other words, curriculum should
include those things which are available in the social and cultural environment of the
learner. Only than the learner will be in position to identify with those things, get
involved in the teaching learning process and shall learn.

In harmony with need and expectation of the society
Man/woman is a social being and teaching-learning process must prepare him/her for
the society, therefore curriculum should be in harmony with the need and expectation
of the society, while framing curriculum we must diagnose what is required in the
society and ensure that curriculum should fulfil that requirement.
A balanced mixture of theory and practical
Life is putting theory into practice, we must understand that true knowledge is that
which came through experiences, therefore practice makes people perfect. But all this
does not mean that theory is of no significance. Actually it is theory that determines
practice; therefore, curriculum must be judicious mixture of both theory and practice.
Value Based
Values are the essence of life and the foundation of a healthy and balanced society. It
is value that differentiates a human being from an animal. Therefore, curriculum must
be value based and must inculcate those values in the learner that contribute towards
the making of a balanced personality and meaningful society.

Academic initiative towards university vision and mission:
The institutional vision and mission is to disseminate and advance knowledge through
the following Academic Initiatives:


Instructional and Research Facilities: Provide instructional and
research facilities in a simultaneous way to most of the branches of
learning as it may deem fit. The research is catalysed in such a way that
it is capable to fit into instructional mechanism of the university through
faculty members. In this regard time to time syllabus is being modifying
to fit into the current scenario of world.



Integrated Courses: To create a base of knowledge pyramid of
different subjects integrated courses have been introduced for different
subjects. It includes humanities, natural and physical sciences, social
sciences, forestry and other allied disciplines in the educational
programmes of the University. To manage and monitor these courses
separate setup has been formulated.



Studies on Tribal Life: In view of high density availability of
hereditary knowledge from indigenous tribal population, it has been
incorporated in education system. The region is having high number of
tribal population with diversified cultural background. They have also
different spoken languages such as Kakbarak (Tripuri), Reang,
Manipuri etc. therefore, special provisions for studies in tribal life and
culture has been introduced in university academic system. Few such
special centres are as follows



Centre for Tribal Language
Centre for study of social exclusion and inclusive policy.



Innovations: Appropriate measures have been taken for promoting
innovations in teaching-learning process, inter-disciplinary studies and
research. In this regard an innovation team has also been formulated
with the different faculties from different branches. Few faculty
members have been also identified as inspiring teachers through
assessing their motto towards innovation in teaching-learning processes
and curriculum vitae

Special
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development

Providing
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l vision &
Mission

Education
and training
Appropriate
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for
innovations

Making
provisions
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Special
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Figure 1.1- Initiatives taken to achieve University Vision and
Mission


Education and Training: Manpower development is the ultimate need
and goal of the time. Due to the regional backwardness of Tripura it is
lagging behind in many aspects at national and international level with
respect to human resource. There is an urgent need of more efficient and
productive manpower for its development. Pertaining to that the
university takes appropriate measures of educating and training
manpower for the development of the individual that will ultimately
lead to the development of the State of Tripura.



Socio-Economic Development: The University also plays a vital role
in improving the socio-economic condition of the people of Tripura by
paying special attention to the improvement of the intellectual,
academic and cultural development of the people of the state.

Process of designing and developing curriculum:
The University follows a systematic process in the design and development of the
curriculum. The curriculum of the programmes offered by the institution is designed
in line with the guidelines of the regulatory authorities like UGC, ICAR, DCI,
AICTE, etc., which develop national level policies in the respective field of education,

research and extension etc. after a detailed need-assessment survey and
multidisciplinary dialogue at the national level. The developments in the disciplines
concerned across the country and the changes in the policies of the government are
taken into account for curriculum development process. However, the regulatory
authorities offer slot for accommodating localized needs for problem solving at
regional level. The university, in general, follows the following two approaches for
post graduate and undergraduate curriculum respectively:
(i)

Designing of Post-graduate Curriculum takes place in the following
ways: Keeping in view the instructions from regulatory bodies, feedback from
the external subject experts, faculty members and need of present time
faculty members curriculum prepared. While preparing the curriculum
of a paper, faculty considers the availability of expert and other
resources.
 Prepared curriculum is proposed in Board of Post-graduate Studies
(BPGS) of respective Departments for the consideration of the
departments. The BPGS is framed with the faculty members of
respective department and two subject experts of the respective subjects
and also includes one industry experienced person if the subject is
required so. It is formed in every department. Deliberation is made over
the proposed curriculum for understanding the possible kinks.
 The approved curriculum by BPGS then moves to the Academic
Council for approval. The Academic Council of the University chaired
by the Vice- Chancellor and represented by all Dean, Head of the Dept.
Professors, Associate Professors, representatives of the University and
nominated members thoroughly discuss the changes and development
brought in the curriculum and ensures updated version in line with the
global standards & regional relevance.

(ii)

Designing of Under-graduate Curriculum
 For the preparation of under-graduate curriculum, there is a Board of
Under-graduate Studies (BUGS), which has been formed in most of the
departments.

Ensuring Employability, Innovation and Research in curriculum
development:
Employability is ensured through the following aspects:
 Relative Industry Experience: In the initial stage of the designing
and updating the curriculum BPGS are formed in every department
that includes the faculty members of respective department and two
subject experts of the respective subjects and experienced person from
the relative industry. So the syllabus thus framed includes all the
components that are needful for the students to acquaint them with the
things they need to know in order to join the relative industry.

 Varied Stakeholders: The curriculum is primarily designed to orient
students towards employability by varied stake holders viz., Industries,
Govt. agencies, banking sector, major agro based industries, insurance
sector, etc.
 Practical Training: The curriculum design ensures equal proportion
of hands on practical training for skill Acquirement & sound
theoretical knowledge base. The students are given enough
opportunities to interact with the practical field through placements in
govt. and private sector as a part of course curriculum. And also
sufficient theory classes are given for enhancing their theoretical
knowledge.
 Field Exposure: To impart exposure to field oriented problem/solving
ability to students, certain practice oriented courses are encompassed in
the curriculum of Science, Engineering, and few social science
subjects such as Rural Management, etc.
 In-Plant Training: Students of technical and management courses
undertake in-plant or service related in-house training and students of
Arts and Science Faculties are exposed to various exposures & camps.
This approach give students hands on training, updated knowledge,
managerial skill, practical exposure and multitasking ability in the
fields of expertise concerned.
And also first-rate analytical and interpretation skills for the learner are
insisted during the process of drawing content for research credits in the
curriculum.

Innovation is encouraged through the following aspects:
 Research Project: Innovative and cutting edge ideas are promoted
through research / project in the University. Few action research
projects have also been taken up by University where innovations are
used in experimental phase and modified according to necessity.
 Innovation Club: An Innovation club in the University is formulated
with different faculty members. The club primarily to engage to gather
all innovations through creating innovation forum, where in addition to
the university people others from surroundings also gather and
demonstrate their innovations. To make this forum active different
occasions such as convocation day of university has been identified to
demonstrate different innovations. It focuses on the creative innovations
from the larger society of Tripura through exhibitions and displays.

Research ability of the student is brought out through the following aspects:
Enabling Students in Research
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Fig: 1.2- Initiatives to infuse research ability in students g
synopsis
 The university aims to promote research ability among the students and
upturn their enthusiasm in research. Pertaining to this the university
provides access to all the possible research infrastructures for students
to carry out project work.
 To impart research capacity in the students Research methodology is
taught as a part of course curriculum of PG studies in most of the
departments of social science, like Department of Rural Management
and Development, Sociology, Education etc..
 At the PG level some of the Departments like Geography and Disaster
Management, Rural Management, engineering Departments etc. have
made project submission by the students compulsory which infuses
research aptitude among the students.
 Research methodology is taught as part of pre-PhD course work
program in all the departments of all the faculties in order to enhance
the knowledge of the new researchers about carrying out research work.
 Cutting edge research on the emerging areas in Arts, Social Science,
Science, Engineering and management are promoted while approving
the synopsis for PhD. Registration.

Guidelines for developing and/or restructuring the curriculum:
The University follows directives from MHRD, UGC, AICTE, MCI, and other such
statutory bodies for developing and updating the curriculum from time to time. All the
departments are having a tie up with their respective industries by the way of
conducting the following activities which help the students to update their industry –
oriented inputs, which use to incorporate in curriculum:
 Special invited Lectures are organised by the departments where
officers and knowledgeable persons of the related industries and
organisations are invited to share their experiences and learning with

the students. Few government agencies has also been introduced to
deliver lecture about their department such as Animal Husbandry,
Forestry, Agriculture and Development etc..
 With consultancy of various industries and knowledgeable persons of
the relative subjects several value added courses have been introduced
in the university in order to polish the capability of the students. Such as
Tribal and Ethnic Studies, Rural Management and Development
faculties and students are closely associated with different reputed civil
societies to get input in their curriculum.
 Technical seminars on the subjects concerned are organized with
industry participation in it. The seminars give scopes to the students to
interact with the industrial personalities having knowledge of the
relative subjects. Thus these seminars help the students to learn from
the experience of those people and also help them increase their
confidence as well as social capital.
 Soft skill development workshops are organized with professionals
from outside the university. This offers the students a scope to improve
their soft-skill under the guidance of professionals.

Strategy for facilitating new programmes in affiliated colleges:
Introduction of new programs in affiliated colleges of the University depends on the
requirement of State Government. The state government decides if any additional skill
development programme is to be provided in the funded colleges and the university
implements that in its affiliated colleges. Whenever a new programme is introduced in
the affiliated colleges of the university, it facilitates the process in the following
manner:

Inspection
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Assessment
and report
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authority

Launch of
approved
programm
e

Fig: 1.3- Process of facilitating new programmes in affiliated colleges
 Whenever a new programme request arises from the affiliated
college an Inspection Team is constituted and sent to examine the
feasibility of the programme.
 The inspection team then carries out assessment and prepares a
report. It represents the findings of the team stating how the
programme that is to be launched/hold if it is/isn‘t feasible.

 The report prepared by the inspection team goes for approval to the
University authority, where academic council gives the necessary
direction.
 Finally, on the basis of the report of the inspection team duly
approved by the University‘s academic council, new programmes
of studies in the affiliated colleges commence.

Academic Flexibility:
The university academic system has to be more or less flexible in order to stay
updated with the current needs. Academic flexibility refers to suppleness pertaining to
the courses offered, mobility within and across the programmes, and in the discipline
of the programmes offered. In order to maintain this academic flexibility and cater to
the needs of the regional and national level students, many new programmes are
initiated. In this regard last two years back the university has launched 10 new
departments which include subjects from Science, Humanities and Social Sciences.
Strengthening process of these departments has been taken very rigorously through
facilitating library, faculty members and other infrastructural supports. Being located
in a geographically backward position it is also facing the difficulties to attract
professor and associate professor level faculty members from national and
international level. Therefore, it is in plan that in the next phase there will be a proper
vision and strategy that will be followed to develop courses targeting international
students. Though presently few initiatives has been taken in PhD programme where
international students have chosen their co-guide from Tripura University.

Programmes provided by the university on campus and in affiliated
colleges:
Programmes taught on campus
1. Botany,
2. Chemistry,
3. Forestry and Biodiversity,
4. Geography and disaster management,
5. Human physiology,
6. Pharmacy,
7. Computer Science and Engineering,
8. Electrical Engineering,
9. Information Technology,
10. Mathematics,
11. Physics,
12. Microbiology,
13. Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics,
14. statistics,
15. Zoology,
16. Bengali,

17. English,
18. Sanskrit,
19. Economics,
20. History,
21. Philosophy,
22. Political Science,
23. Commerce,
24. Sociology,
25. Education,
26. Physiology,
27. Law,
28. Rural management and development,
29. Journalism and Mass Communication,
30. Management,
31. Physical education,
32. Music,
33. Fine Arts,
34. Centre for Tribal language and studies,
35. Centre for studies in Social inclusion and Exclusion Policy,
36. Centre for Bamboo cultivation and research utilization.
Programmes available for colleges to choose from
37. Bachelor in Arts (Pass and Honours)
38. Bachelor in Science (Pass and Honours)
39. Bachelor in Commerce (Pass and Honours)
40. Bachelor in Computer Administration
41. Bachelor in Business Administration
42. Bachelor in Lib and Information Science
43. MBBS
44. MD
45. Bachelor in Pharmacist
46. B. P Ed
47. BVA
48. Bachelor in Music
49. Bachelor in Engineering
50. BA LLB
51. LLB Honours
52. Polytechnic,
53. Veterinary,
54. Agri.B.sc,
55. B. Sc. Nursing.

Academic flexibility pertaining to……
a. Core / Elective options
In respect to cater academic flexibility core and elective options are made
available for the students of the university. All programmes in the University
have been offering courses under core, elective, research and language

categories. Students have freedom to choose their core and elective paper and
research topic within the rules and regulations of university curriculum.
b. Enrichment courses
 All academic programmes in UG and PG courses that are offered by the
University have flexibility to accommodate enrichment courses.
 Enrichment courses in the form of supportive subjects / soft skill courses /
soft skill development / communication skill in English are included as course
contempt in the IMD programmes of the University.
c. Courses offered in modular form
For all the courses the syllabi are offered to the students in modular form, with
four to five units in each paper. The units are related with each other that
expanding material of the subject in the broader umbrella of that paper.
In addition to the above the university has adopted some more academic
flexibility option which includes, lateral and vertical mobility within and across
programme is introduced in some courses of the university. The University is
also planning to introduce credit accumulation and transfer facility. University is
in the process of adopting CBCS. In this regard few initiatives have been taken
by the university that includes modifying the syllabus through BPGS and BUGS
and academic council. In this regard a list of external eminent experts is
prepared in each department for their valuable inputs as and when require.

Examination system of University:
At present university follows the below mention evaluation system in university:
Annual system
100% of the Under Graduate courses are carried out under annual system in the
affiliated colleges of the university.
Semester system
100%of the Post Graduate courses are run under semester system.

Promotion of inter-disciplinary programmes:
To get the greater dimension in research and Employability of students, University is
promoting few inter-disciplinary programmes. These are as follows:
 The PhD Programme in the different departments of the Faculty of Art‘s and
Commerce has been made flexible enough to encourage bright students
from the allied subjects to choose their field of research / study from a wide
range of choices. The teaching imparted to the students of the pre-PhD
course work in the two separate divisions of the Faculty of Science and Arts
& Commerce namely, the one in the language subjects and the other in the

Social Science subjects deal with some inter disciplinary studies which
brightens the inquisitiveness of the students to a greater extent.
 Besides Centre for Social Exclusion and Inclusive policy is a purely
interdisciplinary research centre and has prepared a number of reports on
various issues and subjects concerning social exclusion and inclusive policy.
 Inter-disciplinary programmes like Diploma in Tribal & Ethnic Studies,
Master Degree in Rural Management and Development are launched in the
university.it has been proven track record from last years that most of the
students passed out from Rural Management and Development are
immediately employed with different NGOs and Government agencies.

Curriculum Enrichment:
Tripura University believes that the academic life of the students should include much
more than just theory based main stream curriculum. The curriculum of the university
is often reviewed and upgraded for making it socially relevant and/or job oriented /
knowledge intensive. It trigger‘s to meet the emerging needs of students and other
stakeholders. In order to keep the students abreast with the latest trends in the
emerging areas and also to keep pace with the industrial needs and global
competition, the University attempts to revise and upgrade the syllabi of every
department in every 4 to 5 years. The curriculum enrichment programme uses the
talents and experiences of others from outside with combination with the talents and
interests of faculty within the university. However as and when the need arises there
is a provision to upgrade the curricula and syllabi.

Introduction of new programmes:
In order to complement the academic curriculum and develop skills that may keep the
students abreast with the current time, opportunities are provided for students through
up-gradation of the curriculum and introduction of new programmes in University at
UG and PG level. In last few years following new programme has been introduced in
the university:
Inter-disciplinary
1. Diploma in Tribal & Ethnic Studies
2. M.A. in Rural Management and Development
Programmes in emerging areas
1. M.Sc. in Molecular Biology and Bio informatics
2. M. Sc. in Forestry & Biodiversity, Microbiology,
3. Master degree in Rural Management and Development.
Programmes at PG level
1. Master‘s in Physical Education
2. MA in Sociology
3. MSc in Psychology
4. MSc in Forestry and Biodiversity

5. MA in Education
6. MSc in Pharmacy
7. Master‘s in Music
8. MSc in Microbiology
9. MSc in Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics
10. Masters of Laws
In addition to the above mentioned programmes in the university, Centre for Tribal
studies undertake the spoken courses of Kak-Barak- the indigenous language of
Tripura.

Procedure to revise the existing programmes:
University has setup a rigorous process to revise the existing programmes. Previously
Departmental committees initiated the process the syllabus revision every 4/5 years
and informed the University authority about it. External subject experts were also
invited once the revision process is approved by the authority. However, now both of
Post Graduate Studies and Board of Under-Graduate Studies have initiated the
process. The academic council is the highest body in the University which finally
approved the revised syllabus. The PG syllabi of all the courses underwent revision
when semester system was introduced in 2008. The 10 new departments which
opened in the last plan period have adopted new syllabi since 2011. The University
revises the regulations, scheme of examinations, curricula and syllabi keeping in view
of the following:






Feedback from the external subject experts and faculty members
Instruction from the regulatory bodies such as AICTE and UGC.
Assessment of regional needs
Societal and Industrial projections.
Evaluation of availability of experts, expertise, training, tools and
techniques.
 Review on affordability and utility as well as feasibility.

Value-added courses offered by the university:
The different value added courses offered by the various departments of the
University, which are as follows:
1. Spoken English class: Remedial Spoken English classes are being offered
every semester to the students of University from 9.00am to 10.00am (
Before regular classes starts ) to ensure that all students have access to
them.
2. Computer Training: Basic computer training and Soft-skill development
courses are offered free for SC/ST students of the University by NEILIT.
3. NET Coaching: University offer UGC NET and CSIR NET coaching for
the students of SC, ST, OBC and Minority category students at free of
cost. The centre is established in heart of the city in Saturday and Sundays
to ensure students can access it without long travel.

Skill development programmes:
Skill development programmes are of compelling need in present time to address the
challenge of imparting the skills required by the growing economy. Keeping this in
view the following skill development programmes are introduced by the University to
prepare the students to prove themselves in the emerging fields:
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Figure 1.4- Initiatives taken for skill development of the students
1. In addition to the classroom teaching and writing skills, the students are
tested in their communication skills in the form of presenting papers in the
seminars. Seminars are organised in different departments of the university
at various times and the students may participate their as paper presenter or
participant. There he/she gets a chance to share his/her idea in public as
well as to perceive others presenting and learns from their experiences.
2. In some courses, like Rural Management and Development, Sociology,
Education, have introduced presentation and soft skill development as a
part of course curriculum to enhance student‘s representation skills. The
students prepare projects and gives presentations of various kinds on the
prepared projects as a part of their syllabus. This infuses their skill and
confidence of presentation.
3. Time to time University organises cultural programmes, where different
traditional cultural aspects of this region are highlighted and performed by
the students. The students here get a stage to not only present their talent in
front of others but also to boost up their confidence of performing in
public. It is promoting the talent of students and dragging out their hidden
talents.
4. The English department arranges soft skill development courses as and
when require with the help of British council. It facilitates all the students

of university to improve their language skill and British communication
style.

Feedback System:
Tripura University believes that Curriculum Reviews provide a systematic method for
acquiring accurate and broad-based internal and external feedback regarding the
relevancy curriculum. It provides verifiable evidence for significant change within a
program when change is appropriate. It benefiting in following ways:



Maintaining a current and dynamic curriculum
Improving understanding of the program and the importance of each
individual course
 Improving the vision of the short and long term purpose of a program
 Improving communication and motivation among all faculty in the program,
and among student, faculty and industry
Curriculum Review process of university has given direction for long term planning
that goes far beyond current implementation plans. The review process has provided
space for reflection, and an overall view that may often be missing from day-to-day
schedules. In a complete curriculum review, internal faculty consult with student,
external faculty and relevant industry professional.

Mechanism to obtain feedback from students:
Tripura University believes that students‘ feedback about their experiences in the
university provides evidence for the University in assuring stakeholders. University‘s
aims for learning and teaching are being achieved and that it is engaged in continual
enhancement. The feedback from students also helps in curriculum development. So
Student feedback is a rich and valuable source of information for both formative and
summative purposes. The mechanism to obtain feedback from students takes place as
follows:

Questinnaires given to
the students

Collection of feedback

Consideration of
feedback in curriculum
up-gradation

Figure 1.5- Mechanism of formally obtaining feedback from students
There is a formal mechanism to obtain the feedback of the students in all the
departments of the university where the students were provided formal questionnaires
with close ended questions regarding their satisfaction about the course, course

curriculum, usefulness of the course and their self-satisfaction. The students were
asked to fill up the questionnaires themselves without any hesitation. The questions
given in the questionnaire for the assessment of students‘ satisfaction in curriculum
aspects are includes:
1. How was the syllabus:

Challenging, Adequate, Inadequate, Dull, Irrelevant
2. What is your opinion about the library holdings for the course?

Excellent, Adequate, Inadequate, Poor, Very Poor
3. Were you able to get the prescribed readings?

Very Good, Good, Average, Poor, Very Poor
4. How much is the internal assessment system conducive to

a. Understanding the course
Highly, Appreciably, Moderately, Poorly, Not at all
Table M. Early discovery of difficult
Highly, Appreciably, Moderately, Poorly, Not at all
Table M. Interaction with the teacher
Highly, Appreciably, Moderately, Poorly, Not at all
Table M. Regular work
Highly, Appreciably, Moderately, Poorly, Not at all
Table M. Continuous self-asse
Highly, Appreciably, Moderately, Poorly, Not at all
5. When you meet students who have taken a similar programme at other
Universities do you feel that your programme is?
Superior, Equal, Inferior
6. Did you participate in any of the extra-curricular activities of the
Department/University?
Very Often, Often, Sometimes, Rarely, Never
7. After leaving the University how will you talk about it?
Proudly, Indifferently, Disparagingly
Each question also make the option open for any other remarks related to the specific
questions. After collecting all the feedback from the students it is compiled by head of
each department and send to the University authority. Finally all the feedbacks are
evaluated and the results so found are to be considered at the time of revision of the
curriculum.

Procedure to elicit feedback on the curriculum from external faculty:
It is an established procedure in the University to invite external experts from
different parts of the country at the time of syllabus revision and curriculum
enrichment. In this process draft syllabuses use to be prepared by the faculty members
of university and send to few key external subject experts for their feedback.
Generally the key experts are invited in an 37rganized workshop with rigorous
homework on draft syllabus sent by the faculty members of university. In the final
day of workshop along with the key external experts other industry experienced
persons are also included for their feedback. In the final stage it has been moderated
by external experts, industry experienced persons and internal faculty members. The
whole process is an essential component to revise and develop curriculum of any
faculty in the university.

Mechanism to obtain feedback from affiliated institutions:
Affiliated institutions of Tripura University have the opportunity to provide important
feedback regarding the effectiveness and relevance of the curriculum. As a part of the
on-going process of improving the Program, Affiliates provide important input and
advice. The mechanism used to obtain feedback from the affiliated institutions is as
follows:
 Periodic meetings are organized with the principals and senior faculty
members of affiliated colleges to obtain feedback on curriculum enrichment.
 Also Periodic meetings are organised with the director of higher education,
Govt. of Tripura to receive feedback on curriculum enrichment.
The feedbacks received are made use of every time syllabus is updated or new
courses are introduced in the curricula.

Quality sustenance and enhancement measures for effective
development of the curriculum:
In every four to five years curriculum of all faculties are modified with incorporating
recent developments in research of that subject at national and global level it
constituted with the help of syllabus subcommittee for each faculty. The syllabus
subcommittees include expert members not only from academics but also from
relevant industries. The recommendation of syllabus subcommittee is considered
while restructuring the curriculum. Taking into account of the requirements of the
various industries, current developments in fields of science, engineering and
technology and the specific needs of the society, the syllabus is restructured and new
courses are included in the curricula. The whole process are undertaken to maintain
and sustain quality enhancement for the effective development of the curriculum.

Few other facts of Curricular Aspects:
 Innovative programmes are organised by the university for the enhancement
of knowledge of the students at UG and PG level
 The university involves industry professionals in revision of curriculum to
stay updated with the need of the time and introduce the students to the
same.
 Periodic revision of curriculum and syllabi is done so that the student may
stay updated with the present day‘s demand in the relative field.
 Workshops for soft-skill and communication-skill development are
organised to advance the students in the respective fields.
 Library hour / Activity hour are given as a part of course in the time table.
So that the student may get enough time and scope to enhance his theoretical
knowledge through the books and do the activities that are in his curriculum,
like field surveys and industrial visits that improves his practical knowledge.

CRITERION II
TEACHING-LEARNING AND EVALUATION
Introduction
In order to create learner autonomy detailed profiles of all the Departments, Centres
and Faculties of Tripura University are available on the University website.
University believes that knowledge does not belong to a teacher who is supposed to
deliver it at plectrum; it is rather the result of social interaction and the meanings the
teacher and the students construct together. Hence Teaching-Learning process in the
University is well planned and 39rganized in advance. Academic calendar of the
University is prepared for every academic session to plan and organise the teaching,
learning and evaluation schedules. This process is not a linear sequence of events but
a dynamic phenomenon, whereby emphasized on form of teaching-learning, the
content and methods of teaching-learning have been made student centric and dialogic
through the use of ICT.
Student Enrolment and Profile
Ensuring publicity and transparency in the admission process




The admission notice is advertised in the leading local and national
newspapers. It is also displayed on the University website and University
notice board.
In order to facilitate students in making an informed choice the detail profile
of all the Departments, Centres and Faculties of Tripura University are
available on the University website.
The final selection list of candidates is displayed on the University website
and University notice board.

Admission process in University



The admission to various courses in University is mainly through merit with
entrance test. However, some professional courses follow merit, entrance test
and interview.
The candidates are admitted as per the rank in merit list. In case seats are lying
vacant, University subsequently displays additional lists to fill the seats with
eligible candidates.

Admission process in the affiliated colleges



Admission in affiliated colleges for the BA/Bsc (Pass/Honours), BCA, BBA,
B.Lib, and Information Science, B. Ped, BVA, B.Mus is regulated as per rules
and regulations framed by Tripura university from time to time.
For the technical and professional courses admission on the basis of merit list
of joint entrance examination and counselling conducted by the college
authority.

Admission review process in University




Yes, before every academic session begins Head of Departments, Dean
Faculty of Arts & Commerce, Dean Faculty of Science, Deputy Registrar
(Academic) under the chairmanship of the Vice-Chancellor sit together and
decide the admission procedure for the various programs and stipulate
guidelines.
This system has made the process more inclusive and transparent. In the light
of deliberations in the meeting, admission process has been suitably modified
to help the students.

Provisions for Weaker Section & Sport Personal
In order to make the whole process more inclusive and accessible for students
belonging to SC/ST, OBC, Women, Differentially abled, Economically weaker
sections and Outstanding achievers in sports and other extracurricular activities,
Tripura University provides reservation as per Government of India guidelines.









SC/ST
A centre for SC/ST is functioning in the University. This centre facilitates
SC/ST students in fetching scholarships from the Government, Educational
loan from the banks and Government as well as non-governmental agencies.
Further, the Centre empowers SC & ST students with remedial coaching, etc.
This helps to increase and improve access for SC & ST students.
OBC
There is special quota and other provisions for OBC as per the Government
norms.
Women
Women‘s studies Centre is engaged in research, advocacy, documentation,
training and extension work relating to women and gender studies with special
emphasis on issues related to women in Tripura.
Persons with varied disabilities
 There is special quota and other provisions for differentially abled
persons as per Government norms.
 Ramp has been provided in new buildings like library for differentially
abled persons.
 Reservation as per Central Government norms.
Economically weaker sections
 University assists economically weaker sections through fee
concession, scholarship & loans as per the Government order and
scholarship from non-Government agencies are also encouraged.
 For carrying research, stipends are provided from endowments. In
order to create awareness about the scholarship, Equal Opportunity
Cell of the University makes frequent notices.
 Application forms and examination fees are made available on
concessional rate to attract the students from economically weaker
sections of the society.



Outstanding achievers in sports and other extracurricular activities
 Hostel Facilities to limited number of students coming from far off
places.
 Reservation as per Central Government norms.

Table 2.1 Number of students admitted in university departments in the last four
academic years:
Category
SC
ST
OBC
General
Others

2010-2011
Male Female
182
163
104
132
343
277
452
488

2011-2012
Male Female
199
174
213
225
337
272
425
480

2012-2013
Male Female
230
164
249
311
325
278
508
549

2013-2014
Male Female
231
142
260
312
287
282
509
543

Demand ratio for the various programmes
University has witnessed a gradual increase in the number of students admitted in
different departments over the period of last four years. A significant spurt has been
noticed due to introduction of several new courses in the University. The demand
ratio in terms of number of applications received and number of students admitted for
various programmes of the university departments‘ are- UG-1:1.37, PG-1:1.24,
Integrated Masters Degree (IMD)- 1:2.72, PG Diploma- 1:3.35.
Table 2.2:Demand ratio for the various programmes of the university
departments and affiliated colleges
Programmes
Number of
Number of
Demand
Applications
Students
Ratio
Admitted
148
108
1:1.37
UG
2616
2105
1:1.24
PG
232
85
1:2.72
Integrated
Masters
M.Phil.
Ph.D.
Integrated
Ph.D.
108
30
1:3.6
Certificate
Diploma
389
116
1:3.35
PG Diploma
Any other
(please
specify)
Discontinued programmes of University


UG course has been discontinued and in its place Integrated Master Degree
(IMD) Programme in the University has been initiated.




Diploma in Rubber Technology course remained effective for three years but
it was discontinued because of the non-availability of students and change in
the eligibility criteria for admission to the course.
PG Diploma in Trade, Transport and Communication was also discontinued
due to the non-availability of infrastructure facilities.

Catering to Diverse Needs of Students:
Induction programme for freshers / New Students
In order to cater to diverse needs of students, Tripura University has an effective and
intact mechanism in place. The University has an Induction programme for all the
freshers, including the IMD Course students and Distance Education students. The
induction programme is followed by the orientation organized in the respective
departments by the Head of Department. In the academic session of 2013-14
induction programme took place on 13th August 2013 at Tripura University
auditorium (Maharaja BirBikramSatabarshikiBhavana). The following were present
and deliberated on different issues related to the students in general:
 Prof. Anjan Kumar Ghosh, Vice-Chancellor, TU spoke about the
University in general and what the University can offer the students.
 Registrar (Officiating) Dr. K.B. Jamatia welcomed the students and
spoke in general.
 Prof. Sangaram Sinha, Dean, Faculty of Science spoke on academics
and research orientation.
 Prof. Jyotish Nath , Dean, Faculty of Arts and Commerce spoke on
ethics and expectations from students.
 Smt. Sobha Debbarma, Director, College Development Council,
touched upon various student issues including gender sensitisation.
 Dr. Ashes Gupta, Dean of Students‘ Welfare talked about the
responsibilities, rights and priviliges of the students.
 Sri. Nishikant Kolge, Co-Ordinator Equal Opportunity Cell and Nodal
Officer, Anti ragging committee on rules to curve the menace of
ragging.
 Dr. Rajesh Chattterjee, Officer NSS Unit on programs of NSS past and
future.
As a follow up to these a series of subsequent meetings with the students were held
and are to be held in future to take stock of implementation of the programmes
promised, suggestions if any and also to incorporate those suggestions in future
action plans.


The induction programme is followed by the orientation organized in the
respective departments by the Head of Departments.Fresher‘s welcome meet
is organized by the senior students in order to bring the freshers into the
common fold.

Mechanism for “differential requirements of the student population”:
Differential requirements of the students are identified during the conduct of classes
by the faculties in the respective Departments. The students enrolled in Tripura
University are from different socio-economic backgrounds. Hence, their exposure
levels are different. Though the University has not conducted any organised study of
this nature yet through regular interaction with students from disadvantage sections of
the society, it has been noticed that one common fear is the fear of English medium
education because most of them come from Bengali medium back ground. Hence,
University has taken an initiative of running English Remedial Classes. Another
challenge faced by the students from disadvantage sections of the society is the lack
of basic computer skills. Since the requirement of the day is computer education,
basic computer courses are also offered on campus. During the conduct of classes,
exposure levels of the students are identified based on their performance in the class
by the faculty members and suitable programmes are conducted for the needy
students.
 Being a Central University the medium of instruction in Tripura University is
English. Therefore, for the benefit of students from Bengali medium of study,
English remedial classes are organized throughout the semester. Remedial
coaching classes are conducted for SC/ST students through Equal Opportunity
Cell.
Remedial & add-on courses:



Spoken English Remedial classes are held every semester before the regular
classes start at 10 a.m.
Coaching to ST/SC/OBC/Minority students for appearing in different
competitive examinations such as banking, civil service etc. is organised under
the auspices of the Equal Opportunity Cell, Tripura University.

Respond to the learning needs of advanced learners:
The assessment of differential needs of the students is not only limited to weaker
students, University also identify and respond to the learning needs of advanced
learners.




Advanced learners are identified through their results and continuous
evaluation of the class room performance. Special care is taken to promote
them in different academic and cultural programs of the University and
outside.
Many such advanced learners have been encouraged by the faculty members
to pursue research and subsequently they have joined in the PhD program and
projects in the Department.

Teaching-Learning Process:
Planning of teaching, learning and evaluation:
Teaching-Learning process in the University is well planned and organised in
advance.



Academic calendar of the University is prepared for every academic session to
plan and organise the teaching, learning and evaluation schedules.



Apart from this the concerned Head of the Department conducts Department
committee meeting with all the faculty members before the beginning of
semester and allots subjects based on their interests and specialization. The
time table is prepared and circulated to the students with a copy to the Deputy
Registrar (Academic).



Every Department provides to its student syllabus of the papers/ Courses to be
taught in the respective seminars. Besides every teacher provides outline of
his/ her courses separately to the students at the beginning of every session
along with an essential reading list.

Student-centric learning:
Beside the emphaisis on form of teaching-learning, the content and method of
teaching-learning has been made student centric and dialogic through the use of ICT.
The diversity and quality of teaching is further reinforced with visits of experts to
deliver lectures in various departments Discussions in the class, Internal Assessments
through written test / Presentation / Viva / Project work are integral parts of the
teaching learning process for the holistic development and improved student learning.
The idea is to promote dialogic education. Each Department has the freedom to invite
experts to deliver lectures to the students by proposing their names to the authority for
approval.
E- learning:
University has initiated process of promoting use e-resources among the students.
Computer facilities have been upgraded in the Library, Computer Centre and Girls
and Boys hostels so that the students can access websites containing e-learning
resources. University has promoted e-learning by upgrading computer facilities in the
Library, Computer Centre and Girls and Boys hostels so that the students can access
websites containing e-learning resources. Following are the facilities available for
virtual learning:
 The Central Library of Tripura University has access to various scientific
journals and articles published by reputed national and international publishers
through UGC-INFONET E-Journal program provided by INFLIBNET Center,
Ahmedabad, India. Teachers and Research scholars of University make best
use of this.
 They also make use of INFLIBNET ISI Web of Knowledge, an academic
citation indexing and search service, which is combined with web linking and
provided by Thomson Reuters. Web of Knowledge coverage encompasses the
sciences, social sciences, arts and humanities. It provides bibliographic content
and the tools to access, analyze, and manage research information. It has the
attribute that multiple databases can be searched simultaneously.
 University teachers also make use of INFLIBNET Open Journal Systems
(OJS), an open source solution developed by the Public Knowledge Project
through its federally funded efforts to expand and improve access to research.

OJS, INFLIBNET offers a platform to host their journals. The OJS is designed
for managing and publishing Scholarly Journals online.
Traditional classrooms to innovative teaching:
University with its motto 'pursuit of excellence' encourages teachers to be innovative
and creative following strategies have been formulated:













The institution also recognises such innovative teaching by selecting 'Inspired
Teachers' who are awarded at the time of convocation by the Chief Guest. In
the last convocation the inspired teachers were awarded by the Honourable
President of India.
Teachers in the department provide counselling and help to the students as and
when required. Students can also approach Dean, Students‘ welfare regarding
issues connected with their academic and for psycho social guidance. A
counsellor has been engaged by the University on a contractual basis.
Faculty members continuously update themselves with the recent
developments in research in their respective fields and adopt these in the
teaching and research. They also use innovative teaching approaches and
methods to make the classroom interactions more dialogical.
The University encourages creativity and scientific temper among the learners
by creating a conducive environment for free thinking and sharing of ideas.
Project works are mandatory in technical and professional courses. These are
undertaken under the guidance of faculty members. In MRMD, Management,
Engineering, Information Technology, Geography etc. student projects are
mandatory. 10% programs in the University are compulsorily undertaking the
student project. University is envisaging to associate with external instutions
for students project work. MRMD students visit NGO‘s and block level
institutions of State for the project work. Faculty members are in role of
facilitating such projects. The faculty member acts as a supervisor to monitor
the project work. The necessary facilities required will be arranged by the
department.
The University have a well qualified pool of human resource to meet the
requirements of the curriculum. However many of the teaching post are lying
vacant despite several advertisement and interview processes. Visiting
Professors / Visiting Fellows/ Guest Teachers / Contractual Teachers are
appointed from time to time to meet the short fall in all the departments.
Each faculty member has been provided with computer and internet facility to
enable them to prepare –aided teaching / learning materials.

Teacher Quality:
That the quality of education depends largely upon the quality of teachers is one of
the axioms of educational planning. Spacious building, modern equipment, textbooks,
important though they are, become ineffective unless there are teachers who have
imagination and competence to get the students to use them properly.
Faculty members are encouraged to attend orientation / Refresher / Research
methodology / summer and Winter Schools/ Short term and other courses to meet the
changing requirements of the curriculum and also update themselves with the recent

debates in the discipline. In addition each faculty member has been allotted a sum of
Rs. 50,000/- to encourage them to avail membership of academic societies, participate
in seminars conference and workshops outside the University in every academic
session. Out of this Rs. 20,000/- can also be spent to inviting eminent resource
persons to deliver special lectures in the Department / University.
To ensure that qualified faculty are appointed for new programmes / emerging areas
of study such as Bio-technology, Bio-informatics, etc., national level advertisement
were made. The selection process is made very rigours through lectures and
interviews, where eminent persons were called in interview board.
Diversified Faculty:
The pool of faculties in the University truly reflects the national character, as almost
26 out of 35 Departments &Centres have almost all the faculties (100%) from
Universities outside the state. Further, in order to diversify the pool of teachers and
invite scholars from different part of country in 2012-13- 41 (fourty one) Visiting
Fellows/ Adjunct Faculty/ Visiting Professors were invited by the University.
University has also introduced new programmes/ emerging areas like: Forestry &
Biodiversity, Molecular Biology & Bioinformatics, Microbiology, Journalism and
Mass Communication.
Table 2.3: Details of the faculty:
Highest
Professors
Qualification
Male
Female
Permanent Teachers

Associate
Professors
Male Female

Assistant
Professors
Male Female

Total

D.Sc./D.Litt.

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Ph.D

19

2

19

5

45

7

97

M.Phil.

-

-

-

-

2

0

2

PG

-

-

-

33

10

43

Temporary/Teachers/Contractual
Ph.D

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

M.Phil.

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

PG

-

-

-

-

10

3

13

Part-Time Teachers
Ph.D

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

M.Phil.

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

PG

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Table 2.4: Diversity in faculty recruitment:
Department
/ School

% of
faculty
from the
same
university

% of
faculty
from other
universities
within the
State

% of faculty
from
universities
outside the
State

% of
faculty
from
other
countries

Department of Bengali
Department of
Business Management
Department of
Commerce
Department of
Economics
Department of
Education
Department of English
Department of Fine
Arts
Department of Hindi
Department of History
Department of
Journalism And Mass
Communication
Department of Law
Department of Music
Department of
Philosophy
Department of Political
Science
Department of Physical
education
Department of
Psychology
Department of Rural
Management &
Development
Department of Sanskrit
Department of
Sociology
Department of Botany
Department of
Chemistry
Department of
Computer Science
&Engineering

17%(1)
29%(2)

Nil
Nil

83%(5)
71%(5)

Nil
Nil

33%(2)

Nil

67%(4)

Nil

33%(2)

Nil

67%(4)

Nil

Nil

Nil

100%(3)

Nil

Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil

100%(6)
100%(3)

Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

100%(3)
100%(7)
100%(3)

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

100%(3)
100%(2)
100%(5)

Nil
Nil
Nil

17% (1)

Nil

83%(5)

Nil

Nil

Nil

100%(3)

Nil

Nil

Nil

100%(2)

Nil

Nil

Nil

100%(3)

Nil

Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil

100%(5)
100%(3)

Nil
Nil

Nil
14% (1)

Nil
Nil

100%(7)
86%(6)

Nil
Nil

Nil

Nil

100%(2)

Nil

Department of
Electrical Engineering
Department of
Forestery&
Biodiversity
Department of
Geography & Disaster
Management
Department of Human
Physiology
Department of
Information
Technology
Department of
Mathematics
Department of
Microbiology
Department of
Molecular Biology &
Bioinformatics
Department of Physics
Department of
Pharmacy
Department of Statistics
Department of Zoology
Centre for Study of
social Exclusion &
Inclusive Policy
Centre for Tribal
Language

Nil

Nil

100%(3)

Nil

Nil

Nil

100%(3)

Nil

Nil

Nil

100%(5)

Nil

Nil

Nil

100%(4)

Nil

Nil

Nil

100% (11)

Nil

17% (1)

Nil

83%(5)

Nil

Nil

100%(2)

Nil

Nil

Nil

100%(3)

Nil

17%(1)
Nil

Nil
Nil

83%(5)
100%(2)

Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
50%(1)

Nil
Nil
Nil

100%(3)
100%(3)
50%(1)

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil

Nil

100%(1)

Nil

Awards / recognitions received by faculty:
Tripura University teachers have visited other Universities as Visiting Fellow,
Professor. Similarly, Tripura University has invited other distinguished scholars.
Nearly all the faculties of Tripura University have participated in external Workshops
/ Seminars / Conferences recognized by national/ international professional bodies.
Almost 30% have been invited as resource persons in Workshops / Seminars
/Conferences organized by external professional agencies. Apart from this many
faculties have teaching experience in other universities / national and international
institutions. Few specific awards received by the faculty members of university are
listed below:


Prof. Anjan Kumar Ghosh, Vice Chancellor, Tripura University has been
elected as Fellow of the Institution of Engineers (India), Tripura State Centre.



Dr. Samir Kumar Shil (Human Physiology) has been elected as Recorder of
the section of Medical Sciences (including Physiology) for 102nd session (for
year 2015) and 103rd session (for year 2016) of the Indian Science Congress.



Dr. Rajendra Prasad (Education), has been awarded by Dr.AnilBhargava
Memorial Best Teacher Award 2013 from Indian Psychometric and
Educational Research Association.



Dr. SukhenduDebbarma (History) has been awarded the 'BHASHA Award' for
the invaluable contribution to The People's Linhuistic Survey of India (PLSI).



Dr. S. K. Sil (Human Physiology) received DST Visiting Faculty National
Fellowship, Govt. of India.



Dr. S. K. Sil (Human Physiology) received Indian Council of Medical
Research Young Biomedical Scientist Overseas Fellowship for carrying out
research at Tulane University, New Orleans, USA.



Dr. P.S. Chaudhuri (Zoology) received 'The Society for Earthworm Ecology &
Environmental Research Award - the certificate of Appreciation' as an
Earthworm Biologist.



Dr. SukhenduDebarma (History) received Commonwealth Fellowship.



RBI awarded Scholarship Scheme for Faculty Members for Academic
Institutions to Dr. A. Nath (Economics).



Dr. A. Nath (Economics) received 'Indian Council for Research on
International Economics Relations (ICRIER) - Macarthur Foundation' award.



Dr. S. A. Hussain (Physics) received Bharat Jyoti Award by "The India
International Friendship Society", New Delhi , India



Dr. S. A. Hussain (Physics) received RasthriyaVidhyaSammanPuruskar by
EGSI, New Delhi.



Dr. S. A. Hussain (Physics) received 'DAE-Young Scientist Research Award'
from Department of Atomic Energy, Govt. of India.



Dr. S. A. Hussain (Physics) received 'Fast Track Young Scientist Award' from
DST, Govt. of India.



Dr. A. Guha (Physics) received Fulbright Post-Doctoral Fellowship for the
year 2012-2013 from USIEF, India and CIES, USA to perform research work
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), USA.



Dr. A. Guha (Physics) received 'Jagadish Chandra Bose Award' for the year
2011-2012, by Tripura State Council for Science & Technology, Govt. of
Tripura, India.



Dr. K. Manna (Pharmacy) received 'Fast Track Young Scientist Award' from
DST, Govt. of India.

Table 2.5 Faculty underwent staff development programmes:
Academic Staff Development
Programmes

Number of faculty
2009-10

201011

201112

2012-13

Refresher courses
Orientation programmes
Summer/Winter schools,
workshops, etc.

0
3
61

3
2
67

1
5
91

5
6
105

Academic development programmes:
(e.g.: curriculum development, teaching-learning methods, examination reforms,
content / knowledge management, etc.) for its faculty aimed at enriching the
teaching-learning process?
 The University authority convenes regular meetings of its faculty members
including HODs and Deans to take stock of teaching learning process in the
campus. It also look into different issues such as curriculum development,
examination reforms, content / knowledge management, etc.. Through such
meetings weaknesses are identified and corrective measures are taken to
enrich teaching learning process.
Evaluation Process and Reforms:
A fair, transparent and accountable examination system is a sine qua non of any
educational system. Tripura University is very much transparent about the
examination matters. All the stakeholder of examinations including students are aware
of the method of evaluation that is operative in the University. Again, whenever new
rules and regulations of an examination process are introduced or when there are any
changes in any evaluation methodology, all the stakeholders are consulted. This is
done after several exercises. Usually to make aware the stakeholders about such
changes workshops and interactive sessions are arranged involving all stakeholders.
Sometimes, make trial are also conducted to make the stakeholder aware of the
system.
For every new batch, usually the very 1st day in 1st class, teachers discuss about the
rules & regulations of examination and methodology of evaluation. Even after that if
any student has any query regarding evaluation methodology, this is separately taken
care of by examination branch.
Examination reforms initiatives:


Important examination reforms that had been implemented by Tripura
University are
 Introduction of Semester System
 Introduction of Credit System
 Introduction of Choice Based Credit System (CBCS)













Semester System: Semester System was introduced in Tripura University
much early (from 1997). It was implemented in phase manner to different
courses. Now, in almost all programs the course curriculum has been brought
under semester system.
Impact of Semester System: Switching over to semester system from annual
system has very positively impacted, which were clearly visible in this Tripura
University too. Academic Calendar is now being maintained more rigorously.
Results & admissions are strictly going as per Academic Schedule. Most
strikingly, it is observe that effective teaching time has improved.
Credit System: Class loads (in terms of Credit) were defined for each an
every paper / course to be examined, in each and every course curriculum. It
was introduced along with the introduction of semester system. Results are
given in letter grade attaching Credit with it. CGPA in mentioned in grade
card.
Impact of Credit System: As class load was defined properly. It gave the
scope to the students to plan accordingly. As result of each and every paper is
mentioned in latter grade unnecessary enmities among the good students got
minimized. Student starts paying equal attention to all subjects as because
CGPA score depend upon the homogenous distribution of marks.
Choice Based Credit System: CBC pattern is a recent phenomenon in
Tripura University (started in 2010). Student can choose their liking subjects
out of many.
Impact of Choice Based Credit System: CBCS is the most liking pattern of
curriculum to the students. After 1st semester if a student feels any difficulty in
any particular subject s/he may change it. This was first time experimented
with five year integrated course IMD. It is observed that many students are
changing their subjects which appears harder to them. It is also observed in
that in the second choice they are securing more marks. This system has
positively impacted the students.

Declaration of examination results:
Depending upon the number of students in the course and number of papers to be
examined for the course, the average item taken by the university to publish the result
are show below (are wise)
Sl. No.

1
2
3

Type of Curriculum

Average time taken for
publication of Examination
Result.
Post Graduate Courses
7-10 days
Minimum Major
20-30 days
Post Graduate Diploma
≤ 7 - 10 days
Course
Certificate
course
in
≤ 10 - 15 days
University (Kokborok)

4

Professional Degree Corse
(BE/B. Pharm etc)
Honours Courses in UG
level
UG – General

5
6

≤ 20-30 days
≤ 20-30 days
≤ 30 10 days

Result are published in Tripura University website (www.tripurauniv.in) and also in
other websites , such as www.tripurainfo.co, exam.etc.com and also through SMS
(particularly result of major examinations)
Transparency in the evaluation process:
University ensures transparency and confidentiality in the evaluation process.
 For Mid Term Exam: After evaluation scripts are distributed to the
students so that they can compare among themselves, if any doubt
arises in the mind of a student, he/she may clarify from the concerned
teacher. After the verification of scripts by the students, marks are
displayed in the notice board to avoid computational error, if any.
 Practical Examination: External Examiners are invited for Practical
Examinations. Both External & Internal Examiners jointly evaluate the
students. This removes the possibility of any biasness of examiner, if
any. Moreover, samples to be tested are prepared centrally by another
set of examiners headed by Head Examiner in case of UG
examinations.
 In traditional UG course, Scripts are examined, centrally. Before that
100% scripts are coded in the office of the Controller of Examinations,
in presence of an officer of the COE office to avoid slightest possibility
of malpractice.
 In traditional UG courses scripts are evaluated through three tier
evaluation process, Examiner ---- Scrutinizer-------Head Examiner.
Then the marks are finalized. So, possibilities of biasness are removed
totally.
 During preparation of tabulation sheet, double entry systems in
entering the marks in computer are followed after decoded. These
elevate the transparency level to 100%
 In PG, courses after preparation of tabulation sheets, examiners tally
the score sheet with the prepared sheet. So the chances of fabrication
are ruled out.


All the above mentioned methods are followed to maintain the transparency
and confidentiality. In spite of these precautionary measures sometimes few
students express their dissatisfaction. In such cases, on their request for
inspection or review of answer scripts are allowed as per guidelines in this
respect.

Integrated examination platform:


As an experimental phase few department such as Directorate of distance
education have introduced OMR system of examination for 50% of total
marks. It has already yield positive result like Examination.
 Computerized examination related data entry has reduced the time spam
substantially.
 In post examination processes, the benefits of integrated platform are
increasingly being realised. Generation of result data through scanning,
publications of results through website, SMS etc. have been introduced
effectively in the University. In near future, it is expected that the development
of integrated platform in the Examination Branch would be completed and the
consequential benefit be achieved more prominently.
 It is being contemplated to introduce ‗Teleconferencing‘ method for via-voce
of PhD scholars in case the Scholar(s) fails to appear in the Viva-voce
Examination due to genuine reasons. Moreover, to avoid unnecessary delay
communication with the external experts are being made through e-mail.
 Transparent readresseal of grievances mechanism has been taken place. It
permits the candidates to inspect answer scripts within university rule. Also
Re-evaluation of answer scripts is allowed in TDC/TDC(H) and some other
courses.
Operations at the Office of the Controller of Examinations:
To streamline operations at the office of the Controller of Examination, periodical
review meeting are held in the Examination Branch where the officers and staff of the
Branch remain present. On the basis of the outcome of the meeting follow up actions
are taken. Emphasis is placed on collective effort, particularly in case of central
evaluation, coding/decoding etc. work. Moreover, staffs of the Examination Branch
are being motivated to acquire basic computer knowledge. Special importance is
given with regard to dealing of Branch Staff with the stakeholders for speedy and
timely delivery of services. All the above measures have improved the working
environment in the Examination Branch. It is worth mentioning that the introduction
of central evaluation with the help of minimum no. of employees have impacted very
positively in respect of publication of results, accuracy in evaluation. This has been an
outcome of collective effort of the employees of Examinations Branch and full
cooperation of College / University teachers.
2.6. Student Performance and Learning Outcomes:
University has clearly stated learning outcomes for its academic programmes. As the
motto of the University is ‗Pursuit of excellence‘ the University articulates its
graduate‘s attributes in a productive and meaningful manner. Building selfconfidence, courage and faithfulness among the students has been the principal
objective of all courses. The University enforces these principles through class room
teaching, Camps of NSS. University provides facilities for improving the soft skills of
students to improve their employability opportunities. Further it also inculcates its

student‘s attitude for continued self-learning and aptitude to pursue research in any
chosen field.
Learning outcome is measured by the depth of knowledge acquired by the students.
For all the programmes and individual subjects dealt in the University, the learning
outcomes are given in the form of Aims and objectives of the University. The
teaching content and lecture schedules are structured to achieve these objectives.
The students are expected to carry out academic assignments, projects for each of the
courses that helps them apply the concepts they have learned to real life problems.
These activities help them to achieve the learning outcomes associated with the
programme and also equip them in operationalizing and applying the concepts.
The teaching learning activity is assessed by the teachers through continuous
evaluation comprising of periodical class test, mid-semester evaluation and viva-voice
component in all the practical examinations. The IQAC is planning for assessing the
teaching learning through self appraisal. The syllabus content and lecture scheduled
are designed to inculcate thorough understanding of the subject content of the
particular module.
Analyse of student learning outcomes:
The University has directed to IQAC to develop a proforma to assess each staff
member by the students on the following guidelines during every semester. The
students shall evaluate the teaching learning method of the department on the
following criteria.
 The Publications of the individual teachers.
 Topics covered in the class
 Deliver of Lectures and incensement for extra-curricular activities.
 Seminars and Workshops organised in the department
 Interaction of the teacher with students
 Clarity of expressions
 Motivation by the teacher
 Assessment of test papers
Approaches to meet fresh/ future challenges:








Teaching innovations include reinforcement of curriculum with research
outcome contributed by the Institutional and global network.
Introduction of multiple choice questions testing the reasoning aptitude of
students.
Interactive sessions and discussions involving students, teachers, stakeholders
etc.
National seminars, conferences and workshops have also been conducted and
teachers, students are encouraged to participate in such interactive forums so
as to widen their knowledge on emerging fields.
Constant Upgradation of learning infrastructure facilities.
Online resources are being planned to make available for students learning.
Special coaching for NET examination.

CRITERION III
RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION
3.1. Introduction:
The main motto of TRIPURA UNIVERSITY is ‗pursuit of excellence‘ through
research and teaching. Since inception, university authority and faculties strongly
believe that research and teaching are two sides of a same coin. While faculties of
sciences are devoted mostly on lab-based research; faculties of Arts & Commerce are
mostly devoted towards pro-people oriented research and collectively stretched
themselves beyond the border.
3.2 Promotion of Research:
Promotion of research in the university departments:
Research activities were always given high priority in the university but got its real
momentum after its upgradation as Central University. University is always
motivating and providing different facilities to the faculties and scholars to enhance
their research activities. In recent time, authority has extended various essential
support systems for smooth conducting of research activities for the faculties as well
as students in different departments. Few are as follows  Extension of Facility of Communication Network to all individual teachers.
 A grant of Rs 50000/- per year to all individual teachers for professional
membership, participation & presentation of research papers, purchasing
necessary materials etc.
 Providing internet facility to the out-campus faculty members and 24 hours
internet facilities to in-campus faculties.
 40 kVA/6hrs ON-Line UPS connected to all the science laboratories as backup
power system.
 Monitoring the scholars‘ activity time to time by the Dean‘s committee.
 Submission of publication information time to time.
 The digitalisation of the well stocked Central Library, easy access to e-books and
journals in every discipline.
Research committees :
Respective department pursue the research proposal through board of Post Graduate
Studies (BPGS), Board of Faculty and academic council. The names of external
experts for the research activity are approved in the BPGS meeting. The Head of the
department acts as the Chairman of the BPGS Committee. Dean acts as a member and
3 experts also represent from different institutions outside the University.
Tripura University is planning to have Ph.D. course ordinance and has already setup a
committee.
Promoting research in affiliated colleges:
Fulltime and part time teachers in the affiliated colleges are allowed to pursue Ph.D.
in Tripura University. At the same time faculty members in the colleges with Ph.D.
and research experience are also appointed research co-supervisors with due approval
from the University authority. However there is no formal policy or earmarked fund

of the University to promote research in its affiliated colleges as administratively they
are under the authority of state Government.
Proactive Mechanism toward Smooth Implementation of research projects:
A Research and Innovation Cell has been formed in the University to facilitate the
smooth implementation of research schemes / projects. The responsibilities of the cell
are as follows Approving proposals to carry over the project (No Objection) for sponsored
research on the behalf of the University, unless otherwise expressly delegated;
 Providing the necessary support for the project (including administrative support,
space and other necessary requirements as indicated in the proposal) and ensuring
the sustained operation of the research infrastructure and assets management by
the sponsor by including related operating and maintenance costs into planning
and budget processes and documents;
 Overseeing the administration of sponsored research funds in a restricted research
fund throughout the terms of the sponsor‘s award;
 Processing authorized expenditures in accordance with the sponsor‘s funding
Terms & Conditions and any other policies or procedures of the University;
 Maintaining financial records in relation to the project in accordance with the
sponsor‘s funding Terms, the Policies and procedures of the University,
whichever is more rigorous;
 Informing to the PI and the Administering office as soon as possible if the office
of the Director, Research and Innovation Cell becomes aware of any significant
matter and adverse matter in respect of the project.
The detailed rules toward research project framed by the Research and Innovation
Cell may be seen as Annexure-I
Inter-disciplinary research:
The University promotes interdisciplinary research by allowing the faculties to
formulate interdisciplinary research proposal from among its different departments/
faculties/institutions. Further it allows students to take up Ph.D. research in
interdisciplinary research topics. The seminar, symposium and workshops organized
by every department attract active scientists from other departments‘ and makes
initiative to spark out with research collaborations. The university initiated a number
of interdisciplinary research programs like Physics–and-chemistry, CSE-EE-Physics,
MRMD-Economics-Commerce.
Budget allocation for research:
Tripura University is in growing stage and major share of its budget is allocated in
creation of infrastructure development both for teaching as well as research related
activities. In an average 15 % of its total budget are allocated purely on research
activities. It is also encouraging fact that nearly 100 percent of allocated budget on
research activities are utilized for the same.

Table -1 : Budget Allocation and Utilization 2012-12 (in Lakhs)
Financial allocation
Actual utilization
Recurring

Rs. 809.27 (8.1%)

Rs. 800.00

Non-recurring

Rs. 777.93 (7.7%)

Rs. 750.00

Rs. 1587.20 (15.8 %)

Rs. 1550.00 (97.66%)

Total

Schemes to promote research among faculty and students:
Tripura University adopt the general guidelines framed by UGC regarding promotion
of research activities among faculties and students.
(i) Sabbatical leave for professors
The University grants sabbatical leave for professors who have completed six years of
service to take up research in another institution (within India or abroad) or to engage
in book writing. The faculty members have to submit a report after availing
themselves of sabbatical leave. During the period of assessment four Professors
availed the facility. Around 5% faculties have utilized the sabbatical leave for pursuit
of higher research in premier institutions within the country.
(ii) Study leave:
Associate Professor and Assistant Professor with not less than two years of
continuous service are eligible for study leave to pursue study/research directly
related to work. Study leave is granted for a period of not more than two years. The
absence on study leave counts for service benefits. Three Assistant Professors were
permitted to avail of study leave.
(iii) Funding for participating in conferences and seminars within the country
and abroad:
Faculty members are encouraged to attend seminars and conferences, within the
country, or abroad, and are readily sanctioned on duty leave for the purpose. The
University also meets 50% of the expenses related to participation in
conferences/seminars as per UGC norms. The numbers of seminar attended by the
faculties over the years are as followsTable-2 : Total number of seminar attended by faculties
2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

149

165

170

137

200
150
100
50
0
2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

Total number of seminer attended

(iv) Research support for students:
Most courses in the University have a strong research orientation, with small research
projects forming an integral part of the training of post-graduate students. The
University also offers Ph.D. Admission to Ph.D. programmes is made in July sessions
through an eligibility test (RET).
Apart from the grants received from funding agencies, scholarships and endowment
for student research the University allocates funding for doing research through the
research courses in Ph.D. programmes. Research students are given monthly stipend.
The University is providing financial assistance to maintain the laboratory facilities
like equipments, Chemicals, Books and Journals in Library and Computer Software
for data analysis.
The University has provided residential facilities like hostel, Guest house with
computer and Internet facilities where research Scholars, Summer fellows can use the
facility The internet with Wi-Fi facility is available in the central library/hostels.
Financial assistance is also provided to the scholar of the university as follows:
 UGC non-NET Ph. D. Fellowship to the Research Eligibility Test (RET)
successful scholar Rs 8000/- per month for a tenure of three years
 Contingent support to RET Scholars @ Rs 8000/- per year to Art and
Commerce students and @ Rs 10000/- per year to Science students
 Financial assistance to the RET scholars as TA/DA/Registration fees for
attending seminar, conference and workshops.
 Financial assistance to the physically disabled students @ Rs 500/- / Rs 1000// Rs 1500/- per months the depending on case.
Table -3 : Department wise list of Students received different fellowship
SL
NAME
DEPARTMENT
YEAR NAME OF THE
NO
FELLOWSHIP
1.
Debasree Lodh
Botany
2011
Inspire
2.
Moumita Saha
Botany
2012
Inspire
3.
Krishna Tripura
Botany
2013
Inspire
4.
Silpi Saha
Human
2012
Inspire
Physiology
5.
Susmita Saha
Human
2013
Inspire
Physiology

6.

Abhijit Chowdhury

Physics

2012

Inspire

7.

Pintu Debnath

Physics

2013

Inspire

8.

Ms Priya Saha

2013

Inspire

9.

Ajoykanti Das

Computer
Science and
Engineering
Mathematics

2011

Inspire

10.

Md. Atikul Islam

Mathematics

2011

11.

Mijanur Rahaman

Political Science

2011

12.

Jasim Uddin

Political Science

2013

10

Rajib Pal

Chemistry

2011

12

Ankita Chakraborty

Chemistry

2012

13

Bandana Das

Chemistry

2013

14

Tapas Das

Chemistry

2013

MoulanaAbulKalam
Azad National
Fellowship
MoulanaAbulKalam
Azad National
Fellowship
MoulanaAbulKalam
Azad National
Fellowship
Inspire, DST, Govt. of
India
Inspire, DST, Govt. of
India
Inspire, DST, Govt. of
India
Rajiv Gandhi
National Fellowship
(RGNF)

All the departments conduct Ph. D. Programmes involving Research Scholars.
Department-wise picture is as followsTable -3 : Department wise Number of research Scholars
Department
Number of research
Scholars
M
F
Total
Botany
2
2
4
Geography
8
6
14
Mathematics
4
3
7
Zoology
5
7
12
Chemistry
8
5
13
Electrical Engineering
0
1
1
Human Physiology
4
3
7
Physics
12
4
16
Computer Science and Engineering
2
1
3
IT
1
0
1
Statistics
1
1
2

Pharmacy
Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics
Microbiology
Forestry and Biodiversity
Sociology
Economics
Bengali
Hindi
English
Sanskrit
Political Science
History
Law
Education
Philosophy
Psychology
Fine Arts
Journalism and Mass Communication
Business Management
Commerce
Rural Management & Development

1

0

1

2

2

4

11
2
3

0
3
3

11
5
6

2
3

1
3

3
6

0

4

4

2

3

5

Total

3.3 Resource Mobilization for Research:
Most of the faculty members of the University have mobilized funds individually to
execute specific research projects in their particular areas of expertise in various
disciplines. Though it is fact that faculties of Science are well ahead in compare to
faculties of Arts and Commerce
Following table gives an indication of research project received by the various
departments from different agencies.

Sl No
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Table - 4 : Major Source of Research Fund
Funding agency
Name of Deptt.
NERC
Economics
UGC
Mathematics, Economics, Fine Arts,
Pharmacy, Zoology, Philosophy,
History, Human Physiology
UGC-SAP
Economics, Botany
UGC Startup
Grant
DST

Botany, Mathematics, Forestry &
Biodiversity
Molecular Biology, Chemistry,
Zoology, Geography

Category
National
National

National
National
National

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

DST Fast Track
DST-SERB
DBT
ICAR
ISRO-ARFI
ICMR
DIT
CSIR
ICPR
MoES
ICSSR

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

NTFP
SAMEER
ICHR
NBFGR
DST-FIST
Tribal Research
Institute
Indo-German
Development

23

Physics
Molecular Biology, Zoology
Botany, Human Physiology, Zoology
Zoology
Physics
Human Physiology
Engg. Faculty (M.Tech)
Physics, Zoology, Chemistry
Philosophy
Geography
Fine Arts, History, Centre for Social
Exclusion & Inclusive
Forestry Biodiversity
Engg. Faculty (M.Tech)
Fine Arts
Zoology
Botany, Zoology, Mathematics
Centre for Rural Studies, MRMD
Centre for Rural Studies, MRMD

National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
State Level
Part of
International
Project

Table-5 : Department wise research grant received till to date
Department
Botany
Geography
Mathematics
Zoology
Chemistry
Human Physiology
Physics
Computer Science and Engineering
Pharmacy
Sociology
CRS, MRMD

Rs. in Lakh
74.00
16.00
17.00
104.00
76.00
442.00
234.00
62.00
29.00
5.60
7.00

500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

442

234
104

74
16

17

76

62

29

5.6

7

3.4 Research Facilities:
The University has made different efforts to improve its infrastructure requirements to
facilitate research .
 Infrastructure facilities like laboratory, uninterrupted power supply, internet
facility, common instrumentation facility and field units to do field research,
staff to maintain the lab, water facility, etc., are created by the University.
 The major equipments available in University is HPLC, Satellite data, GCMS,
Fluorescent Microscope, UVVIS Spectrophotometer, PCR, Gel documentation
system, Atomic Force Microscope (AFM), FT-IR Spectrometer and GPS
Receiver, LM – 320 Magnetometer, Boltek EFM etc.
 The University has received grant from the UGC (XI Plan period) and other
similar bodies for development of research facilities through the schemes like
UGC SAP, Non-SAP, DST FIST etc.
 In addition to this the University allocates budget for research in the budget
heads Viz., equipments, laboratory maintenance, chemicals, glassware,
maintenance of field units, etc to up keep the laboratories.
 Extension of Facility of Communication Network to all individual teachers.
 A grant of Rs 50000/- per year to all individual teachers for professional
membership, participation & presentation of research papers, purchasing
necessary materials etc.
 Providing internet facility to the out-campus faculty members and 24 hours
internet facilities to in-campus faculties.
 40 kVA/6hrs ON-Line UPS connected to all the science laboratories as backup
power system.
 Monitoring the scholars‘ activity time to time by the Dean‘s committee.
 Submission of publication information time to time.
 The digitalisation of the well stocked Central Library, easy access to e-books
and journals in every discipline.

Seminar /Workshop/ Training:
The University has organized 100 workshops / training programmes / sensitization
over the years to motivate and inculcate research aptitude amongst its staff and
students. These programmes include Research methodology Workshops, training
programmes for instrumentation and software skill, sensitization programmes for
current global trends in research. Occurrences of these programmes were more often
in the faculties like Engineering and technology, Science. On an average 9
programmes are conducted every year to promote research culture on campus. Details
of these programmes conducted are tabulated faculty-wise.
Seminar/Confere Organized
nce/workshops
by
2010, November
Dept of
Bengali

2010, October

Dept of
Bengali

Source of
funding
SahityaAkade
mi, Kolkata
Regional
office
TU

National /
International
National

Numbers of
Participants
50

International

50

2010, March

2012 February
2008

Dept of
Bengali
Dept of
Bengali
Dept. of
Hindi

National
TU

Regional

50

UGC

National

07-09 Apr, 2009

Dept. of
Hindi

CHD
(MHRD),
New Delhi

National

03-04 Dec, 2009

Dept. of
Hindi

CHI, Agra

National

11-18 August,
2010

Dept. of
Hindi

CHD
(MHRD),
New Delhi

National

5-7 April, 2006

Dept. of
History
Dept. of
History

ICHR

National

04 Resource
persons and
more than 50
participants
More than 08
Resource
persons and
50
participants
More than 20
Renowned
scholars and
50
participants
More than 30
Neo writers
from all over
India along
with 20 local
neo writers.
Participants.
100

NEHA

Regional

150

17-19 November,
2011

6-7 February,
2012
20-21 July, 2013

Dept. of
History
CRS , Dept.
of MRMD

March, 2011

Dept. of
MRMD
CRS,
Dept. of
MRMD

17-18 April, 2011

ICHR

National

60

Tribal
Research
Institute,
Govt. of
Tripura
TU

National

51
participants

Workshop

DWSSO,
PWD, Govt.
of Tripura

State Level
Workshop

Students of
TU
61
Participants

20-21 August,
2013

Dept. of
MRMD &
Dept. of
Sociology,

Tripura JICA
project

Workshop cum 30
Training
Participants
Programme

29th January-4th
February, 2012

Dept. of
Economics

OKD
Institute of
Social change
and
development
Guwahati

Workshop

26-27 April

Dept. of
Economics

20/03/2012

Dept. of
Economics

20-21 August,
2013

Dept. of
Sociology

MaulanaAbul International
Kalam Azad
Institute of
Asian Studies,
Kolkata
UGC – SAP – National
DRS
Programme
Workshop

20

20

30

20

Science Faculty:
Seminar/Conferenc
e/workshops

Organized by

Source of
funding

National/Int
ernational

7th April, 2010

Dept. of
Mathematics
Dept. of
Mathematics
Dept. of
Mathematics

TU
UGC

Internationa
l
National

DST

National

5-6 January
10, September,
2011

Details of
Outstanding
Participants
60
80
90

16-17 Nov, 2012
17-19 January,
2013
14-16 December,
2013

25- 30 November,
2013
23-27 Feb, 2009
06 November,2011

Dept. of
Mathematics
Dept. of
Mathematics
Dept. of Human
Physiology

Dept. of Human
Physiology
Dept. of Human
Physiology
Dept. of Human
Physiology

19 – 23 September
2011

Dept. of Human
Physiology

22-26 February

Dept. of Human
Physiology

8 March

Dept. of Human
Physiology

27 November

Dept. of Human
Physiology

29 November

Dept. of Human
Physiology

27 April, 2013

Dept. of
Information
Technology
Dept. of
Information
Technology
Dept. of
Information
Technology
Dept. of
Electrical
Engineering

22-23 May, 2013

16 November,
2013
13-15 November,
2008

FRSA

National

70

DST,
FRSA, TU
DST,
DBT,
ICMR,
Govt. of
India
ISI,
Kolkata
ISI,
Kolkata
DBT,
New
Delhi
DBT,
New
Delhi
DBT,
New
Delhi
DBT,
New
Delhi
DBT,
New
Delhi
DBT,
New
Delhi
E-Cell,
IIT
Bombay
TU

Internationa
l
National
(workshop)

150

National

15

National

20

National

15

National

20

National

20

National

20

National

16

National

15

National
Workshop

30

National
Workshop

30

XLRI

National

40

CU

National
(workshop)

20

16

ICMS 2013

Dept. of Physics

PANE 2009

Dept. of Physics

CRTRP 2012
SCMP 2010
23-24 May 2013

Dept. of Physics
Dept. of Physics
Dept. of
Computer
Science &
Engineering
Dept. of
Computer
Science &
Engineering
Dept. of Zoology

30 July

25 Jan to 06 Feb,
2010
3 – 4 November,
2011

9 – 11 November,
2012

Dept. of Zoology

Dept. of Zoology

DST
Govt. of
India,
CSIR,
DBT,
INSA,
BRNS
Govt. of
India
DST,
CSIR
Govt. of
India
TU
TU
TU and
IET

Internationa
l

216

National

124

National
National
Internationa
l

84
128
40

TU

National

50

DST, New National
Delhi
DBT,
National
New
Delhi &
TSCST,
Tripura
ICSR,
National
ICMR,
INSA,
New
Delhi,
TSCST,
Tripura
Rubber
Institute
of India

20
30

30

3.5 Research Publications and Awards:
Research publications:
Total number of publications in referred journals
2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

128

130

144

130

2012-13

2013-14

150
145
140
135
130
125
120
2010-11

2011-12

Total number of publications in referred journals

Awards/ Recognition:
The different faculties of Physics, Zoology, Chemistry, Human Physiology etc. Who
have acquired national and international reputation in the sphere of research and
academic pursuit as evidenced by publications, HR index, award of prestigious
projects like National Agricultural Innovation Project, PURSE scheme.
Sl. No.

1
2

3
4

5
6

Name of the faculty Award details
member
Dr. S. A. Hussain
Awarded Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose Award for
Physics
the year 2009, by Tripura State Council for
Science & Technology, Tripura, India
Dr. S. A. Hussain
DAE-Young Scientist Research Award (2009Physics
12) by Department of Atomic Energy, Govt. of
India.
Dr. S. A. Hussain
Felicitation by Asiatic Society of Bangladesh
Physics
during 28-29 Oct., 2011
Dr. S. A. Hussain
Best paper presentation award in International
Physics
Conference on Emerging Areas of Chemistry,
Organized by Department of Chemistry, Tripura
University during 12-14, Jan., 2011
Dr. S. A. Hussain
Visiting Scientist (May, 2011 to July, 2011), K.
Physics
U. Leuven, Belgium.
Dr. AnirbanGuha
Awarded Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose Award for
Physics
the year 2011-2012, by Tripura State Council for
Science & Technology, Tripura, India

7

Dr. AnirbanGuha
Physics

8

Dr. AnirbanGuha

9.

Dr. S. Majumdar
Chemistry

Dr. U. C. De
Chemistry
10
11

Dr. Samir Sil
Human Physiology

12

Dr. Samir Sil
Human Physiology
Dr. Samir Sil
Human Physiology

13

14

Dr. Samir Sil
Human Physiology

15

Dr. DebasishMaity
Human Physiology

16

Dr. DebasishMaity
Human Physiology

17

Dr. DebasishMaity
Human Physiology

18

Dr. Sudipta Pal
Human Physiology
Dr. Sudipta Pal
Human Physiology

19

20

Dr. Sudipta Pal
Human Physiology

21

Dr. Sudipta Pal
Human Physiology
Dr. Sudipta Pal
Human Physiology

22

Young Scientist‘s Award from International
Union of Radio Science (URSI), Belgium, to
attend the
XXVIIIth General Assembly of URSI
Fulbright Post-Doctoral Fellowship award 20122013
Dr. S. Majumdar, Associate Professor,
Department of Chemistry has been awarded
Canadian Institute of Health Research (CIHR)
CANADA-HOPE Fellowship for 2008-2012.
Post-doctoral fellow in the Department of
Biochemistry, University of Ottawa, Ottawa,
Canada. Duration from 16th Feb. 2012 to 7th
August 2012.
Subha Mukherjee Oration award in XX
Annual conference of Physiological society of
India, 14th Dec, 2008
DST/FIST Visiting Teacher Fellowship
Award(Govt. of India), 2009
ICMR Young BioMedical Scientist Overseas
Fellowship Award, 2010
(Visited Department of Tropical Medicine,
Tulane University, New Orleans, USA)
Elected member as Recorder of Medical
Science section including Physiology,Indian
Science Congress, for the year 2015 and 2016
Jonas S Friedenwald research grants award
2008: Wilmer Eye Institute, Johns Hopkins
University, USA
Knights Templar Eye Foundation‟s Award:
2007-2008 on ―Role of Transcription Factor
MEF2C in Retinal Angiogenesis in ROP‖ by
Knights Templar Eye Foundation, USA.
SmtShakuntalaDasgupta Memorial Oration
Award 2012 – Physiological Society of India,
India
Prof P. B. Sen Memorial Research Prize in
2005 by Physiological Society of India, India
ISCA Young Scientist Award 2006 (Section:
Medical Sciences including Physiology) by
Indian Science Congress Association
ISCA Young Scientist Award 2005 (Section:
Medical Sciences including Physiology) by
Indian Science Congress Association
Prof B. B. Sarkar Memorial Research award
2004 by Physiological Society of India.
Scholarship from Labonyaprova Bose Trust,
Kolkata for research work during the period
from 01.10.2004 to 31.03.2005

23

Prof. R. C. Srivastava
Botany Department

24

Prof. B. K. Agarwala
Zoology Department
Prof. S. Banik
Zoology Department

25

26
27
28
29
30

Prof. S. Banik
Zoology Department
Prof. S. Banik
Zoology Department
Dr. P. S. Chaudhury
Zoology Department
Dr. P. S. Chaudhury
Zoology Department
Dr. AshishNath
Economics
Department

31

Dr. AshishNath
Economics
Department

32

Dr.
JayantaChoudhury
Department of Rural
Management &
Development
Dr.
JayantaChoudhury
Department of Rural
Management
&
Development
Dr.
JayantaChoudhury
Department of Rural
Management
&
Development
Dr.
JayantaChoudhury
Department of Rural
Management
&
Development

33

34

35

Fellow of Society for Plant Research (FSPR),
Fellow of Indian Society for Plant Physiology
(FISPP)
Fellow of West Bengal Academy of Science and
Technology - 2012.
Fellow of the Zoological Society of Calcutta 2006
Fellow of the Bihar Biological Society - 2013
Fellow of the Zoological Society of Calcutta 2006
Fellow of the Bihar Biological Society - 2013
Fellow of the Zoological Society of Calcutta 1998
Fellow of the Bihar Biological Society - 2013
ICRIER-Mac Arthur Foundation Award for the
paper titled ―The Role of Trade and Investment
in Improving the Growth Prospects of Tripura:
with reference to Bangladesh‖.
Reserve Bank of India - Scholarship Scheme for
Faculty Members from Academic Institutions
2012 for the paper ―Linkages between Economic
Structure and Financial Inclusion: A study on
NER states of India with special reference to
Tripura‖.
Received Broad Outlook Lerner Teacher
(BOLT) Award-2006 from AIR INDIA, Mumbai
and its media partner DAINIK SANBAD,
Agartala.
Recognized as one of the Rural Development
Experts in India in the field of Rural
Development, People‘s Participation & Microcredit/Self-Help Groups by National Institute of
Rural Development, Hyderabad (2005).
Recognised as one of the Local Government
Experts in India in the field of Participatory
Planning, RD &Panchayat and Social Audit (an
initiatives of Ministry of Panchayat Raj, Govt. of
India, 2009)
Empanelled HRD Expert in North East India
by North Eastern Development Financial
Institute (NEDFI), Assam.

3.6 Consultancy:
The University is framing a policy of consultancy for its implementation and related
financial issues, however, presently various department Volunteers consultancies to
the various academic institutions to setup laboratories and to extend their research
activity. A list of consultancies given to institutions is as follows:
i)
Infrastructure development in women‘s polytechnic
ii)
Infrastructure development of Computer Science Department , TIT,
Govt. of Tripura
iii)
Network development in various colleges
iv)
Tribal Research Institute, Govt. of Tripura
v)
Rural Development Department, Govt. of Tripura
 The University continuously is doing various activities in collaboration with
ONGC. The department of Chemistry make collaborative activities with DS
group and TRPC, Govt. of Tripura. Botany Department is doing collaborative
with department of Forestry, Govt. of Tripura.
 Expert/Senior faculty members make communications with authorities of
different institutions / organisations to publicise the expertise of the University
in order to volunteer the consultancy service.
 On the basis of communication between a faculty member and the authority of
other institutions/ organisation, the area of consultancy is decided. The outer
institution /organisations seek permission from the University for consultancy.
After the approval by the university the faculty member provides consultancy
to the other institution / organisation.
 Following areas of consultancy services are now volunteered by the
University.
i.
Development of course curriculum in various academic level
ii.
Infrastructure development of science laboratories
iii.
Providing Guidelines for proper development research activity.
iv.
Rural Development
v.
Tribal Development
3.7 Extension Activities:
The University is located in a rural place and has to play a moral role in the social
upliftment of this area involving faculty members and students. Bearing in mind the
objectives and expected outcomes of the extension, activities organized by the
university, the extension program complement students‘ academic learning
experience in the following ways of (i) the extension activities organized by the
university help the student to improve their (ii) practical knowledge to support the
society (iii)Hands on experience to share the ideas (iv) Communication skill in every
respect—academic and social (v) adoptability to socio-environmental conditions (v)
organizational skill (vi) knowledge to involve themselves in community, (vii) ability
to manage crucial situation (viii) ability of crisis management (ix) Commitment to
nation building (x) Leadership activity.
Tripura University is involved in various extension activities in the following manner:

3.

4

5.

No. of
Beneficiaries

Stakeholders/
Beneficiaries

One Day
Awareness
Programme
on
Hiv/Aids
Sensitisatio
nProgramm
e on
HIV/AIDS
Aid to
ultrasound
Flood
Victim

AIDS
control
society

25th
March,
2013

AIDS
control
society

25th June Students,
& 20th
Cum
July,2013 Volunteers
NSS Unit, TU
nd
2 July,
Flood Victim
2013

15

Participated

65

Blood
Donation
camp
Symposiu
m

DYS,
GOT, NSS
Unit, TU
DYS,
GOT, NSS
Unit, TU
NSS, TU

21st Aug,
2013

Volunteers

300

Rs. 4000/along with
clothing &
utensils sent
to
Uttarakhand
for flood
victim
-

21st Aug,
2013

Teacher,
Students,Volu
nteers
Volunteers

200

DYS, GOT

Continui
ng

6.

Views
exchange
with Social
Activist

7.

Extension
Activities

DYA,
Govt. of
Tripura,
NSS unit,
TU
&Mohona

2nd May,
2013

Students,
Teacher

School
Students and
Villagers

Remarks

Tenure &
Date

2.

Sponsoring
Authority

1.

Programme/
Services

Sl. No.

NSS Unit:
The NSS units periodically organisation programmes like blood donation camp, road
safety awareness, drug abuses, disaster risk reduction, etc. Through awareness
program the students are convinced the necessity of social service in human life. The
students are taken to some esteemed NGOs for learning. The staff members are often
invited by the NGOs and other organizations like Department of Rural Development
and Agricultural Departments of the state Govt. for training and demonstration.

50

15 persons
donated body
and eye
T.Jagganathk
umar visited
the
volunteers of
TU
School level
programme
and village
community
Development
program
launched.

Dean of Student‟s Welfare:
The university have a mechanism to track the students‘ involvement in various social
movements / activities which promote citizenship roles. First the Head of the
Departments select suitable students and send the names to the Dean of student‘s
welfare. The Dean of student‘s welfare with the support of senior teachers identifies
meritorious and intelligent students through a process of screening. These students are
the trained up to involve them in various extension activities and movements. In these
activities are monitored by the concerned teachers in charge of that activity. Further,
to motivate student‘s involvement on activities that promote citizenship roles,
recognition awards are initially engaged in glorious activities like participation of
cadets in Republic Day Parades at capital, representation of University or State in
sports and games etc.
Centre for Rural Studies (CRS):
CRS attached to the department of Rural Management & Development has organised
following extension related activities 







Exposure Visit for students: CRS had organized one exposure visit for the
students of Masters in Rural management and Development Programme under
Tripura University. Total 62 students (Part-I & Part-II) along with the faculties
had participated the day long programme. Students received to interact with
various project peoples of Don Bosco (An active NGO in Tripura) and Sipahijola
wild life sanctuary of Forest department of Govt. of Tripura. Students enjoyed the
programme and received practical knowledge on different issues of Rural
Development.
Skilled training on Bamboo Based Livelihood: CRS had organized a 10 (ten)
days skilled training for the 20 rural women on different bamboo based products
from 23rd November to 4th December, 2009. After the training, they were
provided different tools for continue their activities in future and raise their family
income. A linkage with market and financial institutes were also established.
NGO Management training: A five days training on NGO management was
organized by CRS during 1-5 December, 2009. In the training programme 26
participants from different NGOs throughout the states benefited from the course.
Prof. N. Upadhayay, Former Director, National Institute of Rural development
(NIRD-NERC) along with other dignitaries attended as guest speaker.
Training of Rural Development Functionaries: To fortify the Self Help Group
(SHG) movement in this state, a workshop on Strengthening of Self Help Groups
under Swrnajayanti Gram SwarozgarYojna (SGSY) was held between 13 -17
November 2006, at the State Institute of Public Administration and Rural
Development (SIPARD).This workshop was jointly organised by R.D.
Department, Govt. of Tripura, CRS, Tripura University and SIPARD. This was
the first time that these three frontal institutions in the field of rural development
shared the same platform to organise this workshop which was attended by 62
participants across the state comprising with Govt. Administrators, cutting age
officers and elected representatives. Honb‘le Chief Minister, Govt. of Tripura,
Shri. ManikSarkar; Honb‘le RD Minister ShriJitendraChoudhury; Former Vice
Chancellor, Tripura University, Prof. A.K.Mukherjee graced the programme with
their valuable speech.

Various Departments:
 Department of Business Administration organise programmes to motivate
budding Entrepreneurs in small scale businesses.
 The MRMD students are involved in extension activities during their final
year. They have to stay in villages and interact with farming community to get
sensitized to prospects and problems in farming. Faculty members visit these
villages and provide technical advises to students and farming community.
 World Population Day, International Women‘s Day, etc. are celebrated to
create awareness on social causes.
 Organization of hand to hand training programmes for farmers and Self Help
Groups (SHG) members on various subject matter areas.
3.7 Collaboration:
Various Departments are doing collaborative work with other agencies/institutes/
universities/Govt. Organization of national and international repute. The university is
now highly benefitted through these collaborations in terms of academic and research
activity getting academic, research programmes, technology Know-how, updating
knowledge. The University has also brought in collaborative research projects from
other funding sources like DST, DBT, ISRO etc. These collaborative researches have
made visible changes among the faculties‘ in terms of their ability to work in interdisciplinary concepts, increased and consistent participation in. The research activity
is now diversified with respect to field of research and topics of study. The university
has already been identified as distinct in biological and physical science for the
database generation.







The University continuously is doing various activities in collaboration with
ONGC. The department of Chemistry make collaborative activities with DS
group and TRPC, Govt. of Tripura. Botany Department is doing collaborative
with department of Forestry, Govt. of Tripura.
The university is continuously making invitations faculties various parts of the
country and abroad. Faculties are benefited by training programmes and
exchange programmes conducted through these linkages.
The various departments make the lists of researchers of eminence. After
discussion in departmental committee meeting, the list is finalized by the
respective departments. The proposal is then submitted to authority. The
authority explores the justification of the list and gives approval to
appointment as visiting fellow/ visiting teacher.
The facility that the authority gives to the department to invite researchers of
eminence as a good impact on academic activity of all the departments. The
students get the scope to ask the fundamental questions of various topics to
them and then the adjunct professor clarifies elaborately all the questions to
the students. The students also come to know about new theories of
technologies from adjunct professors.

Some of the department specific collaborations are as follows:
Department of Physics:




National collaboration:
A.Indian Space Research Organization, Department of Space, Government of
India.
B. Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, Navi Mumbai, Govt. of India.
C. Centre for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, JamiaMilliaIslamia (Central
University) Jamia Nagar, New Delhi
D.Department of Physics, Rajasthan University, Jaipur, India
International collaboration:
A.Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), USA.
B. University of French Polynesia, Tahiti.
C. Kyushu University, Japan.
D. University of Washington, USA.
E. Centre for Surface Chemistry and Catalysis, K. U. Leuven, Belgium
F. Centre for Solid State Physics and Magnetism, K. U. Leuven, Belgium
G. Department of Chemistry, Bengurion University, Israel.
H. Department of Chemistry, Osaka University, Japan
I. Department of Chemistry, Yamaguchi University, Japan

Zoology department:
 National Collaboration:
A. National Project on Insect Biosystematics with Indian Agriculture Research

Institute, New Delhi.
B. DBT-Twining Collaborative Project

on Genetic Characterization and
Conservation Biology of an Economically important siluroid fish
Ompokpabda with National Bureau of Fish Genetic Resources (ICAR),
Lucknow

Centre for Bamboo Cultivation & Resource Utilization:


The University has already signed and is preparing to sign MOUs with other
institutions of national and international importance. As an example
Department of Botany signed a MOU with BCDI, Govt. of India. After that
BCRU centre of the University has got the shape of National level Bamboo
activity centre.

Centre for Rural Studies, Department of RMD:



State level: MOU between State Institute of Public Administration & Rural
Development (SIPARD), Tripura.
International recognition : Indo-German Cooperation Project (Implemented
by Forest Department, Govt. of Tripura)

Annexure-I
A Research and Innovation Cell has been formed in the University to facilitate the
smooth implementation of research schemes / projects. The detailed rules are as
follows 1.2. THE RESEARCH & INNOVATION CELL OFFICE IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR:
 Approving proposals to carry over the project (No Objection) for sponsored
research on the behalf of the University, unless otherwise expressly delegated;
 Providing the necessary support for the project (including administrative support,
space and other necessary requirements as indicated in the proposal) and ensuring
the sustained operation of the research infrastructure and assets management by
the sponsor by including related operating and maintenance costs into planning
and budget processes and documents;
 Overseeing the administration of sponsored research funds in a restricted research
fund throughout the terms of the sponsor‘s award;
 Processing authorized expenditures in accordance with the sponsor‘s funding
Terms & Conditions and any other policies or procedures of the University;
 Maintaining financial records in relation to the project in accordance with the
sponsor‘s funding Terms, the Policies and procedures of the University,
whichever is more rigorous;
 Informing to the PI and the Administering office as soon as possible if the office
of the Director, Research and Innovation Cell becomes aware of any significant
matter and adverse matter in respect of the project.
1.3. THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (PI) IS RESPONSIBLE FOR:
 Preparing the proposal for the project, including its budget and statement of
work;
 All such proposals must be submit to the appropriate officer (Liaison) of the
office of the Director, R &I Cell for approval before being sent to the
sponsoring organization.
 Submitting the proposal to the sponsor once it has been endorsed by the
University (so call the Registrar) in accordance with the Policy, except in
instances where submission by the University is specified by the sponsor;
 Implementation and execution of the sanctioned project and handling all
communication with the sponsoring agency after the project has been
accepted;
 Submission of intermediate and final reports and statement of account and/or
utilization certificate through the Assistant Finance Officer (AFO) of the R & I
Cell Section according to the guidelines of the funding agency.

1.4. RESEARCH PROPOSALS OF SPONSORED RESEARCH:
1.4.1. PROCEDURE FOR PROPOSAL SUBMISSION:
The Principal Investigator must submit to the appropriate officer (Liaison) of the
office of the Director, Research and Innovation Cell for approval before being sent to
the sponsoring organization with enough number of copies (prescribe by funding
agency) of research proposal with one additional copies (for documentation). Once
the Project is approved and the sanction letter is received from the funding agency,
the PI shall send a copy of the sanction letter and a copy of the approved project
proposal (if any change made) to the Director, R & I Cell and another copy should
submit to the Head of the concerned Department for the information and record.
1.4.2. OPERATION OF PROJECT FUNDS:
There shall be separate University Account for project funds. All funds of approved
projects will be deposited in this account. Finance section of the R & I Cell shall
maintain and assist/manage all the funded project funds in accordance to the Policy.
The Office shall keep all necessary account details, including online tracking facility
for the PIs. The Office shall provide fund details, on request (any time) of PIs.
1.4.3. OVERHEAD CHARGES AND UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT FUND:
The cost of a project shall consist of overhead fund (if any), actual expenses and
payment to employees‘ external of consultants and students. Usually, fifteen percent
(15%) of the recurring cost of the project shall be charged as overhead payable to the
University and paid to the University development fund (UDF). The amount received
on account of overhead charges shall be administered by the University as follows:
a.25% of the fund shall go to the University development.
b.25% of the fund shall go to the respective Department.
c. Remaining 50% may be utilize by the PI for his/her professional
development i.e.
partial support to staffs salary, partial support for conference, membership of
learned societies including enhancement of existing research facilities with
proper justification with the assurance of all financial regulations of the
University.
1.4.4. ACTUAL EXPENSES:
The Actual Expenses shall cover major equipment (to be installed in Department or
Central Instrumental Facilities, etc.) to be procured as per sanction procedure laid
down by the Director, R & I Cell on the behalf of the University. Procurement of
research related consumable materials, computational charges or any other as per rate
contract with University or any direct purchase from manufacture, whichever is
simpler.
1.4.5. CONTINGENCY EXPENSES:
Contingency expenses are includes following: a. Cost of supplies, stationery, and
reproduction. b. Cost of books, journals, membership fees of professional societies,
registration fee for conferences etc. c. Payment for typing and other office work to
outside agencies. d. Postage and telephone (including phone deposit charges rentals
and call charges of phones at the office or residences). e. Costs charged by a

Department for facilities provided to the project (such as large amounts of photo
copying, use of computational and printing facilities, etc. f. Hiring charges that are
appropriate for the project.
1.4.6. TRAVELLING EXPENSES:
a. Travel may be undertaken for site visits, field work, experimental works in other
institutes,
meetings
outside
the
University,
participation
in
Conferences/Workshops/Seminars in India. Travel abroad may be allowed if the
guidelines of the funding agency have the provisions.
b.TA/DA will be provided to the PI from his/her project funds and amount given as
per the University rules.
c. Regular TA/DA rules of the University may be relaxed based on the merit of the
case, if need arises, which may be decided upon by the Director, R&I Cell with
approval from the Vice-chancellor if deemed necessary.
d. Salaries of project employees shall be paid as per project rules.
1.4.7. GENERAL
GUIDELINES
EXPENDITURE:

FOR

RECURRING

PROJECT

 If a project has clear sanction for a specified period of time, the
fellowship/honorarium may be paid in advance by the University even if the
grant has not been received. Advance for any other expenses in the name of PI
may be decided upon by the Director, R&I Cell with approval of Vicechancellor. Needless to mention any advance received by PI will be adjusted
immediately on receipt of the grant of the project.
 No prior sanction/approval is necessary for the purchase of
chemical/consumables/books/instruments up Rupees one lakh (Rs. 1,00,000/-)
from provided sanctioned fund of the funding agency with proper written
explanation to the Director, R&I Cell. The PI may act as self-sanctioning
authority and can place order to the vendors for supplying consumables
observing all financial rules of the University, with information to the finance
section of the Director, R&I Cell. Further, for purchase of consumables up to
25% of allotted fund, quotations may not be required.
 On emergency requirements of PI can apply an advanced money of Rs.
20,000/- for make spot purchase of consumables, cell cultures, lab. kits, etc.
with the information to the Director, R&I Cell observing the financial rules.
 Advance drawn payment to the supplier of procuring chemicals/equipment
should be made in the name of the supplier/manufacturer only.
 Where fieldwork necessary for the project (an integral component of research)
relaxation in disbursing T.A. and D.A. as mentioned in above (25% of found)
may be allowed by the Director, R&I Cell from the request of PI.
 For buying books from the sanctioned project grant a PI can place order books
with a vendor directly, informing the Librarian about this with the intimation
to the Director, R&I Cell. When books arrived they are to be catalogued in the
University‘s Central Library as early as possible and then given to the PI.
After the project is over books shall be kept in the Departmental library (if
any) or Central Library with intimation to the Central Library.

1.5. GUIDELINES FOR SELECTION OF JRFS/SRFS AND OTHER
RESEARCH PERSONNEL (TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS AND RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES) FOR RESEARCH PROJECTS AT T.U.
Note: These rules shall be applicable in the cases where the Funding agencies do
not lay down any guidelines about selecting JRFs/SRFs, Research Associates,
Project Fellows, etc.
1.5.1. SELECTION RULES OF PROJECT EMPLOYEES:
Open selection shall be held for all project posts through proper advertisement and
followed by interview. Internal circular should circulate within the University, when
suitable candidate is not found for open selection. In special situations, candidate shall
select as recommendation of the PI with prior intimation to the Director, R&I Cell.
All the project appointments shall be contractual and on the basis of consolidated
monthly compensation. Automatic transfer from one project to another either on
completion or midway shall not be permitted. Selection of JRF/SRF/RA shall
normally be made as per the guidelines provided by the sponsoring agency, and as per
University rules. Appointment letters shall be issued under signature of
Registrar/Deputy Registrar with intimation to the Director, R&I Cell.
1.5.1.1 JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP (JRF) PROJECT FELLOW:
A. ELIGIBILITY:
i. Educational Qualifications: A candidate seeking selection as JRF/Project Fellow
must possess postgraduate degree in the concern discipline from a recognized
University with a minimum of 55% marks in aggregate, if not provided the minimum
cut-off mark is not specified by the funding agency. Minimum cut-off mark may be
relaxed with the permission from the Director, R&I Cell, in-case an applicant had
some research experience in same field.
ii. Age: The candidate shall not be more than 28 years of age for the award of
fellowship on the stipulated last date of receiving applications in response to
advertisement. The upper age limit may be relaxed up to 5 years in the case of
candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/Women and physically challenged applicants.
iii. Ph.D Registration of JRF: JRFs/Project employees may be allowed to register for
the Ph.D. programme to the University if they fulfill all the requirements/criteria
declared by the University. If the candidate desires to be registered for Ph.D. at
Tripura University, general Ph. D rules of Tripura University shall be applicable.
iv. Desirable Qualifications: The desirable qualifications shall be determined by the
funding agency/PI as per the needs of the project.
B. SELECTION PROCEDURE:
i.
Positions shall be advertised by the Director, R&I Cell in any of the national /
regional newspaper and through other information media (by means of
Departmental notices to various Universities and displaying in the Tripura
University Website Homepage). Applicants who have already cleared the National
Eligibility Test (NET) for JRFs conducted by UGC/CSIR/ICAR/DBT/ICMR or
GATE and/or have experience in research appropriate for the project will be given
due weightage.

ii.

The screening of applications for calling candidates for interview shall be done by
a ‗Selection Committee‘ consisting of the PI and/or the Co-investigator (if any) of
the project and one expert member selected by the Director, R&I Cell.
Subsequently the PI shall inform the Director, R&I Cell and Selection Committee
Members about the date and time of the interview. In general, the travel and
accommodation expenses of the expert member shall be paid by PI from his/her
project fund.

iii.

During the interview the committee shall test the candidates‘ knowledge and of
the subject, aptitude for research, creative thinking and sincerity. Subsequently, a
report shall be made by Selection Committee and to submit to the Director, R&I
Cell. The Director office of R&I Cell shall be responsible for publishing the
results in the University website and respective Department notice board.
Appointment letter(s) of the selected candidate(s) shall be issued from the
Registrar, Tripura University. The candidate is expected to join within 30 days
from the date of issue of the appointment letter; else offer letter shall be cancelled,
without prior notice to the candidate. However, in exceptional circumstances, the
Director, R&I Cell may grant extension with special request from the PI.

C. FELLOWSHIP AND TENURE of JRF:
The tenure and fellowship amount for the project staff per month shall be determined
as per the rules and regulations of the funding agency. If not, the fellowship amount
shall be decided by the PI with the information to Director, R&I Cell and with
necessary intimation to the funding agency. After the approval of fellowship by the
Director, R&I Cell, a candidate will receive the fellowship amount (mention by
th
PI/funding agency) every month (within 10 of this month) must be credited direct to
the candidate bank account from finance section of the Director, R&I Cell.
D. Upgradation of Junior Research Fellow (JRF) to Senior Research Fellow
(SRF) Upgradation of Junior Research Fellow (JRF) to Senior Research Fellow
(SRF) is mentioned as per the funding agency rules. If not mentioned by funding
agency, then after the completion of two years of tenure, the candidate may be apply
to the Director, R&I Cell for upgradation of the fellowship. An Evaluating Committee
may be constituted by the Director, R&I Cell for upgradation. The Evaluating
Committee may be constituted as follows:
(1) Director, R&I Cell or Nominee: Chairperson
(2) Head of the Department : Member
(3) External Expert (selected by Director, R&I Cell): Member
(4) PI: Convener The project fellow needs to present a progress seminar before the
Evaluating Committee and followed by personal interview. All the expenses and
TA/DA for external expert will be made by PI, from his/her project fund. The
expenses may involve all types of hospitality, setting charge any other not mention.
1.5.1.2 SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP (SRF):
A. ELIGIBILITY:
i. Educational Qualifications: In case of direct recruitment, a candidate seeking
selection as SRF must possess a Master‘s degree in concerned / related discipline

st

from a recognized University with a minimum of 60% marks in aggregate OR 1 class
and atleast 2 years of research experience after his/her post graduate degree.
CandidateswithM.Tech/M.Pharm degree may directly select as SRF, after personal
interview by Evaluation Committee. The condition relating to the period of research
experience may be relaxed in the case of exceptional research work or research
publications by the candidate.
ii.Age: The candidate shall not be more than 32 years of age on the stipulated last date
of receiving applications in response to the advertisement. Upper age limit may be
relaxed up to 5 years in the case of candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/Women and
physically challenged categories.
B. SELECTION PROCEDURE:
The selection procedure shall be similar like JRF/Project Fellow. Fellowship and
Tenure of SRF The tenure and fellowship amount of the SRF shall be determined as
per the rules and regulations mention by the funding agency. If not mentioned, the
tenure and fellowship amount shall be decided by the PI with the approval of the
Director, R&I Cell. The Selection Committee take initiation for necessary intimation
will be to funding agency.
1.5.1.3 TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS (TAs):
A. ELIGIBILITY:
i. Educational Qualifications: A candidate seeking selection as a TA must be a
graduate from a recognized University with one year‘s relevant experience / B.Tech.
degree or other equivalent degree with a minimum of 50% aggregate marks.
ii. Age: The candidate shall not be more than 28 years of age for the selection of TA
on the stipulated last date of receiving applications in response to the advertisement.
The upper age limit may be relaxed up to 5 years in the case of candidates belonging
to SC/ST/OBC/Women and physically challenged applicants.
B. SELECTION PROCEDURE:
The selection procedure of the Project Fellow shall be as similar as JRF.
FELLOWSHIP AND TENURE OF TA The tenure and fellowship amount for the
project staff shall be determined as per the rules and regulations of the funding
agency. If not mentioned, the tenure and fellowship amount shall be decided by the PI
with the approval of Director, R&I Cell. The Selection Committee take initiation for
necessary intimation will be to funding agency.
1.5.1.4 RESEARCH ASSOCIATE (RAs):
Scope and objective: Opportunities and support should be provided to outstanding
research workers to do research work independently at post-doctoral level. The main
objective is to utilize the skills and competence of post-doctoral fellows for research
at higher level of scholarship. Eligibility Researchassociateships are intended for
research workers preferably below the age of 40 years who have obtained a doctorate
(Ph.D) degree from a recognized University, have published research work to their
credit and have already shown evidence of independent research work. Age relaxation
up to a maximum of 5 years would be allowed to the candidates belonging

toSC/ST/OBC/Women candidates. Selection The procedure for advertising the
position of Research Associates shall be the same like JRF/ SRF. The formation of a
screening committee shall also be the same like JRF and SRF. Conditions of Award:
a) RA shall be devote himself/herself to whole time research work and shall not
accept any other part time employment during the tenure of the research, if nothing is
mentioned in the funding agency rule book. However, his/her services could be
utilized by the authority for teaching purposes provided it does not affect the research
programme and he/she shall not paid any extra remuneration for this purpose.
b) The RAs shall work under the supervision of a faculty member of the University.
The RAs shall submit research progress report every six months intervalthrough the
supervisor/ faculty member, whom he/she is associated.
c) If a RA wishes to leave theAssociateship before the end of tenure, he/she should
send prior notice to the Vice-chancellor/ Director, R&I Cell through the PI/concerned
faculty member.
d) If the PI/ concerned faculty member is not satisfied either with the progress of the
research work nether the conduct of the RA, the Director, R&I Cell may terminate the
Associateshipat any time without any notice and assigning any reason.
e) The award of any fellowship (JRF/SRF/RA) does not imply any assistance or
guarantee for subsequent appointment in T.U. to the beneficiary.
1.6 OTHER ALLOWANCES AND FACILITIES PROVIDING TO THE
JRF/SRF/RA:
i.House Rent Allowance:
University shall provide single / double seated hostel accommodation (based on
availability) to all the project staffs. If the accommodation may not be provided by the
University, then the candidate will be entitled for House Rent Allowance (HRA) as
per the guidelines of the Funding agency/University.
ii. Medical Facilities: Medical facilities shall be available to the Project staff at the
University Medical Centre with free of cost.
iii. Leave Rules: Leave for a maximum period of thirty days in a year in addition to
general holidays of University (declared by subsequent year) may be given to Project
Staff with necessary approval from the PI.
CONSULTANCY PROJECTS:
Tripura University encourages the faculty members to undertake consultancy projects
as a part of their academic duties. Such projects, in addition to providing financial
incentives to the individuals enrich his/her professional knowledge. Moreover,
consultancy projects augment the university resources, promote university academy
alliance and contribute to the social development.
1. Each consultancy project shall have a Principal Consultant who shall be
responsible for
i. Formulating the project proposal which may include
(a) Planning of the work to be done,
(b) Estimating costs according to guidelines provided and
(c) Identifying other consultants, if necessary.
ii. Execution of work.
iii. Handling all communications with the clients after the project has been accepted.
iv. Writing of intermediate and final reports according to the project proposal.

v. Making recommendations to the Director, R&I Cell regarding expenditure from the
project funds and disbursement of funds to participants in the consultancy project.
2. Appointment of Principal Consultant:
Industrial organizations usually approach the University/Institute/Department for
consultancy works through a faculty member. When a faculty member is approached
or ready for the work, he/sheshallbe the Principal Consultant. If he/she not willing to
be the Principal Consultant or if the project is referred to a functionary, Principal
Consultant would be identified through appropriate discussions and appointment will
be made by the Director, R&I Cell.
3. The project proposal prepared by the Principal Consultant shall be forwarded
through the Director, R&I Cell.
4. In extreme emergencies, a consultant may take up an assignment with intimation to
the Director, R&I Cell, and then seek approval.
5. The University/Institute/Department normally requires the cost of the project to be
deposited by the client, in full, before the work commences. However, based on needs
of the client and circumstances, the University/Institute/Department may permit
commencement of work with payment to be made as per the agreement.All payments
from clients shall be received by the Principal Consultant/Department. The
expenditure and disbursements shall make through finance section of the Director,
R&I Cell Office.
6. After the initial deposit has been made by the client, the Principal Consultant
immediately inform to the Director, R&I Cell for further process. The project file
shall be closed with the submission of the final project report and disbursement of
fees to consultants and others through the Director, R&I Cell.
1.7. UTILIZATION OF THE RESOURCES GENERATED:
The resources earned by the Principal Consultant as consultancy fees (taxable
income) should be divided between the faculty members (who directly involved in the
project) and the Department in the manner give below:
i)
Academic allowance of Principal Consultant, entire amount to go the Principal
Consultant concerned.
ii)
Amount received beyond 30% and up to the monthly gross salary of Principal
Consultant, beyond 30% amount shall be distributed in the ratio of 70:30
between the faculty members (who directly involved in the project) and the
Department respectively.
iii)
Amount received beyond the monthly gross salary of Principal Consultant.
The beyond amount shallbe distributed in the ratio of 50:50 between the
faculty members (who are directly involved in the project) and the Department
respectively.
1.8. SERVICE TAX ON CONSULTANCY FEES:
Service Tax is compulsory for all the consultancy services. The rate of service Tax is
force to 14% (subject to change accordingly Central/State Govt.) of the total
consultancy fees. Service Tax is to be paid by the party which obtains the services i.e.
the clients. So, it is essential that the coordinators of the consultancy projects inform
the clients the amount payable by the clients as Service Tax in addition to the
consultancy charge. For example, if the consultancy fee charged to the clients is Rs.
100/-, the clients will be paid of Rs. 14 as Service Tax and collected amount will be
deposited in to the Govt. accounts of central Excise Department, through the finance
section of the Director, R&I Cell.

1.9. GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR ENGAGEMENT OF PROJECT STAFF:
(For rules and regulations, please see ―sponsored funded projects and consultancy
projects: Rules and Regulation‖) in addition:
1. There should be provision of appointment of project staff in the project sanctioned
by the funding agency.
2. Funds should be available for project staff in the project OR there should be
commitment from the funding agency for providing funds for project staff. In the
latter case, appointments shall be made only after the receipt of funds.
3. If the above two conditions are satisfied, then appropriate appointment procedure
among the following may be adopted:
a. Open selection by wide publication of the advertisement in at least one local
newspaper and issuing a circular within the Department. Advertisement may also be
sent to other educational institutions.
b. In special and exigent situations – direct appointment for duration up to 6 months
on ad-hoc basis. However, other appropriate appointment procedures may also be
adopted if the terms and conditions mention by the funding agency.
1.10. ADDITIONAL POINTS OF THE GUIDELINES FOR ROUTINE AND
TIME BOUND CONSULTANCY PROJECTS INVOLVING THE WHOLE
DEPARTMENT:
1. For consultancy works a faculty in-charge shall be selected by the concerned
Departments for the tenure of 6 months.
2. The client shall first approach to the HOD with a letter detail about their
requirements.
3. The Faculty in-charge shall bedeposits the fees (including service tax) and bring the
receipt to the Department on the behalf of client.
4. The Department shall retain a copy of the receipt, take over the materials and
samples deposited by the client (if any) and give a tentative date of handing over the
final recommendation.
5. HOD shall send the intimation to the Director, R&I Cell with a copy of the client‘s
letter for information and keeping the records.
6. HOD or Faculty in-charge shall be constituted an appropriate group of faculty (on
rotation basis) for the jobs. The technical officer (faculty member) will be responsible
for scheduling and conducting the laboratory tests under the direction of the faculty
assigned. The technical officer shall assign the technical assistants as required.
7. The technical officer shall sign the laboratory test reports.
8. The Faculty assigned shall beanalyzed the results, make the recommendations and
prepare the final report. A synopsis of the report shall be prepared by the faculty
assigned in consultation with the Faculty in-charge. He/she will sign the final report
and submit to the Director, R&I Cell through the HOD.
9. The Faculty in-charge shallbe responsible to inform the client about the completion
of the job assigned and deliver the report.
10. The break-up of the revenue earned from the consultancy services as follows:
i) 25% of released funds are transfer to the University.
ii) 20% of released funds are transfer to the concerned Departments (This will
include the cost of consumables, labour, travel and other expenditure incurred
for the work).
iii) 55% of released funds are transfer to the consultant group.

11. Separate Bank accounts shall be opened to be operated by the HOD of the
concerned Departments and Asst. FO (Finance section of R&I Cell) jointly.
12. The distribution of the Consultancy share amongst the faculty and laboratory staff
involved is as follows:
i) 10% of the consultancy share shall be equally distributed amongst the Technical
Assistants involved in the work.
ii) The balance 90% of the share shall be equally distributed amongst the faculty
members involved including Technical Officer.
1.11. USE OF THE UNIVERSITY'SNAME:
All written or broadcast material containing the University's name for advertising,
marketing or other promotional purposes shall be submitted for approval to the
Director, R&I Cell and the Director, R&I Cell office responsible to approval from
Public Relation Officer of the University, prior to use of such material. A statement
on the use of the University's name shall be included in all appropriate contracts
between industry (company) and the University.
1.12. PUBLICATION POLICY:
Since the dissemination of knowledge is one of the primary functions of the
University, university research should be such that the results may be freely published
or otherwise promptly disseminated. Publication can take a number of forms and
occur in a variety of media, both in print and electronic, including academic journals
and conferences, dissemination through websites, and public discussion among
colleagues. Results of research undertaken in the University shall be fully publishable
with the following qualifications:
1. Where a sponsor has intellectual property rights arising from a research project for
which it wishes to obtain statutory protection, an agreement with the sponsor may
provide for a short delay for protection, provided that:
(a) Normally, no delay will exceed 90 days from the date of submission of the
manuscript or presentation to the sponsor;
(b) In no event will any delay exceed 6 months from the date of submission of the
manuscript or presentation to the sponsor; and,
2. The University may agree to receive information identified as ―confidential‖ or
―proprietary‖ from a sponsor if such information is essential to facilitate performance
of a research project and maintaining such information in confidence would not
preclude the publication of University research results.
3. University research results, any change in the original report, the names of the
University and the reports of the authors shall not be used in the sponsor‘s
publications without the written consent from the University or R&I Cell of Office.
4. No agreement with a sponsor for research involving human subjects may preclude
the disclosure of research results to study subjects and/or their lawful representatives,
Research & Innovation committee, relevant research ethics boards at the site and at
other participating study sites, and regulators, if and when the investigator, University
and/or research ethics board deem disclosure necessary to protect the health of study
participants, or where disclosure is necessary to obtain and maintain informed
consent.
5. In this Policy, the term ―research‖ is broadly defined and is intended to include all
forms of research and scholarship, whether or not grant supported. This Policy applies
to all members of the University who conduct research and to all agreements entered
into by the University in respect of research.

6. In consultation with the office of R&I Celland subject to the provisions of this
Policy, divisions may introduce guidelines as appropriate to their particular research
circumstances and the norms of their disciplines. In extraordinary circumstances, the
Director, R&I Cellor office designate may authorize exceptions to this Policy if such
exception does not result in censorship of University research results.
1.13.“MISCONDUCT OF PUBLICATION” UNETHICAL PRACTICES FOR
ACCEPTABLE OF RESEARCH ARTICLES:
 Submitting and publishing the same paper to different journals without telling
the editors.
 Not informing a collaborator of your intent to file a patent in order to make
sure that you are the sole inventor
 Including a colleague as an author on a paper in return for a favor even though
the colleague did not make a serious contribution to the paper.
 Discussing with colleagues data from a paper that you are reviewing for a
journal.
 Bypassing the peer review process and announcing research results through a
press conference without giving peers adequate information to review your
work.
 Conducting a review of the literature that fails to acknowledge the
contributions of other people in the field or relevant prior work.
 Stretching the truth on a grant application in order to convince reviewers that
your project will make a significant contribution to the field.
 Overworking, neglecting, or exploiting graduate or post-doctoral students.
 Failing to maintain research data for a reasonable period of time.
 Making derogatory comments and personal attacks in your review of author's
submission.
 Making significant deviations from the research protocol approved by your
institution's Animal Ethical Committee or Institutional Review Board for
Human Subjects Research without telling the committee or the board.
 Not reporting an adverse event in a human research experiment.
 Exposing students and staff to biological risks in violation of your institution's
biosafety rules.
 Making unauthorized copies of data, papers, or computer programs.
 Company that sponsors your research and not disclosing this financial interest.
 Deliberately overestimating the clinical significance of a new drug in order to
obtain economic benefits.

CRITERION IV
INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES
Introduction:
Infrastructure and learning resource facilities are very important components of any
institution for the development and smooth running of its activities. Particularly, for
the institutions of the stature of University, infrastructure and learning resources play
vital role right after the human resource base. Hence, imparting quality knowledge
crucially depends on the infrastructural base as well as on the learning resources.
4.1 Physical Facilities:
Tripura University has ensured and shall continue to ensure adequate availability of
physical infrastructure along with its optimal utilization. The University campus is
spread over an area of 75 acres, within this area the University have seven Academic
Buildings for running the P.G. classes i.e. Academic Building-I, Academic BuildingII, Science Block (Academic Building-III), Academic Building-IV (housing the
Departments of Geography & Disaster Management, Bengali and English),
Technology Building for Computer Science & Engineering, Information Technology
and Electrical Engineering, the Business Management building, and one new Science
Academic Block having well furnished classrooms, laboratories for optimum
academic utilization by students through a well-planned & comprehensive program
schedule.












It has a central library which is being enriched and made up to date with latest
additions from time to time.
The computer centres are made accessible to the students, research scholars and
faculty during the University working hours for maximum utilization.
The students are encouraged to participate actively in outdoor and indoor sports
to make maximum use of the available sports facilities under the University
Sports Board.
Well equipped laboratories with various sophisticated instruments and practical
class rooms for Research scholars, PG and UG students.
Internet facility is available in all departments, centres, offices, hostels and staff
quarters 24x7. Wi-Fi facility has been made available in the central library, Guest
house and IT department.
High capacity central UPS are installed in some departments and offices for
providing back-up during power failures.
The University provides 24 hour-supply of water to all the outlets of the all
departments, centres, offices, hostels and staff quarters. The University
Engineering Cell is looking after the provision and maintenance of water supply
and electricity. These facilities in theUniversity are utilized optimally by the
students and faculty.
The University has faculty quarters and staff quarters inside the campus.Oncampus residential accommodation is provided in 2 hostels –one for P.G.
Women‘s and one for P.G. Gents. Two more hostels, 1 each for boys and girls
with intake capacity of 100 students is under construction.
The University Health Centre is well equipped with full-time doctors attending
to the care and needs of the student community and the university employees.

Planning of adequate physical infrastructure:
The University focuses on proper planning and optimal utilization of its resources.
The University teaching departments and administrative units identify their financial
requirements for maintenance of existing infrastructure, development of new physical
infrastructure, enhancement of facilities in laboratories, strengthening of information
and knowledge delivery systems, enhancement of co-curricular, extra-curricular,
sports and other student-centric activities, etc., and submit the same it to the university
authorities for consideration. After taking into consideration the requirements of each
department/office, budgetary provisions are made in the university budget with the
approval of the statutory authorities.
Availability of physical infrastructure:
There are as many as 7 Academic blocksand other independent buildings housing 34
teaching departments including Directorate of Distance Education. Many of the
departments have separate buildings. All the departments are provided with adequate
number of classrooms, well-equipped laboratories and separate sitting rooms for the
faculty. The University has separate blocks for its administrative and the examination
branch is going to be shifted to its new building shortly.
Optimal utilization of physical infrastructure:
The University endeavours to ensure optimal utilization of its resources. Some
facilities such as classrooms and computer labs are shared by different departments by
adjusting the timings of teaching classes. Scientific equipments are accessible to all
the departments for use. Some facilities like library and sports are also made available
beyond working hours as well as on holidays.
Policy for Creation and Enhancement of Infrastructure:
Tripura University has embarked upon a policy for the creation and enhancement of
infrastructure in order to promote a good teaching-learning environment. A Day Care
Centre and an open air amphitheatre have come up recently in the campus. A new
academic building having 3 huge state-of-the-art academic blocks and a large state-ofthe-art seminar room is in its final stage of completion. The construction of a new 7storyed examination Centre is almost complete. Also, the construction of a boy‘s
hostel, a girl‘s hostel and a second guest house is currently going on in full swing.
The university has also ensured a suitable ambience for the faculty in terms of
adequate research laboratories, computing facilities and allied services. We have an
excellent physical ambience for the faculty for supporting high quality teaching,
learning and research activities. All the faculties are given individual rooms having
necessary furniture and computer (laptop/desktop) with broadband internet
connectivity. They are provided all possible support to set up their research labs. At
present there are 21 research laboratories in the University. Every department is
provided with printer and scanner. The University has a well-equipped central library
for supporting faculties and students in their teaching, learning and research. The
Central Library has a collection of 1,11,752 (approx) books and documents presently
besides a rich collection of reports, state-of-arts, non-print media, etc. The library
subscribes 141 journals both national and international in the area of subjects taught
and e-journals under UGC INFONET program. Approximately 8000 e-journals with
millions of full text articles in all subjects/disciplines are ready for use under the UGC

INFONET program presently. Recently, initiative has been taken for purchase of
e-books from ten reputed publishers for expanding the available knowledge base.
Infrastructural Facilities for Women Students and Staffs and for Disabled:
The university provides all departments with facilities like office rooms, common
rooms and separate rest rooms for women students and staff. Each faculty member
has a separate room and in every department there are office rooms for the staff.
The university also ensures friendly infrastructure facilities for the differently and
alternatively abled. Elevators and ramps are there in all the newly constructed and
upcoming buildings. The classes of courses having differently abled students are
normally held on the ground floor. The University has inculcated a strong sense of
responsibility both in its faculty and staff to support & provide a friendly environment
for the differently and alternatively abled.
Infrastructural Facility for Residential Students:
The university caters adequately to the requirements of residential students. A boys‘
hostel of 100-seat capacity and a Women‘s‘ hostel of 60-seat capacity is located in the
campus with broadband connectivity. Another two building one for P.G. Gents‘ hostel
with 100 seats capacity and one for Women‘s hostel with 100-seat capacity is coming
up within the campus. Also, a dedicated Ambulance is stationed in the campus for
emergency. Common rooms with various recreational facilities are also available in
both the hostels. Reading rooms equipped with reading materials and magazines, T.V.
rooms, etc. are available in all the Hostels. Internet services through NKN
connectivity are available.
Campus Facilities Emphasising Medical, Sports and Culture:
The university offers adequate medical facilities for its students and teaching and nonteaching staff residing on campus. There is a Health Centre for students, teachers and
non-teaching staff living on campus having two full-time Doctors (one male & one
female). The following special facilities are available on campus to promote students‘
interest in sports and cultural events/activities.
 A playground for cricket, football & athletics.
 Basketball, Volleyball & Badminton courts.
 Indoor facility for Table Tennis, Chess, Carom, etc.
 Sports Uniforms are provided to all sportsmen who represent University in
various events at State, National and Inter-University Level.
 Best Quality Materials / Equipments are provided by University for each
discipline in Sports and extra-curricular activities.
 Special dietary requirements, sports uniform and materials
 For cultural events, the university has auditorium, an open-air theatre
 Recently a movie club has also been formed in the University.
4.2 Library as a Learning Resource:
Library is the most important component of a University that caters to the needs of the
students and teachers of the University. The structure and functioning of the library
portrays the academic health of the University.

Details of the Advisory Committee Composition of the committee
of the Central Library
Pro-Vice-chancellor (Chairman)
Dy. Librarian (Convener)
Sr. System Analysis (Member)
Asst. Prof. (IT)
(Member)
Asst. Prof. (Chemistry)
(Member)
Associate Prof (Sanskrit) (Member)
Objectives
and
Significant i) Purchase of e-Books
Initiatives of the Committee to ii) Proposal for Automation of library
render the library user friendly
iii) Renovation of existing library building
iv) E-library with 10 Computers
v) Proposal for Display board in the
Library Building
vi) Proposal for CCTV in the Library
Building
vii) Installation of Wi-Fi Router
system
viii) Provision for purified Cold water
Other Details
Total area of the library
5415 Sq. M.
Reading –
100
Total Scatting Capacity
Conference 75
Seminar hall200
Working hours (on working day, on On working days- 9.30am to 6.00pm
holiday, before examination during Holidays- 10am to 4.00pm
examination, during vacation )
The Layout of the library provides
individual reading carrels, lounge
area for browsing and relaxed
reading, IT zone for accessing eresources.
Clear and prominent display of floor
plan has been ensured to provide
adequate sign boards; fire alarms;
access to differently-abled users and
modes of access to the collection.
Details of the library holdings:
Print (books, back volumes and
Books114970
theses )
Back volume1140
Theses115
Average number of books added
8056
during the last three years
Non Print ( Microfiche, AV)
C.D
Electronic (e-books, E-journals)
e-books28514
e-journals6540
Special collections ( e.g. text books , i) Tripura Corner
reference books, standards, patents ) ii) Rabindranath Tagore
iii) Donated by Prof. J.B. Ganguly
iv) Ph.D Theses

Tools deployed to provide access
to the Collection
OPAC
Electronic Resource Management
Package for
e-journals
Federated searching tools to search
articles in multiple databases
Library Website
In- house /remote access to epublications
Extent of ICT deployed in the
library - details with regard to:
Library automation
Total number of computers for
public access
Total number of printers for public
access
Internet band width speed T 2mbps
T 10mbps t 1 GB
Institutional repository
Content management system for elearning
Participation in resource sharing
networks
/consortia
(like
INFLIBNET)
Details (per month) with regard
to
Average number of walk-ins
Average number of books issued
/returned
Ratio of library books to students
enrolled
Average number of books added
during the last four years
Average number of login to OPAC
Average number of login to eresources
Average number of e-resources
downloaded/printed
Number of IT9Information
Technology) literacy trainings
organized
Details of specialized services
provided by the library with
regard to:
Manuscripts
Reference
Reprography

NO
NO

NO
NO
In House

Proposal Submitted
12
02
1 GB (NKN)
NO
NO

YES

4120
4400
38%
6042 per year
NO
NO
NO record
NIL

NO
YES
YES

Inter-library loan service
Information Deployments and
Notification
OPACS
Internet Access
Downloads
Printouts
Reading list/ Bibliography
compilation
In- house/remote access to eresources
User Orientation
Assistance in searching Databases
INELIBNET/IUC facilities

YES
YES
NIL
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES

2.5 cores
Details of the annual library
budget and the amount spent for
purchasing new books and
journals
Initiatives taken by the University i) Purchase of e-Books
to make the library a happening ii) Proposal for Automation of library
iii) Renovation of existing library building
place on campus
iv) E-library with 10 Computers
v) Proposal for Display board in the
Library Building
vi) Proposal for CCTV in the
Library Building
vii) Installation of Wi-Fi Router system
viii) Provision for purified Cold water
ix) Photocopying Facility
Strategies used by the library to
Not yet taken
collect feedback from its users
Efforts
made
towards
the i) Separate E- Library Building
infrastructural development of ii) Film Library Building
iii) Lift
the library in the last four years
iv) Proposal for Air-conditioning of
Reading Room
4.3 I.T. Infrastructure:
Information technology has become the unavoidable tool of learning in the modern
education system. It is particularly true in a University set up where availability as
well as access to the academic resources significantly depends upon the IT
infrastructure of the University.
Comprehensive I T Policy of the University:
The University has a comprehensive IT policy with regard to:
i) IT Service Management: Tripura University has central computer centre with
following officers for IT service management: a) Sr. System Analyst

equivalent to Dy. Registrar b) System Analyst equivalent to Assistant
Registrar.
The Annual maintenance of Computers is done by an out sourcing firm. For
effective use and maintenance of computers, three central computer units are
set up .There students, research are given access to use the computers with
networking facility.
ii) Network security: Now proxy server has been installed .To increase security
MAC address registration and fire wall installation in the network is under
process.
iii) Risk Management: For IT risk management we have backup network server.
Server computer is mirrored server. Antivirus software is installed in the
computers to protect from virus. Linux platform is introduced as much as
possible to increase data security.
iv) Software asset management: Softwares are distributed from central point.
v) Open Source Resources: Linux& Ubuntu platform is introduced as much as
possible. Workshopsare conducted to popularise open source resource.
vi) Green Computing: Several of the features that are important in making a
computer greener include size, efficiency and materials. Smaller computers
are greener because they use fewer materials and require less electricity to run.
Efficient use of energy is also an important component of a green computer.
Tripura University has procured smaller computers such as laptops as they are
more energy-efficient than bigger models, and LCD screens use much less
energy than the older CRT models. Tripura University installed solar power
system for computers of library building and administrative building instead of
generators as backup power.
Details of the University‟s Computing Facilities (Hardware and Software):
Tripura University has handful computing facilities. The detail of the computing
facilities available in computer laboratories and University computer centres has been
furnished below:
1(a) Server (Make HP, Model ML350P) – 4 nos.
Configuration : Intel Xeon E5-2640 (2.5 Ghz/6-code/7.2 GT-S QPI/95W, DDR31333, HT ), Intel C600 Chipset, 32GB DDR-3 RAM, 2 600 GB Hard Disk.
Operating System : Windows Server Standard 2012 & Linux 6.3
(b) Server (Make HP, Model DL580) – 1 no.
Configuration : Quad-Code Intel Xeon 7340 (2.4 Ghz), 8GB DDR-3 RAM, 2 X 60
GB Hard Disk. Operating System : Windows Server Standard 2008.
2. (a) Desktop Computer (Make : Lenovo, Model M92P Think Centre Tower) 120
nos.
Configuration : Intel Core 1.5 4350 (3.1 GHz, 6 MB L3 Cache). Intel Q77 Express
chipset., 4 GB DDR3 RAM, 500 GB SATA Hard Disk. 18.5 inch TFT monitor.
Operating System : Windows-7.
(b) Desktop Computer (Make : DELL, Model Optiplex-990 ) 130 nos.
Configuration : Intel Core i5 2400 (3.1 GHz, 3 MB L3 Cache), 4GB DDR3 RAM,
300 GB SATA Hard Disk. 17 inch TFT monitor. Operating System : Windows-7.
(c) Desktop Computer (Make : HP, Model Hp Compaq dc 7900) 187 nos.
Configuration : Intel Core 2 Due E8400 (3.1 GHz, 3 MB L3 Cache). Intel Q45
Express chipset., 3GB DDR3 Ram, 250 GB SATA Hard Disk. 17 inch TFT monitor.
Operating System : Windows-XP

(d) Desktop Computer (Make : HP, Model DX-2480) 5 nos.
Configuration : Intel Core 2 Due ( 2.8 GHz, 3 MB L3 Cache). Intel chipset., 1 GB
DDR2 RAM, 160 GB SATA Hard Disk. 17 inch TFT monitor. Operating System :
Windows-Vista.
(e) Desktop Computer (Make : ZENITH) 135 nos.
Configuration : Intel Pentium(2.8 GHz, 256MB RAM/512MB, 80 GB/50GB
HardDisk, Operating System : Windows-XP.
3. (a) Laptop Computer (Make : Lenovo, Model L430 Thinkpad) 50 nos.
Configuration : Intel Core i7-3520M (2.90 GHz, (3.1 GHz, 4 MB L3 Cache). HM76
chipset., 8 GB DDR3 RAM, 500 GB SATA Hard Disk. Operating System :
Windows-8.
(b) Laptop Computer (Make : Dell, Model- 2620M) 33 nos.
Configuration : Intel Core i7-2620M (2.& GHz) Intel C200 Series Chipset, 2 GB
RAM, 300 GB HardDisk, Operating System : Windows-7.
(c) Laptop Computer (Make : Zenith) 15 nos.
Configuration : Intel Pentium(1.7 GHz) Intel 910 GML Chipset, 240MB RAM, 80
GB HardDisk, Operating System : Windows-XP.
Total: Servers: 05
Desktops: 577
Laptops: 98
Computer-student ratio
Dedicated Computing Facilities and LAN Facility:
The University offers dedicated computing facilities through two Computer Centres
located at two different locations within the University campus for easy access.
Campus LAN is built using optical fibre.
Proprietary Software
1. Windows Server Standard 2012
2. Linux 6.3 Server
3. Windows-XP
4. Windows-7
5. Windows-8
6. MS-Office-2007
7. MS-Office-2013
8. Visual Studies-6.5
9. SPSS
10. MAT Lab
11. Oracle-7i
12. SQL Server-2005
Number of Nodes/ Computers with Internet Facility:
The University provides ample computer facilities to its students and faculties.
Approximately 350 computers have been provided with Internet facilities.
Institutional Strategies for the Improvement of IT and Associated
Infrastructure:
Tripura University has its own IT and associated infrastructural facility, both for
faculty and student community. However, as information technology is fast
developing, University has its plan to upgrade the IT and related infrastructural
facilities such as incorporation of the entire University campus under Wi-Fi facility,

expansion and maintenance of the University Computer Centres, provisioning of
various software to support research and teaching etc.
Details on Access to On-line Resources and Information Database for Academic
Improvement:
Access to Google apps, google docs is provided through Tripura University website to
store lessons for online access by students.
New Technologies for Enhancing Student Learning and Evaluation:
The university takes ample care to address issues such as authenticity and copyright
with regard to online resources that lie outside the university. Online resources are
accessed through University static public IP. Steps are being taken to introduce access
to the University
Availability, Maintenance and Enhancement of IT Facilities for Individual
Teachers and for Classroom:
New technologies have been deployed by the university in enhancing student learning
and evaluation during the last four years to meet new / future challenges. On line
access is given through user id and password authentication. Access to e-books and ejournals are possible through University proxy-server which can be used by
authorised user after login authentication. In order to make the IT facilities available
to individual teachers for effective teaching and quality research, each faculty member
is provided with one desktop computer with Internet connection.
In each building of University one e-class room with video conferencing facility is
proposed to enhance the quality of teaching and learning. Workshops are conducted
on Use of ICT for teachers in preparation of e-learning material.
Maintenance of Computers and Accessories:
The University provides IT support to both faculty staffs. Accessories are maintained
through AMC and computers are also maintained through on service/AMC.
National Knowledge Network Connectivity:
The National Knowledge Network connectivity (1 GBPS) availed in our university
and this facility is used for campus Internet facility.
Availability of Other Web Resources:
Web resources such as Wikipedia, dictionary and other education enhancing resources
are not available in the university
Transfer of Teaching and Learning Method:
Plans have been envisioned for the gradual transfer of teaching and learning from
closed university information network to open environment. The access to IT
resources made for students exposes them to outside information and environment.
Field exposure through the department of Geography, MRMD and visit to Research
institutes through educational tours provide students practical knowledge on the latest
technologies developed and the latest avenues for their career development. The
Proposed budget for ICT is Rs. 4 crore.

Maintenance of Campus Facilities:
University campus facilities are crucial in building habits of the academic community.
Good campus helps to create good habits and, thereby, create good citizens in future.
Estate Office and Designated Officer for Campus Development and
Maintenance:
There is a Campus In-charge and a Campus supervisor to look after the basic
amenities in the campus. Engineering cell looks after the maintenance of buildings in
the campus. Annual Maintenance Contract (AMC) is issued to some external
agencies for the upkeep of the Computers. There is a Networking Committee to look
after the internet facility. Maintenance of Classrooms and Laboratories are the
responsibility of the Head of the Departments and his colleagues.

CRITERION V
STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION
5.1 Introduction:
At Tripura University, students are mentored and supported by the university
administration and teaching faculties properly. Students are guided by necessary
information, class room training, job-oriented training and placement etc. During their
stay, students can avail of support services like library, computer facility, internet,
hostel, remedial classes for upgrading language, sports and various other cultural
activities. The university also takes an active part in spreading gender awareness
among students. In addition, proper medical facility is also provided. The facilities
provided have attracted more students over the years. It is to be added that there is a
marked improvement in student performance in curricular, co-curricular and extracurricular activities in recent years.
5.2 Student Mentoring and Support:
Tripura University continues its tradition to provide academically sound and
rewarding environment to the students with motivated and inspiring faculty and
considers students support as an essential and most important component of its
functioning. In this connection, earnest efforts are made to ensure that the students
progress and achieve their optimum potential by utilizing the various facilities
provided to them. The only means of student monitoring and support is the academic
process that extends from the PG course to PhD research and various projects. In the
case of PG courses, the departmental faculty tries to ensure personal guidance through
mentoring and support for assignments, term paper preparations as well as seminar
presentations.
Apart from classroom interaction, students are encouraged to meet faculty members
and consult them on any academic matter such as term paper, assignment, seminar
presentations, projects etc. Since the development of the students is a priority, no
stones are left unturned to do so. The students are also counselled for mitigating any
threat perception from any quarter.
Student Support:
The university offers a number of student support services. These include information
support, financial support, library, hostel accommodation, career guidance and
counselling, remedial classes for improvement of English language, equal opportunity
cell and avenues for sports and games. The University has a Placement Assistance
Cell that takes care of all these in addition to Equal Opportunity Cell. Both these as
well as the university authority as a whole organise workshops, employability
Trainings etc from time to time.
Information Support:
The university provides all required educational information through university
website (www.tripurauniv.in). The University publishes its Prospectus and Annual
Report annually to highlight its achievements at the students‘ front. Moreover, there
are provisions for the students to access these information in Tripura University
website and also in softcopy circulated in every department. Student information is
updated in the university website on a regular basis.

Financial Support:
The major student support system provided by Tripura University is the financial
assistance through scholarships, merit scholarships, fee concession for SC/ST/OBC
students, fellowships through various sources like UGC-CSIR, ICPR, ICSSR, ICHR
etc. A special financial assistance is also given to students who attend conferences and
seminars outside the state.
Some of the Support services available to the students:
∎Overseas students:
We have few students from Bangladesh. For facilitating their stay here, the university
has taken all necessary steps.
∎Physically challenged / differently-abled students:
In addition to ramps in existing buildings, all new buildings are to be invariably
constructed with ramps and lifts.
∎SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections:
The Equal Opportunity Cell provides support service to SC/ST, OBC and
economically weaker sections.
∎Students participating in various competitions/conferences in India and
abroad:
Faculty members encourage students to participate in various competitions/
conferences in India and abroad.
∎Health centre, health insurance etc.:
A Health Centre with full time doctors and nurses (Male & Female) is in place in the
campus. Ambulance and few beds with saline and oxygen facilities are also present.
∎Skill development (Spoken English, Computer literacy, etc.):
Equal Opportunity Cell in collaboration with the placement Cell organizes Spoken
English, Computer literacy, Elementary Mathematics and Reasoning Courses for skill
development of the students.
∎Performance enhancement for slow learners:
Equal Opportunity Cell in collaboration with the Placement Cell conducts spoken
English, Computer Literacy, Elementary Mathematics and Reasoning Courses for
skill development of the students and to increase the performance of slow learners
regularly.
∎Exposure of students to other institutions of higher learning/corporate/business
houses, etc.:
Students also have exposure to other institutions of higher learning, particularly Ph. D
students.
∎𝐒𝐭𝐮𝐝𝐞𝐧𝐭𝐂𝐨𝐮𝐧𝐜𝐢𝐥
Though the Tripura University Act has provisions for a partly nominated and partly
elected Council and though efforts were made in the past to nominate the body, it

could not be materialised since a particular political faction demanded a completely
elected Students‘ Council and demonstrated for the same. As a result, the file
processed from the Dean of Students‘ Welfare‘s end was stalled.
∎Publication of student magazines:
Some of the Departments like the Department of Political Science, Bengali,
Mathematics have student wall magazines that reflect overall academic and creative
potential of the stu dents.
∎𝐂𝐮𝐥𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐚𝐥 Programme of the University:
University Cultural Festival UDBHAAS 2013 has been organised across 6 days. In
addition, the movie club of the university has started screening movies. Moreover,
SPICMACAY has also performed few programmes in the university.
Guidance and Coaching Classes:
The university conducts NET/SET Coaching classes regularly particularly for the
SC/ST and OBC students. As a result of this, a sizeable number of students from the
university have qualified these exams. Coaching classes for state civil service exams
are also conducted regularly and it has a satisfactory success rate. Academic
counsellors of different disciplines take extra care of the students in their preparations
and provide adequate reading materials through its library.
Sports and extra-curricular activities:
Tripura University gives special emphasis to sports and extra-curricular activities of
students. A special quota as per Government norms is available to accommodate
students talented in sports and games in every course offered by the university. Credit
of attendance is given to students for participation in regional/state and the national
level sports meet. The hostel provides special dietary requirements; sports uniform in
the form of jersey and kits are provided to university representing students. The
university has a well stocked gymnasium with all training facilities, playgrounds etc.
for their grooming and training.
Following its vision of coming at par with the leading universities of the country, the
university has submitted detailed plan proposal to MHRD and UGC for state of the art
sports complex, indoor stadium and swimming pool.
Placement and Campus Interview:
Training and Placement Cell exposes students to job opportunities, prepare them for
group discussion and interview and develop entrepreneurial skills. Varied stake
holders such as NGOs, companies, industries, banking sector etc are in touch with the
Placement Cell. The Placement Cell has been recently revamped which will shortly
organize campus interviews.
Alumni Association:
The University has recently formed the Alumni association which is under the process
of registering all alumnae.
Hostel facilities:
Hostel facilities are provided to students who have come from remote parts of the
region. Presently, there are two hostels-one for the boys and another for the girls. Two

new hostels (for scholars), whose constructions are in the final stage of completion,
will be coming up very soon.
Grievance Redressal Cell:
Tripura University has a Students Grievance Cell that looks into redressal. The
university gives proper attention to tackle the problems of ragging and sexual
harassment. There is a properly constituted Anti- Raging Committee needed by a
Nodal Officer, Sri Nishikant Kolge to look after its regular activities and an AntiRagging Squad for vigilance.
Two instances of ragging have been reported. In the first case, after conduct of inquiry
and threadbare discussion on the report submitted, the accused had been expelled
from the hostel for a certain period of time. In the second case, the matter has been
resolved after detailed inquiry, as it was found not to be a matter of ragging at all.
The University promotes a gender-sensitive environment by conducting gender
related programmes and has established a Cell (Women‟s Studies Centre) and
mechanism to deal with issues related to sexual harassment.
The Women's Studies Centre, Tripura University is a UGC sponsored Centre under
Tripura University, established in 2011 dedicated exclusively to research and
advocacy of women's issues. The Women's Study Cell functioning under the auspices
of Tripura University since 2006 engaged in carrying out these activities is now
empowered to act as full-fledged research centre.
Objectives of the Women‟s Study Centre are:
 To generate awareness about the role of women in society and civilization as a
whole
 To assess women's contribution to the social processes
 To find out women's own perception of their lives, the broader social reality
and their struggles and aspirations
 To assess roots and structures of inequality in the society
 To facilitate research in areas relating to women and gender studies with
special emphasis on issues related to women in Tripura
Functions of the Women‟s Study Centre:
 Research
 Advocacy
 Documentation
 Training
 Extension
Members of the Advisory Committee of the Women's Studies Centre:
Prof. A.K Ghosh, Chairman,Vice-Chancellor, Tripura University
Prof. Ishita Mukhopadhya, Member Director, Women‘s studies centre, Calcutta
University
Prof. ArchanaSharma, Member, Ex-Director, Women‘s Studies Centre, Gauhati
University

Mrs. Shyamalima Banerjee, IAS Rtd., Member, State Information Commissioner,
Govt. of Tripura
Mrs. Panchali Bhattacharya, Member, Rtd. Secretary, State Social Welfare Board
Dr. Paramita Saha , Member Member, Standing Committee, Women‘s Studies Centre,
Tripura University
Prof. Chandrika Basu Majumder, Member Director, Women‘s Studies Centre, Tripura
University
Members of the Standing Committee:
Prof. ChandrikaBasuMajumder , Director, Women‘s Studies Centre, Tripura
University
Dr.ParamitaSaha Member, Associate Professor, Department of Economics
Dr.Anjana Bhattacharya, Member, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology
Smt. Parmasree Dasgupta, Member, Assistant Professor, Department of Bengali
Mr. Rajiv Dubey, Member, Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology
Director of the Centre: Prof. Chandrika Basu Majumder
Contact: chandrikabs@yahoo.co.in , Mobile No – 09436123555
Staff Details
Name of the Staff

Designation

Ashim Shil

Research Assistant

Subrata Gope

Professional Assistant

Miss. Mandira Das

Attendant

Seminars/Workshops conducted by the Women‟s Study Centre:
Seminar/Workshop
Duration

1

2

3

4

State Level Seminar on 'Magnitude of the
Problems of Elderly Persons in Tripura'
in collaboration with the Dept' of
Political Science , Tripura University
Awareness Generation Programme on
'Protection of Women from Domestic
Violence Act, 2005
Training Programme on Diversified use
of jute material ; Co-ordinator- Smt.
Supriya Sengupta

15th December,2007 Tripura
University

Awareness Generation Programme on
Constitutional Rights and Right to
Information

14th Nov,2008

1st Feb'2008, Library Building, T.U.

5th March ,2008 to 14th March,2008

Interactive Session on 'Women
14th Nov,2008 16th February,2009
Empowerment and Scope of Centre for
Women's Studies' - Main Speaker: Prof.
Jasodhara Bagchi, Former
Director,School of Women's Studies,
Jadavpur University
6 Workshop on 'Ensuring Gender Justice' 12th September,2009
in collaboration with Tripura
Commission for Women
7 A talk on ' Recent Initiative for Gender 6th August ,2010,Gandhighat, City
Empowerment ' Main Speaker: Prof.
Centre, Agartala
Jasodhara Bagchi, Former Director,
School of Women's Studies, Jadavpur
University
8 Workshop on "Empowerment of Women 18th November 2011, Conference
as a transformative strategy for poverty Hall, Library Building , Tripura
eradication" in association with Tripura University
Commission for Women.
9 Prof. Manjari Choudhuri Memorial
1st March, 2012
Lectureon ‗Tagore and Women‘ ,
Organised by: Women‘s Studies
Speaker: Prof. Malini Bhattacharya,
Centre
Department of English, Jadavpur
University and former Director, School of
Women's Studies, Jadavpur University.
10 Sensitisation/ Awareness / Motivation
30th March – 3rd April 2013
Workshop under ‗capacity Building of
Women Managers in Higher Education ‗
for Women Teachers in Colleges and
University
11 National Seminar on 'Women Rights as 5th-6th March, 2012, Organised by
Human Rights'
Department of Political Science in
association with Women‘s Studies
Centre
12 A talk on 'Women and Health' by Dr. Ela 2nd August 2013
Lodh
5

13 A Talk on ‗Globalization and Women‘ by 8th Nov. 2013,Women's Studies
Prof. Swapan Kr. Pramanick On 8th
Centre, T. U
November 2013
14
'150 years Celebration of Poet Rajkumari 5th December, 2013, T. U
Anangamohini Devi'

Training Programme Conducted by the Centre:
1. Computer Literacy Program for 1-11-2006 to 30-11-2006 & 1st March to 20th
rural girl students; Coordinator March,200
of the Programme- Prof. Barin
Dey
2. Training Programme on
5th March ,2008 to 14th March,2008
Diversified use of jute material;
Co-ordinator- Smt Supriya
Sengupta
3. Awareness Generation
14th Nov,2008
Programme on Constitutional
Rights and Right to Information

Some of the Research Works of the Centre:
1. Research Study on " Intimate Durba Deb Medical Social Worker, Dept. of
partner violence against
Community Medicine, Agartala Govt. Medical
women admitted in the
College, Agartala, Tripura West, Submitted on
maternity ward of Agartala
August,2010
Govt. Medical College"
2. Research Study on " Nature
Subhasish Saha Medical Social Worker,
and Extent of Disability
Department of Community Medicine, Agartala
among Women & Their
Govt. Medical college, Agartala, Tripura West,
Awareness Level Regarding Submitted on August,2010
the Rehabilitation Measures:A Study in Tripura West
District‖
3.

4.

Research Study on "
Participation of tribal women
folk in weaving and economic
development: An empirical
evidence"
Research Study on " Witch
Hunting and Women Right
Violation in Tripura: A Case
Study"

Dr. Rajesh Bhowmik Lecturer in Fine Arts
(Drawing & Painting), Govt. College of Art &
Craft, Lichubagan, Tripura west, Pin- 799004,
Submitted on August,2010
Ashim Das and Arindam Kar Sukantapalli,
Gandhigath, P.O- Agartala, 799001, Submitted
on August,2010

Papers Published by the Centre:
Monograph/Articles
1. Intimate Partner Violence Against Women
During Pregnancy-A Hospital Based Study
Among Women Admitted in the Maternity
Ward of Agartala Government Medical
College
2 Nature and Extent of Disability among
Women and their awareness level regarding

Author
Durba Deb
Page Nos. 82, Year of publication
2012, Published by Women‘s
Studies Centre, Tripura University
Subhasish Saha Page Nos. 56, Year
of publication 2012, Published by

the Rehabilitation Measures: A study in
Tripura (West)
3

Women‘s Studies Centre, Tripura
University

Paper presented in the National Seminar on, To be published
‗Women rights as Human rights‘ held on 5th
-6th March, 2012

Field Action:
 Training Programme on Diversified use of jute material ; Co-ordinator- Smt.
Supriya Sengupta, 5th March ,2008 to 14th March,2008, Organised by;
Women‘s Studies Centre, Tripura University.
 Computer Literacy Programme for rural girl students; Coordinator of the
Programme- Prof. Barin Dey, 11-11-2006 to 30-11-2006 & 1st March to 20th
March,2007, Organised by; Women‘s Studies Centre, Tripura University.
Information dissemination:
1. Women Writers from Tripura: Titles Available in Tripura University Central
Library
2. Documentation on Percentage of Female Students (subject wise) in Tripura
University
3. Questionnaire for accessing Political Empowerment of Women representatives
in PRIs of Tripura
4. Documentation of Books on Women‘s Studies in Tripura University Central
Library
5.3 Student Participation:
Annual Sports is conducted annually with a number of indoor and outdoor sports
competitions. The university Cultural Festival which is a gala extravaganza of 6 days
duration has been revived last year under the name of Udbhaas 20013. It included
Inter-departmental as well as inter-college competitions, quiz, debate, solo song, solo
dance etc. and also showcased presentations by famous rock bands, folk and classical
artists from beyond the state. In addition students are encouraged to represent the
university at state and national level sports and cultural competitions. In addition the
department of Fine Arts has its own annual exhibition. The Journalism and Mass
Communication Department and also the Dept. of Music also have their own
platforms within the university to promote their students and their activities. The
university Movie Club, through its screenings cater to the demands of a growing inhouse quality audience and also screens student productions.
The university takes prime concern for women students particularly in their
participation in games and sports. The University organizes Annual Sports Week
usually in the months of January and February where women students actively
participate. From 2013, Annual Cultural Week called ‗ UDBHAS‘ has been restarted
where women students individually as well as from the department participate.
Cultural week also provides opportunity for the affiliated colleges to participate.
Women students of the University are also promoted to participate in interinstitutional sports competition and cultural activities.

CRITERION VI
GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Introduction:
The governance of the University begins with the Honorable President of India as
Visitor at the helm followed by the Honorable Governor of Tripura as the Chief
Rector. Prof. T.V. Ramakrishnan as the Chancellor of the University is by virtue of
his office the head of te University. The Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Anjan Kumar Ghosh
is the Principal Executive and Academic Officer with authorities and responsibilities
delineated to the general supervision and has the control over the affairs of the
University (Tripura University Act 2006, The Gazette of India Extraordinary, Part II,
Section – 1, Page No.7). The Act and Ordinance also provide for the powers and
duties of various administrative officers such as Registrar and Controller of
Examination and their respective offices.
Tripura University has the organizational hierarchy in terms of its statutory bodies
like the Court, the Executive Council, the Academic Council, the College
Development Council, the Board of Studies, the Finance Committee and other
authorities as may be declared by the statute. Such a hierarchical structure not only
balances the functioning of the University but also extends the scope of exercising
collective wisdom in decision making.
6.1 Institutional Vision and Leadership:
The Vision and Mission of the University:
As a sesquicentennial institution and leader in the field of higher education and
research, for creation and dissemination of knowledge, the University has a multipronged vision of advancing knowledge through an integrated research and teaching
approach and inculcating socially relevant values with excellence.
Vision:
Tripura University shall strive towards a World Class Institution by producing
professionals with high technical knowledge, professional skills and ethical values.
The University shall be a preferred partner to the industry and community for its
contribution towards their economic and social development by providing high
quality manpower through excellence in teaching, research and consultancy. The
university has a multi-prompt vision of advancing knowledge through research in
parting higher education, inculcating socially relevant values with excellence in all
pursuits. Tripura University shall be recognized as a point of reference, a catalyst, a
facilitator, a trend setter and a leader in the educational field.
Mission:
As per the Tripura University ACT the mission of the University shall be to
disseminate an advanced knowledge by providing instructional and research facilities
in such branches of learning as it may deem fit ; to make provisions for integrated
courses in humanities, natural and physical sciences , social sciences, forestry and
other allied disciplines in the educational programmes of the University; to make
special provision for studies for tribal life and culture; to take appropriate measures
for promoting innovations in teaching- learning process inter-disciplinary studies and
research; to educate and train manpower for the development of state of Tripura; and
to pay special attention to the improvement of the social and economic conditions and

welfare of the people of Tripura, their intellectual, academic and cultural
development.
The University‘s mission is to impart quality higher education in consonance with the
motto ―Pursuit of Excellence‖. The motto is to strive to develop citizens with
knowledge, skill and character leading to societal transformation and national
development. It is aimed at making the students, men and women, equipped to offer
their selfless service for the progress of the state and country. The University thus
strives to preserve old values but at the same time interweaves modernity to meet the
needs of the globalized era of higher education.
The mission statement defines the institution‘s distinctive characteristics in terms of
addressing the needs of the society, the students it seeks to serve, the institution‘s
tradition and value orientations, its vision for the future. The University, since
inception is dedicated to impart knowledge to the students irrespective of castes,
groups and classes and in the way trying to serve the society through making students
with better character. The University offers programmes and day to day activities
through which it conveys the values that are essential in the society. The University
caters to the educational needs of the socially and economically weaker sections of
the rural society and also imparts knowledge to the students thereby enabling them to
apply their skills as a tool for enhancing their livelihoods and enriching the national
resources. The vision for the future is to prepare the students to meet the global
challenges and to promote skills among the students to make them self sufficient in
future.
The leadership is involved in ensuring the organization‘s management system
development, implementation and continuous improvement. The Honourable ViceChancellor is the Principal Academic and Executive Officer of the University. He is
assisted by the Registrar, the Controller of Examinations and Deans of the respective
faculties in all academic matters. The executive council is the Principal Executive
Body of the University responsible for the management and administrative powers
related to revenues and property of the University. Besides, it is responsible for
maintaining the guidelines related to conduct of all administrative affairs and is
responsible for the improvement of the University. With the Vice Chancellor as the ex
officio Chairman, the Executive Council consists of the members from government of
Tripura, senior academicians of Tripura University and across the nation. On the other
hand, the Academic Council is the Principal Academic Body of the University under
the Chairmanship of the Vice-Chancellor, which is responsible for the general
supervision of the academic policies taken by the University, promotes inter-faculty
coordination and accountable for general functioning of the University, discipline etc.
At the ground level, the deployment of the various policy directions are likely done
through, Finance Committee, Boards of Faculties, Boards of Post Graduate Studies,
and purchase committees and various sub committees formed from time to time by
the authority. In addition, Teachers‘ Council, a forum of the faculty members also
provides valuable suggestions to the Vice-Chancellor ensuring the University‘s
management system development, implementation and continuous improvement.
The leadership is involved in interaction with its stakeholders. The Executive Council
and Academic Council are the two principal bodies comprising all the stakeholders
participating as members and are responsible for the final decision making related to

the smooth functioning of the University (through periodic meetings). Interaction of
stakeholders is enhanced through series of interactive meetings with officials of
Tripura Government and teachers and principals of affiliated colleges form time to
time. The University maintains close links with ONGC in developing entrepreneurial
skills among the students of Tripura University. The Alumni association has been
formed recently which envisages to utilize the experiences of former students who are
now in higher positions in public and private sectors. These processes ensure
democratic functioning and involvement of its stakeholders in the decision making
processes of the University at all levels.
The leadership is involved in reinforcing a culture of excellence. Following the
objective of betterment of the students, the University not only emphasises on bookish
knowledge development, it also encourages the improvement through various
supplementary activities. Numerous short term programmes are arranged in gaining
proficiency in Hindi and English languages and in basic computer skills for the
training of non-teaching employees of the university. The faculty members are
encouraged to participate in refresher courses, orientation programmes, research
methodology workshops and other training courses to improve their quality and
efficiency. Besides, the University encourages the departments both physically and
financially to organize seminars, symposiums, conferences, training programmes for
encouraging the culture of excellence. Further the University persuades the faculties
to participate in national and international seminars, conferences and provides funds,
if required for attending the same. Moreover, the University has initiated to felicitate
‗Inspired Teachers‘ along with the teachers and nonteaching employees who have
completed 25 years of service as token of recognition and gratitude at the Annual
Convocation in 2013. In addition, the University Sports Board organises sports week
annually to identify best sporting talent of the University and its affiliated colleges. At
the same time it also participates in various national sporting events. From 2013, the
cultural week has been restarted to bring into focus best cultural talents of the
University and its colleges. Likewise, scholarships and stipends are also being
provided to the needy students to pursue their academic carrier and fulfil their dream.
Leadership:
The leadership is involved in identifying organizational needs and striving to fulfill
them. The organizational needs of the University are identified on the basis of
discussions and meetings of teaching and nonteaching members among themselves
and other stake holders within and outside the University at different level. At the
departmental level faculties of the concerned department exercise ‗Departmental
Committee‘ meetings at regular interval for the smooth functioning as well as the
development of the department and bring the needs to the purview of the University
as and when required. On the other hand inter-departmental and intra-departmental
meetings in the administrative sections also take place frequently for providing
necessary support to the academic and administrative requirements. The various
statutory bodies like Academic Council and Executive Council considers the
suggestions and inputs and acts accordingly for the overall improvement.
The Tripura University Act 2006 identified certain leadership positions which are
important for the smooth functioning of the University system. The positions are
Finance Officer, Librarian, Director, Centre for the Study of Social Exclusion and
Inclusive policy (CSSEI), and Director for Distance Education. However, these

important positions are lying vacant for more than a year due to non-availability of
eligible candidate. The Statutory Bodies like Court, Board of Under-Graduate Studies
and College Development Council have not been formed yet. The other Statutory
Bodies like Executive Council, Academic Council, and Finance Committee meets in
regular interval.
The university promotes a culture of participative management. Yes. Faculty and staff
of this University have very rich experience, maturity and track record in
decentralized, autonomous, transparent and democratic management and
administration. It is achieved through regular meetings of HOD with faculty, various
committees like Board of Post Graduate studies, Board of Faculty studies, Ph. D.
Committee, which encourages departmental cooperation towards continuous
improvement.
Delegation of Leadership to Affiliated Colleges:
The University provides both academic and administrative leadership to its affiliated
colleges and support and encourage them to become autonomous. The principals and
senior faculty members of the colleges are part of the Academic Council and Faculty
of Under-Graduate Studies of this University. They are also routinely consulted in the
framing of syllabus and for introduction of new courses at the undergraduate level.
The College Development Council monitors and provides support and encouragement
to the colleges in its various capacities. However the Tripura University Act does not
provide provision for granting of autonomy to the colleges which are funded and
maintained by the Higher Education Department of the Government of Tripura.
Hence, at present, there is no autonomous college in Tripura.
The University grooms leadership at various levels. The leadership quality of students
is nurtured through NSS activities within and outside the University campus.
Although the students‘ council and research scholars‘ associations have been defunct
for the past few years, but attempts have been made to reactivate them. In academics,
Senior Professors are appointed as heads of various committees along with other
Associate and Assistant Professors and administrative officers as members. Besides,
the University also encourages leadership from the staff and student community in
various cultural programmes. The annual cultural week which has been re-initiated
recently was organized by the students themselves in cooperation with the University
authority has gone a long way in grooming leadership quality among the students.
The University has evolved a knowledge management strategy. In the Annual reports
of the University and in the individual profile of the faculty members in the
University website details of selected list of publications and research projects
undertaken are given. An innovation club has also been started as a knowledge
management strategy measure of late. The University has also started a Patent and
Research cell to ensure the conduction of quality research.

Table: Detail of Publication in Journals and Papers Presented in Seminars
(2010-11 to 2013-14)
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The University provides significant importance to certain values like contribution to
national development, fostering global competencies among the students, inculcation
of sound value system among the students, promotion of the use of technology and
quest for excellence, which is reflected through the functioning of the university.
 Contributing to national development - The University is committed to make
social progress through the pursuit of knowledge dissemination, and application of
knowledge in all the endeavours. Moreover, The University has received several
projects funded by various government sponsoring agencies such as DST, UGC,
AICTE, CSIR, ICSSR, ICHR for national development.
 Fostering global competencies among students –Introduction of innovative
subjects such as Forestry & Bio Diversity, Molecular Biology & Bi Informatics,
Micro Biology etc., students of Tripura University are been taught and trained to
compete globally in these emerging fields. Further, Net Coaching Centre provides
training to aspiring candidates to complete nationally. Equal Opportunity Cell
provides capacity building training programme to under privileged students of
Tripura University so that they become eligible to face various competitive
challenges.
 Inculcating a sound value system among students-Sound moral value is
installed among students by involving them inactivities such as social camps
across villages, blood donation camps, environment cleanliness campaigns and
other extension activities. It is done through organizations such as NSS, and the
departments such as the Department of Rural Management & Development,
Bamboo Cultivation and Resource Unit and Centre for Social Exclusion and
Inclusive Policy.
 Promoting use of Technology-All the Teaching staff and Officers of the
University have been provided Computer and Internet facility. All the teaching
Departments have also being provided Scanner cum Printing cum Xerox Machine.
The departments have been equipped with LCD projectors for better interactive
teaching. E Books worth Rs. 9 crores have been uploaded for use of students as
well as faculty members.



Quest for excellence-The University motivates students, faculty members and
non- teaching staff by instituting various awards like Inspired Teacher award, by
recognition of those who have completed 25 years of service in the University.

6.2 Strategy Development and Deployment:
The University has set a definite goal for the next five years and started working
towards achieving that goal. The University has preset certain aspects (which has
been elaborated below) to achieve the goal it has set for itself.
 Vision and mission - The main objective of the University is to be a premier
institution of higher education and research in the North-Eastern India.
 Teaching and learning - Tripura University intends to achieve quality in terms of
knowledge base creation through benchmarking with reputed National and
International Universities. The primary aim is achieving excellence in TeachingLearning processes.
 Research and development - For constant improvement of research steps are
already being taken by the newly formed Research and Development committee
of the University to formulate effective policies for encouraging quality research
and creating necessary infrastructure for that purpose.
 Community engagement - The University thrives for the development of the
community and society and wants to actively participate in the process of
development of the State of Tripura and for nation, especially through providing
quality human resources, creating new job opportunities, introducing vocational
courses, and through various extension activities.
 Human resource planning and development - The University recruits more
faculties in various departments in order to introduce more courses and diversify
the specialized research areas. Further, it wants to recruit more non-teaching staffs
for ensuring smooth and quick completion of various official works.
 Industry interaction - Efforts are being made to have a regular interaction
between industry professionals and the students and faculties of the University for
understanding the need for industry and preparing students catering to industry
requirement.
 Internationalization - The University is making initiatives with foreign
Universities for Collaboration in research and exchange of faculty expertise for
the benefits of the students.
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Formal Policy to Assure Quality of Education:
The Quality of education is reflected by the soundness of knowledge transferred, skill
acquired and ethical / moral values inculcated which would transform knowledge gained
in to wisdom, with the ultimate result of production of intellectuals. Quality of Education
can be achieved through a two pronged strategy. First, availability of quality teachers
who would serve as role models and second, imparting a quest for learning as well as
knowledge gaining attitude among students along with the provision of ambience
favourable for learning. It is with this approach the University have a formal policy to
ensure quality. Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC), an internal quality assurance
mechanism of the institution, is conceived as a mechanism to build and ensure a quality
culture in the University. The IQAC is meant for planning, guiding and monitoring
Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Enhancement (QE) activities of the University. It
also systematizes the efforts and measures of an institution towards academic excellence.
The IQAC is a driving force for ushering in quality by working out intervention strategies
to remove deficiencies and enhance quality. Academic Audit for Departments and
Centres are also made by IQAC to ensure quality of teaching in the departments and
Centres.
Academic Autonomy:
The University provides ample scope to the academic departments to conduct academic
activities independently. These departments are allowed to take the admission test for the
Post-Graduate Programmes as well as for the Ph.D. Programmes. The questions papers
are also set independently by the respective departments and also evaluate the
examination papers for timely publication of the results. The Heads of the departments
ensure timely completion of the syllabus within the stipulated duration of the semesters
and evaluate the examination papers and publication of results in time before beginning
of the next semester classes. The departments do also internally assess student
progression through unit tests, assignments and presentations.
Grievance Redress System:
The successful functioning of an institution significantly depends upon its smooth and
transparent functioning. Tripura University has maintained its stature in doing so. During
the last four years, no court case was filed against the University. Tripura University
ensure that grievances / complaints, if any, are promptly attended to and effectively
resolved. For prompt action related to grievances the University has adopted certain
mechanism. A Women‘s Grievance Redressal Committee vide letter no.
F.TU/REG/W.STUDY-CELL/01/2011 dated 18/7/2013 has been constituted. The
committee sits together to examine the grievances and to suggest effective measures upon
requirement. However it may please be noted that no grievances / complaints from the
stake holders has been reported after the formation of the committee stated above.
Student Feedback and Academic Audit:
The University did not have any mechanism to analyze student feedback on institutional
performance. However the process of department-wise student feedback mechanism has
been initiated by the Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) for analyzing institutional
performance. A department-wise performance analysis in detail is conducted by the
University. The comprehensive information about the academic activities for each
department are taken into consideration and reviewed thoroughly by the authority while
preparing the annual reports for the University every year. Besides, The University

finance and accounts are maintained by the Finance Officer and periodically audited by
Accountant General Audit.
Catering the Needs of affiliated colleges and College Development Council (CDC):
Tripura University has evolved mechanisms to identify the developmental needs of its
affiliated institutions. Regular meetings have been organized with the principals of
affiliated colleges and also with the Director of Higher Education, Govt. of Tripura as
and when required. as most of the colleges are Government colleges to identify their
development needs. The first COLLEGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL has not been
formed by the MHRD yet according to the ACT and STATUTES of the University.
6.3 Faculty Empowerment Strategies:
Faculties are the most important component of the intellectual capital any University can
have. The quality and performance of the faculties primarily ensures the development of
a university. In this line, the University undertakes both long term and short term
planning to ensure the progress on its multipronged vision of quality in teaching and
research, community engagement, internationalisation and human resources
development.
Professional development of Staff:
To enhance the professional development of teaching staff, the University encourages the
staff to attend Orientation Programmes, Refresher Courses, Summer and Winter Schools,
training, workshops, in-service training programmes, seminar, conferences, symposia etc.
Besides, teachers joined with NET/M.Phil. Degrees are encouraged to pursue for Ph.D.
University provides study leave facility for them to complete their doctoral programme.
Moreover, the University constantly motivates the staff members to bring research
projects from various funding agencies. On the other hand, for non-teaching staff
members, the University is conducting training programmes which help them to attend
departmental examinations for their promotion.
Review and Appraisal Method:
The Self-Appraisal reports are obtained from staff and analyzed by the IQAC for
deciding on promotions for teaching staff. While preparing the annual reports information
about the academic activities of the departments are taken into consideration and review
by the authority.
Employee Welfare Schemes:
The University offers welfare schemes for both teaching and non-teaching staffs. There
is a group insurance scheme from Life Insurance Corporation for the employees of
Tripura University which is optional to join. Besides, the University also offers medical
assistance to all the staff members and students in the University. Moreover, on
emergency requirement, staffs can borrow lump sum amount of medical grants against
GPF to meet surgery and hospitalisation expenses for both teaching and non teaching
staffs. Reimbursement of school fees for the children is another motivating factor.
Further, University provides a lump sum internet bill of Rs. 500 per month to its
employees for smooth conduction of research work.
The University is creating conducive environment for the eminent faculties by offering
academic freedom, good infrastructure, laboratory facility, recognition, etc.

Gender Audit and Gender Sensitization:
The University has not yet conducted Gender Audit. Thriving to conduct Gender
Sensitization Programme, a Women‘s studies centre has been created. This Women
Study Centre organises various seminars, conferences, lectures frequently to create
gender sensitivity for the faculties and the students.
Academic Staff College:
The University does not have any Academic Staff College.
6.4 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization:
Efficient Utilization of Financial Resources:
Financial resources, being the most important resource to conduct any activity, effective
financial management and resource mobilization are of primary importance for the
smooth running of any university system. The University has an efficient mechanism to
monitor the effective use of financial resources. Resources at the disposal of the
University are scrupulously budgeted, based on the needs and requirements of the
academic departments and the administration to fulfil the overall objective of achieving
academic excellence. The University develops the annual budget by initially compiling
the requirements of the academic and administrative units, formulates the draft budget
which is vetted by the Planning committee. With the recommendation of the Finance
Committee of the University, the annual budget is finally adopted by the Executive
Council of the University. Thereafter, the administration of the budget is taken care of by
the Vice Chancellor, Registrar and Finance Officer.
Internal and External Audit System:
In the conducting of the internal audit, Assistant Registrar (Audit) submits internal audit
report to the authority every year. In case of external audit, Accountant General (Tripura)
on behalf of Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) Tripura conducts the external audit
every year. The University does not have any regular audit system. Generally, bills are
passed without pre-audit. An Internal Audit Officer conducts the job of pre-audit round
the year. In addition, he is assigned to prepare an annual internal audit report for the
entire University for submission to Vice Chancellor. The report is submitted for external
audit. External audit for annual account of the University is being conducted by the
Accountant General (Tripura) on behalf of Comptroller and Auditor General of India.
Both accounts audit and transaction audit are taken up by this agency. Upon completion
of annual audit, the accounts along with the certificate are transmitted to the Ministry of
Human Resources Development for submission to Parliament within a target date. It is
ensured that audit observations are acted upon as promptly as possible and reply to each
observation is furnished during the stay of audit party in the University on the job.
Income and expenditure statements for the last four years are enclosed as Annexure –II
Resource Mobilization:
The University is aware of its increasing financial needs over time. In consideration of
the financial needs, the University has actively mobilized its resources by adopting
modern approaches during the last five years. The University has intensified its efforts to
mobilize recourses from self-supporting courses. Further, it has it has assembled
resources from research grant received by the faculties for their projects from different
funding agencies. Moreover, resources have also been mobilised through restructuring

the student fees. Increase in service charges (as in the case of guest house) has helped to
assure more resources.
Corpus Fund:
The University maintains a corpus fund account to show interest earned on various
deposits and other charges credited to the University account.
6.5 Internal Quality Assurance System:
The University is committed to impart quality education as a philosophy and a set of
steering principles that promote continuous improvement of the institution in an
integrated, systematic and consistent manner that involves everyone of the University
community aspiring towards total satisfaction of each of the participant of the system.
Quality Sustenance and Improvement:
The statute of Tripura University has not mentioned any central body to continuously
review the teaching and learning process. Nevertheless, the teaching and learning process
is closely monitored by the deans of the faculties through the heads of the departments
and centres.
The IQAC is involved in institutionalising quality assurance strategies specifically in two
different ways. First, IQAC scrutinises applications of various teaching posts and thereby
contributes to the maintenance of quality in the recruitment process. Second, it closely
monitors teaching and research activities for each of the departments through faculty self
appraisal form and student feedback.
The recommendations of the IQAC for the selection of faculty members against various
teaching posts is given due credence at the time of interview.
To assure the quality in academic pursuance, the IQAC of Tripura University consists of
both external and internal members in the committee. They contribute by way of
impartial assessment of the strength and weakness of the teachers / students, exchanging
advancements in the design of curriculum concerned, locating assistance in terms of
academic inputs, etc.
The IQAC is yet to conduct any study on the incremental academic growth of students
from disadvantaged sections of society.
The University publishes its Annual Report every year in detail. The annual report
contains a portrayal of the academic and administrative activities conducted throughout
the year for every department in academics and administration of the University.
Academic Audit and IQAC:
The Internal Academic Audit of the Departments constituted vide Notification
No.F.TU/IQAC/02/2013 dated 26 February, 2014 consisting of the following
members:
1. Prof. Anjan Mukherjee
– Chairman
Pro-Vice-Chancellor, T.U.
2. Prof. B.K. De
– Member
Department of Physics, T.U. & Director, IQAC.

3. Prof. S. Poddar
Department of History, T.U. & Coordinator, NAAC.
5. Prof. R.K. Nath
Department of Chemistry, T.U.
6. Dr.Ashish Nath
Department of Economics, T.U.
7. Sri N. Reang
Assistant Registrar (Academic), T.U.

– Member
– Member
– Member
– Member- Secretary

For the purpose of academic audit, the committee visited various departments to explore
the academic activity performed by the departments. Following observations are
recorded:
1. Each department starts semester classes on: 1st& 3rd semester: 1st week of August every year.
 2nd& 4th Semester: 1st week of January every year.
2. Publications of results are made within 10 days of the completion of the examinations.
3. Post Graduate Board of studies of each department proposes the names of the paper
setters and examiners. The Controller of examinations takes the action after getting
approval from authority.
4. Two sets of questions are invited from the paper setters for each paper. A Board of
Moderators approved by the authority finalize the question paper.
5. Some Departments including Engineering faculty invites external examiners from
other Universities for practical examinations.
6. Most of the departments conducts Departmental Committee meeting to monitor regular
activities once in a month on an average.
7. Each department maintains the students attendance paper wise.
8. If a teacher is in leave , the HOD in consultation with each other teachers fulfils the
gap.
9. Most of the departments are suffering from ministerial and technical staffs. It creates a
pressure on Faculty Members and HOD to run the office and classes.
10. Imprest money of Rs. 5000/- is insufficient and is suggested to raise it to Rs. 15,000/11. Sweeping activity is done regularly, but supply of water is irregular.
12. Bathroom fittings are found to be bad functioning in many departments. It is
suggested that necessary measure should be taken by the Engineering / Finance section of
the University. In this regard infrastructure audit is also suggested.
13. Most of the departments are not having First Aid box in their department.
14. Faculty members in different departments are engaged in research activities doing
publications as research output. The status of publication is represented by a diagram.
15. Faculty members are also attending seminars/ Conference/ workshops held in other
Universities and Research institution in country and abroad. The status of seminar
attended by the faculty members is attached in the diagram. The faculty members are
engaged in Ph. D activities in the department and also in collaboration of other
Universities and research Institutes. Total number of Ph.D. scholars registered and total
no. of Ph.D. awarded in Tripura University are shown in Annexure diagram.
16. Many of the faculty members are running research projects funded by UGC, CSIR,
DST, DBT, ISRO, DIT. Etc. The numbers of project completed are also shown in
diagram.

17. Various departments conduct seminar/ workshop round the year, sometimes funded
by the University and sometimes funded by outside agencies. The status of the seminars
is represented in a diagram.
Recommendation of the Committee:
1. Infrastructure facilities in terms of space, furniture and laboratory equipments are to be
expanded.
2. Each department needs to be supported by more academic posts.
3. Ministerial staff may be enhanced after exploring the matter further by another team.
4. Each Science department should provide with at least two technical staff further.
5. Vacancies created in various departments due to retirement of employees needs to be
filled up.
6. Students are to be supported by computerized library.
7. At least one smart class facility needs to be provided to each department.
8. Course curriculum needs immediate revision in consultation with experts from
academies and industry.
9. Collaboration with Industry needs to be increased. Placement of students and
employability training of students should be emphasized. Job skill and Vocational
courses needs to be introduced.
10. Collaboration with good foreign Universities of high international ranking through
faculty exchange, student and research scholar exchange and joint research projects needs
to be established.
11. Use of ICT and e-learning needs to be introduced. The lecture notes/ study materials
should be made available through the webpage. Videos of courses taught by inspired
teachers need to be also created and made available through the webpage. Workshops and
seminars delivered by experts need to be recorded and also broadcast to affiliated
colleges.
12. Innovation and business-incubation skills need to be imparted to students.
13. Up-gradation of library facilities should continue at a faster pace with more books,
journals, electronic books and journals, media collection, more seating arrangements and
wi-fi facilities. Automation of library needs to be emphasized.
14. Computer facilities and Computer Networks should be modernized and expended to
make it sufficient for all modernization and automation jobs.
15. Sports and recreation facilities for students, staff and faculty members should be
created.
16. Distance education program needs expansion and modernization to reach out more to
the people of the State of Tripura.
17. Integrated Master Degree (IMD) program needs to be expanded used strengthened
into a constituent college to train and nurture good undergraduate students who will
eventually help our postgraduate and research programs.
Students Feedback:
Academic audit committee also conducted the students feedback to give their
observations / views of the department in which they study. For this purpose committee
designed a questionnaire with the heading of ― Students feedback form‖ the form has
been designed to get feedback about course , syllabus, regularities in classes, library
facility, student teacher relation, internal evaluation system, health care facilities, extracurricular activity.

Observations:
Observation /
Grade
Rating of the
course
Status of Syllabus

Very Good
Good
Moderately Good
(14)*
(15)
(5)
Challenging
Adequate
Inadequate
(5)
(24)
(4)
90-100%
75-100%
50-70%
(9)
(20)
(5)
Syllabus Covered Adequate
Inadequate
Poor
(7)
(15)
(14)
Library
Adequate
Inadequate
Poor
(7)
(10)
(14)
Internal evaluation Very Good
Good
Average
(3)
(25)
(6)
Student- teacher
Very Good
Good
Satisfactory
relation
(7)
(23)
(4)
Attitude of teacher Co-operate
Indifferent
Discouraging
to extra –
(34)
curricular activity
Overall
Very Good
Good
Average
departmental
(6)
(23)
(5)
activity
*Number of departments securing the grade
Considering relative grade points like, very good=8 good = 7,challenging = 5, Adequate =
4, inadequate = 3, 90-100% = 5, 75-90% = 4, 50-75% = 3, satisfactory= 3, Co-operative =
3, the overall status of the University comes to be as follows:
Rating of the course
Good
Status of Syllabus
Adequate
Syllabus Covered
Library

75-90%
Inadequate

Internal evaluation
Student- teacher relation
Attitude of teacher to extra – curricular activity
Overall departmental activity

Good
Good
Co-operative
Good

(Prof. Anjan Mukherjee)
Chairman

(N. Reang)
Member-Secretary

No. of Publicatios

The faculty members of the department publish papers in journals regularly. The
following figure presents the departmental publications in different journals:
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The figure shows that during 2010-11, 128 papers were published.
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Details
Total Publication (2000 – 2014) –
415
CAGR for last 14 years of Research
Publications – 18%
From 415 Publications, 140
Publications are in Indian Journals
(41) i.e. 35%
56 Documents from 415 are
Published with Elsevier
Top Indian Journals : Journal of
Indian Chemical Society (22
Publications)

Citation index per paper: 2 (average as per availability)

CRITERION VII
INNOVATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES
Introduction:
The India's National Environment Policy (Articles 48A and 51A (g) of the Indian
Constitution) reflects commitment to a clean environment throughout the Country. The
Tripura University is committed to foster a culture of environmental responsibility
teaching, research, public service, administrative and support operations. The green
campus of the university encompassing extensive nature areas and farm land has added to
its credentials in this area.The University istrying to generate useful resources and
repositories in the fields of energy conservation, conservation of natural resources
through knowledge. Several research articles already proven effluents of knowledge
industries as harmful as other industries; the Tripura University spread the knowledge
without sacrificing the local environment. That is possible through innovative leaning
tools and methods. E-classroom, e-books, audio-visual teachings are few of them, which
helps to reduce harmful effluents. The University‘s innovative web portal and social
media portals helps to interact our students with faculty members any time anywhere.
The university adopted objective of value promotion amongst students is to help them
grow up as 'responsible' citizens and 'good' human beings. Promotion of ethics and
human values are integral part of education, which adopted as best practice of the
university. For quality research and innovation, university is trying to create healthy
research environment in the campus.
7.1 Environment Consciousness:
Preamble:
The need for humans to understand, respond to and alter their impacts on the natural
systems of the planet is immediate and unprecedented. The current and future generations
of students graduating from Tripura University will be faced with the challenge to rethink, re-design and re-create how humans utilize all the major natural resource based
systems on earth. The University emphasized on integration on communities, likes social
and biological sustainability and its interdependence with the local, regional and global
community. The University has developed a paradigm shift in the relationship of humans
to each other and the environment in a manner that is mutually beneficial and sustainable.
Such a shift in the thinking, values and actions of all individuals and institutions
worldwide calls for a long-term societal effort to make environmental and sustainability
concerns a central theme in all education. To achieve a sustainable future, University has
conducted several awareness programs to provide knowledge, skills and values that equip
individuals to pursue life goals in a manner that sustains human and non-human wellbeing for all current and future generations, without compromising the quality.
Purpose:
India's National Environment Policy (NEP) reflects commitment to a clean environment
as mandated in Articles 48A and 51A (g) of the Indian Constitution. While recognizing
the conservation of environmental resources as necessary to secure the livelihood and
well-being of one and all, the NEP strives to ensure that people dependent on particular
resources obtain better livelihood from their conservation, rather than degradation. The
NEP reiterates that only such development is sustainable, which respects ecological
constraints, and the imperatives of social justice. The NEP takes a comprehensive view of
our environmental concerns and also outlines a few guidelines which deserve mention as
a preface to the Tripura University's Policy on environment.

Objectives:
The normative principles underlying policy action, strategic themes for intervention,
broad indications of the legislative and institutional development needed to accomplish
the strategic themes, and mechanisms for implementation and review. It also intends to
guide actions in such areas as regulatory reform, programmes and projects for
environmental conservation; and review and enactment of legislation, by agencies of the
Central, State, and Local Governments. The Tripura University recognizes that
maintaining a healthy environment is not the state's responsibility alone, but also that of
every citizen and thus encourages individual as well as institutional participation for
maintaining and enhancing the quality of the environment.
Context:
The University's policy on environment committed to high standards of environmental
protection and leadership as reflected in a range of its activities including teaching,
research and community service. The university has in fact developed a strong
environmental research focus and a reputation for being an environmentally responsible
University. The green campus of the university encompassing extensive nature areas has
added to its credentials in this area. The university believes it has a special responsibility
to exercise on conservation of environment especially Tripura‘s forests, indigenous wild
animals and trees in State and Region.
The university is trying to help the society by generating useful resources and repositories
of knowledge in the field of sustainable development and also by being the purveyors of
technical and societal solutions to a vast array of issues relating to sustainable
development. It is our earnest hope that Tripura University may lead from the front to
create new frameworks of understanding on the paradigm of sustainable development
through conservation on indigenous natural recourses. We also look forward to unravel
innovative practices which could usher the impulse of sustainability into practice.
Principles:
 The environment policy of Tripura University shall ensure that the environment
will not suffer as a result of various activities undertaken by the university. This
entails minimization of negative impacts on the environment, conservation and
judicious use of natural resources, respect for biodiversity and rehabilitation of
degraded environmental components.
 Through the best practices Tripura University is providing safe and healthy,
pollution free environment for staffs and students.
 The University shall promote environmental awareness and sensitivity among the
university community by sensitizing how their actions can affect the environment,
and how even small changes in their attitudes and actions can collectively
contribute to a more sustainable future and improved quality of environment.
 Environmental auditing and monitoring procedures have been adopted by the
University for better monitoring and manage.
 The University ensures and encourages greater commitment to multidisciplinary
researches in environmental issues at local, national and global levels.

Priority Areas:
Energy:
The University shall conserve energy by minimizing its usage to significantly reduce the
University's carbon emission by pursuing a low carbon regime pathway. The university
shall strive to maximize energy efficiency in existing buildings, renovations, and new
construction by using solar photovoltaic panels, as renewable energy source. Existing
solar photovoltaic panelsare producing 15KW of electricity which cut down
(approximately 25%) usage of energy from power grid in day time in the administrative
and library building. Many solar powered streets lamps are installed within the campus to
reduce energy from power grid. Under Green Audit program by ―ARPAN‖ (NGO related
to environment)will periodically review its energy sources, energy forms, and energy
efficiency with a view to cause least environmental impact. It will carry out a continuous
programme of energy conservation by monitoring the consumption and eliminating
redundant or avoidable energy loss.
Water:
The university shall conserve water and minimize its use through efficient management
practices. It shall endeavour to use the minimum quantities of water possible in
accordance with its activities and shall ensure that the water it uses is both supplied and
disposed of, in the purest condition possible, meeting the statutory requirements. An ongoing programme of water conservation would be instituted to monitor the consumption,
reduce the leakage and eliminate the excessive or unnecessary use. The university shall
promote efficient water use techniques, such as rain water harvesting in deep land/lake in
the campus. Proposed sprinkler or drip irrigation shall be installed for agricultural farm
and gardening practices. The university shall ensure that such design techniques for road
surfaces and infrastructure be applied which enhance groundwater recharge.
Waste Management:
The waste management policy of the university shall aim to reduce the generation of
wastes in all ways possible. This will be done by reducing the acquisition of new
materials, and by re-using and recycling the existing materials and, if this is impractical,
by disposal in such a way that will have least impact on the environment and which
conforms to the statutory requirements. It shall attempt to minimise the quantities of
polluting effluent and emissions to air, land and water, and noise, odour and
electromagnetic radiation. The university shall also minimise the use of hazardous
chemicals and toxic sanitary substances. The university commits to a comprehensive
recycling programme as the final step in solid waste reduction and as a means to
transform waste into a resource. It shall segregate, recycle, and reuse its solid wastes and
shall develop a waste-food composting and bio-mass resource recovery programme.
Buildings and Estate:
The university recognizes the importance of environmentally responsible practices in
developing the physical characteristics of the University. The university shall consider
environmental implications in the development, construction, and operation of campus
infrastructure, grounds, and buildings. The university shall develop and so maintain its
buildings and estate to conserve resources and minimise its negative impact on the
environment. It shall ensure that the potential environmental impacts of all its building
and/or estate projects will be assessed and minimised. This will include, where possible,
the use of building materials from sustainable sources, methods of construction which
make best use of resources and designs which result in low maintenance and high energy

efficiency. The university shall also follow the "green building" concept for any new
construction, and promote vertical instead of horizontal expansion, likes use of fly-ash
bricks with acoustics and thermal properties instead of traditional bricks. The university
shall work toward the goals of providing landscaping and ground maintenance practices
that use vegetation compatible with the local environment and that use integrated pest
management techniques. The university shall endeavour to have 13% of its land under
tree cover for an effective refuge to flora and fauna endangered due to rampant
urbanization.
Transport:
The university shall mitigate the harmful effects of its traffic on the environment. When
travelling to and from the university and between its campuses and outside on university
business, all staff and students will be encouraged to walk, use bicycles, public transport
and will be discouraged from the single occupancy use of private vehicles. University
controlled vehicles will be operated in such a way as to minimise their impact on the
environment. Above all, the university shall encourage the use of bicycles for movements
within the campus for students and staff members.
Sustainable Resource Acquisition:
The university recognizes that one of the primary methods of exercising its commitment
to environmental responsibility is through its resource acquisition choices. The university
shall strive to obtain maximum value for its expenditures and shall work towards
obtaining the "best value' by balancing short and long-term costs, maintenance, life cycle,
and environmental costs in purchasing goods and services. Sustainable purchasing is all
about taking environmental and social factors into account in making purchasing
decisions. It would also emphasise a careful exploration of the ingredients and
components of the products, where they come from and who has made them. Therefore,
through its purchasing policies, the university shall seek goods and services, which do
least harm to the environment in their production, delivery, packaging, use, re-use,
recycling and disposal. It shall seek to purchase from local or regional suppliers which
will maximise the university's input to the local community and minimise transport.
Purchasing policies will encourage obtaining products that minimize waste production,
have high recycled content, use green production methods, demonstrate maximum
durability or biodegradability, reparability, energy-efficiency, non-toxicity, and
recyclability. The university shall assess as far as possible the environmental impact of all
purchases, in terms of raw materials, manufacture, distribution, use and disposal.
Environmental Education, Training and Awareness:
The university shall promote the awareness of environment and sustainable development
issues amongst its staff and students. For this, the university shall provide staff with
training in environment and sustainable development matters, encourage the inclusion of
environment and sustainable development content within academic curricula, and sponsor
campaigns to raise the awareness of environmental issues among staff and students. The
University shall also promote environment sensitization in the communities at local and
regional levels and assist, network and jointly sponsor environment initiatives.
Publication and Dissemination:
The university shall build partnerships with the local community and national
organisations to promote its environmental objectives and communicate and disseminate

its environmental performance and activities with the outside community through
publications and media.
Green Audit Report:
In the present scenario Tripura (Central) University is facing numerous challenges, issues
and risks. Biggest one is the misuse of energy and under utilisation of the natural energy
potential that results environmental changes, depletion of natural resources. A flexible,
secure, dynamic infrastructure has to be devised to help the organization address critical
energy and power costs. Perhaps the time has come when it becomes immensely essential
to unearth that up to what extent the University is contributing towards environmental
sustainability by adoption of techniques like Green Audit.
Green Audit emphasizes the role of methods and practices that reduce an organization‘s
environmental impact. Green audit advantage enables and empowers an organization to
meet all the Global warming related challenges and at the same time help to contribute
back so even an organization can participate and contribute to environmental corporate
responsibility. In the present estimation study is an endeavour to analyze green audit from
all relevant perspectives and finally reaching to some specific conclusions. ARPAN
Society conducted Green Audit in basic components by it‘s experienced research teams.
In accordance to the reports of Green Audit suggested various scopes of conservation of
natural recourses in the campus likes rain water harvesting may be possible on the roof
top of Administrative Block, Academic Building – I, Academic Building – II, Guest
House, Department of Electrical Engineering, MBA and BCA Department. The report
also suggested and recommended to use of CFL lamps instated of traditional fluorescence
lights, the University can save energy/ month=2245.32 B.O.T.
The best suggestion was given by the ARPAN Society in their report; the university can
utilize the existing solar energy facilities with nominal maintenance to obtain nearly 10
KV solar energy from renewable resource. Or by installation of small solar station for
reduction of grid power. Presently the University is monthly consume energy by Units is
65008.20 B.O.T (regarding the bill of month of Feb-14).
7.2 Innovations:
The University has strived to introduce many initiatives to improve facilities to the
students as well as encourage the students to develop a well-rounded personality.
Innovative teaching and learning method:
In the traditional approach to classroom teaching, most class time is spent with the
professor lecturing and the students watching and listening. The students work
individually on assignments, and cooperation is discouraged. The Tripura University
encourages student-centered teaching methods, which shift the focus of activity from the
teacher to the learners. These methods include active learning, in which students solve
problems, answer questions, formulate questions of their own, discuss, explain, debate, or
brainstorm during class; cooperative learning, in which students work in teams on
problems and projects under conditions that assure both positive interdependence and
individual accountability; and inductive teaching and learning, in which students are
first presented with challenges (questions or problems) and learn the course material in
the context of addressing the challenges.

The University also follow inductive methods includes inquiry-based learning, casebased instruction, problem-based learning, project-based learning, discovery learning,
and just-in-time teaching. Student-cantered methods have repeatedly been shown to be
superior to the traditional teacher-cantered approach to instruction, a conclusion that
applies whether the assessed outcome is short-term mastery, long-term retention, or depth
of understanding of course material, acquisition of critical thinking or creative problemsolving skills, formation of positive attitudes toward the subject being taught, or level of
confidence in knowledge or skills.
Other remarkable innovative methods adapted the university are:
 The University has a separate centre for Women Empowerment that conducts regular
workshops to help women. The University also takes a lead in organizing capacity
building workshops for women. The Centre is also in charge of a crèche facility
created exclusively for the benefit of the staff of the University.
 Another innovation is the creation of Internet Trees with power charging facility
where students can sit and work with university innovative Web Portal and Social
Media Portal for interaction and knowledge dissemination on their laptops in the WiFi zone on intranet networks.
 Innovation Club has been formed by the University to encourage the students to
provide the incubation facilities for the students and grassroots innovators in
Tripura to inculcate their innovative ideas and thoughts.
7.3 Best Practices:
Preamble:
Our National Policy on Education (1986) voices its concern over the declining value
standard in society. To stem it, it calls for institution of an effective system of value
education. The policy document states,
"The growing concern over the erosion of essential values and an increasing cynicism in
society has brought to the focus the need for readjustment in the curriculum in order to
make education a forceful tool for the cultivation of social and moral values.
In our culturally plural society, education should foster universal and eternal values,
oriented towards the unity and integration of our people. Such value education should
help eliminate obscurantism, religious fanaticism, violence, superstition and fatalism.
Apart from this combative role, value education has a profound positive content, based
on our heritage, national and universal goals and perceptions. It should lay primary
emphasis on this aspect."
Our current national aspiration is to make India a developed country in the foreseeable
future. We hope to emerge as a global power so as to occupy our rightful place in the
comity of nations. Along with economic growth and material prosperity, we also want to
build a social order which is humane, harmonious, just and egalitarian. This pressing
nation building task demands growing input of highly educated and competent persons to
run and lead the multifarious social and economic institutions of the modern Indian
society. These persons come out of the portals of our universities and other institutions of
higher learning. It is essential that in addition to the functional competence and technical
skills, they should also possess a high degree of moral rectitude, and have a strong
commitment to use their knowledge and skills for advancing social and human wellbeing. Hence it is essential that we institute a planned and structured system of value
education to integrate social, moral and human values with our present system of higher
education.

Purpose:
The purpose of this policy statement is to affirm our resolve to initiate effective measures
for promoting ethics and human values as an integral part of university education.
Towards this end, the policy outlines several programmes that the university plans to start
for different segments of the university. The policy defines the general objectives of the
programmes and the ways and means for operationalizing them.
Programme:
1. Student Focused Programmes
The main objective of value promotion amongst students is to help them grow up as
'responsible' citizens and 'good' human beings. Their world-view and life-view should not
be limited only to their individual self and to their personal career advancement. The goal
of value education should be to help the student see that he/she belongs to the larger
social, cultural and human orders. This sense of belongingness leads to acceptance of
one's moral responsibilities towards these larger wholes. With this orientation the student
would be able to engage more positively and actively with the concepts of ethical and
human values. This is not likely to happen if one attempts to inculcate or impose a set of
preconceived values. Thus the effort should be to provide students with a conceptual
framework which would enable them to appreciate the value of the 'good', of being 'good'
and of doing 'good'. To achieve this goal, different kinds of curricular and non-curricular
programmes would be developed for the students, e.g.:
i. A general course on ethics& laws and human values, under
ii. Specialised courses related to current value issues in different professional disciplines:
e.g. engineering, medicine, management, Social Science, etc.
iii. Specialised courses for research scholars on themes like, ethical issues in academic
research and reporting.
iv. Encouraging and facilitating student participation in social service work and
community projects.
v. Non-formal workshops and seminars on value related themes, and value problems of
modern life.
2. Faculty Focused Programmes:
Formation of values in the students is highly affected by the value commitment of
teachers, as reflected in their attitude and behaviour. Therefore, it is necessary that the
value temper of the teachers should be of high order. They should also be more conscious
of the need to act as exemplary 'role models' and 'guides' for the students' personal
growth, along with their academic growth. This objective can be achieved through
suitably structured orientation workshops for teachers. Focus on these aspects could be a
part of the programmes of the Academic Staff College.
The working of modern society, and its myriad institutions and organisations, throw up
many challenging ethical and cultural value issues. Understanding their cause, their
complex interrelationship, and possible ways of resolution, requires serious academic
examination. Academics in the university should accept the responsibility for doing that.
Therefore, teachers should be encouraged to take up ethical and human value issues of
contemporary relevance as part of their academic research.
3. Administrator Focused Programmes:
The administrative and financial powers of the university are exercised through academic
administrators at different levels. The quality of academic work-culture and the value

temper of teachers and students are much affected by the manner in which these powers
are exercised. Therefore, it is important that the integrity, conscientiousness and the value
temper of academic administrators be of a high order. Developing a value-based work
culture in the University, by adapting an appropriate 'code of conduct' and practicing
'exemplar activities' in routine official works, is very important. Evolving workable ideas
for the purpose, and mechanisms for their operationalization, will also be a part of our
value promotion policy.
4. Value Promotion Programmes:
Beyond the University the focus of proposed activities as mentioned above lies primarily
within the university. However being a central university we focused and organized value
promote workshops on different categories of professionals; corporate executives,
engineers, doctors, civil servants, school teachers, etc. The university will also share its
ideas and experiences in this area with other universities and institutions, so as to help
and encourage them to start their own programmes of value education. Another area
where the university could make a significant contribution is in generating concepts of
social and ethical audits of different kinds of organizations, and devising methodologies
for conducting such audits.
5. Implementation:
Implementation of the programmes outlined in this policy will require a central nodal unit
to coordinate and support the activities in different Faculties and Institutes of the
university. Over the years the university organized couple of programmes for students
and teachers. Publication of books, journals, reports, newsletters and other reading
materials is an important activity for promotion of new academic programmes. It
facilitates wider sharing of ideas and experiences amongst all those who are interested
and engaged in the area of value education. Therefore, arrangements would be made to
initiate an appropriate programme of publication.
Practice I
i. Title of the Practice:
Better research environment creation in the university among faculty and students.
ii. Objectives of the Practice:
 Tomotive the faculty and student to do research.
 To organize conference, workshop, seminar & symposium to create awareness among
Faculty and students about emerging trend in related area.
 To identify thrust areas to know the individual research interest supporting
infrastructure considering the thrust area and state of art.
 To create the awareness about various funding scheme of Government, UGC, DST,
DBT, research organization and motivate the faculty to write good research proposals.
To organize the visit to research organization, international/national laboratories.
To motive the staff to pursue higher studies specially Ph.D. & post Ph.D.
 To create the awareness about patent/innovating intellectual rights.
 To encourage the consultancy in related areas.
 To motivate the faculty & student to present the research paper at reputed journals and
conference.
 To develop research culture in Institute and lifelong learning skills among students.

iii. The Context:
Creating of skilled manpower of global standards will involve participation of faculty and
students in the planning, decision making and implementation process. The need of the
society today is to develop budding engineers having research mindset, ethical values and
entrepreneurship skill. The university has decided to involve the faculty and students,
who are the major stakeholders in research, for the development of society. With the
involvement of more and more faculty in research activity will benefit in the overall
professional development of students. Encouraging faculty to do research will improve
the reasoning skill of students in classrooms and awareness among the students about
recent technological development in society, which in turn will make the students one of
the best entrepreneur. By inculcating research culture among faculty and students,
Teaching-Learning process is improved; there is better conceptual understanding of the
subject among the students. Faculties are motivated to pursue higher studies.
iv. The Practice:
 The University had organized several workshop/symposiums to aware/develops
faculty &students, about the writing good research proposals.
 The University had included multi thousand e-books and e-journals in the Central
Library and faculty & students can easily access those e-books and e-journals round the
clock.
 The University had open three ultra-network laboratories for students to access high
end journals, patents and e-research materials.
The University provides desktop/laptop, network connection to all the faculty members
for doing their research activity. Faculty members, who are residing outside the campus,
they are gating additional internet cost (Rs.500/month) to do internet browsing.
 The university allows encouraging faculty members by giving additional fund to
individual to attend different conference and seminars (national/international). Faculties
are receiving extra fund for organizing workshop/conference and seminars in their
department and separate fund for become member in professional bodies.
v. Evidence of Success:
 Almost 15%of faculties have sanctioned research project in last four years and more than
Rs. 500 lakhs is credit extending for a period of four years.
 More than 20% students have presented/participated their research/review technical
papers/presentations in various national/international seminars/symposiums.
 Most of the faculties from different colleges have registered for PhD or process for higher
study.
vi. Problems Encountered and Resources Required:
 More budget provision needs to be made to develop research laboratories and
associated infrastructure for overall development.
 More awareness is needed to group and collaborative research among inter/intra
department faculties and students.
Practice II
i. Title of the Practice:
Office for Research& Innovation which facilitate on line status checking

ii. Objectives of the Practice:
The main aim of the Office for Research& Innovation is to facilitate all administrative
aspects of conducting academic research in a stream lined, systematic and hassle free
manner.
 The Office for Research& Innovation has been designed with this objective in mind
and strives to promptly provide all necessary information tothe research scholars from
start to finish – from applying for PhD/M.S to the award of the coveted Degree.
 The Office for Research& Innovation is the first of its kind – where actual status of the
synopsis/thesis submission can be viewed by the research scholars by providing their
registration number. The status details are updated every day so that anxiety of the
students is mitigated in a transparent manner.
 The main outcomes of this Office for Research& Innovation is the quick dissemination
of information regarding dates of important activities, any instructions to be urgently
communicated and amendments that come into effect from time to time for scholars.
Thus, by periodically going through the office web-link, the research scholar can obtain
all up-to-date administrative information enabling him to go about the academic aspects
of his research in a hassle free manner.
iii. The Context:
Tripura University is only University in the Tripura state and comprises of more than 30
colleges of Tripura. In this scenario, the number of students seeking admission for
research has been steadily increasing. Moreover the merger of the different units of
Tripura University into a single entity has resulted in the need to provide a uniform
policy that governs all research scholars now coming under the single umbrella of the
University.
Many research scholars and research supervisors now existing many locations spread
throughout the State/Country. In this context, it becomes very important to convey all
details of the current regulations to all stakeholders in a prompt and transparent manner.
From the quality of research perspective, it is very important to encourage scholars to
publish their work in journals of repute. Towards this end, the Research Board has
stipulated that scholars need to publish their work in journals with impact factor.
iv. The Practice:
The Office has been providing all details that are required by the research scholar right
from applying for research degree to getting one.
 The call for applications for Ph.D/M.S is available as announcement in the office weblink.
 The prospective research scholars are provided with the facility to download
application forms.
 Recognized Supervisors along with their respective area of specialization is available
in the office web-link. This enables research scholars to select prospective supervisors
and approach them for possible research supervision. Without this office web-link, such
information is almost impossible to gather and the prospective research scholars find it
difficult even to know the names of recognized supervisors let alone their area of
specialization.
v. Evidence of Success:
The major advantage of this Office is providing relevant information to the research
scholars without visiting the University in person. Research scholars coming from remote
areas thus, do not have to spend their precious time and money unnecessarily in travelling

to the university. Sometimes, information that is relevant but scholars are not aware are
answered by the information in the office web-link.
This avoidance of requirement by the scholars visiting frequently to the Office helps to
better maintain the confidentiality associated with the university in a better manner. The
efficiency of the Centre has improved since routine information need not be manuallysent
to all scholars. The main evidence of success is the decrease in the turnaround time of
submitting the synopsis to receipt of final reports from examiners.
vi. Problems Encountered and Resources Required:
The interface of the Office can be improved by making it more scholar friendly/principal
investigators. This will enable to maintain up to date information on scholar‘s
publications. A FAQ facility can be provided to answer common questions asked by
research scholars.

Departmental Profiles
Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI
2.Year of establishment : 1977
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? : Faculty of the
University
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) : PG, Ph.D., Integrated Masters.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : NIL
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc. : NIL
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons : NO
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System :
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments : NIL
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual
(Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. Professor/Others)
Sanctioned Filled
Actual (including CAS &
MPS)
Professor
02
NIL
01(CAS)
Associate Professors 02
01
01
Asst. Professors
05
05
05
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance :
Name No.
of

Qualification

Designati
on

Specializati
on

No. of Years
of Experience

Dr.
Maitreyi
Datta
Dr.
Nirmal
Das
Rintu Das

MA, B.ED,
Ph.D.

Professor

MA, B.ED,
M.Phil., Ph.D.

Assistant
Professor

UG=21 Years
PG=14 Years
running
PG=05 Years
(Approx.)

MA, B.ED.,
M.Phil.

Assistant
Professor

Paramasr
ee
Dasgupta

MA

Assistant
Professor

Rabindra
Literature &
Fiction
Folklore,
Medieval
Literature
Modern
Bengali
Literature
Drama &
Medieval
Literature

Sayak
Mukherje
e

MA

Assistant
Professor

Medieval
Literature

4 Years

No. of
Ph.D./M.Phil.
students
guided for the
last 4 years
Ph.D.
Students 08
members
Ph.D.
Students
08 numbers
NIL

4 Years

NIL

NIL

Padmaku
mari
Chakma

MA

Assistant
Professor

Novel &
Trible
Studies

1.10 Years

NIL

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors :
Year
2010

Name
Prof. Biswnath Roy

Designation
Professor

Institution
Calcutta University

Prof. Barun Kr. Chakrabarty

Emeritus Professor

Rabindra Bharati
University

Prof. Biplab Chakrabarty

Professor

Burdwan University

2011

Prof. Dilip Naha
Prof. Barun Kr. Chakrabarty

Professor
Emeritus Professor

Presidency University
Rabindra Bharati
University

2012

Prof. Rama Bhattacharjee
Dr. Sukhen Biswas

Professor
Associate Professor

Assam University
Kalyani University

2013

Dr. Tapan kr. Biswas
Prof. Barun kr. Chakrabarty

Associate Professor
Emeritus Professor

Kalyani University
Rabindra Bharati
University

Prof. Biplab Chakrabarty

Professor

Burdwan University

Prof. Srutinath Chakrabarty

Professor

Vidyasagar University

Prof. Krishna Bhattacharjee

Emeritus Professor

Calcutta University

13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio : PG- 30 : 01,
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned, filled and actual : NIL
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies : NIL
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international
funding agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding
agencies, project title and grants received project-wise. : NIL
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received : NIL
a) National collaboration, b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT,
ICSSR, AICTE, etc.; total grants received. : NIL
20.Research facility / centre with : NIL
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
bodies : NA
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international):
 Monographs :
 Chapters in Books :
 Edited Books :

Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus, Humanities
International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
List of Publications in Journals/ Books/ Proceedings :
Name of the
Title of Paper/ Book/
Name of Journals & Books Vol.
Teacher
Proceedings
No, Pages, Year of Publication &
Publishers
Rabindrabiksha, Pg :298-305, 2013,
Prof. Maitreyi Rabindranather
Chhotogalpe
Parul Prakashani, Kolkata,
Datta
Swadeshbhabna
ISBN : 978-93-82300-00-7
Asprishwata-Birodhi
Book : Rabiprekshana, Tripura
Rabindranath
University, 2012, Page : 231-247
Pg : Total 144, Tripura Bani
Dr. Nirmal
BOOKS
1)Tripuray Puja-parban Prakashani, Agartala,2012,
Das
(Book)
ISBN : 978-81-89742-54-6
2)Rabindranath Tagore : Total Pg :309, Akshar Publication,
Nirbachita Prabandha
Agartala, 2013, (Second Edition)
Sangraha ( Joint Editor) ISBN : 978-81-89742-31-7
3)Paharer Kole
Tripura Bani Prakashoni
(Hachuk Khurio)
Agartala, 2013
Natun Pather Khoje
ISBN :978-81-88997-56-5
4)Uttar-Purber Bangla
Total Pg : 192, Akshar Publication,
Chhotogalpo Bikshan :
Agartala, 2012, ISBN : 978-81Ek (Parba : Tripura)
89742-54-6
Prasanga : Manipuri
Manipuri Lokokatha (Fungawari),
Lokokatha (Preface)
Akshar Publica, Agartala, Pg : 0620, 2012,
ISBN : 978-81-89742-62-1
Pather Nandan : Paharer Kokborok Sal- 2012 Rogoi :
Kole
Mukumu Bijaba, Language Wing
TTAADC, Khumulung, Tripura,
Pg : 130-140
Pathyo pustak O
Book : Rabiprekshana, Tripura
Rabindranath
University, 2013, Page : 404-430
Sri Rintu Das
Jibancharit Rachanay Book : Rabiprekshana, Tripura
Rabindranath (Article) University, 2013, Page : 431-445
January, 2012, Tripura Bani
Janma
Prakashani, Agartala-799001, ISBN
Sardhashatabarse
: 978-81-88997-40-4
Kabiyal Haricharan
Acharya : Naba
Niriksha (Edited Book)
Book : Swami Vivekananda O
Narendranath Datter
Jibanjignyasa(Article) Bharatiya Nabajagriti, January
2013,Ebang Mushayera, Kolkata73, page : 15-19,
ISBN : 978-93-81170-60-1
Book : Dhanadhanya, 5 August,
Rabindranath O
2013, Krishnanagar Paurasabha,
Dwijendralal :
Byaktigata samparker Nadiya, page : 40-54
Aloke (Article)

‗Rabindranather Duti
Patra‘
‗Prathabirodhi Bhinna
Chinta : Srikanta
Punarpath‘

Rabiprekshana, Tripura University,
2013, Page : 446-458
Bangla Upanyase Pratibader Bhasa,
Edt. Debabrata Biswas, Ekush
Shatak, November,2012, Pg. :221232, ISBN : 978-81-923688-5-6
‗Shankate O
Purono Bangla Sahitya : Chinta O
Sambhabanay Narir
Charcha, Edt. : Joyita Datta,
Nijaswa Itihas : Prekshit February, 2013, Ratnabali, Pg. :
Mangal Kavya‘
148-159, ISBN : 978-93-81329-28-3
Onno Rabindranath Nana
‗Bakshilpi
Rabindranath,Edt. Barun Kumar
Rabindranath‘
Chakraborty, Pustakbipani,2012,Pg
252-262,ISBN 81-85471-106-1
23. Details of patents and income generated : N.A.
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated : N.A.
25.Faculty selected nationally/internationally to visit other laboratories/ institutions
/ industries in India and abroad : N.A.
26.Faculty serving in: a) National committees, b) International committees, c)
Editorial Boards d) any other (please specify) :
Few faculties are involved in some Editorial board, some confidential works of
other Universities, UGC programmes etc.
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs) :
Rintu Das : Orientation Program on March, 2013
Paramasree Dasgupta : Orientation Program on February ,2012.
28.Student projects NIL
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities
/ industry / institute
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty : NIL
 Doctoral / post-doctoral fellows : NIL
 Students : NIL
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national
/ international) with details of outstanding participants, if any. :
Seminar/
Organized
Source of funding National/
Details of
Conference/
by
International Outstanding
workshops
Participants
2010,
Dept of
Sahitya Akademi, National
November
Bengali
Kolkata Regional
office
2010, October Dept of
TU
International
Bengali
2010, March
Dept of
National
Bengali
2012 February Dept of
TU
Regional
Bengali
Smt.
Paramasree
Dasgupta

31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments :
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or
information is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of
misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only
reliable and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used
in research studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even
after the completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other
sources with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not
allowed to publish the same article in different places without any special
reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any
research so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research
results, the interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in
decision making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her
candidature in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights
of the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy
and other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and
obligations as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the
government . Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior
approval before conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Application
Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer
s received
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)
PG
Ph.D.
Integrated Masters

33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of
Programme
students
(refer to
from the
question no. 4)
same
university
PG
Ph.D.
Integrated
Masters
34. How many students have
examinations, NET, SET, GATE
category-wise. :
Year
2010 (June/
December)
2011 (June/
December)
2012 (June/
December)
2013 (June)

% of students
from other
universities
within the
State

% of students
from
universities
outside the
State

% of students
from other
countries

cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
and other competitive examinations? Give details

NET (Category wise)

SET (Category wise

Gen
_

SC
_

ST
_

OBC
01

PD
_

Gen
01

SC
_

ST
_

OBC
_

PD
_

Total
02

02

_

_

01

_

_

_

_

_

_

03

05

06

01

05

_

02

03

_

01

01

01

_

02

01

_

_

_

_

23
_

05

35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
NIL
PG to M.Phil.
NIL
PG to Ph.D.
07 Nos.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
NIL
Employed
NIL
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
06
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
17%
from other universities within the State
NIL
from universities from other States
83%
from universities outside the country
NIL
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during
the assessment period : NIL
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library : NO
b) Internet facilities for staff and students : Yes
c) Total number of class rooms : 04
d) Class rooms with ICT facility : NO
e) Students‘ laboratories : NO
f) Research laboratories : NO

39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates :
a) from the host institution/university
b) from other institutions/universities
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology. :
42.Does the department obtain feedback from :
a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does
the department utilize the feedback?
b. students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
c. alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10). :
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts. :
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.:
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met
and learning outcomes are monitored? :
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities. :
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other
Agencies, if any, give details:
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new
knowledge, basic or applied. :
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)
of the department.:
52.Future plans of the department :-

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Department of Botany
2.Year of establishment: 2007 (Erstwhile Department of Life Science 1976)
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Yes
4. Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.): PG, Ph.D. and Diploma in BCRU (Bamboo
conservation and resource utilization).
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: Yes (Diploma in BCRU)
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc. BCDI, Govt. of India.
7. Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: No
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Teaching Environmental Science in IMD in Arts, Tripura University.
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including
CAS)
Professor
01
01
04 (1+3)
Associate Professors
02
02
01
Asst. Professors
04
04
02
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualification

Designatio
n

Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experie
nce

Prof. R.C.
Srivastava

Ph.D.

Professor

18

Prof. S.
Sinha

Ph.D.

Professor

24

01

Prof. R.K.
Sinha

Ph.D.

Professor

21

01

Prof. B.K.
Datta

Ph.D.

Professor

18

03

Dr. A.K.
Saha

Ph.D.

Associate
Professor

3&1/2

-

Dr. S. Basu

Ph.D.

Asst.
Professor

04

-

Dr. P. Das

Ph.D.

Asst.
Professor

Plant
Physiology &
biochemistry
Cytogenetics
& Plant
Breeding
Cytogenetics
& Plant
Biotechnology
Taxonomy &
plant
biodiversity
Mycology and
plant
pathology
Cytogenetics
& Cell
Biology
Microbiology

No. of
Ph.D./M.Phil.
students guided
for the last 4
years
02

04

-

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
Name
1. Prof. A. Lahiri Majumder
2. Prof. Uma Shankar
3. Dr A. B. Das
4. Dr. A.K. Banerjee

Institution
Bose Institute , Kolkata
North-East Hill University
Orissa University of Agriculture &
Technology
IISER, Pune

13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
Name of Guest Teacher
Subjects
% of Classes Taken
Mr. S. Hore
Statistics
6.6
Mr. B. Chakraborty
Computer Application
3.5
Dr. N. Das (Pan)
PGD-BCRU
8.0
Dr. K. Majumder
PGD-BCRU
12.0
Ms. Kanika Karmakar
PGD-BCRU
10.0
14. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio: 9:1
Programme
Student Teacher Ratio
M.Sc I & II Semester
4:1
M.Sc III & IV Semester
4:1
BCRU
3:1
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned, filled and actual
Designation
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual
Technical Staff
02
02
01
Administrative Staff
16. Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: UGC-SAP DRSI, DBT, DST-FIST
a) Developing a digital database on Phytoresources of Tripura.
b) Cytological and phytochemical studies of the selected taxa.
c) Assessment of plant-microbe associations in the rhizosphere of selected taxa
in relation to soil fertility and growth behaviour of associated plants.
d) Bamboo conservation and propagation
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international
funding agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding
agencies, project title and grants received project-wise.
Principal
Investigator/
Co-investigator
Prof. R.K. Sinha
and Prof. S. Sinha
Prof. B.K. Datta

Project Title

Funding Agency

Amount

Extension programme on
bamboo cultivation and its
resource utilization
Developing a digital
database on bio-resources of
North-East India- Through a
network approach among
North Eastern states

DBT(2009-2014)

115 lakhs

DBT(2012-2015)

27 lakhs

An Ethno-botanical Survey
of Indigenous Angiosperm
Flora of Tripura and
Assessment of Antimicrobial
Potentials of those Plants
Preventing extinction and
improving conservation
status of threatened plants
through application of
biotechnological tools
Inventorisation of Floral
Diversity of Tripura

Dr A.K. Saha

Verification and detailed
documentation of innovation
and practices received from
National Innovation
Foundation
Studies on identification,
antimicrobial, antioxidant
level and nutritional index as
well as standardization of
cultivation of some wild
edible mushroom of Tripura.
Studies on the mould spore
diversity as environmental
allergen in outdoor and
indoor environments of
urban and rural areas of
Agartala.

DBT(2012-2015)

19.75
lakhs

DBT(2012-2017)

23.65
lakhs

JICA , Dept. of
Forest, Govt. of
Tripura (20092012)
National
Innovation
Foundation
(2013-2014)

13.42
lakhs

2.70 lakhs

DBT (2014-2017)

64.04
lakhs

DBT (2014-2017)

38.97
lakhs

18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a) National collaboration b) International collaboration
National level organizations /
International level organizations
agencies
/ agencies
No. of projects
Amount (Rs.
No. of
Amount (Rs. in
in lacs)
projects
lacs)
3
Rs. 70 lacs
01
Rs. 4 lacs
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT,
ICSSR, AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
Projects Funded
Total Grants Received
DST-FIST
32.5 lakhs
UGC-SAP DRS-I including six BRS
60.0 lakhs
Fellowships

20. Research facility / centre with
 state recognition: Nil
 national recognition: UGC, DST and DBT
 international recognition : Nil
21. Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
Bodies: Nil
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national/
international): 280
 Monographs: Nil
 Chapters in Books: 9
 Edited Books : 6
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers:
 Number listed in International Database (For Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.):
 Citation Index – range / average: 503
 SNIP: 16.09
 SJR: 14.03
 Impact Factor – range / average: 0.2-2.15
 h-index: 29
23. Details of patents and income generated: NOVEL AUTOTETRAPLOID
CLONE'CIMAP-KHUS 40'OF VETIVER (VETIVERIA ZIZANIODES) USEFUL
FOR CARBON SEQUESTRATION AND SOIL CONSERVATION By UC
Lavania, SK Rai, S Lavania, S Basu, BK Dubey, R Ujagir
US Patent 20,120,278,945
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated: Consultancy on medicinal plants
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /
institutions / industries in India and abroad:
Nationally: IISER, Pune
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify)
Editorial Board: NE Bio Editorial Advisory Board
UGC-Member of advisory committee UGC SAP Level III
UGC-Expert Committee Member for UGC minor research projects and Seminar/
Symposium and Workshops
27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs): Refreshers/Orientation
Programmes attended by two faculty members
Prof. R.C. Srivastava presented in Refresher Course in Manipur University,
Canchipur, Imphal.
28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects: Cent percent
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities/
industry / institute : 5%

29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty: Prof. R.C. Srivastava, Fellow of Society for Plant Research (FSPR),
Fellow of Indian Society for Plant Physiology (FISPP)
 Doctoral / Post-Doctoral Fellows:
Dr Dilip Kumar Deb, Illinois University, USA
Dr A.K. Banerjee, Iowa State University, USA
 Students: DST Women Scientist-3 Research Scholars
INSPIRE Fellowships-3 students (M.Sc Topper)
30. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding
(national / international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
State level Training of Field Investigators on 18th to 25th
Dept. of
Documentation assessment and Promotion of February 2012
Botany
Local Health Tradition in Tripura, Sponsored by
NEIFM, Pasighat, Arunachal Pradesh, Dept. of
AYUSH, Govt. of India
National Seminar cum Workshop on Bamboo 2nd to 6th March, Dept. of
cultivation and Resource utilization Sponsored 2012
Botany
by DBT, Govt. of India
DBT Workshop on ―Bamboo Carving and 20th to 24th
Dept. of
Rhizome Sculpting‖
March, 2013
Botany
National Seminar on ―Recent trends in 15th -16th March, Dept. of
Ethnobotanical Research in North East India.‖
2013
Botany
National Seminar on ―Water and Biodiversity‖
22nd May, 2013
Dept. of
Botany
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments:
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or
information is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of
misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only
reliable and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used
in research studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even
after the completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other
sources with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not
allowed to publish the same article in different places without any special
reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any
research so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research
results, the interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in
decision making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her
candidature in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.



The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights
of the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy
and other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and
obligations as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the
government . Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior
approval before conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
No animals are sacrificed for research purposes.
Faculty members are actively engaged in different fields of plant science research: In
doing so the following code of ethics are followed;
 The individual group of researchers shall recognize research and scientific
management of natural vegetation and their environments as primary goals.
 They will impart information regarding values of native plants and their habitats.
 They will encourage competence in the field of consulting and vegetation
assessment and management by supporting high standards of education and
performance.
 They will support fair and uniform standards of those who are engaged in the
practice of botanical resource and in particular bamboo resource management.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Application
Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme (refer s received
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)
M.Sc Ist Semester
71
13
13
81
81
PGD-BCRU
24
05
02
80
78
Ph.D. Couse
02
02
100
100
Work
33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students % of students
% of students
% of
Programme
from the
from other
from universities students
(refer to
same
universities
outside the State from other
question no. 4) university
within the State
countries
M.Sc
90 %
Nil
10 %
Nil
Ph.D.
80 %
Nil
20 %
Nil
BCRU
70 %
Nil
30 %
Nil
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
Category
No. of Students
Civil Services and Defense Services examinations
2
NET
3
SET
4
GATE
Nil

35.Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral



Employed
 Campus selection
Other than campus recruitment

Entrepreneurs
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
from other universities within the State
from universities from other States
from universities outside the country

Percentage against enrolled
11.62
N.A.
5.38
1.0
1-Assistant Professor
10-Asst. Professor in Govt.
Degree College
5 in Administration of Tripura
including Forest Department
Innumerable Post Graduate
teachers in schools
N.A.

Nil
Nil
100%
Nil

37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during
the assessment period: 1 (One) Ph.D.
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library: Departmental library facility under DST-FIST and UGC-SAP.
b) Internet facilities for staff and students: Internet facility for Faculty and
Research Scholars only
c) Total number of class rooms: Two
d) Class rooms with ICT facility: One
e) Students‘ laboratories: One
f) Research laboratories: Nil (Presently research works are being carried out in
the individual room of the faculty members of the Department).
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university:
Doctoral
Post-Doctoral
Research Associates
19
01
01
b) from other institutions/universities: Nil
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the
university.
All female students, ST, SC, OBC and meritorious students
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
For reframing and restructuring the content of syllabi, initiative taken by the
Department is placed in the board of PG studies and after several rounds of
discussion with expertise opinion syllabus are prepared and placed to the appropriate
body for approval.

42. Does the department obtain feedback from
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does
the department utilize the feedback? Yet to be started
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback? Yet to be exercised
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback? Recently alumni for Tripura University have been constituted
and efforts are being taken to expedite the process.
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
Name
Present Occupation
Dr Bimal Debnath
Asst. Professor, Department of Forestry, T.U.
Dr Khokan Majumder
Asst. Professor, Ishwar Chandra Maha
Vidyalaya, Belonia
Dr Dilip Deb
Illinois University, USA
Dr Anjan K. Banerjee
Asst. Professor, IISER, Pune
Dr Anupam Guha
Asst. Professor, Netaji Subhaas Maha Vidyalaya
Dr Abhijit Bhattacharjee
Asst. Professor, Ishwar Chandra Maha
Vidyalaya, Belonia
Dr Madhumita Bhowmik
Asst. Professor, Ishwar Chandra Maha
Vidyalaya, Belonia
Dr Barnali Dey
Asst. Professor, Ishwar Chandra Maha
Vidyalaya, Belonia
Shri Prabal Ray Chaudhury
Asst. Professor, Dharmanagar Govt. College
Dr Saswati Chakraborty
Asst. Professor, Khowai College
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
 National Seminar cum Workshop on Bamboo cultivation and Resource
utilization Sponsored by DBT, Govt. of India 2nd to 6th March, 2012Dept.
of Botany
 State level Training of Field Investigators on Documentation assessment and
Promotion of Local Health Tradition in Tripura, Sponsored by NEIFM,
Pasighat, Arunachal Pradesh, Dept. of AYUSH, Govt. of India 18th to 25th
February 2012 Dept. of Botany
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Power point presentation, LCD Projectors, etc
46. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met
and learning outcomes are monitored?
Class tests and seminars are held and monitored accordingly.
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Bamboo field plantation programmes by BCRU Students for bamboo conservation.
49. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other
agencies? If yes, give details.
No.
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating
newknowledge, basic or applied.
Inventorization of plant diversity, conservation and creation of bambusetum in the
university campus.

51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges
(SWOC) of the department.
Strengths
Eight major
research projects
are currently
running

Weaknesses
Insufficient space to
build up
infrastructure both
for teaching and
research activities
Inadequate
Laboratory staff to
conduct practical
classes and No
Ministerial staff
Lack of central
Research laboratory

Opportunities
Introduction of
semester system
and internal
assessment

Challenges
Integrated
Master
Degree
Program

All faculties are
actively engaged in
research activities
and supervising Ph.
D students
Department
received grant from
DST –FIST and
UGC –SAP in
2013.
Continuous
Poor power facility
participation in
National and
International
seminar/symposium

Computer and
Internet facilities
for the faculties as
wells as Research
Scholars
Tissue culture and
Green house
facilities

Creation of
Modern
Research
Laboratory

Creation of
Departmental
library facility

Extension on
Bamboo
Cultivation and
Resource
Utilization
(BCRU)

Lack of
accommodation for
Research Scholars

Herbarium in the
department

Establishmen
t of Botanical
Garden in the
University
Campus
To promote
BCRU
Centre as
innovative
centre and
centre of
excellence
Collaborative
research and
Faculty/Rese
arch Scholar
Exchange
programme

52. Future plans of the department.
Short term:
1. Shifting of the Departments to the newly constructed buildings for creation
of adequate infrastructure.
2. Technology assisted pedagogy in the new class rooms.
3. To impart quality education and to empower learners in achieving their
professional goals.
4. To accommodate students in Post Graduate program from neighboring states
through a process of admission test.
Long term:
1. Upgradation of UGC Special Assistance Program (SAP) to Advance Centre
of Study.
2. Inventorization and digitalization of Phytoresources of Tripura.
3. Sustaining quality in our endeavors to meet local and global expectations.
4. To strengthen educational –professional interface and Entrepreneurship
development through BCRU curriculum.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Business Management
2.Year of establishment BBA 2003 and MBA2005
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university?
Yes
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.)
UG : Bachelor of Business Administration, PG : Master of Business Administration
Ph.D. commenced from 2013
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved
Nil
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.
Nil
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons
Nil
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments
Nil
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned Filled
Professor
1
0
Associate Professors 2
0
Asst. Professors
4
4
Others
Nil
nil
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification,
experience and research under guidance
Name No. of

Qualification

Actual (including CAS & MPS)
0
0
4
Nil
designation, area of specialization,

Designati Specializati
on
on

No. of
Years of
Experienc
e

Dr. Haradhan M.Com, AICWA,
Debnath
Ph.D.

Coordina
tor

Finance and
Accounting

39 Years

Mr. Manish
Das

Assistant MBA
Professor (Marketing
&
Operations)

5 Years 6
Months

MBA
(Operations),
MMM, NET
(Management),
B.E (Mech.)

No. of
Ph.D./M.P
hil.
students
guided for
the last 4
years
2

-

Mrs.
Mahasweta
Saha (Das)

MBA (Operations
& Marketing),
B.E.(Mech.)

Assistant MBA
2 Years
Professor (Operations
&
Marketing)
Mr.
MBA (Marketing, Assistant MBA
4 Years 6
Nirmalya
Systems &
Professor (Marketing, Months
Debnath
Operations) ,
Systems &
NET
Operations)
(Management),
B.E.(Electronics)
Mrs. Anjana MBA, BBA, NET Assistant Marketing,
2 Years
Kalai
Professor Entrepreneu
rs-hip &
Small
Business
Mr.
M. Com., SET
Lecturer HRM
9 Years
Purushottam (Commerce),
Bhowmik
Diploma in
Management
(IGNOU), Post
Graduate
Diploma in
Human Resource
Management
(IGNOU)
Mr. Tamal
PGDM (AIMA),
Lecturer Marketing,
8 Years 6
Choudhuri
LLB, MIMA, MA
Law, HRM Months
(PM & IR), M.
Phil
(Management),
MMM
Miss. Jayanti M.Com.,
Lecturer Finance and 4 Years 6
Bhattacharya Industrial
Accounting Months
Accountant
(Corporate)-TICA
12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
Name
Institution or address

-

-

-

-

-

-

BBA 2012-13
Mr. Sumanta Saha
Mr. Sujit Kumar Saha
Mr. Purnendu Das

Lecturer, Department of IT, Tripura
University
Research Scholar, Department of
Economics, Tripura University
Asstt. Prof, Department of Mathematics,

Tripura University
Mr. Rupak Chakraborty
Mr. Ravi Kumar
Mr. Amlan Brata
Chakraborty
Mr. Praveen Mishra
Mr. Priyaranjan Das

M.Com. PGDM (Finance)
PGDM(IIM Kozhikode), MS (Abo
Academi), B.Tech (IIT Kharagpur)
Guest Lecturer, DoBM (BBA), Tripura
University
Asstt. Prof., Department of Law, Tripura
University
Asstt. Prof, Department of Statistics,
Tripura University

BBA 2011-12
Mr. Sumanta Saha
Mr. Rupak Chakraborty
Mr. Amlan Brata
Chakraborty
Soma Deb
Mr. Souvik Chakraborty

Lecturer, Department of IT, Tripura
University
M.Com. PGDM (Finance)
Guest Lecturer, DoBM (BBA), Tripura
University
Research scholar, Department of
Economics
Department of Mathematics, Tripura
University

BBA 2010-11
Mr. Sumanta Saha
Mr. Sujit Kumar Saha
Mr. Amlan Brata
Chakraborty
BBA 2009-10
Mr. Sumanta Saha
Debashis Dey
Mr. Amlan Brata
Chakraborty
Subrata Bhowmik
MBA 2012-13
Dr. Kiran Sankar
Chakraborty
Dr. Malay Nayak
Mr. Sujit Kumar Saha
Mr. Souvik Chakraborty
Mr. Suman Das

Lecturer, Department of IT, Tripura
University
Research Scholar, Department of
Economics, Tripura University
Guest Lecturer, DoBM (BBA), Tripura
University
Lecturer, Department of IT, Tripura
University
Guest Lecturer, DoBM (BBA), Tripura
University
Guest Lecturer, DoBM (BBA), Tripura
University
Assistant Professor, Mathematics,
Tripura University

Regional Director, IGNOU
Associate Professor, BBMC, Agartala
Research Scholar, Department of
Economics, Tripura University
Department of Mathematics, Tripura
University
Lecturer, IT & CS, Tripura University

Mr. Amlanbrata
Chakraborty
Mr. Bidipta Chakraborty
Mr. Sumanta Saha
MBA 2011-12
Dr. Kiran Sankar
Chakraborty
Dr. Malay Nayak
Mr. Sujit Kumar Saha
Mr. Souvik Chakraborty
Mr. Suman Das
Mr. Amlanbrata
Chakraborty
Mr. Bidipta Chakraborty
Mr. Sumanta Saha
MBA 2010-11
Dr. Kiran Sankar
Chakraborty
Dr. Malay Nayak
Mr. Suman Das
Mr. Amlanbrata
Chakraborty
Mr. Bidipta Chakraborty
Mr. Sumanta Saha
MBA 2009-10
Dr. Kiran Sankar
Chakraborty
Dr. Malay Nayak
Mr. Amlanbrata
Chakraborty
Tridip Chakaraborty
MBA 2008-09
Dr. Kiran Sankar
Chakraborty
Dr. Malay Nayak

MBA , LLB , Member Tripura Bar
Association
Lecturer, IT & CS, Tripura University
(Contractual)
Lecturer, Department Of IT, Tripura
University

Regional Director, IGNOU
Associate Professor, BBMC, Agartala
Research Scholar, Department of
Economics, Tripura University
Department of Mathematics, Tripura
University
Lecturer, IT & CS, Tripura University
MBA , LLB , Member Tripura Bar
Association
Lecturer, IT & CS, Tripura University
(Contractual)
Lecturer, Department Of IT, Tripura
University

Regional Director, IGNOU
Associate Professor, BBMC, Agartala
Lecturer, IT & CS, Tripura University
MBA , LLB , Member Tripura Bar
Association
Lecturer, IT & CS, Tripura University
(Contractual)
Lecturer, Department Of IT, Tripura
University

Regional Director, IGNOU
Associate Professor, BBMC, Agartala
MBA , LLB , Member Tripura Bar
Association
Professor, IIM Calcutta

Regional Director, IGNOU
Associate Professor, BBMC, Agartala

Sudas Roy

Professor, IIM Calcutta

Tridip Chakaraborty

Professor, IIM Calcutta

Babotosh Banerjee
Professor, Calcutta University
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
Program Classes in a
Classes by temporary % of classes taken by temporary
me
week
faculty
faculties
BBA
125
39
MBA
100
42
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
BBA 120
MBA 69
Total
189:14
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned,filled and actual
Academic : 2
Administrative: 1
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
Nil
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
Nil
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
Nil
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
Nil
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition Nil
 national recognition Nil
 international recognition Nil
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
Nil
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national/international).
2 (two) International and 3 (three) national
Paper Published: All Journals listed in various directory and in various international
database.
Name of Journals where the papers were published:
1. Review of Management Innovation and creativity
2. Journal of international business Management and research
3. International Journal of Research in Commerce and Management
4. Prabandhan, Indian journal of Management
5. Indian Journal of Marketing
23. Details of patents and income generated
Nil

24.Areas of consultancy and income generated
Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad
Nil
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any
other (please specify)
Dr. Haradhan Debnath
1. Member, 4th State Finance Commission with effect from 28th march 2013 to
date
2. Chairman, Minimum Wages Advisory Board with effect from 1994 to date
3. Professional director, Tripura State Cooperative Bank with effect from august
2011 to date
4. Member, Board of Governors ICFAI University, Tripura ( as a Govt. nominee)
with effect from February 2011 to date
5. Member, Doctoral Advisory Committee of Ph.D examination in management.
ICFAI University with effect from September 2011 to date
6. Member, State advisory committee of Tripura Electricity Regulation
Commission with effect from 2004 to date
7. Honorary external member of the State Audit Advisory Board with effect from
2013
27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Workshops and training programs on continuous basis.
28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects
100 %
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute
100%
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty: Nil
 Doctoral / Post Doctoral fellows : Nil
 Students: Nil
30. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
One Day Workshop on Taxes.
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.



Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources
with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research
so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government .
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Applications Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer
received
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)
UG BBA
161
24
19
79.16
84.1
PG MBA

109

33.Diversity of students:
Name of the
% of students
Programme(refer from the
to question no.
same
4)
university
BBA
MBA

NA
48.38

33

% of students
from other
universities
within the
State
NA
33.87

29

90.90

96.55

% of students from
universities outside
the State

% of students from other
countries

NA
17.74

1
Nil

34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise
Civil Services
Defence Services
NET
SET
GATE
Other Competitive examination
35.Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
from other universities within the State
from universities from other States
from universities outside the country

Nil
Nil
2
Nil
Nil
6
Percentage against enrolled
3%
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
25.08
Nil

98%
0
2%
0

37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period
Nil
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library : Available
b) Internet facilities for staff and students Staff: available Students: MBA
partially, BBA Nil
c) Total number of class rooms : 5 (five) Classrooms
d) Class rooms with ICT facility Nil
e) Students‘ laboratories Nil
f) Research laboratories Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university: Nil
b) from other institutions/universities: Nil
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
Nil
41. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
Interaction with industry experts and other distinguished faculties from other
universities

42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does
the department utilize the feedback? Nil
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback? Nil
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback? Nil
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10): Nil
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts: Nil
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
A combination of audio-visual modes, case studies and industry interaction
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored? Nil
Through examinations process, assignments and project completion
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Nil
49. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details.
Nil
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
Area of research: Research going on- Assessment of ethno centric tendencies of the
consumers both rural & urban as well as tribal and non-tribal.
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
Strengths
Regular class, Discipline students, team work among staff and
faculties, industrial tour for students , students industrial projects
Weakness
Faculty Crunch, infrastructure facility, internet facility,
administrative staff, less number of class room, national and
international exposure of the faculty members
Opportunities Demand of the programme among students, introduction of more
specialization, research activities, Seminars and workshops,
development and execution of short term courses for various stake
holders
Challenges
Placement, Research orientation among students & teachers,
increased interaction among stake holders, bringing professionalism
among students and faculties, creating entrepreneurship orientation
among students
52. Future plans of the department.
1. bringing sponsored projects and research work from various funding agencies
2. To conduct national and international seminars and workshop
3. To introduce short term courses for various target groups.
4. To organise Management Development Programme (MDP) and Faculty
Development Programme (FDP) on continuous basis.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of the Department: Department of Chemistry
Year of Establishment: 1976
Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university?: Yes
Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.)
i) Two years Master degree in Chemistry: in Organic, Inorganic and
Physical Chemistry combination
ii) One Year Post-Graduate Diploma in Rubber Technology
iii) Ph. D. programme with one semester course work
5. Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: Nil
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc.: Nil
7. Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: Nil
8. Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester system
9. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments
Some of our faculties were invited every year for taking Ph. D. course work
classes to other departments in the University
10. Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
/Asst. Professor/Others)
Sanctioned

Professor
Associate Professors
Asst. Professors
Others

Filled

2
4
4
nil

Actual
(including
CAS & MPS)
3
2
2
nil

1
2
4
nil

11. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance:
Name

Qualificat
ions

Designati
on

Specialization

Dr. M. K. Singh

M. Sc.,
Ph. D.
M. Sc.,
Ph. D.
M. Sc.,
Ph. D.
M. Sc.,
Ph. D.
M. Sc.,
Ph. D.
M. Sc.,
Ph. D.

Professor

Inorganic
Chemistry
Physical
Chemistry
Physical
chemistry
Inorganic
Chemistry
Organic
Chemistry
Organic
Chemistry

Dr. D. Sinha
Dr. R. K. Nath
Dr. R. N. Datta
Purkayastha
Dr. S. Majumdar
Dr. U. C. De

Professor
Professor
Assoc.
Prof.
Assoc.
Prof.
Asst. Prof.

Research
No.
of
experience Ph.D.
students
guided in
last 4 yrs
24 yrs
NIL
24yrs

NIL

25yrs

03

26 yrs

01

13 yrs

NIL

8 yrs

NIL

Dr. S. Chowdhury
Prof. B. Dinda
(Retd. Aug., 2012)

M. Sc.,
Ph. D.
M. Sc.
Ph. D.

Asst. Prof.
Professor

Inorganic
Chemistry
Organic
Chemistry

10yrs

NIL

35yrs

NIL

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
Session 2007-08
1. Prof. D. C. Mukherjee, Department of Chemistry, Calcutta University
2. Prof. A.Sarkar, Department of Chemistry, Presidency College
3. Prof. G.N.Mukherjee, Department of Chemistry, Calcutta University
4. Prof. K.Das, Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
5. Prof. S.K.Bhattacharya- Department of Chemistry, Gauhati University
6. Prof. A.R.Sarkar, Department of Chemistry,Kalyani University
7. Prof. B.Bhattacharya- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
8. Dr. S.Chatterjee, Department of Chemistry, Kalyani University
9. Prof. B. Chakraboty- Department of Chemistry, Kalyani University
Session 2008-09
1. Dr. M.Ali. Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
2. Prof. K.K.Mahalanobis, Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
3. Prof. S.C.Bera, Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
4. Prof. B.B.Bhowmik, Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
5. Dr. S. K. Bhattacharya- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
6. Prof. S.C.Bhattacharya- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
7. Prof. P.L.Majumder- Department of Chemistry, Calcutta University
8. Prof. S. Roy, Department of Chemistry, Calcutta University
9. Prof. J.N.Ganguly- Department of Chemistry, Gauhati University
10. Prof. L.N.Datta, Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
11. Prof. D.C.Mukherjee, Department of Chemistry, Calcutta University
12. Prof. D.Bhattacahrya- Department of Chemistry, Calcutta University
13. Prof. R.N.Banerjee- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
14. Prof. N.C.Ganguly- Department of Chemistry, Kalyani University
15. Prof. P.J.das- Department of Chemistry, Gauhati University
16. Prof. C.R.Sinha- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
Session 2009-10
1. Prof. G.N.Mukherjee- Department of Chemistry, Calcutta University
2. Dr.A.K.Panda- Department of Chemistry, North Bengal University
3. Dr.M.Ali- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
4. Dr.S.Chatterjee- Department of Chemistry, Kalyani University
5. Prof. K.K.Mahalanobis- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
6. Prof. A.Sarkar- Department of Chemistry, Presidency College
7. Prof. S.C.Bera- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
8. Prof. S.Bhattacharya- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
9. Prof. S.P.Goswami- Department of Chemistry, Bengal Engineering College
10. Prof. N. Homendra=- Department of Chemistry, Manipur University
Session 2010-11
1. Prof. P.J.Das- Department of Chemistry, Gauhati University
2. Prof. S.C.Bhattacharya- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
3. Dr.S.Chattaerjee- Department of Chemistry, Kalyani University
4. Prof.A.K. Das- Department of Chemistry, Barwan University
5. Prof. N.C.Ganguly, Department of Chemistry, Kalyani University

Session 2011-12
1. Prof. A.K.Das- Department of Chemistry, Bardwan University
2. Prof. N.Homendra- Department of Chemistry, Manipur University
3. Prof. N.C.Ganguly, Department of Chemistry, Kalyani University
4. Prof. N.C.Ganguly, Department of Chemistry, Kalyani University
5. Dr. D.Maity- Department of Chemistry,Calcutta University
6. Dr. B.Bhattacharya- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
Session 2012-13
1. Dr.A.K.Panda- Department of Chemistry, North Bengal University
2. Dr. B.Bhattacharya- Department of Chemistry, Jadavpur University
3. Dr. M.Bhattacharya- Department of Chemistry,IIT Kharagpur
4. Dr. P. Paul, Department of Chemistry, Assam University
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
NIL
14. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio (Academic session 2012-13)
Semester
No. of teacher
No. of students
Student: Teacher
st
1 Semester
7
30
4.28
2nd Semester
7
27
3.85
rd
3 Semester
7
27
3.85
4th Semester
7
27
3.85
15. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual
Technical/Administrative
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual
Laboratory Assistant
3
1
1
Laboratory Attendent
3
3
3
Administrative (LDC)
1
nil
nil
Others, peon
1
nil
nil
Store keeper-cum
1
nil
nil
Technical Assistant
MTS
nil
nil
1
16. Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
i) Synthetic inorganic chemistry, Co-ordination chemistry;
ii) Synthetic organic methodology, ionic liquids, synthesis of bioactive molecules;
natural product chemistry
iii) Quantum chemistry, surfactants and colloids.
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
Name of the
Agency
Title of the Project
Total
Faculty
Grant
Dr. S. Majumdar DST. Govt. of Chiral Auxilliary Induced Asymetric
Rs. 47.26
India
lac
Synthesis of  -Dialkyl -  Amino Acid Derivatives
Dr. U. C. De
CSIR, Govt.
Phytochemical Investi-gation and
Rs. 8.50
of India
Biological Activity study of Some
lacs
Medicinal Plants of Tripura
Dr. S.
DST, Govt. of Studies on some aspects on
Rs. 19.4
Chowdhury
India
oxorhenium (V) Chemistry
lacs

18. Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a) National collaboration b) International collaboration: NIL
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received: NIL
20. Research facility /Centre with
 state recognition,
 national recognition,
 international recognition: NIL
21. Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
NIL
22. Publications:
Fields

Prof.
MKS
20
-

Number of papers
Monographs
Chapters in Books
Edited Books
Books with ISBN with
details of publishers
No. listed in International
20
Database (For . Web of
Science, Scopus,
Humanities International
Complete, Dare Database International Social
Sciences Directory,
EBSCO host, etc.)
Citation Index – range /
42/20
average
= 2.10

SNIP
SJR
Impact Factor – range /
average
h-index

Not
Given
04

Prof.
DS
14
-----

Prof.
RKN
38
-----

Dr.
RNDP
19

14

38

19

640/1
4=
45.7

126/38
= 3.31

76/19
= 04

-

0.5-4.5

0.3454.325

08

7

Dr.
SM
23

Dr.
UCD
07

01

01

Dr. SC

01

39
-----

23

07

38

294/2
3
=12.
78
1.029.92

12/7 =
1.71

249/39
= 6.38

.251.5

0.444.00
09

23. Details of patents and income generated: NIL
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /
institutions / industries in India and abroad: 03
26.Faculty serving in a) National committees b) International committees c)
Editorial Boards d) any other (please specify)
Two faculties serve as member of Editorial board of Journal of Indian Chemical
Society

27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Name of
Name of the Course
Faculty
Organized by
Duration
/ Summer School
member
Prof. M. K. INUP Familiarization IIT Guwahati
28-29th
Singh
Workshop on
September,
―Nanofabrication
2012
Technologies‖ for
North-East
Region
Saksham-IT
Microsoft, MHRD and
21st
Champion Training
Tripura University
November
Program
to 1st
December
2011
―Specialized Training Rubber Training Institute
16.08.2011
in Rubber
of Rubber Board (
to
Technology‖
Ministry of Commerce &
02.09.2011
Industry, Govt. of India)
Dr. U. C.
Refresher Course
UGC-Academic Staff
2nd Jan. to
De
College, Jadavpur
22nd Jan.,
University
2013
National Workshop
North Eastern Hill
25.07.2011
on ―Recent Advances University, Shillong
to
in In-Silico Drug
30.07.2011
Design and X-ray
Crystallography‖
Brain Storming
Tripura state council for
18-19th
workshop on
Science & Technology
Oct, 2012
Developing R&D
Proposals
Orientation Course
UGC-Academic Staff
21st Dec.,
College, Burdwan
2005 to
University
17th Jan.,
2006
Dr. S.
Saksham-IT
Microsoft, MHRD and
21st
Chowdhury Champion Training
Tripura University
November
Program
to 1st
December
2011
Refresher Course

UGC-Academic Staff
College, University of
Calcutta

4th July to
23rd July,
2011

Orientation Course

UGC-Academic Staff
College, Jadavpur
University

6th July to
1st August,
2009

Dr. R. N.
Lecture Series
JNCASR, Bangalore and
November
Dattapurkay
Tezpur University
2009
astha
28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental projects: NIL
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other
universities / industry / institute: NIL
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty
Name of the Faculty Awards / recognitions recei ed at the national and
Member
international leve
Dr. S. Majumdar, Associate Professor, Department of
Chemistry has been awarded Canadian Institute of
Dr. S. Majumdar
Health Research (CIHR) CANADA-HOPE Fellowship
for 2008-2012.
Post-doctoral fellow in the Department of Biochemistry,
Dr. U. C. De
University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada. Duration from
16th Feb. 2012 to 7th August 2012.
 Doctoral / post-doctoral fellows
Nil
 Students
Nil
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding
(national / international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized by
Source of Fund
the Department
i) National Science Day, 2013 was observed on
Tripura University
26th March 2013
i) Fifteenth National Conference on Surfactants,
DST, CSIR, MOES, DBT,
Emulsions and Biocolloids-2011
BRNS
(NATCOSEB XV) December 27-29, 2011.
ii) Awareness programme on Chemical Weapons
Ministry of
Convention (CWC), March 13, 2011
Petrochemicals
iii) International Conference on Emerging Areas of DST, CSIR, BRNS, NEC
Chemistry (ICEAC-2011), January 12-14, 2011
iv) State level seminar-cum awareness programme State DST
on ‗Global Climate Changes and Clean
Development mechanism: Issues and Impact‘
under NAPCC, India 6th September, 2010 Govt. of
India.
v) State level Seminar on ‗Frontier areas of
Tripura University
th
Chemistry‘ on the occasion of 150 Birth
Anniversary of Acharjya P. C. Ray. September
03, 2010

31. Code of ethics for research followed by the departments
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is
highly discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or
information is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind
of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only
reliable and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data
used in research studies should be retained for a considerable period of
time even after the completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other
sources with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are
not allowed to publish the same article in different places without any
special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of
research related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any
research should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any
research so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research
results, the interest of the researcher is given due weightage or
recognition in decision making. The researcher should always provide
details of his or her candidature in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the
Funding Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the
research activities. Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes
should take care of the interests of the University, thereby adding to the
intellectual property rights of the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene
therapy and other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the
rules and obligations as laid down time to time by the appropriate
authority or the government . Researcher should be acquainted with such
rules and seek prior approval before conducting research, wherever
necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should
fully acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any
research to the society. Researcher should not engage in any research
which will erode the value of the society.
(i) To advance chemical science research.
(ii) To understand the limitations of their knowledge, and respect the truth.
(iii) To ensure that their scientific contributions, and those of the
collaborators, are thorough, accurate, and an unbiased in design,
implementation, and presentation.
(iv) Strictly prohibited falsification, fabrication and plagiarism.

32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Applications Selected
Programme(refer to received
Male
question no. 4)
2013
P. G.
Ph. D.
Rubber
Technology
2012
P. G.
Ph. D.
Rubber
Technology
2011
P. G.
Ph. D.
Rubber
Technology
2010
P. G.
Ph. D.
Rubber
Technology
2009
P. G.
Ph. D.
Rubber
Technology
2008
P. G.
Ph. D.
Rubber
Technology
2007
P. G.
Ph. D.
Rubber
Technology
2006
P. G.
Ph. D.
Rubber
Technology

Female

51

21

09

15

05

04

05

01

02

80

16
3

14
1

27

14

2

20

09

27

11

06

30

16
21

11
09

16

11

05

24

17

06

26

11+4

11

26

16

09

18

12

Pass Percentage
Male
Femal
e

09

02

33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students
Programme
from the
(refer to
same
question no. 4) university

% of
students
from
other
countrie
s
2013-14
29
nil
1
3.33
2012-13
30
nil
nil
0
2011-12
30
nil
nil
nil
2010-11
30
nil
1
3.33
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category wise
Civil service Defence service
04
nil

% of students
from other
universities
within the State

NET
43

35.Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs

% of students
from
universities
outside the State

SET
07

GATE
13

other
-

Percentage against enrolled
N/A
N/A
15%
~ 5%
nil
~ 60%
~40%

36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
02
from other universities within the State
00
from universities from other States
05
from universities outside the country
nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during
the assessment period : NIL
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library: There is no separate departmental library facility exists
,however, the books and journals purchased from different projects and
grants are catalogued and preserved in the central library,
which are
utilised by the students and faculty.
b) Internet facilities for staff and students: Twenty four hours broad band
facilities are available for faculty, staff , and in their respective sitting
rooms. Internet facilities are also available for scholars and P.G. students
in research laboratories, and in the departmental computer laboratory .
c) Total number of class rooms: Five (5) numbers of class rooms are
available for the theory classes.

d) Class rooms with ICT facility: one (1) room equipped with such facility.
e) Students‟ laboratories: There are four (4) laboratories exist with
required facilities for conducting practical classes for M.Sc classes .
f) Research laboratories: There are seven (7) research laboratories suitable for
carrying out work related to synthetic ,natural product chemistry and
surface chemistry. In addition one computer laboratory with internet facility
is also exists in the department.
39. List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
(a) From the host Institution / University:
Sl. No Full Time Doctoral student
Sl. No Full Time Doctoral
student
1
Smt. Indra Ghosh
1
Sri Dipankar Dey
2
Sri Tapas Das
2
Sri Pranajit Paul
3
Sri Prasenjit Rudra Paul
3
Jewel Hussein
4
Sri Amitava Sharma
4
Smt. Sangita Bhattacharjee
5
Sri Sanjay Sarkar
5
Sri Sanjib Choudhury
6
Smt Nandita Das
6
Sri Jayanta Bhowmik
7
Smt Pinki Saha
7
Sri Ranjit Ghosh
8
Smt. Smita Mazumder
8
Smt. Jayshree Nath
9
Sri Arnab Bhattacharjee
9
Sri Ratnajit Bhattacherjee
10
Smt. Jinuk Dey
10
Smt. Banti Ganguli
11
Sri Mithun Chakaborty
11
Sri Indrajit Sil sharma
12
Smt. Ankita Chakraborty
12
Sri Partha Sarathi Ghosh
13
Smt. Bandana Das
13
Sri Niranjan Das
14
Sri Sanjit Sutradhar
14
Smt Rajarshi Banik
b) from other institutions/universities
1. Th. Charanjit Singh
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the
university. NIL
However, students are receiving financial assistance from the Department of higher
education, Govt. of Tripura and ONGC, Tripura Asset
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
In case of developing new programme , a thorough discussion takes place
among the faculty to assess the need, utility and prospects of such programme with
respect to the society, student community and especially in the context of state of
Tripura
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does
the department utilize the feedback?
Regular assessments of progress in teaching –learning and evaluation of students’
performance are carried out in periodic departmental committee meetings.
Feedback from such discussion are utilised for rectification of the deficiency in
process of teaching and learning as well as in up-gradation of syllabai.

b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
Feedback about teaching- learning –evaluation process is obtained from students
through interaction with the faculty and the feedback is utilised for improvement in
quality of teaching-learning and evaluation processes and to make it more effective.
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
The suggestions provided by the university authority are incorporated for
improvement and proper implementation of the programmes
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
a) Sri Nirmal Adhikari
b) Sri Asim Pal
c) Smt Ambalika Datta
d) Sri Suman Chakraborty
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
Seminars /talks on some special topics of relevance, by distinguished experts
(national as well as international) who visit the department as examiners or for
other academic purposes , are arranged time to time in the department for the
benefit of students and faculty.
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
The different teaching methods adopted by the faculty are as follows
a) Usual method of delivering lecture and use of black board
b) Power point presentation of lectures
c) Use of internet for making use of e-books and e-journals facility.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met
and learning outcomes are monitored?
Implementation of programme objectives are monitored through periodical
Departmental meeting.
The progress of learning processes are usually evaluated through assignments,
sessional and tutorials.
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Students participates in different activities such as Voluntary blood donation
programme, Cultural activities of the university, sports and games, NSS
programme etc.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other
agencies? If yes, give details. :NO
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new
knowledge, basic or applied.
(a) Research contribution: We have research publications and the list of
publications are enclosed – Annexure I
(b) Patent contribution: One of our faculty have Indian patent and details as
follows:
(c) Knowledge contribution: Faculty members of the department are regularly
publishing research papers / reviews in reputed national and international journals.
The findings of these research publications are contributing newer information to
the existing domain of knowledge or in the respective areas of work.

51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges
(SWOC) of the department.
Major strength : ( As per my knowledge)
a) Department has qualified faculty members.
b) Faculty members are actively engaged in Research and attract many projects
funded by different funding agencies.
c) Department produces of NET/SLET qualified students.
d) Students of the Department are well placed in different sectors like teaching in
school, colleges and universities, Administrative as well as Banking sectors.
research Institutes in India and abroad.
e) Faculty members are also appointed as member of selection committees,
paper-setter, moderator and examiner of other neighbouring universities.
Major weaknesses (As per my knowledge):
a) Department has shortage of manpower
b) Department cannot utilize full potentialities due to geographically locked place
of our university.
c) Department are not in a good position to maintain our scientific equipment due
to geographical isolation.
d) Department face the problem in procuring teaching materials and research
materials in time in spite of our best efforts due to geographically unfavourable
position of our state
Opportunities:
a) we have ample opportunities to explore many new area of study based on the
local need.
Challenges :
We have a number of challenges:
(a) To develop the department for new trends of teaching and research.
(b) To develop the infrastructural facilities to our department for quality teaching
and research.
(c) To maintain the scientific equipment for proper and optimal utilization.
52. Future plans of the department.
a) Submission of proposal to DST under FIST programme
b) Submission of proposal to UGC under SAP

Evaluative Report of the Department
1. Name of the Department: Department of Commerce
2. Year of establishment: 1st August, 1988
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university: Yes, Faculty of
Arts & Commerce.
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M. Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph. D., D. Sc. D. Lit. etc.) :
M. Com., Ph. D
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: NIL
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc.: NIL
7. Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: PGDTTC,
discontinued by the Authority.
8. Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9. Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other Departments: No
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
(Professors/Asst. Professors/others) :
Designation
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including
CAS & MPS)
Professor
02
NIL
02
Associate
02
01
02
Professors
Asst. Professors
04
04
03
Others
NIL
Nil
Nil
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name
of
Faculty

Qualificati
on

Prof. P.
K.
Haldar

M. Com,
Ph. D

Professor

Management,
Financial Control
&
Entrepreneurship

25

No. of Ph.
D./M. Phil.
students
guided for
the last 4
years
8

Prof. P.
Debnath

M. Com,
Ph. D

Professor

25

4

Dr.
Chinmoy
Roy
Sri Subir
Kumar
Sen

M. Com,
Ph. D

Associate
Professor

Accounting,
Finance,
Management
Accounting &
Finance

18

5

Econometrics,
Statistics,
Operation
Research,
Managerial
Economics

9

NIL

M.Sc. in
Economics.

Designatio
n

Assistant
Professor(in
Stage-II w.
e. f.
16.11.2010)

Specialization

No. of
Years
of
Exper
ience

Joy Das

M. Com.
(Finance)

Mr. Rajat
Deb

M.
Com.(Acco
unting)
MBA
(Finance &
EDSBM)

Assistant
Professor
(Stage -I)
Assistant
Professor
(Stage -I)

Accounting &
Finance

4

NIL

Accounting,
Finance,
Taxation &
Management

6

NIL

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors: NIL
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty–programme-wise information:
NA
14. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio:
a) Post Graduation (M. Com.)- 15:1
b) Ph. D- 15:3
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned, filled and actual: Technical- NIL, Administrative- 02
16. Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: NA
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international
funding Agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding
agencies, Project title and grants received project-wise: NIL
18. Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received :NIL
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT,
ICSSR, AICTE, etc.; total grants received.: NIL
20. Research facility / centre with : NIL
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by/created by industry or corporate
bodies: NIL
22. Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international): 20
 Monographs: NIL
 Chapters in Books: NIL
 Edited Books: 01
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers:
 Number listed in International Database (For. Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database – International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.): NIL
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average
 h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated: NIL
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /
institutions / industries in India and abroad: NIL
26. Faculty serving in: Prof. P. K. Haldar, Prof. P. Debnath, Dr. Chinmoy Roy,
Sri S. K. Sen, Sri Joy Das, Sri Rajat Deb
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify): NIL
27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
Workshops, training programs and similar programs). : Orientation Programs,
Research Methodology Program.
28.Student projects
Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interDepartmental projects – NIL
Percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute: SBI, 03 students
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty: NIL
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows :NIL
 Students : NIL
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding
(National / international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the Departments :
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or
information is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of
misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only
reliable and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data
used in research studies should be retained for a considerable period of time
even after the completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other
sources with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not
allowed to publish the same article in different places without any special
reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any
research so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research
results, the interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition
in decision making. The researcher should always provide details of his or
her candidature in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights
of the University.



Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy
and other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and
obligations as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the
government . Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek
prior approval before conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name
of
the Applications Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer
received
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)

33.Diversity of students
Name of the % of students
Programme(refe from
the
r to question no. same
4)
university

% of students % of students % of students
from
other from
from other
universities
universities
countries
within
the outside the
State
State
M. Com.
98
Nil
2
Nil
Ph. D.
98
Nil
1
1
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations,
NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give
details Category-wise.(Last 4 Years)
NET06(OBC), 03 (General), 02 (ST), 01 (SC)
SET 01 (OBC)
35.Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M. Phil.
PG to Ph. D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
36. Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
from other universities within the State
from universities from other States
from universities outside the country

Percentage against enrolled
65
NIL
05
NIL
NIL
02

3/6= 50%
NA
3/6= 50%
NIL

37.Number of faculty who were awarded M. Phil., Ph.D., D. Sc. and D. Lit. during
the assessment period: NIL
38. Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library: NA
b) Internet facilities for staff and students: 6 for faculties, 10 for students
c) Total number of class rooms: 03
d) Class rooms with ICT facility: NIL
e) Students‘ laboratories
Combined 01
f) Research laboratories
39. List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university 10
b) from other institutions/universities 03
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the
university: NIL
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
Programme (s)? If so, highlight the methodology.: NA
42. Does the Department obtain feedback from:a. Faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how
Does the Department utilize the feedback?: YES
b. students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does
The Department utilize the feedback?: YES
c. Alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the
Department utilize the feedback?: NA
43. List the distinguished alumni of the Department (maximum 10):
1) Dr. Kiran Sankar Chakraborty, Regional Director, IGNOU Kolkata
Campus
2) Dr. Sanjoy Roy, Principal, Netaji Subhas Mahavidyalay, Udaipur, Gomati
Tripura
3) Dr. Pallab Ghosal, Associate Professor, Department of Commerce, Netaji
Subhas Mahavidyalay, Udaipur, Gomati Tripura
4) Dr. Chinmoy Roy, Associate Professor, Department of Commerce,
Tripura University
5) Mr Bhusan Das, Associate Professor, Department of Commerce, MBB
College, Agartala
6) Mr Joyti Prakash Debbarma, Associate Professor, Department of
Commerce, Ram Thakur College, Agartala
7) Mr Dybendu Banik Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce, Netaji
Subhas Mahavidyalay, Udaipur, Gomati Tripura
8) Mr Sanjoy Das, Associate Professor, Department of Commerce, Ram
Thakur College, Agartala
9) Mr Rajat Deb, Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce, Tripura
University
10) Mr Bankim Debbarma, Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce,
Dharmanagar Degree College, North Tripura
44. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) involving external experts.: YES, in collaboration with Madras
School of Economics, Chennai held on 6-8th November, 2013.

45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.:
Power points
46. How does the Department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met
And learning outcomes are monitored?: Through close monitoring
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities: NA
49.State whether the programme/ Department is accredited/ graded by other
Agencies? If yes, give details.: NO
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the Department in generating new
Knowledge, basic or applied.
51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges
(SWOC) of the Department.
Strengths: I) Strong Teacher Students Ratio. II) Faculty Members having long
experience and expertise in academic field. II) More than 15 NET and/or SET
qualified students. III) Guiding the international research scholar. IV) Good number
of alumni working in prestigious position in academic as well as non-academic
fields.
Weaknesses: I) Lack of available Resources viz., Research oriented books,
journals, articles etc. IV) Non availability of separate computer lab for scholars and
students. V) Non availability of separate library for the Department.
Opportunities: I) Scope for expansion with new specialisation viz., Marketing,
Human Resource Management etc. III) Opportunity of finding qualitative students
and scholars across the country. IV) Big scope for coming up with a number of
successful Ph. D scholars in near future.
Challenges: I) Present infrastructural facility may not give support in the light of
changing business environment.
52. Future plans of the Department- The Department will start from the next
academic session two Post Graduate Diploma Programs, Ph. D program in
Commerce. New post graduate syllabus will be implemented from the next
session. Faculty Development Program (FDP) will be conducted regularly
from March, 2014.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department: Computer Science &Engineering
2.Year of establishment : 2005
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university?: Yes
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) : Master of Technology in Comp. SC.
&Engg., Ph.D Course Work (6 months)
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : No
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc.: No
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: Does not arise
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Department of Botany
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Actual (including CAS
Sanctioned
Filled
& MPS)

Professor
01
Nil
Nil
Associate Professor
01
Nil
Nil
Asst. Professors
02
02
02
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Optical
28
Communicatio
n, Optical
Information,
Processing &
Sensors
Comp. Sc.
5 years
&Engg.

-

Information
Technology

Nil

Prof
Anjan
Kumar
Ghosh

Ph.D

Hony.
Professor

Sri
MrinalKa
ntiBhow
mik

B.E. (Comp.
Sc. &Engg.),
TU, M.Tech
(Comp. Sc.
&Engg.), TU,
Ph.D (Thesis
submitted)
(Jadavpur
University)
B.E. (Comp.
Sc. &Engg.),
M.Tech
(Information

Assistant
Professor
and
Head-InCharge

Sri
Abhishek
Majumde
r

Assistant
Professor

No. of
Years of
Experienc
e

5 years 2
months

No. of
Ph.D./
M.Phil.
students
guided
for the
last 4
years

Nil

Technology),
Persuing PhD
in Assam
University

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows/ Teacher, Guest Teachers, adjunct faculty,
emeritus professors :
Sl. No.
Visiting Fellows / Teachers
Institution
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6

Prof. ParamarthaDutta,
Department of Computer &
System Sciences
Prof. J. K. Mandal, Department of
Computer Science & Engineering
Dr.Utpal Roy, Associate
Professor, Department of
Computer & System Sciences
Dr.DebotoshBhattacharjee
Associate Professor
Comp. Sc. &Engg. Deptt.
Dr.AmlanChakraborti
Associate Professor,
A.K.Choudhury School of
Information Technology
Dr.Sudipta Roy
Associate Professor
Department of Information
Technology

Viswa-Bharati University,
Santiniketan
Kalyani University, Kolkata
Viswa-Bharati University,
Santiniketan
Jadavpur University, Kolkata

University of Calcutta, Kolkata

Assam University, Silchar

Guest Teachers
7.

Prof. Barin Kr. De,
Tripura University (A Central
HOD of IT &Deptt. of Physics&
University)
Former Dean of Science
8.
Prof. PremtoshMajumder
Tripura University (A Central
(Retd.), Department of
University)
Mathematics, Retired Controller of
Examinations
9.
Prof. R. N. Bhowmik
Tripura University (A Central
(Retd.) (Emeritus Fellow),
University)
Department of Mathematics
10.
Sri SaktiDebbarma, Senior System Tripura University (A Central
Analyst, Computer Centre
University)
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty–programme-wise information.
M.Tech: 22%
Ph.D Course Work: Nil
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio :M.Tech: 48:2 = 24:1
Ph.D: 3:1

15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned, filled and actual :
Technical- 03 (Contractual)
Non Technical – 01 (Contractual)
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies : Information
Security, Biometrics, Image Processing, Optics, Mobile Ad-hoc Network, Wireless
Mesh Network.
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international
funding agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding
agencies, project title and grants received project-wise.
a) National : On-going Research projects in 2012-13:
Principal
Title of the project
Funding agency
Total
Investigator
Grants
received
Creation of a Visual Face
Department of
Rs. 50.40
Database of North-Eastern Electronics
Lakhs
People & Implementation
&Information
Sri Mrinal
of Techniques for Face
Technology (DeitY),
Kanti
Identification
Ministry of
Bhowmik
Communications &
Information
Technology, New
Delhi, Government of
India
Development of
Society for Applied
Rs. 11.48
Thermography
Microwave
Lakhs
Infrastructure facility for Electronics
security & Navigation
Engineering and
System- Phase-1”
Research
(SAMEER), IIT
Bombay Campus,
Powai, Mumbai 400076
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration : Nil
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT,
ICSSR, AICTE, etc.; total grants received:
Nil
20.Research facility / centre with
 State recognition : No
 National recognition : No
 International recognition : No

21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
bodies : One
Establishment of Biometrics Laboratory: (Sponsored by DeitY, Govt. of India)
The Biometrics Laboratory at Tripura University (A Central University) was
established on 27th Jan,2009 funded by DeitY, MCIT,Govt. of India and has a short
experience in Biometrics specially Face Recognition applied to domain of information
security applications. Many aspects and observations of Biometrics specially face
recognition have been studied in the area of information security and multimodal
identity. The main research scholars have been working on that field for the last two
years and also learning and gaining experience in this domain day by day. The
Laboratory is contacting various national and international laboratories who are
working in the same field i.e., biometrics for secure authentication using face
recognition and has conducted some visits to India‟s Premier Defense Laboratory:
“Thermal Imaging Laboratory” under Instrument Research & Development
Establishment (IRDE), Defense Research & Development Organization (DRDO), all
Defense R&D Organization, Ministry of Defense, Govt. of India, Dehradhun& the
Tripura State Forensic Science Laboratory, Tripura, India etc.

22.Publications:
* Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (National / International)
National: 03
International: 11
Sl.
Name &
Journal Publications (National /International)
No.
Designation
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Debotosh Bhattacharjee,
1.
Sri Mrinal Kanti
Dipak Kumar Basu, Mita Nasipuri, “Eye Region
Bhowmik
Assistant Professor Based Fusion Technique of Thermal and Dark Visual
Images for Human Face Recognition”,
Optical
Engineering Journal of SPIE, Vol-51,No-7, received
Sep. 14, 2011; revised May 19, 2012; accepted for
publication May 29, 2012, published by SPIE Digital
Library, Indexed by Science Citation Index, pp.
077205-1 to 077205-11
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Debotosh Bhattacharjee,
Dipak Kumar Basu, Mita Nasipuri, “A Comparative
Study on Fusion of Visual and Thermal Face Images
at Different Pixel Level”, International Journal of
Information Assurance and Security Letters (JIAS),
2011, [ISSN 2150-7996], vol.6, Issue-1, pp: 80-86, 2011
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Debotosh Bhattacharjee, Mita
Nasipuri, Dipak Kumar Basu, Mahantapas Kundu,
“Fusion of Daubechies Wavelet Coefficients for
Human Face Recognition”, International Journal of
Recent Trends in Engineering” [ISSN1797-9617], by
the Academy Publisher, Finland, Vol. 3, No.1,May,
2010. pp: 137-143
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Debotosh Bhattacharjee,
Mita Nasipuri, Dipak Kumar Basu, Mahantapas
Kundu, “Quotient Based Multiresolution Image
Fusion of Thermal and Visual Images Using
Daubechies Wavelet Transform for Human Face
Recognition”, Published in International Journal of
Computer
Science
Issues
(IJCSI),
ISSN
(Online):[1694-0784], ISSN (Print): [1694-0814],

Mauritius, Vol. 7, Issue 3, May 2010, pp: 18-27
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Debotosh Bhattacharjee,
Mita Nasipuri, Dipak Kumar Basu, Mahantapas
Kundu, “Fusion of Wavelet Coefficients from Visual
and Thermal Face Images for Human Face
Recognition – A Comparative Study”, Published in
International Journal of Image Processing (IJIP)
[ISSN 1985-2304], by CSC Press, Computer Science
Journals, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Vol. 4, Issue 1,
Mar. 2010, pp:12-23
Debotosh Bhattacharjee,Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik,
Mita Nasipuri, Dipak Kumar Basu, Mahantapas
Kundu, “A Parallel Framework for Multilayer
Perceptron for Human Face Recognition”, Published
in International Journal of Computer Science &
Security (IJCSS), ISSN (Online): [1985-1553], by CSC
Press, Computer Science Journals, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, Vol. 3, No. 6, pp: 491-507, Jan. 2010
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Debotosh Bhattacharjee,
Mita Nasipuri, Dipak Kumar Basu, Mahantapas
Kundu, “Image Pixel Fusion for Human Face
Recognition", Published in International Journal of
Recent Trends in Engineering [ISSN 1797-9617], by
Academy Publishers, Finland, Vol. 2, No. 2, pp: 258–
262, Nov. 2009

2.

Sanjoy Mitra, Priya Saha, Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik,
Debotosh Bhattacharjee ―A study on Some Aspects
of Human Emotion Recognition using Facial
Expression Analysis‖ Journal of the Tripura
Mathematical Society, published by Tripura
Mathematical Society, Vol. 14, pp. 24-35,
December 2012, ISSN: 0972 – 1320
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Goutam Majumder, Alak
Das,
Kankan
Saha,
Debotosh
Bhattacharjee,"Human Eye Detection Using
Harris Corner Detector", Journal of the Tripura
Mathematical Society, published by Tripura
Mathematical Society, Vol. 14, pp. 16-23,
December 2012, ISSN: 0972 – 1320
Sharmistha Majumder, Goutam Majumder,
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, “Human Face Mosaicing
using Thermal Image”, Journal of the Tripura
Mathematical Society, Published by Tripura
Mathematical Society, Special Vol. 13, pp. 145153, Jan. 2011, ISSN: 0972-1320
Sri Abhishek
Abhishek Majumder and Sudipta Roy, ―Design and
Majumder
Analysis of a Dynamic Mobility Management
Assistant Professor Scheme for Wireless Mesh Network,‖ The Scientific
World Journal, vol. 2013, Article ID 656259, 16
pages, 2013. Doi:10.1155/2013/656259. Indexed by
Science Citation Index Expanded. (Impact Factor
1.730)

N Dutta, I S Misra, A Majumder, "Mathematical
Analysis of Signaling Overhead in MIPv6 Based NLayer Architecture", Journal of Convergence
Information Technology, vol. 5, no. 8, pp. 252-261,
2010.
A Majumder, N Sarna, "DEMAC- A Cluster-Based
Topology Control for Ad Hoc Networks",
International Journal of Computer Science Issues,
vol. 7, no. 5, pp. 82-88, 2010.
A Majumder, A Kumar, N Das, N Chakraborty,
"The Game of Sudoku-Advanced Backtrack
Approach ", International Journal of Computer
Science & Network Security, vol. 10, no. 8, pp. 255258, 2010.
* Monographs: Nil
* Chapter in Books
Sl.
Name &
Book Chapter
No.
Designation
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Kankan Saha, Goutam
1.
Sri Mrinal Kanti
Majumder, Debotosh Bhattacharjee, Dipak Kumar
Bhowmik
Assistant Professor Basu, MitaNasipuri, “Advances in Fusion Techniques

of Thermal Infrared and Optical Images for Human
Face Recognition”,
Book Chapter of “Applied
Computational Biology and Statistics in Biotechnology
and Bioinformatics”, Edited by: Ajit Kumar Roy,
Published by New India Publishing Agency, New Delhi,
India, pp. 233-266, ISBN: 978-93-81450-62-8.
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Priya Saha, Goutam
Majumder, Debotosh Bhattacharjee, “Decision Fusion
of Multisensor Images for Human Face Identification
in Information Security”, Book Chapter of “Handbook
of Research on Computational Intelligence for
Engineering, Science and Business”, Edited by: Dr. S.
Bhattacharyya & Prof. P. Dutta, Published by IGI Global,
USA, Vol. 1, pp. 571-591, Nov. 27, 2012, EISBN13:
9781466625198, doi: 10.4018/978-1-4666-2518-1.
Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Kankan Saha, Sharmistha
Majumder,
Goutam
Majumder,
AshimSaha,
Aniruddha Nath Sarma, Debotosh Bhattacharjee,
Dipak Kumar Basu, Mita Nasipuri “Thermal Infrared
Face Recognition – A Biometric Identification
Technique for Robust Security System” as a Book
Chapter of “Reviews, Refinements and New Ideas in
Face Recognition”, Edited by: Peter M. Corcoran,
published by InTech Open Access Publisher (Open
Access publisher of Scientific Books and Journals),
Vienaa Office, Zieglergase 14, 1070 Vienna, Austria,
Europe, pp. 113-138, Publication Date:July27,
2011,ISBN: 978-953-307-368-2, doi: 10.5772/743.

* Edited Books: Nil

* Books with ISBN with details of publishers
* Number listed in International Database (For e.g. Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database – International Social Sciences
Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
* Citation Index – range / average : SCI indexed
* SNIP
* SJR
* Impact Factor – range /average
* h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated : Nil
24. Areas of consultancy and income generated : Nil
25. Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /
institutions / industries in India and abroad :
Sl.
Name &
Visit other Laboratory/Institutions
No.
Designation
Visited the National Institute of Electronics and
1.
Sri
MrinalKantiBh Information Technology (NIELIT), Kohima Centre,
Nagaland, India 29-31 July 2012
owmik
Visited the National Institute of Electronics and
Assistant
Information Technology (NIELIT), Guwahati Centre,
Professsor
Assam, India 6
Visited the National Institute of Electronics and
Information Technology (NIELIT), AizawlCentre,
Mizoram, India,23
Visited New York Institute of Technology, Manhattan &
Long Island Campus in May, 2011
“Tripura State Forensic Science Laboratory” visit in
October 2009, sponsored by DIT, New Delhi, at Tripura
State Forensic Science Laboratory, Tripura, India.
“Thermal Imaging Laboratory” visit in June 2009, at
Instrument Research & Development Establishment (IRDE),
Defense Research & Development Organization (DRDO),
Defence R&D Organization, Ministry of Defence, Govt. of
India, Dehradhun-248008, India sponsored DIT, New Delhi,
Govt. of India.

26. Faculty serving in a) National committees b) International committees c)
Editorial Boards d) any other (please specify) : One
Sl.
Name &
Serving in Editorial Boards/ any Other
No.
Designation
1.
Sri Mrinal Kanti
Member of the Committee for examining the
Bhowmik
feasibility for granting provisional affiliation to
Assistant Professsor Gomati District Polytechnic, Udaipur, Vide No.
F.TU/REG/Ac/GDP/02/12, Dated: 11th December,
2012.
Member of the Program Committee of the 47th
Annual National Convention of Computer Society of
India (CSI 2012), Convention Event: International
Conference on Intelligent Infrastructure, Organized
by: CSI Kolkata Chapter, Science City, Kolkata,
India, Date: December 1-2, 2012.

Member of the Committee for Examining the
Feasibility for Granting Permanent Affiliation to
Tripura Institute of Technology, Narsingarh, Vide
No. F.TU/REG/Aca/TIT/27/07 (Vol-1), Dated: 21st
November, 2012.
Member of the Expert Committee to examine all
papers relating to the ―Expression of Interest‖ for the
work ‗Automation of End to End Examination
Management‘ in Tripura University, Vide No.
F.TU/REG/N-Advt./02/2010, Dated: 16.11.2012.
Member of the Committee for Organizing a
Workshop on ―E-Governance‖ on 25th March, 2012,
Vide No. F.TU/REG/MISC/02/2012, Dated:
12.03.2012.
Member of the Technical Committee(AMC) of
Tripura University (A Central University),
Suryamaninagar – 799022, Tripura (W).
Member Convener of Survey and Estimation for
shifting Optical Fibre from Tripura University Boys‘
Hostel to Technology Bhavan (M. Tech building)
and Internet connectivity from old IT building to
Bengali & English Departments of Tripura
University
Representative of Tripura University for attending
the meeting of Technical Committee for
Evaluation
of
Automatic
Finger
Print
Identification System (AFIS) at the office of
Superintendent of Police (CID), A. D. Nagar,
Agartala, Sept 2009
Graduate Member for the year 2009-11, Coopted “9th Meeting of the committee” of Tripura
State Centre of the Institution of Engineers
(India) on Aug. 2009.
Memberof the 1st Committee of Tripura State
Centre of the Institution of Engineers (India), in
2009.
Member of Steering Committee for the “Tripura
State Science Fair -2006, 2007 and 2008 of
Tripura State Council for Science and
Technology, Govt. of Tripura.
Been assigned the responsibility of R & D I/C
Training by the committee members of Tripura
State Centre of the Institution of Engineers
(India).
Member of Blood Donation Camp committee in
National Institute of Technology held on 24th
Oct, 2006.
Been assigned as a NSS Assistant Coordinator in
National Institute of Technology, Agartala in Aug,
2006.

2.

AbhishekMajumder
Assistant Professor

Member of Network Committee of Tripura
University, Suryamaninagar – 799022
Convener of AICTE approval look after
committee of Department of Computer Science &
Engineering,
Department
of
Electrical
Engineering and Department of Information
Technology, tripura University, Suryamaninagar
– 799022

27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Sl.
Name &
Workshop/Seminar/Orientation
No.
Designation
Programms/Training Programms
1

Sri Mrinal Kanti
Bhowmik
Assistant Professor

“Workshop in connection with the 2nd International
Conference on Soft Computing (ICSC-2008)”in
November 2008, sponsored by Institute of Engineering &
Technology, Alwar, Rajasthan, and IEEE, at Institute of
Engineering & Technology, Alwar, Rajasthan, India.
“7th International Summer School for Advanced
Studies on Biometrics for Secure Authentication:
Forensics, Security and Remote Identification”
attended in June 2010, organized by the University of
Sassari, Italy and in co-operation with the Michigan State
University, and the University of Halmstad, and endorsed
by the International Association for Pattern Recognition
(IAPR), Technical Committee 4 on Biometrics and by
IEEE Biometrics Council.
“8th North East Workshop on Computational
Information Processing” in March 2009, sponsored by
Electronics and Communication Sciences Unit and
Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, at Tripura University,
Tripura, India.
“North East Workshop on Language and Signal
Processing”inFebraury 2009 jointly organized by CVPR
unit, Indian Statistical Institute and Computer Centre of
Tripura University, at Tripura University, Tripura, India.
“Workshop on Microprocessor and Micro controller.
In Power System” in November 2008, sponsored by
TEQIP University College of Technology, University of
Calcutta, at Tripura University, Tripura, India.
“Workshop in connection with the 2nd International
Conference on Pattern Recognition and Machine
Intelligence”in December 2007, sponsored by DST, at
Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, India.
“Spring School on Soft Computing Advanced and
Application”in March 2007, sponsored by DST, at
Centre for Soft Computing Research: A National facility,
Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, India.
"A
Training
on
“Computer
Network
&Communication” in June 2003, sponsored by SDE
(Computer) & DE (E-10B), Bharat Sanchar Nigam
Ltd. Telecom, Tripura SSA, Agartala, at Bharat

Sanchar Nigam Ltd. Telecom, Agartala, Tripura,
India.

2

Sri Abhishek
Majumder
Assistant professor

Participated in "Short Term Training Program on
Formal Language and Automata", at NITTTR
Kolkata, 23-27 May 2011.
Participated in "ISI-AU on Intelligent Data
Analysis: Theory and Application", at Department
of Information Technology, Assam University, 1-5
March 2011.
Participated in "Workshop on Rough Set and its
Application", Department of Mathematics, Tripura
University, 16-17 November 2012
Participated in ―Workshop on Digital Holography‖,
Department of Computer Science & Engineering
and Department of Information Technology, Tripura
University, 23-24 May 2013.
Participated in, ―74 th Orientation Program‖,
Academic Staff College, Ranchi University,
02.08.2013 to 29.08.2013.

28. Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects : 98% for the session 2013-2014
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities
/industry / institute : 2%
29. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty
Sl. No.
1.

Name &
Designation
Sri Mrinal
Kanti Bhowmik
Assistant
Professor

Award / Recognition
Selected for Fellowship under Travel Grant scheme from
All India Council For Technical Council,Govt of India
sanctioned letter F.No.1-7/RIFD/TR/ (136)/2010-11,
Dated 15/03/2011, for attending and presenting a paper in
SPIE Defense, Security, and Sensing-2011, Part of
Program Track on “Infrared Technology and
Application XXXVII”, Orlando World Center Marriott
Resort & Convention Center, Orlando, Florida, USA,
APR 2011.
Selected for aFellowship (Vide No: SR/ITS/00642/20102011,dated 15/05/2010)from SERC Division, ITS Section
of Department of Science & Technology (DST), New
Delhi, Govt. of India, for attending the “7th International
Summer School for Advanced Studies on Biometrics
for Secure Authentication: Forensics, Security and
Remote Identification”June , 2010 at Alghero, Italy,
organized by the University of Sassari, Italy and in cooperation with the Michigan State University, and the
University of Halmstad, and endorsed by the International
Association for Pattern Recognition (IAPR), Technical
Committee 4 on Biometrics and by IEEE Biometrics

Council.
Selected for a Fellowship for Attending “Second
International Conference on Pattern Recognition &
Machine Intelligence”Dec, 2007 at Indian Statistical
Institute, organized by Machine Intelligence Unit, ISI
Kolkata.




Doctoral / post doctoral fellows : Nil
Students : Selected for DST-Inspire Fellowship in 2013 (Mrs. Priya Saha,
Research Scholar, Computer Science & Engineering)

30. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of
funding(national / international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
Name of
Duration/Date
Organized by
Speakers
Workshop
Workshop on
02 days
Department of
Prof. P. P. Banerjee,
Digital
23-24 May 2013 Computer
Chair of the ElectroHolography
Science &
optics Program,
Engineering and
University of Dayton,
Department of
Dayton, Ohio, USA
Information
Technology, TU
Prof. A. K. Ghosh,
jointly.
Vice Chancellor,
Tripura University
Sl. No.
Date
1.
30th July,2013

Title of the talk
Chaos in acoustooptic system and its
application

Speakers
Prof. Manish Chatterjee, Deptt.
of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, University of
Dayton, Dayton, USA

31. Code of ethics for research followed by the departments: The University code
of ethics









The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special emphasis
is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly discouraged in
any form.
Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information is
highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable and
established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research studies
should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the completion of
the research.
Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research, emphasis
is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources with high
impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to publish the
same article in different places without any special reason.
The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research related
property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research should not be
damaged and is considered as misconduct.
The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research so
whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the interest of
the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision making. The







researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature in order to avoid
any kind of ambiguity.
The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding Agency
is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities. Agreements
with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the interests of the
University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of the University.
Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations as
laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government . Researcher
should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before conducting
research, wherever necessary.
Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the value
of the society.

32. Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Applications
Programme
received
(refer to question
no. 4)
Master of
130
Technology
Ph.D
46
33. Diversity of student
Name of the
% of students
Programme(ref from the same
er to question
university
no. 4)

Master of
Technology
Ph.D

Selected

Pass percentage

Male

Female

11

13

02

01

% of students
from other
universities
within the
State

Male

66.67%

29.17%

% of
students
from
universitie
s outside
the State
4.16%

100%

0%

0%

Female

% of
students
from
other
countries

0%

0%

34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
35. Student progression
Student progression
Percentage againstenrolled
UG to PG
No UG course is there in the Department
PG to M.Phil.
Nil
PG to Ph.D.
5.6% (For the Academic year 2013-2014)
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Nil
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus
recruitment
Entrepreneurs
Nil

36. Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
from other universities within the State
from universities from other States
from universities outside the country

50%
Nil
50%
Nil

37. Number of Faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during
the assessment period: Nil
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library
: Central Library, TU
b) Internet facilities for staff and students
: Yes
c) Total number of class rooms
: 01 no.
d) Class rooms with ICT facility
: Nil
e) Students‘ laboratories
: 01 no.
f) Research laboratories
: 01 no.
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university
b) from other institutions/universities
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the
university: Nil
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme (s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
Yes, the state of Tripura is geographically isolated from the rest of India. Due to
lack of infrastructure earlier it was difficult for the students of Tripura to pursue
higher studies in engineering field (M.E/M.Tech) within the state. The long
standing dream of establishing Post graduate Engineering departments in Tripura
University is now reality with the financial assistance received from H.R.D
Ministry, New Delhi. Accordingly the M.Tech course in Computer Science &
Engineering. Under the faculty of science have been started on 19th August,2005
with due approval from AICTE.
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a) Faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does
the department utilize the feedback? Does not arise for a department
b) Students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
c) Alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
:No need for the department
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
Sl. No.
Name
Present Occupation
1
Ashim Saha
Assistant professor in CSE Deptt, NIT, Agartala
2
Alak Das
Assistant Professor in CSE Deptt, Gomati
Polytechnic, Dhalai
3
Anish Kumar Saha Assistant professor in CSE Deptt, NIT,
Arunachal Pradesh
4
Saptarshi
Assistant professor in CSE Deptt, NIT, Silchar
Chakraborty

5

Mitu Das

Assistant Professor, Department of IT,
Kailasahar
6
Rahul Ghosh
Principal, TIT, Bagbasa
7
Anupam Saikia
Assistant professor in NERIST, Arunachal
Pradesh
8
Liku Das
Officer, Co-operative Bank, Govt. of Tripura
9
Sanjoy Shil
Provisionary Officer, SBI
44. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
: Black Board method and Power Point Presentation
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met
and learning outcomes are monitored? Through Questionaries.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities. Nil
48. Beyond Syllabus: Seminars by students of the department
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other
agencies? If yes, give details. No
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new
knowledge, basic or applied.
Deity-TU) Face Database:
The development of latest face databases is providing the researchers new and
realistic problems that play an important role in the development of efficient
algorithms for solving the difficulties during automatic recognition of human faces.
Biometrics Laboratory of Computer Science & Engineering Department of
Tripura University (A Central University) created a new visual face database,
named as the Department of Electronics & Information Technology-Tripura
University (Deity-TU) Face Database. It contains face images of 524 persons
belonging to different non-tribes and Mongolian tribes of north-east India, with
their anthropometric measurements for identification. The database contains
49,780 images of 524 subjects collected from five different states of northeastern India. Database images are captured within a room with controlled
variations in illumination, expression, and pose along with variability in age,
gender, accessories, make-up, and partial occlusion. Each image contains the
combined primary challenges of face recognitioni.e. illumination, expression and
pose. This database also represents some new features: soft biometric traits like
mole, freckle, scar etc. and facial anthropometric variations that may be helpful for
the researchers for Biometric recognition.
Establishment of the Thermography Infrastructure facility Laboratory:
This Laboratory was established on Dec, 2014 funded by SAMEER (IIT
Bombay Campus, Powai, Mumbai) under the research Project
“Development of Thermography Infrastructure Facility for Security &
Navigation Systems, Phase-1” undertaken by Department of Computer Science
& Engineering, Tripura University(A Central University), Suryamaninagar –
799022.Many aspects and observations of computer vision, navigation, and
tracking have been studied in the area of information security. The
Laboratory is contacting various national and international laboratories who
are working in the same field i.e., computer vision, navigation, and tracking.

51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges
(SWOC) of the department.
Strength: 1. The Department has qualified and efficient faculty members.
2. The faculty members are actively involved in research activity and are attached
with projects funded by different funding agencies.
3. The alumani of the Department are placed in various organizations.
4. National Level research facilities in Image Processing & Biometrics.
5. Academic activities including examination are performed in schedule.
Weakness:
1. Lack of faculty members (One Professor and one Associate Professor post is
vacant)
2. Irregular Power supply.
3. Inadequate infrastructure.
4. Lack of non-teaching office staff for running the Department.
5. Very limited space.
6. Reliance on guest and visiting faculty.
Opportunities:
1. Academic freedomness with respect to the development of course curriculum.
2. There is scope for up gradation of research facilities.
3. There is scope of collaborative exchange programme in national and
international level.
4. To undertake research in advanced field of wireless network, image processing
and pattern recognition.
5. To act as a centre for breast thermography facility for cancer detection.
Challenges: 1. To establish the research laboratories unique in the country.
2. To produce distinguished students and quality researchers.
3. To develop a departmental library.
4. To develop a 24x7 research facility in the department.
5. To attract faculty members and students from different parts of India and abroad
to be a part of the department.
52. Future plans of the department.
Short term:
1. Initiative will be taken to solve the space problem of the department.
2. Syllabus will be modified according to the need.
3. Establishment of laboratory for breast thermography facility for cancer
detection.
Long Term:
1. To upgrade the department into a world class centre for teaching and
research.
2. To increase the collaboration in the field of research with other institutes of
repute in India and abroad.
3. To start M.Tech Programme with specialization on Mobile Computing and
Image Processing.
4. Effort will be made to increase the number of faculty members so that new
research groups be established in the departments.
5. Efforts will be made to get permanent System Analyst, Lab Attendant, Lab
Assistant and Technical Assistant.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : ECONOMICS
2.Year of establishment: 1978
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Faculty of Arts and
Commerce
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) : Integrated Masters Degree in Economics,
PG and Ph.D.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : Nil
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
Nil
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons:
B. Sc (Economics) Honours as per the decision of the Tripura University
authority.
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester & CBCS
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments : Active
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned

Actual
(including
CAS & MPS)
Professor
1
0
0
Associate Professors 3
1
4
Asst. Professors
5
5
2
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualification

Paramita
Saha

M.Sc., Ph.D.

Ashish Nath

M.Phil, Ph.D.

Designation

Associate
Professor

Jahar Deb M.A, Ph.D.
Barma

Associate
Professor

Associate
Professor

Filled

Specialization

No.
of
years of
teaching
experience
24

Population
Ageing,
Gender
Studies
and
Rural
Development
Growth
19
economics,
Industrial
Economics,
Technology
Transfer
Agricultural
17
economics,
North
East
economy,
Rural
Development

No. of Ph.D
students
guided during
the year
03

01

03

Indraneel
Bhowmik

M.A, Ph.D.

Associate
Professor

Salim Shah

M.Sc.

Assistant
Professor

Dilip Kumar M.A.
Rana

Assistant
Professor

Agricultural
11
Economics,
Economy of
NER
Development
09
Economics,
Health
Economics
Quantitative
09
Techniques,
Growth and
Development

05

-

-

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors :
Name
Prof. Aparajita Mukherjee

Institution

Department of Economics, Visva Bharati
University
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information :
Nil
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio: 14:1 (Ph.D.-13, Student: PG-39 &
IMD-30).
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual: N A
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
(a) Economic Growth and Trade
(b) WTO related issues
(c) Financial Inclusion
(d) Labour Issues in MGNREGS
(e) Rubber Plantations and Forestry
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
Name of the National/
Total Grants Project Title
Faculty
International
Received
Ashish Nath & National &
Rs.2.50 lakh
Evaluation of State
Indraneel
Fourteenth Finance
Finance of Tripura
Bhowmik
Commission,
Govt. of India
Ashish Nath
National
Rs.6.49 lakh
Globalization
and
&
Impact of WTO on
University
Grants
Industries of Tripura:
Commission
with special reference
to small scale sector
Indraneel
National
Rs.52 lakhs
Flow
of
Central
Bhowmik
&
(coordinated
Development Funds in
Planning
with Gauhati the Northeast region
Commission, Govt. University)
and its Utilisation
of India
Ashish Nath
National
Rs.3.30 lakh Monitoring of Sarva
&
per year
Shiksha
Abhiyan

Ministry of Human
(SSA) and Mid Day
Resource
Meal
(MDM)
Development, Govt.
programme for the state
of India
of Tripura
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a) National collaboration b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received. :
1. UGC – SAP
Rs.32 lakhs
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition
:
Nil
 national recognition
:
01 (Deptt. Of Economic Affairs,
Govt. of India)
 international recognition
:
Nil
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
Bodies : N A
22.Publications:
Name of Title
of Name of Journals & Books Vol. No,
the Teacher Paper/Book/Proceedings
Pages, Year of Publication &
Publishers
Paramita
Samajik Nyay Ki Kasauti In: Manav Adhikar Sanchayika, Bhag
Saha
aur Gandhi Darshan.
–I
pg. 217-221, (Oct. 2012), National
Human Rights Commission, India
Understanding
Women‘s In: Man and Society : A Journal of
Work in terms of its Northeast Studies, Vol.X.
Specificities in Context of pg. 103-118, Summer 2013
Tripura
Employment Scenario in Globalization,
Growth
and
Post-Reform
India:Social Employment:
Challenges
and
Security Dimensions
Opportunities, Edited by Lancy Lobo
and Jayesh Shah (2012), Rawat
Publications, Jaipur, New Delhi, ISBN
No.:978-81-316-0510-3.
Ashish
Improving
Tripura‘s In Book titled ―Changing Paradigm in
Nath
Growth Prospects: Role of South Asia: Strategy, Economics &
Improved
Trade
and Politics‖, of Indian Council for
Investment Relations with Research on International Economics
Bangladesh
Relations (ICRIER) published by
Academic Foundation, New Delhi
(Forthcoming).
North Eastern Region of Indian Economic Journal (Accepted)
India‘s
Technological
Capability in the Era of
Globalization
Technology Transfer & The Indian Journal of Industrial
R&D
in
the
Indian Relations, Volume 47, No. 1, July,
Chemical Industry.
2011.

Mode
of
Technology
Transfer and R&D in the
Indian Chemical Industry:
Implications for the Indian
Corporate Enterprises
Jahar Deb Segments
from
Barma
Development Discourse in
North-East India

Indraneel
Bhowmik

Performance and Challenges of
Women SHGs in Tripura, Edited by
Niranjan Roy and Raju Mandal
(2012),
published
by
Assam
University, Silchar, ISBN:978-81908201-1-9.
in Identity, Politics and Economic
Development in North-East India;
(eds) Komol Singha & M Amarjeet
Singh, Concept Publishing House,
New Delhi (2014)

Exploring
Rural
Connectivity in the North
Eastern Region of IndiaThe case of Prime Minister
Gram Sadak Yojana‘ (3rd
Author)
Rubber based Rehabilitation Development Dynamics,
in Tripura
ESSOT, Agartala (2013)
MGNREGS in Tripura: A
Study in Efficiency and
Equity;
Globalisation,
Natural
Rubber
and
Tripura:Exploring
the
Linkage
Asset
Creation
under
MGNREGS- The Case for
Tripura (3rd Author)
‗Power‘

Tripura:
Economy
Resources
Salim Shah

Growth, Vol.38, No.2, July-September
2010.

Vol

1:

VV Giri National Labour Institute,
Noida (2013); ISBN- 978-81-9242729-4
Contours of Globalization; (eds)
Halder PK et al, Global Publishing
House, Vishakhapatnam (2012)
A Tapestry of Research in Economics
in North East India; (eds) Roy N & R
Mandal,
Assam
University
Publication, Silchar (2012)
Tripura: Economy & Resources, (eds)
Bhowmik, I & D Chakraborti, EBH
Publishers, Guwahati (2011)

& EBH Publishers, Guwahati (2011)
ISBN: 978-93-80261-31-7

Higher
Educational Development Dynamics, Vol 1:
Entitlement and Economic ESSOT, Agartala (2014)
Development: India After
Independence
Social
Infrastructure, Development Policy Issues in India,
Regional Disparity and Vol.2,
acb
publications
in
Displeasure: The Case of collaboration with Planning and
West Bengal
Development Unit (A Unit of
Planning Commission of India),
Jadavpur University, Kolkata (2013).
ISBN 81-87500-64-6.

Chapter in book titled ―Non-Farm
Sector and Rural Transformation‖
Edited by Anil Kumar Thakur and
S.M. Jawed Akhtar, Deep & Deep
Publications Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi,
2012.
23. Details of patents and income generated
: NA
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated : N A
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify)
1. Ashish Nath: Monitoring of activities of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) and
Mid Day Meal (MDM) programme, Ministry of Human Resource Development,
Government of India.
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Faculty: Indraneel Bhowmik
a) ‗On Using Computer and Statistical Packages for Data Analysis‘ at the ICSSR
sponsored Research Methodology Workshop organised by Department of
Education, SKBU at Purulia in August 2013
b) ‗Tools for Data Collection: Questionnaire and Survey‘ at the ICSSR sponsored
Research Methodology Workshop organised by CSSEIP-TU at
Suryamaninagar in November, 2012
c) ‗A Primer on Data Analysis for Social Science Research‘ at the ‗Workshop on
Methods of Research & Proposal Writing‘ organised by OKDISCD at
Guwahati in July, 2012
d) A Refresher on Computer Applications in Social Science Research at the
Seminar organised on Occasion of the Research Methods Workshop for
College & University Teachers by the Dept. of Economics, Tripura University
& OKDISCD, Guwahati, January-February, 2012
e) ‗Rubber Plantations in Tripura- Strategies & Opportunities‘ at the Career
Guidance Workshop organised by the Career &Opportunity Cell , RKM,
Kailasahar, 2011
f) ‗Contribution of the Forestry Sector to GDP with Special Reference to Tripura
and the North-East‘ at the Workshop & Training of IFS Officers organised by
TFDPC & Dept. of Forests, Govt. of Tripura at Agartala, January, 2011
g) ‗Computer Applications in Economics/ Social Sciences‘ at UGC Refresher
Course, organised by Academic Staff College, Bharathiar University,
Coimbatore, October, 2010
28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects :100 Per cent of PG (Economics) Final Year
Students.
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute : Nil
Dilip
Kumar
Rana

Rural development: The
Vision
from
the
Employment
Generation
from Non-farm Economy

29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
* Faculty
1. Ashish Nath: ICRIER-Mac Arthur Foundation Award for the paper titled ―The
Role of Trade and Investment in Improving the Growth Prospects of Tripura: with
reference to Bangladesh‖.
2. Reserve Bank of India - Scholarship Scheme for Faculty Members from Academic
Institutions 2012 for the paper ―Linkages between Economic Structure and Financial
Inclusion: A study on NER states of India with special reference to Tripura‖.
* Doctoral / post doctoral fellows :
Dr. Indraneel Bhowmik : ICSSR Post Doctoral Research Initiation Grant, 2013
* Students
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
Programme Title
Date
Funding/Collaborative Partner
Workshop
Research
29th January- O K D Institute of Social
Methodology
4th
Change and Development,
Workshop
Februray‘2012 Guwahati.
Internationa North-East India 26th and 27th Maulana Abul Kalam Azad
l Seminar
in Transition : April‘ 2012
Institute of Asian Studies,
Tripura-the
Kolkata
Commerce and
Connectivity
Corridor between
India
and
Bangladesh
National
Opportunities of 20/03/2012
UGC - SAP-DRS Programme
Seminar
Trade
and
Development in
North East India
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments: Applied Economics.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the Applicati Selected
Programme
ons
Male
(refer
to received
question no. 4)
11
PG (Sem I) 40
2013
03
PG (Sem III) 09
2013
16
06
Ph.D.‟ 2013
33.Diversity of students
Name of the % of students
Programme(re from
the
fer to question same
no. 4)
university
IMD
Nil
PG
91
Ph.D.
75

Female

Pass Percentage
Male
Female

14

54.5

50

06

100

100

02

55

40

% of students
from
other
universities
within the State
100
Nil
Nil

% of students %
of
from universities students
outside the State from other
countries
Nil
Nil
9
Nil
25
Nil

34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
Examination
No. of Students Cleared during the last 04 years
NET
05
SET
03
Civil Services
02
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
90 Per Cent
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
20 Per Cent
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
Most of the students are absorbed in
Colleges,
Banks
and
Other
 Campus selection
Institutions.
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
33 Per Cent
from other universities within the State
Nil
from universities from other States
67 Per Cent
from universities outside the country
Nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period: 01
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library
: No
b) Internet facilities for staff and students
: Available to Faculty and Students
c) Total number of class rooms
: 02
d) Class rooms with ICT facility
: Nil
e) Students‘ laboratories
: 01 Computer Laboratory
f) Research laboratories
: 02 Research Rooms
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates: Nil
a) from the host institution/university
b) from other institutions/universities
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university:
Nil
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology: No
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how
does the department utilize the feedback?
Yes and the feedback are discussed in the departmental committee meeting and
then incorporated accordingly.
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
No

c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
Yes and the feedback are discussed in the departmental committee meeting and
then incorporated accordingly.
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
1. Dr. Tapati Chakraborty, Former Chairperson, Tripura Commission for Women.
2. Dr. (Late) Amitava Sinha, Former Member, State Planning Board, Government of
Tripura.
3. Dr. Bhupal Chandra Sinha, Controller Of Examinations, Tripura University.
4. Dr. Jahar DebBarma, Member, BMC, K V ONGC, Agartala and Former
Coordinator, Dept. of RMD, Tripura University.
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
Name/Programme
Institution
Prof. Pinaki Chakraborty
Department of Economics, Burdwan
University.
Samrat Goswami
Department of RDM, Tripura University
Prof. Ajitava Roy Choudhury
Department of Economics, Jadavpur
University.
Prof. Irshad Kamal Khan
Chittagong University, Bangladesh
Prof. Sudakshina Gupta
Department
of
Economics,
Calcutta
University.
SAP – UGC Seminar
Department
of
Economics,
Tripura
University.
Workshop
on
‗Research Department
of
Economics,
Tripura
Methodology‘
University in collaboration with O K D
Institute of Social Change and Development,
Guwahati.
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Classroom deliberations, Power point Presentations, References of Journals and
Books, Presentations, Field Surveys, Project works, Laboratory demonstrations.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
From the feedback of alumni engaged in different sectors like banks, colleges,
schools, etc. and interactions with faculty members of other universities and
institutes.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Monitoring and evaluation of national, regional and state flagship programmes
like Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Mid Day Meal (MDM), MGNREGS, Border
Roads Programme, Total Sanitation Campaign, NHRM, NRELP, etc.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other :
No
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
Active participation in policy framing, academic extensions, consultation,
awareness generation, etc. both at the state and national levels.

51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)
of the department.
Strengths
Weakness
1. Faculty diversity
1. Low faculty strength
2. Student diversity
2. Limited industry-academia interactions.
3. Application oriented Curriculum.
3. Low faculty exchange scheme
Opportunities
Challenges
1. Central university.
1.
1. Non mathematical background of
2. More scope for research through
students
enhanced funds.
2.
2. Language constraint
3. Improved infrastructure.
3.
3. Insufficient student inflow.
52. Future plans of the department.
In-depth academic exercise in the line of changing perspective both in terms of
students and research.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of the Department: Electrical Engineering
Year of establishment: 2005
Is the Department part of a school/Faculty of the university? Yes
Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M. Phil, PhD, Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph. D, D. Sc, DLitt, etc): Master of Technology, Ph.D
5.
Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: No
6.
Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
No
7.
Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons:
No
8.
Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9.
Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: Yes
10. Number of teaching posts sanctioned filled and actual ( professor/Associate
Professors/ Asst. Professors./others):
Sanctioned Filled
Actual (including CAS &
MPS)
Professor
01
Nil
Associate Professors
01
Nil
Asst. Professors
02
02
Others
11. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization No. of
Years of
Experience

Mrs.
Sangita
Das
Biswas

M.Tech

Assistant
Professor

Electrical
Engineering

9 years

No. of
Ph.D/M.Phil.
Students
guided for
the last 4
years
Nil

Mrs.
Champa
Nandi

M.Tech

Assistant
Professor

Electrical
Engineering

5 years

Nil

Mrs.
Gagari
Deb

M.Tech

Lecturer
(Contractual)

Electrical
Engineering

6 years

Nil

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors:
(a) Prof. Anjan Kumar Ghosh, Hon‘ble Vice-Chancellor, Tripura University
(b) Prof. Barin Kumar De, Head, Department of Physics, Tripura University
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information:
0%
14. Programme-wise-Student Teacher Ratio: M.Tech : 18 : 1
Ph.D: 1:1
15. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned,
filled and actual: Technical Support Staff: one (co

16. Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: AICTE Project on
Feasibility Studies on the Application of Photovoltaic Power System in Tripura,
2008-2010.
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise: NO
18. Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated received: NO
a) National collaboration b) International collaboration
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/ CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc; total grants received: AICTE, 6 Lakhs (2008-2010)
20. Research facility/ centre with
 State recognition
 National recognition
 International recognition
21. Special research laboratories sponsored by/ created by industry or corporate bodies:
Nil
22. Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national/
international): 22
 Monographs
 Chapters in Books
 Edited Books
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers
 Number listed in International Database (For e.g. Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database – International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host etc.)
 Citation Index – range/ average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor –range/ average 0- 3.5
 H-index
23. Details of patents and income generated Nil
24. Areas of consultancy and income generated Nil
25. Faculty selected nationally/ internationally to visit other laboratories/ institutions/
industries in India and abroad: One
26. Faculty serving in
a) National committees: Two
b) International committees: Nil
c) Editorial Boards: Nil
d) any other (please specify):
Advisory Committee for Tripura University Women‘s Hostel: One
Technical Committee: One
Equivalency Committee: One
Expert Committee for ‗Automation of End to End Examination Management:
One
Board of Governors of Tripura Institute of Technology, Tripura: One
Committee for granting Permanent Affiliation to Tripura Institute of
Technology, Tripura: One

Inspection team for opening Degree in Electrical Engineering in Tripura
Institute of Technology, Tripura: One
Committee for granting Provisional Affiliation to Gomati District
Polytechnic, Udaipur, Tripura: One
Syllabus Committee for Tripura Institute of Technology, Tripura: One
27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher/ orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Sl
Faculty
UGC, ASC, Refresher/ orientation programs, workshops,
No. Name
training programs and similar programs
01
1. TEQIP –II Sponsored Short Term Course on “Modern
Mrs.
Sangita
Trends in Power Electronics, Control and Machine
Drives (MTPCMD-2013)”, Organized by the
Das
Department of Electrical Engineering, National Institute
Biswas
of Technology, Durgapur, 11th September-15th
September, 2013.
2. Implementation Sensitizing Workshop on “Energy
Conservation Building Code (ECBC)”, Organized
jointly by The Institution of Engineers (India), Tripura
State centre and Tripura State Electricity Corporation
Limited, (SDA, Tripura), Sponsored by The Bureau of
Energy Efficiency (BEE), New Delhi, 25th August, 2013.
3. SAKSHAM –IT Champion Training Program,
Organized by Tripura University & Conducted by
Microsoft, 21st November-1st December, 2011.
4. IUAC Acquaintance Program, Organized by the
Department of Physics, Tripura University & IUAC,
New Delhi, India, 3rd October 2010.
5. Workshop on “Real Time Digital Simulation of Power
Systems”, Organized by Department of Applied Physics,
University of Calcutta and Sponsored by AMSE, France,
2nd December, 2007.
6. ISI-TU Winter School on “Pattern Recognition and
Machine Intelligence: Recent Advances”, Organized
jointly by Machine Intelligence Unit, ISI, Kolkata and
Computer Centre, Tripura University, 17th January-21st
January, 2006.
7. Workshop on “Capacity Building in Rural
Development”, Organized by Tripura University & R.
D. Department, Tripura, 26th December-30th December,
2005.
02
Mrs.
1. Induction Training Programs for newly recruited
Teachers of Technical Institute, Organised by NIT
Champa
Agartala, 4th-15th May ,2009.
Nandi
2. Exposure and Engineering Applications of Matlab
Package, Organized by NITTTR,Kolkata, 17th – 21st
September,2009
3. Web Application with Database using PHP &
MySQL , Organised by NIT Agartala , 23rd November
to 4th December, 2009.
4. Advanced Operating System using Linux , Organised

5.
03

Mrs
Gagari
Deb

1.

2.
3.

by NIT Agartala , 23rd November to 14th December,
2009.
Power Electronics and Drives – Recent Development,
Organised by NIT Agartala 21st Feb – 4th March, 2011
―Computational Information Processing”, organized
by Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata and Tripura
University from 23rd March, 2009 to 27th March, 2009.
“Mission 10X”, organized by Wipro from 30th
November, 2010 to 4th December, 2010.
―Workshop on Digital Holography‖, organized by
Tripura University (A Central University) from 23rd
May, 2013 to 24th May, 2013.

28. Student projects
 Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental: projects 90.90%
 Percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities/
industry/ institute 9.09%
29. Awards/ recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty
 Doctoral/ Post doctoral fellows
 Students
30. Seminars/ Conferences/ Workshops organized and the source of funding (national/
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any: Seminar on
“Microprocessor & Microcontrollers in Power System”, Organized by Department
of Applied Physics, University of Calcutta & the Department of Electrical
Engineering, Tripura University, on 13th November – 15th November, 2008.
31. Code of ethics for research followed by the departments
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources
with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research should
not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research
so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.



The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government .
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the value
of the society.
32. Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the Programme
Applications
Selected
Pass percentage
(refer to question no.4)
received
Male
Male
Female
Female
Master of Technology
57
18
6 75%
25%
Ph.D
10
0
1 0%
10%
33. Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students % of students % of students % of
Programme
from the same from other
from
students
(refer to question no.4) university
universities
universities
from other
within the
outside the
countries
State
State
Master of Technology
25%
70.83%
4.17%
0%
Ph.D
0%
0%
100%
0%
How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services examinations,
NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details category-wise: Nil
GATE:
Open:
SC:
ST:
OBC:
35.Student progression N/A
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
PG to M. Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph. D. To Post-Doctoral
Employed
0%
 Campus selection
100%
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs

36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
Of the same university
50%
From other universities within the State
0%
From universities from other States
50%
From universities outside the country
0%
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M. Phil, Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period: Nil
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library: Yes
b) Internet facilities for staff and students: Yes
c) Total number of class rooms 01
d) Class rooms with ICT facility No
e) Students laboratories 04
f) Research laboratories Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university:
Doctoral student: Tripura Institute of Technology, Tripura University
b) from other institutions/universities
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university: 25
Nos. (Approx), Assistance From Government.
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology: (AICTE Methodology)
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning –evaluation? If yes, how
does the department utilize the feedback?
b. students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning –evaluation and how does
the department utilize the feedback?
c. alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
43.List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)
43.1. Ms. Sumita Deb
43.2. Ms. Kaberi Majumder
43.3. Ms. Tanima Bhattacharjee
43.4. Ms. Champa Nandi
43.5. Ms. Gagari Deb
43.6. Ms. Sharmistha Sharma
43.7. Ms. Rita Banik
43.8. Ms. Anupama Debbarma
43.9. Mr. Tamal Goswami
43.10. Ms. Jhuma Rudra Pal
44. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops
/seminar) involving external experts:
(i) Seminar on “Microprocessor & Microcontrollers in Power System”,
Organized by Department of Applied Physics, University of Calcutta & the
Department of Electrical Engineering, Tripura University, on 13 th
November – 15th November, 2008.
(ii) The “Electricus”, A Magazine from Department of Electrical
Engineering, Tripura University.

45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes: Micro
Teaching, Class Lecture, Seminar etc.
46. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
48. Give details of ―beyond syllabus scholarly activities‖ of the department: Arranging
Seminars by the internal Faculties & Students:
49. State whether the programme/ department is accredited /graded by other agencies? If
yes, give details. No
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge
basic or applied.
51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
Strength: 1. Student Performance: Satisfactory
2. Teaching Skill: Good
3. Student Teacher relation: Good
Weakness: 1. Teacher Strength: Less
2. Laboratory Facility: Low
3. Academic Staff: Very Low
4. Administrative Staff: Nil
52. Future plans of the department.
(i) Organizing Workshop
(ii) Organizing Seminar
(iii) Organizing Conference
(iv) Research Oriented Lab Development.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : ENGLISH
2.Year of establishment: 1987
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university?
Faculty of Arts and Commerce.
4. Names of programmes offered :M.A, Ph.D, Integrated 5 yrsMasters Degree(IMD).
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved:Nil
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions: Nil
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons:
8.Examination System: Semester System
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Communicative English for BCA, Spoken English for Equal Opportunity Cell.
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including
CAS & MPS)
Professor
1
1
Associate Professors
1
1
Asst. Professors
4
4
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name
of Qualification
the teacher

Designation

Dr.Shyama
l Das

M.
A., Professor
PGDTE, M.
Phil., Ph.D
Dr. Ashes M. A., Ph. D. Associate
Gupta
Professor

Dr.Somdev
Banik

M.A. Ph. D.

Assistant
Professor

Partha
Sarathi
Gupta

MA. M. Phil Assistant
(Submitted
Professor
Ph.d thesis,
not
yet
awarded).

Specialization

No.
of No. of Ph.D./
Years
of M.Phil.
Experience students guided
in last 4 years
Linguistics & 24 yrs
1
(one)
Phonetics
awarded,
2
Registered.
Literary
16 years
1
(one)
theory,
awarded,
Commonwealt
1 Registered,
h Literature,
Indian English
Literature
Post –Colonial 9 yrs
1 Registered
Literature and
Experience,
Indian
Literature in
English.
Literary
11yrs
Criticism and
Theory,
Fiction
Studies,
Indian English
Drama

Dr.Chaitali
Gorai

MA, Ph.D.,
Assistant
Advanced
Professor
Diploma in
French

Dr.Ksh.
Premchand
ra Singh

MA, Ph.D.

Assistant
Professor

Caribbean
3 yrs
Literature,
Indian English
Fiction,
Critical
Theory
Modern
2 yrs
Fiction, North
East Culture
and Literature

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors : Nil
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information:
Nil
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio:P.G- 16:1, IMD- 20:1.
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual: Academic Support Staff- 1, Contractual staff-1.
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies.
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
a) National Agency-1 (One).
b)
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received: Nil
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received: Nil
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition : Nil
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
Bodies. : Nil
22.Publications:
Dr. Ashes The
Fading
Melody: Proceedings of North East India
Gupta
Exploring Oral History, History Association, 32nd Session,
Myth and Musicality of Tripura University, Agartala, 2011
Chongpreng
through
a p.598-603.
Moving Lens.
Living the dream: narrating Sengupta, Jayita ed. Barbed Wire:
a landscape lost and a land Borders and Partitions in South Asia.
left behind.
Published by Routledge: Taylor and
Francis Group. p:50-65.
ISBN: 978-0-415-50150-7

Dr.Somdev
Banik

Dr.Chaitali
Gorai

Dr.Ksh.
Premchand
ra Singh

The
Violent
Pattern: Das,
Uday
Chand
and
Conceptualising Violence as HimadriLahiried.Violence
and
its
a Cultural Construct.
Representations. Published by UGC
Academic
Staff
College,
The
University of Burdwan; Burdwan. Aug
2012. (financed by UGC). p-21-39.
Translations
of
Indian Mondal,
Somdutta
and
Soma
English
poems
by Mukhopadhyay
ed.
HarindranathChattopadhyay, BharatiyaEngrejiKobita. Published by
Hoshang Merchant
and Abhijan Publishers Kolkata, Feb.2013.
Mamang Dai from English to P:41,42,99-101,129-131.
Bengali.
―De-constructing the Tribal Sailo & Sarkar (Ed.)
Identity‖
Issues of the Marginalized Tribals in
Tripura, New Delhi: Supriya Books,
2012. Print.(Pages:50-56),
ISBN:978-81-909143-5-2
Book titled: In Search of Saarbrücken,
Germany:
Lambert
True Freedom: Negotiating Academic Publishing, 2012. Print & eColonial Imaginings in the book. (Pages-210)
Postcolonial
Fictional ISBN:978-3-8443-9796-3
Space
―Recovering for whose sake? Ghanshyam &Chakraborty (Ed.)
Studying Abduction and Indian Fiction since Independence:
Recovery in the context of Reading from the Periphery, New
Partition‖
Delhi: Prestige Books, 2013.
(Pages: 61-70) Print.
ISBN: 978-93-82186-17-5
―Worshipping
into Asian Academic Research Journal of
Subjugation: Studying Non- Social Science and Humanities, vol-1,
violent Violence against No-10, 2013. (Pages:109-116)
Women in Post-Partition ISSN:2278-859X
Fiction‖
www.asianacademicresearch.org
―Understanding the Fear of Indian Journal of Applied Research,
the Text in a Post-colonial vol-3, No-4, April 2013. (Pages:39-40)
Classroom‖
ISSN:2249-555X
www.ijar.in
―The Semiotic of Space in The Voice of the Other: Post
Arundhati Roy‘s The God of Independence Indian English Fiction
Small Things‖
Jaipur: Yking Publishers, 2013. 103 –
116.
―Death Journey : The Nigger Ruminations, Vol. 3, No. 1, Dec-2012.
of the ‗Narcissus‘‖
(237-243)
ISSN 2229~6751
Law of the Mother: The Spectrum, Vol. 2, Issue 1, Dec. 2013,
Mothers of Maya Diip
(12-18)
ISSN 2319-6076
Drifting Margins: Manipuri ISBN: 978-93-82395-40-9
Literature in Assam, Tripura,
and Bangladesh (in press)

Partha
Sarathi
Gupta

Translation of 4 folktales
from Kokborok/ Bengali to
English in a two-day
translation
workshop
organized
by
Sahitya
Akademi
Writing as Sacrilege :
Translating Folktales of
Tripura Hills

Published as a contribution to the
compilation of ―Kokborok Folk Songs,
Myths and Tales‖ in ‗Tales and Tunes
of
Tripura
Hills‟,
SAHITYA
AKADEMI,2007. ISBN: 978-81-2602586-2, Pg 56 -66, 112-113, 124 – 128.
Journal of Indian Folkloristics. Vol
X Nos 1/2 January – December 2008,
Zooni Publications Mysore, India. Pg
21 -26
Fusion
of
Forms
& Literature & Criticism : The Journal
Influences
in
Mahesh of the Literary Society of India, Vol
Dattani‘s Bravely Fought the 6, 2007-08 ISSN 0974-6021, pg 39-44.
Queen and Final Solutions
Mingled Yarn: History and Indian English Fiction Since
Myth in Amish Tripathi‘s Independence: Readings from the
The Immortals of Meluha, Periphery: eds G. A. Ghanshyam and
Part I of the Shiva Trilogy
Prasanta Chakraborty. Pg- 110 -123.
Translation of 6 folktales of Mraima Folktales and Folklores
the Mraima (Mog) tribe Compiled and Edited by Krairi Mog
into English :
Chaudhuri, New Delhi, Sahitya
1. The Tale of Aalakappa Akademi, 2012. ISBN 978-81-260and Welakappa
4079-7
2. The Tale of Dewa Pg 123
– 126
3.The Story of Moon Pg 137
– 139
4. The Story of Nakaling and
the King‘s Nose Pg140 – 146
5.The Story of Ongkhreng
Pg 147 -149
Translation of 4 folktales of
Echoes from Lungleng Tang:
the Bongcher community of Bongcher Literature of Oral
Tripura into English
Tradition, Compiled and Edited by
Kamal Bongcher and Zohming Thanga
Bongcher, Translation Editor: Saroj
Chaudhuri, New Dehi: Sahitya
Akademi, 2011.Pg 106-127
23. Details of patents and income generated : Nil
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /
institutions / industries in India and abroad: Nil
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any
other (please specify)
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs). : Nil

28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects : Nil
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute . Nil
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows
 Students : Nil
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any. : Nil
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments: The Department
selects research scholars every year on the basis of a Research Eligibility Test followed
by a Viva Voce test in order to test the research acumen of the prospective scholar.
Stringent screening of prospective scholars is maintained to ensure and encourage
quality research.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name
of
the Applicati Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer
ons
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)
received
M.A.
120
35
49
51%
53%
33.Diversity of students
Name of the %
of
Programme(ref students
er to question from
the
no. 4)
same
university
M.A.

93%

% of students
from
other
universities
within the State

Nil

%
of % of students
students
from
other
from
countries
universities
outside the
State
7%

34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
Tripura Police Services Exam- (TPS)
1. Ms Piyamadhuri Majumda (Gen) TPS, Deputy Superintendent Passed in 2007.
2. Rajdeep Deb (Gen), TPS, Dy SP, Passed in 2007.
3. ChandanSaha (Gen), TPS, Dy SP, Passed in 2005
4. Anirban Das (S.C), TPS, Assistant Commandant, Passed in 2009.
5. Snehashis Deb (Gen), TPS, Assistant Commandant, Passed in 2009.
6. Suman Majumdar (Gen), TPS, Assistant Commandant, Passed in 2009.
7. Dipankar Paul (Gen), TPS, Assistant Commandant, Passed in 2007.
Tripura Civil Services (TCS)
1. Uttam Kumar Bhowmick (Gen), B.D.O, Passed in 2006
2. AnimeshDhar (Gen), DCM, Passed in 2007.

UGC NET/SET- 11. (2012-13) All these candidates qualified both the UGC Net as
well as the North East SET Examination.
1. Farukh Ahmed
2. Suman Acharjee
3. Archita Gupta
4. Arpita Goswami
5. Olivia Sarkar
6. Subhra Roy
7. Chhutan Dey
8. Papai Pal (OBC)
9. RatanSarkar (SC)
10. Jacinta Darlong (ST)
11. Tanmoy Hrishi Das (SC)
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage againstenrolled
UG to PG
35%
PG to M.Phil.
Nil
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
33%
from other universities within the State
Nil
from universities from other States
66%
from universities outside the country
Nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during
the assessment period:
Ph.D Awarded- 2 (two)
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library - Nil
g) Internet facilities for staff and students – Only for Staff
h) Total number of class rooms - 3
i) Class rooms with ICT facility - Nil
j) Students‘ laboratories- Nil
k) Research laboratories - Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university
b) from other institutions/universities
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the
university.
Non-NET Scholarship to 11 Research Scholars. Many SC/ST students from the Post
Graduate Section enjoy Post-matric Scholarship as well.
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology. Nil

42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback? No
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback? No
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback? No
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10):
Tripura Police Services Exam- (TPS)
1. Ms Piyamadhuri Majumda (Gen) TPS, Deputy Superintendent Passed in 2007.
2. Rajdeep Deb (Gen), TPS, Dy SP, Passed in 2007.
3. Chandan Saha (Gen), TPS, Dy SP, Passed in 2005
4. Anirban Das (S.C), TPS, Assistant Commandant, Passed in 2009.
5. Snehashis Deb (Gen), TPS, Assistant Commandant, Passed in 2009.
6. Suman Majumdar (Gen), TPS, Assistant Commandant, Passed in 2009.
7. Dipankar Paul (Gen), TPS, Assistant Commandant, Passed in 2007.
Tripura Civil Services (TCS)
1. Uttam Kumar Bhowmick (Gen), B.D.O, Passed in 2006
2. Animesh Dhar (Gen), DCM, Passed in 2007.
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
Sl. Date
Title of the Lecture/Talk/Cultural Speakers
No.
Programme
1.
25.06.2012 Re-searching into the Research Prof.Chidananda
Space
Bhattacharjee,
RB University
2.
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes:
i)
Lecture Method
ii)
Interactive tutorials
iii)
Audio-visual assisted lectures
iv)
Students‘ seminar
46. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
There is a constant evaluation of teaching/learning activities through seminars and
internal assessment tests. The teachers take feedback from the students for future
improvement of both teaching and syllabi.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities:
English Dept. teachers are actively involved in NET coaching classes organised by the
university, for the SC. ST and Minority students. They are also engaged in Language
Proficiency Classes organised by Equal Opportunity Cell, and some of them are
members of different panels in other universities.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details:
No.
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied:
The Dept. has organised workshops on translation. Faculty members are actively
making documentary films on diverse issues.

51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges
(SWOC) of the department:
Strengths
1. The Dept. has young and dynamic faculty members from diverse cultural
backgrounds bringing in fresh perspectives into academics.
2. Almost all the faculty members are Ph. D degree holders facilitating research
supervision.
Weaknesses
1. Paucity of senior faculty members.
2. Paucity of faculty members is a hindrance to the offering of diverse optional
papers and multiple specialisations
3. No audio-visually aided smart classrooms for introducing latest teaching
methods.
4. Lack of senior faculty members of the stipulated numbers often becomes an
obstacle for the receiving of UGC SAP projects and other Centres of Study.
52.Future plans of the department.
To go for major projects is one among many future plans of the Department.
Preliminary work on the construction of a Language Lab. has started. The Dept. also
proposes to open various centres such as Folklore Studies, and Translation Studies as
some of the faculty members are actively engaged in translation projects in
collaboration with Sahitya Akademi, North East Centre for Oral Literatures, engaged in
the preservation of the folk narratives of different tribes of Tripura through their
English translations. The Department plans to carry forward this engagement in order to
bring the vanishing narratives of tribal populations from the peripheries into the centre
of academic scholarship.

EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT
1. Name of the Department: GEOGRAPHY AND DISASTER MANAGEMENT
2. Year of Establishment: 2004
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the University?
Yes, Faculty of Science
4. Name of programmes offered (UG, PG, P.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters,
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc, D.Litt. etc): PG, Ph.D.
5. Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: NIL
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NIL
7. Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: NIL
8. Examination System: Annual/Semester/ Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester System
9. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: NIL
10. Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (professors/Associate
Professors/Asst.Professors/others):
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including
CAS & MPS)
Professor
-----------Associate
-------01
Professors
Asst. Professors
04
04 (01 expired on 03
30th June,2012)
Others (Reader)
02
02
01 (On Lien since
July, 2013)
11. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance.
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Dr.
Nibedita
Das (Pan)
Dr. Sunil
Kumar De
Dr. Sudip
Dey
Ms. Jimmi
Debbarma
Ms.
Mousami
Debbarma
Dr.
Saptarshi
Mitra

M.Sc.,
B.Ed., Ph.D.

Associate
Professor

Fluvial
Geomorphology

M.Sc.,
B.Ed., Ph.D.
M.A., Ph.D.

Reader

Environmental
Geomorphology
Tectonic
Geomorphology
Resource Studies

13

05

08

05

08

----

Social
Geography

02

----

Regional
Development
and Planning

02

06

M.A.
M.A.

M.Sc., Ph.D.

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

No.
of No. of Ph.D./
Years
of M.Phil.
Experience Students
guided for the
last 4 year
21
08

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors:
Year
Name of the Visiting Fellow
Address
2010
(i) Dr. Laxmi Sivaramakrishnan, (i) Dept. of Geography, Burdwan
Associate professor
University, West Bengal.
(ii) Prof. Debendra Kumar Nayak (ii)Dept. of Geography, NEHU,
Meghalaya.
2011
(i) Dr. Laxmi Sivaramakrishnan, (i) Dept. of Geography, Burdwan
Associate Professor
University, West Bengal.
(ii) Prof. Debendra Kumar Nayak (ii)Dept. of Geography, NEHU,
Meghalaya.
(iii) Prof. S.R.Jog
(iii)
Pune
University,
(under DST NER scheme)
Maharashtra.
2012
(i) Dr. Laxmi Sivaramakrishnan, (i) Dept. of Geography, Burdwan
Associate professor
University, West Bengal.
(ii) Dr. Amal Kar
(ii) CAZRI, Jodhpur, Rajasthan.
2013
(i) Prof Surendra Singh
(i) Dept. of Geography, NEHU,
Meghalaya.
(ii) Dr. Asit Kumar Sarkar
(ii) NATMO, Kolkata
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty -- programme-wise information:
14. Programme-wise Student -Teacher Ratio: M.Sc. – 10:1 Ph.D. – 6:1
15. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual
--------Gr. C – 01(Contractual)
Gr. D – 01(Regular)
16. Research thrust areas as recognized by funding agencies: ----- Fluvial hazards and
disaster management, Tectonic disaster management, Landslide hazard and
management.
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project title
and grants received project-wise:
Name of the Funding Agency
Project title
Grants
P.I.
received
Dr. Nibedita Department of Science Fluvial Hazards and their
Das (Pan)
and technology, New impact on Socio-Economic
Delhi (DST)
Condition in the Haora River 10.28 lakhs
Basin, Tripura
2010-2013
Dr. Sudip Ministry of Earth Crustal
deformation
Dey
Science (MoES)
monitoring and regional level
seismo-tectonic mapping for
2011- 2014
Mrs. Jimmi
earthquake
disaster 10.6 lakhs
Debbarma,
management planning in
Co - P.I.
Tripura
UGC
Imaging
and
visualizing
subsurface micro structural
2010-2011
evidences of Miocene
1.60 lakh
deposition
for
assessing
landform
evolution
in
Southern Baromura Hill,
Tripura

Dr.
Sunil UGC
Kumar De
2010 -2012

A study of landslides through
3.57akhs
hazard zonation, risk analysis
and preparation of landslide
inventory of Dhalai District in
the state of Tripura using RS
and GIS techniques
18. Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received a) National
collaboration b) International collaboration: NIL
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT,ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received: NIL
20. Research facility /centre with : NIL
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition
21. Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies:
NIL
22. Publications:
* Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /international)—
Name of the faculty
Dr. Nibedita Das (Pan)
Dr. Sunil Kumar De
Dr. Sudip Dey
Mrs. Jimmi Debbarma
Mrs. Mousami Debbarma
Dr. Saptarshi Mitra
* Monographs -- NIL
* Chapters in Books—
Name
of
the Name of the book
faculty
Dr. Nibedita Das Resources
and
(Pan)
Economy
of
Tripura edited by
Indranil Bhowmik
and
Debajit
Chakraborti
(2010)

* Edited Books—
Name of the faculty
Dr. Sunil Kumar De

National
08
08
23
NIL
01
03

No. of publication
International
02
05
08
NIL
NIL
NIL

Name of the
Publisher
The
Eastern
Book
House,
Guwahati,
Assam

Title of the chapter
Ch-2 Soil Resources of
Tripura
Ch-3 Forest Resources
of Tripura
Ch-4 Water Resource
of Tripura
Ch-5 Power Resources
of Tripura

Name of the book
Name of the Publisher
Geomorphology
and ABC Publishers, Kolkata
Environment
edited
by
Savindra Singh, H.S.Sharma,
and Sunil Kumar De
* Books with ISBN with details of publishers— NIL

* Number listed in International Database (for e.g. Web of Science, Scopus, Humanities
International Complete, Dare Database- International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO
host, etc.)-- NIL
* Citation Index – range / average -* SNIP -- NIL
* SJR -- NIL
* Impact Factor – range / average – 0.1870 – 2.552
* h-index -- NIL
23. Details of patents and income generated: NIL
24. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL
25. Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions/
industries in India and abroad: NIL
26. Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) editiorial boards d) any other
(please specify):
 Dr. Sunil Kumar De elected as the Publication Officer in the International
Association of Geomorphologists (IAG) Executive Committee (2009-2013).
 Dr. Nibedita Das (Pan) selected as the Chairperson of the Text Book Writing
Committee of Geography, SCERT, Govt. of Tripura.
 Chairperson of Syllabus (+2 stage) Committee in Geography, TBSE, Govt.
of Tripura.
27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher/ Orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs.): NIL
28. Student Projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects: NIL
 Percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other Universities/
Industry / institute: NIL
29. Awards/ recognitions received at the national and international level by Faculty -NIL
 Doctoral/ post doctoral fellows -- NIL
 students -- NIL
30. Seminars / conferences / Workshops organized and the source of funding
(national/international) with details of outstanding participants, if any:
33rd IIG (Institute of Indian Geographers) Annual conference and International Seminar
on ―Population, Development and Disaster Management‖ (8-11th February, 2012) in
collaboration with UGC, ICSSR and NATMO.
31. Code of ethics for research followed by the departments: Tripura University code of
ethics.
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or
information is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of
misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only
reliable and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used
in research studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even
after the completion of the research.



Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other
sources with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not
allowed to publish the same article in different places without any special
reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any
research so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research
results, the interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in
decision making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her
candidature in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights
of the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy
and other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and
obligations as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the
government . Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior
approval before conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
32. Student profile programme-wise:
Name
of
the Applications
Selected
Pass percentage
Programme (refer received
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no.4)
2010 ---- 37
12
13
41.67
53.85
2011 ---- 86
13
12
46.15
50.00
M.SC.
2012 ---- 80
19
06
47.37
66.67
2013 ---- 53
15
11
73.33
81.82
2010 ---- 07
01
01
----------2011 ---- 12
00
03
----------Ph.D.
2012 ---- 03
02
00
----------2013 ---- 14
05
01
----------33. Diversity of students
Name of the % of students % of students % of students % of students
Programme
from the same from
other from
from
other
(refer
to university
universities
universities
countries
question no.4)
within the state outside
the
state
2010 ---- 72
NIL
28
NIL
2011 ---- 68
NIL
32
NIL
M.Sc.
2012 ---- 60
NIL
40
NIL
2013 ---- 50
NIL
50
NIL

2010 ---- 100 NIL
NIL
NIL
2011 ---- 100
NIL
NIL
NIL
Ph.D.
2012 ---- 50
NIL
50
NIL
2013
---- NIL
33.33
NIL
66.67
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services Examinations,
NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details category-wise: 13
Examination
S.C.
S.T.
OBC
General
NET
04
00
01
07
SET
00
00
01
02
35. Student Progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
----PG to M.Phil.
-----PG to Ph.D.
10%
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
NIL
Employed
NIL
 campus selection
Not available
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
-----36. Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same University
00
from other universities within the State
00
from universities from other States
100
from universities outside the country
00
37. Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil, Ph.D, D.Sc and D.Litt. during the
assessment period: 01 (Ph.D.-- Saptarshi Mitra, Assistant Professor)
38. Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a. Library – No departmental library facility
b. Internet facilities for staff and students -- Available
c. Total number of class rooms -- 02
d. Class rooms with ICT facility -- NIL
e. Students‘ laboratories – 01 GIS & RS Lab, 04 Special Paper labs.
f. Research laboratories – Special Paper Labs are used as Research Labs.
39. List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates:
a) from the host institution/university:
Sl.
Doctoral students with status
Name of the
No.
Supervisor
1
Mrs. Bijaya Bhattacharya, Viva-Voce Exam. to be held on
12th March, 2014
2
Mrs. Mugdha Chakraborty, thesis submitted in December,
2013
3
Mrs. Rina Rani Deb, will submit thesis in April. 2014
Dr. Nibedita Das
4
Ms. Moujuri Bhowmik, registered
(Pan)
5
Ms. Sima Majumder, registered
6
Istak Ahmed, Completed Ph.D. Course Work Exam., 2014
7
Mrs. Sushmita Saha, completed pre-submission seminar
8
Ms. Shreya Bandyopadhyay, completed pre-submission

seminar
Dr. Sunil Kumar
De
9
Mr. Kapil Ghosh, completed pre-submission seminar
10
Dr. Chandrani Debbarma, AWARDED
11
Mrs. Prasamita Sarkar, submitted thesis
12
Mrs. Sushmita Paul, completed pre-submission seminar
Dr. Sudip Dey
13
Mrs. Gunjan Mukherjee, registered
14
Mr. Subhojit Sen, registered
Saptarshi
15
Mr. Abhijit Santra, Completed Ph.D. Course Work Exam., Dr.
Mitra
2014
16
Mr. Debasis Debbarma, Completed Ph.D. Course Work
Exam., 2014
17
Mr. Somprakash Dhar, Completed Ph.D. Course Work
Exam., 2014
b) from other institutions/universities:
Sl. No.
Ph.D. students
Supervisor
1
Mr. Bajrang Lal Meena, completed
Viva-Voce in September, 2013
2
Mrs. Monika Debbarma, completed Dr. Nibedita Das (Pan)
Ph.D. course work
3
Dr. Mili Jamatia, AWARDED
4
Mr. Goutam Ghosh, completed preDr. Sunil Kumar De
submission seminar
5
Mr. Subhendu Ghosh, submitted Dr. Sudip Dey
thesis
6
Mr. Rajib Lal Debbarma, registered
7
Mr. Dhirendra Nath Das, completed
Dr. Saptarshi Mitra
Ph.D. Course Work Exam, 2014
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university: 31
41. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programmes(s)? If so, highlight the methodology: No
42. Does the department obtain feedback from
i. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback? Dept. implements the proposal after consensus of all
faculty members.
ii. Students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
iii. Alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10):
(1) Mrs. Prasamita Sarkar, Assistant Prof. in Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar College,
Belonia
(2) Dr. Chandrani Debbarma, Assistant Prof. in Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar College,
Belonia, South Tripura.
(3) Mrs. Konika Das, United Bank of India, Agartala.
(4) Ms. Tulika Pal, SBI, Kolkata.
(5) Mr. Kuntal Ganguly, NRSA, Hyderabad.
(6) Mr. Kailas Debbarma, Project Director, SHIPARD, Agartala.
(7) Mrs. Sampa Majumder, PGT. , MBB College, Agartala.
(8) Ms. Dolan Chowdhury, Guest faculty in MBB College, Agartala.

44. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/
seminar) involving external experts:
Year
Name
Topic
2012
Dr. Amal Kar, CAZRI, Jodhpur, Man and Environment of Thar
Rajasthan
Desert: Present and Future
Prof. Guruprasad Chattopadhyay, Visva- Recent Disaster in Uttarakhand
Bharati, Santiniketan, West Bengal
Prof. Surendra Singh, NEHU, Meghalaya Research
Methodology
in
Geography
2013
Dr. Asit Kumar Sarkar, NATMO, Development
of
Remote
Kolkata
Sensing in India
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes: Lecture
Method, Power Point Presentation, Field Visit, Group discussion etc.
46. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored? Through Class Tests, Assignments, Practical Work,
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities: Sports,
Seminar, Workshop, Debate competition, .
48. Give details of ―beyond syllabus scholarly activities‖ of the department: Faculties
carried out Project work on various applied field of research like fluvial hazards, geotectonic landforms, regional planning and development etc. Students used to take part in
field data collection, laboratory test, computer assisted mapping etc.
49. State whether the programme/department is accredited/graded by other agencies? If
yes, give details: No
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied: Observation with the help of GPS Station will provide new knowledge
on the movement of Indian Plate.
51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
(a) Strength – (i) Good number of Ph.D. students instead of limited faculty, (ii) All
faculty members are well equipped with modern teaching aids, (iii) Facilities of A0 size
Scanner and Plotter, (iv) Uninterrupted power supply.
(b) Weaknesses – (i) Shortage of faculty and technical staff, (ii) Absence of high
specification computers, (iii) Absence of good RS and GIS Laboratory, (iv) Absence of
Map Library, (v) Shortage of space for research scholars.
(c) Opportunity – (i) Introduction of Certificate Course on RS and GIS, (ii) to widen the
research activity in virgin field of Tripura, (iii) to help the students to well equipped with
modern technological knowledge, (iv) to prepare the students for future College /
University teachers, (v) to guide the students to be a good researcher.
(d) Challenges – (i) To produce good number of research scholars. (ii) To motivate the
students for appearing in competitive Examinations and qualify NET, SET
Examinations. (iii) To produce good number of College /University Teachers. (iv) To
unveil different virgin field of research related to the subject and propose proper
management. (v) To take the Department to the level of excellence.
52. Future plans of the department:
(i) To set up standard RS and GIS Laboratory with ERDAS, ARC GIS Software.
(ii) To introduce Certificate Course on Remote Sensing and GIS.
(iii) To introduce Certificate Course on Surveying.
(iv) To conduct Seminars / Refresher Course / Summer School / Winter School.
(v) To set up Departmental Library of Reference Books and Maps.
(vi) To set up Cartography Laboratory.

Evaluative Report
1.Name of the Department : HINDI
2.Year of establishment: 2006
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? – YES, Faculty of Arts
andCommerce
4.Names of programmes offered : BA, MA, IMD (Integrated Master Degree), Ph.D
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : Nil
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc :
Nil
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons : Nil
8.Examination System: Semester System
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments : No
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including CAS &
MPS)
Professor
01
Nil
Associate Professors 01
01
01
Asst. Professors
02
02
02
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualificatio
n

Dr. Vinod
Kumar
Mishra
Dr. Milan
Rani
Jamatia
Dr.
Jai
Kaushal

MA, M.Phil, Associate
Ph.D
Professor
MA, Ph.D

Designati
on

Assistant
Professor

MA, M.Phil, Assistant
Ph.D
Professor

Specialization NO.
of No. of Ph.D
years
of students guided
experience for the last four
years
Medieval
24 Years
01
Hindi
Literature
Folk Lore
07 Years

Translation

05 years

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors (2010-2013)
NAME
INSTITUTION
YEAR
Dr. D.K.Chaubey
Dept of Hindi, NEHU, Shilong
2010
Dr. M.P. Pandey
Dept of Hindi, NEHU, Shilong
2010
Dr. Chandrakala Pandey
Dept of Hindi, Calcutta University 2010
Dr. Arun Hota
Dept of Hindi, NBU, Siliguri
2010
Dr. Chandrakala Pandey
Dept of Hindi, Calcutta University 2011
Dr. M.P. Pandey
Dept of Hindi, NEHU, Shilong
2011
Dr. D.D Tiwari
Dept of Hindi, Gauhati University 2012
Dr. Chandrakala Pandey
Dr. B.D.Mishra
Dr. Chandrakala Pandey

Dept of Hindi, Calcutta University 2012
Dept of Hindi, Vardhaman 2013
University
Dept of Hindi, Calcutta University 2013

13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
B.A – 30%
M.A – 30%
IMD – 90%
Ph.D - Nil
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
B.A – 1:
M.A – 1:
IMD – 1:
Ph.D – 1:
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned,filled
and actual
Name of Post
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual
Academic Support Nil
--Staff
Administrative Staff Nil
--16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies : Nil
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise. : Nil
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received a)National
collaboration b) International collaboration : Nil
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.: Nil
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition : NIL
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
: Nil
22.Publications:
Name
of Title
of Name of Journal, Year of Publication
Faculty
Paper/Proceding/
Volume, Page
With ISSN/ISBN
Chapter
Dr. Vinod Itafort: Itihas ke Purvottar Samanway 2010,
Aeine
ISSN-2231-6132
Kumar
mein:Samanvay
Mishra
Yagyaseni
evam Samvad half yearly 2010,
draupadi
ki Research Magazine, ISSN 2231-4156
atmakatha
B.H.U. Varanasi,
Arunachal Pradesh ki ANANYA
- 2011,
Bhashai Asmita ki BBPSVS, Varanasi
ISSN No.2250-1207
Talash
Godan:
Ek ANANYA
- 2012,
Vishleshan
BBPSVS, Varanasi
ISSN No.2250-1207

Shashina Sah Yati SAMVAD
Kaumudi ka Prokti
evam
Pathparak
Vishleshan

2012,
ISSN No. 2231-4156

Swatantrata sangram
ke dauran Hindi
patrakarita ka vikas
Bhakti Kavya ke
anyatam kavi Nand
Das

2012,
ISBN:
978-9381539-58-3
2012,
ISBN978-9381539-58-3

Bhasha:
Dr. Milan Kokborok
Ginti
ki
Rani
Visheshtayen, Page
Jamatia
no. 31-32
Jamatia
Janajati:
Samajik- Sanskritik
Parichay, Pg. 27-32
Naya
Saal
(Translated
Kokborok
Poem),
Page no. 18
Godan Upanyas me
Nari Patra Malti ke
Vishesh
Sandarbh
me, Pg. No. 118-120
Uchai
Janajati:
Samajik- Sanskritik
Parichay, Pg. 123126
Ek Pukar ke liye
(Translated
Kokborok
Poem),
Page no. 11
Kanchanmala
(Translated kokborok
Lok-Katha),
Pg.
No.8-10
Tripura rajya ke
Adivasi M ahilaon ki
Shekshanik sthiti, pg.
213-220
Samkalin kokborok
kavita, pg.63-71
Khumbarti
((Translated
kokborok
LokKatha), Pg. No.8-10

Hindi Bhasha aur
sahitya
ke
vivid
paridrishya
Hindi Bhasha Aur
Sahitya Ke Vividh
Paridrishya

Meghalaya Darpan, March, 2010
Anka-11, Shilling,

Naya path (Tripura 2010
Visheshank),
New
Delhi
Samanvay Purvottar , July-Sept, 2010
Vol. 8, Shillong

Samanvay Purvottar , July-Sept, 2010
Vol. 8, Shillong

Samanvay Purvottar January-March,
,Vol.10, Shillong
2011

Samanvay Purvottar , 2011,
Vol.11, Shillong
ISSN-2231-6132

Samanvay Purvottar April-June, 2011,
,Vol.11,
ISSN-2231-6132

Samanvay
Purvottar,Vol.14,
Shillong

January-March,
2012
ISSN-2231-6132

THE
NEHU
JOURNAL. Shillong
Samanvay Purvottar
,Vol.15, Shillong

2012,
ISSN-0972-8406
April-June 2012,
ISSN-2231-6132

Kokborok
Kavita(Grihasth
Jivan,
Prem varnan, Ritu
varnan,
Bhagya
Vilap,
Updesh,
Krishi, Samay)
pg. 182-186
Kokborok
BhashaSahitya
evam
Sanskriti, .oN .gP 98101

Samkalin
Bhartiya Nov-Dec 2012,
Sahitya,
(Purvottar ISSN-0970-8367
Bharat Visheshank),
Ank 164,

Assam Rastra Bhasha Nov, 2013
Prachar
Samiti,
Guwahati

Introductory
of Bhartiya Lok Sahitya 2010,
Tripura (Contributed Kosh,
Sanjay ISBN-978-81-7453Chapter)
Prakashan,
New 297-8
Delhi,
2010
Dr.
Jai Mrityu se Sarthak Pragatisheel
Vidroh ki Kavita- Vashudha, Bhopal
Kaushal
(Book-Review)
Tripuri (Debbarma) Naya Path, New 2012
Janjati ke Vaivahik Delhi
Reeti-Rivaj- Article
Bhutaliya evam any
2010
Kahaniyan-Short
Parinde Delhi
Stories(BookReview)
Makan, Kamre aur Parinde Delhi
2010
ghar-Short
Stories(BookReview)
Mukti-pathGaveshana,
KHS, 2012
Novel(Book-Review) Agra
23. Details of patents and income generated : NIL
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated : NIL
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad : NIL
26.Faculty serving in a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial
Boards d) any other (please specify) :
Dr. Vinod Kr Mishra, Associate Proffesor of the department has been assigned the
duty of chief editor of Sahitya Vartika, an International Referred Hindi Journal
from 2013.
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
The faculty members attend Refresher / orientation programme / workshop /
short term training programme from time to time.

28. Student projects
●Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter-departmental
projects :
All students perform their projects through internal assessment tests which are
parts of the curriculum
●Percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities/ industry
/ institute :
Nil
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty: Dr. Vinod Kr. Mishra has received `Karmayogi Puraskar‟ by
Indian Diaspora, Mauritius in the year 2011
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows : Nil
 Students : NIl
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (National /
International) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
Programme
Title of Seminar/ Year
Funding
Details
of
conference/
Agency
outstanding
workshop
participants
2
days Premchand
and 2008
UGC
04
Resource
National
Saratchand
persons and more
Seminar
than
50
participants.
03
days Maanviki
07-09
CHD
More than 08
National
Vishayon
mein Apr,
(MHRD),
Resource persons
Seminar
takniki
shabd 2009
New Delhi
and
50
prayog
Participants.
02
days Purvottar Bharat 03-04
CHI, Agra
More than 20
National
mein
Hindi Dec,
Renowned
Seminar
sikshan
aur 2009
scholars and 50
prashiksan ki dasa
Participants.
aur disa.
08
days Hindi Neo-writers 11-18
CHD
More than 30 Neo
National
camp
August,2 (MHRD),
writers from all
Camp,
010
New Delhi
over India along
with 20 local neo
writers.
Participants.
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments :
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources

with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research
so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government .
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
32.Student profile programme-wise: Year 2012- 2013
Name of the Applications Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer received
Male
Female Male
Female
to question no. 4)
B.A
15
04
11
03
10
IMD

----

----

----

M.A

06

01

05

----

----

Ph.D
33.Diversity of students
Name of the % of students
Programme(refe from the same
r to question no. university
4)

% of students
from
other
universities
within the State

% of students %
of
from
students
universities
from other
outside
the countries
State
M.A
95%
NIL
05%
Nil
Ph.D
40%
NIl
60%
Nil
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
01 (One), Mr. Bajrang Chauhan, Category- OBC

35.Student progression:
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
33%
PG to M.Phil.
N.A
PG to Ph.D.
40%
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
NIL
Employed
NIL
 Campus selection
80%
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
Nil
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
Nil
from other universities within the State
Nil
from universities from other States
03 (100%)
from universities outside the country
Nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period :
01 (One), Dr. Jai Kaushal
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library : Nil (No departmental Library)
b) Internet facilities for staff and students : Yes
c) Total number of class rooms : 02 (Two)
d) Class rooms with ICT facility : 02 (Two)
e) Students‘ laboratories : N.A
f) Research laboratories : N.A
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university :
1) Ms. Sima Debbarma
2) Ms. Nabina Chakma
3) Ms. Punam Kumari
4) Ms. Jamuna Debnath
5) Ms. Nipa Roy
6) Mr. Sayak Chakraborty
b) from other institutions/universities :
1) Mrs. Anuradha Debbarma
2) Mrs. Anjana Jamatia
3) Mrs. Mary Jamatia
4) Ms. Aruna Singh
5) Ms. Nukphangti Jamatia
6) Ms. Dina Rankhawl
7) Mr. Sunil Kumar Awasthi
8) Mr. Harendra kumar Srivastava
9) Mr. Bajrang Chauhan
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
The students belong to SC, ST, OBC, Minorities, Differently abled, single girl
child are getting financial assistance as per rules.

41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of
newprogramme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
The teachers of the department are constantly in touch with the recent trends of
research in the field of language and literature in the other academic
institutions/research centres. The regular feedback received by the departments
are incorporated in the development of new academic programmes wherever
necessary.
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback?
While framing/modifying the syllabus, the feedbacks are being utilized.
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
On the basis of feedback, the curriculum and teaching learning evaluation
thedepartment acts accordingly
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
Not available
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10). : NIL
44. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
External experts / scholars are invited for delivering the lectures time to time
along with occasionally organised workshops and seminars.
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
The department follows conventional method of classroom teaching and also ICT
to make the teaching and learning process effective and smooth.
46. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
Departmental committee meetings are regularly held to monitor the smooth
functioning of the department and effective performance of the students.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
The faculty members of the department are closely associated with many
organizations in propagating literary consciousness by organising debates, essay
writings, quiz competitions.
48. Give details of ―beyond syllabus scholarly activities‖ of the department.
The department is closely involved to popularise the communicative Hindi among
the
employees of the University through different programmes and also through
literary forum of the department.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details. : Nil
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
Knowledge is generated through teaching and research in the field of language
and literature along with Research projects, seminars, symposiums, workshops,
etc.

51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
Strengths:1) Dedicated faculty members
2) Better placement
3) Use of Modern technology for effective classroom teaching and learning
4) Better coordination among the faculty members
5) Research Activities
Weakness:1) Lack of faculty members
2) In adequate classrooms
3) Lack of professionalism
4) Lack of Group C & D staffs
5) Poor students in language
Opportunities:1) To develop a centre for Research for Comparative Literature and Translation
Studies.
2) To get financial support from MHRD in better way as Tripura University is
located in non-Hindi speaking area.
3) To develop collaboration with different academic institutions in the country.
4) To develop language laboratory.
5) To develop departmental library.
Challenges:1) To fill up the seats for admission.
2) To develop the course curriculum for students of non-Hindi speaking area.
3) Inadequate faculty position .
4) Inadequate infra-structure.
5) Inadequate Research facilities in terms of Research Journals, reference books
etc.
52.Future plans of the department.
i)
To build department as a highest centre of learning and research.
ii)
Attract students from different parts of the country
iii)
To establish centre for Research for Comparative Literature and Translation
Studies
iv)
To bring Research projects from different funding agencies
v)
To start job oriented academic programmes – Journalism and Mass com,
Translation etc.

Evaluative Report
1. Name of the Department :Department of History
2. Year of establishment : 1977
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university?:Yes
4. Names of programmes offered: PG, Ph.D., Five Years Integrated Masters Degree
5. Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: Yes
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NIL
7. Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons :NIL
8. Examination System: Semester System
9. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Take Ph.D. Course work classes of Social Science Subjects.
10. Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (Including CAS
& MPS)
Professor
2
nil
1 (CAS)
Associate
2
2
Professors
Asst. Professors
5
5
Others
1
1
(Guest Teacher)
11. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualificatio
n

Designati
on

Specialization

Satyadeo
Poddar
Sukhendu
Debbarma

M.A., Ph.D

Professor

Francis
U.Hrangkhawl
MonisankarMisr
a
Lincoln Reang

M.A., B.Ed

Modern India, 24 years
Historiography
Modern India 19 years
History,
History
of
North
East
India
Ancient India
11 years

Roshani Rai

M.A.

Nishikant Kolge

M.A.

M.A., B.Ed, Associate
Ph.D
Professor

M.A., Ph.D
M.A., B.Ed

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

No. of
Years of
Experienc
e

Modern India

10 years

Modern India

7 years

Modern India

4 years

Gandhi
& 4 years
Environment

No.
ofPh.D./M.P
hil.
students
guided
for
thelast
4
years

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors (2008-13)
Name
Institution
Prof. David Syiemlieh
Deptt. Of History, NEHU, Shillong
Prof. RanjitSen
Deptt. Of Islamic History & Culture, Calcutta
University, Kolkata
Prof. F.A Qadri
Deptt. Of History, NEHU, Shillong
Prof. Sukla Das
Deptt. Of History, Jadavpur University, Kolkata
Prof. I.Sarkar
Deptt. Of History, North Bengal University, Darjeeling
Prof. Himadri Banerjee
Deptt. Of History, Jdavpur University, Kolkata
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information:
IMD- 31.25 %
M.A.- 15 %
Ph.D.- NIL
14. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio:
M.A. – 1 : 24
Pre Ph. D. Course Work- 1 : 25 (for the session 2013-14)
Ph. D.15. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned,filled and actual
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual
Academic support staff
(technical)
Administrative staff
16. Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies : NIL
17. Number of faculty with on-going projects from a) national b) international
fundingagencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding
agencies,project title and grants received project-wise.
Name of Title of Project
Period
Funding
Total
Faculty
Agency
Grant
Sukhendu
‗General Election 2009: A 2
years UGC
Rs.5,09
Debbarma Behavioral Study of Political (1.2.2009(Major
,200/Attitude and Opinion in 1.2.2011)
Research
Tripura‘
Project)
Study on Functioning Structure 0ct
2008- Ministry
of Local Governance in North- August 2009
of Home
Eastern Region with special
Affairs
reference to Autonomous
(MHA),
District Councils/Autonomous
Governme
Regional Councils‘ Study
nt of India
headed by Prof. David R.
Syiemlieh, North Eastern Hill
University,Shillong. (Tripura
Study conducted by Dr.
Sukhendu Debbarma
Problems of North East India 2 years (March
and Gandhian methods of 2013- 2015)
UGC
Rs.7,82
Satyadeo
peace building
,100/Poddar
Manuscript Resource Centre Annual Grant Ministry
Rs.7,00
and Manuscript Conservation since
march of Culture ,000.00
Centre
2013

Lincoln
Reang

An Analysis on the Socio- 2
years ICSSR,
Rs. 10
economic conditions of the (1.10.2013New
Lakh
Reang
Community:
A 1.10.2015
Delhi
Primitive Tribal Group of
Tripura
18. Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a) National collaboration b) International collaboration :NIL
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.:NIL
20. Research facility / centre withstate recognition, national recognition, international
recognition:NIL
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
bodies:NIL
22. Publications:
Name
of Title
of
Paper/ Name of Journals & ISBN No.
Faculty
Proceedings
Books Vol. No, Pages,
Year of Publication&
Publishers
Prof.
Gandhi and Vivekanada : a Axis Publisher, 2013
Satyadeo
Comparative study on
Poddar
Education and women
Dr. Sukhendu Evil and Evil Spirit in Construction of Evil in
Debbarma
Borok Society of Tripura
North
East
India,
PrasenjitBiswas&C.Joshua
Thomas
(ed),2012,Sage
Publication,
New Delhi,
Gender, Food Security and Agricultural
and
a
Rice Farming in Tripura
Changing Environment
in Northeastern India,
SumiKrishna
(ed),2012,Routledge, New
Delhi,
Dr.
Trembling
Earth
and Po. NEIHA 32nd session,
MonisankarM Overflowing Rivers: The publications, 2012, pp.
isra
Earthquake of 1897, Floods 317-328
and the Colonial State in
Assam

Lincoln
Reang

Competing Interpretations:
Examining the causes of
Floods in the Surma- Barak
valley of Colonial Assam
Traditional Religious Belief
and Practices of the Bru
(Reang)

ISBN
978-813210945-4
(HB)
ISBN9780-632898

Journal of The Asiatic
Society,
Vol
LIV,
No.3,2012, pp.35-46
Religion, Beliefs and 81-8324Practices in North East 424-6
India by Lalrinnunga
Hmar(ed),
Mittal
Publications, New Delhi,
2013, pp.109-118.

Merging Religion with
Politics in a Secular Age:
Gandhiji‘s Interpretation of
God, Religion and Politics

Concept of God and
Religion:
Traditional
Thought
and
Contemporary
Society.
SVD,K Jose, Bera,Gautam
Kumar, Medhi, Birinchi K
&Athparia
R.P
(ed).
Abhijeet
Publications,
New Delhi, 2012.
1857 in Eastern India: A Darjeeling and the Indian
Lacuna in Historiography East, Salesian Journal of
pp.130-136
Humanities & Social
Sciences,
Vol
II,
No.1,May 2011.

ISBN:
978-938113652-2

ISSN
09761861

Nishikant Kolge
B (i) Articles/Chapters published in Books (Please enclose evidences)
S. No
Title with page nos.
Book
Title,
editor ISSN/ISBN No.
&publisher
1
Problematizing Modernity: Peace, Non-Violence and 978-81-316-0457Gandhi and Ecologism pp. Gandhian Concerns ed. 1
271-281
Vidya
Jain,
Rawat
Publication, Jaipur, 2011
(ii) Full papers in Conference Proceedings
S.
Title with page nos.
Book Title, editor &publisher
N
1
Right of Revolution from Abraham
Lincoln
Without
Gandhi's and Lincoln's Borders:
Lincoln’s
legacy
Perspective pp.114-124
Outside United States ed. J.
Tripathy,
S.P.Rath&
W.
Pederson Pencraft International,
2
Merging Religion with Concept of God and Religion:
Politics in a Secular Age: Traditional
Thought
and
Gandhi's Interpretation of Contemporary Society eds. K.
Religion and Politics Jose, GautamBera& B. K.
pp.171-178
MedhiAbijite Publication, New
Delhi 2011
3
Gandhi's Criticism of Gandhi
Environment
and
Industrialization
and Sustainable Future eds. Siby K.
Modernity:
an Soseph& Bharat Mahodaya
Environmental
Institute of Gandhian Studies,
Perspective pp. 57-64
Wardha 2011
4
Towards a Comprehensive Reflections on Hind Swaraj ed.
Understanding
of Siby K. Joseph & Bharat
Gandhi's
Concept
of Mahodaya Institute of Gandhian
Swaraj: Some Critical Studies Wardha 2011
Thoughts
on
Parel's
Reading of Swaraj pp.
171-194

ISSN/ISBN
No.
978-81909416-6-2

978-93-8113652-2

978-81906818-5-8

9
788190
681841

5

Relevance of idea of Mahatma
Gandhi
National
Swadeshi in Global Age
Institute of Research & Social
Action, Hyderabad
E (ii) Papers presented in Conferences, Seminars, Workshops, Symposia
S.
Title of the
Title of
Organised by
Whether
N.
paper
Conference/
International/
presented
Seminar etc
National/State/
Regio
nal/University
or
College Level
1
Gandhi's
National Seminar on Institution
of National
Criticism
of Gandhi Science and Gandhian
Industrializatio Environment, Fo14-16 Studies , Wardha
n
and March, 2009
Modernity: an
Environmental
Perspective
2
Towards
a Hind Swaraj Centenary Institute
of National
Comprehensiv Seminor: Relevance of Gandhian
e
Hindu
Swaraj Studies, Wardha,
Understanding Perspective in 21st Gandhi
Peace
of
Gandhi's Century,20-22
Foundation,
Concept
of November, 09
Delhi & Gandhi
Swaraj: Some
International,
Critical
Frace
Though
on
Parel's Reading
of Swaraj
3
Right
of International Conference Department of International
Revolution
on Abraham Lincon HSS, IIT Madras
from Gandhi's with Borders, 19-20 in collaboration
and Lincoln's December, 09
with
FCT,
Perspectives
Baroda
and
Abraham
Lincoln
Bicentinnial
Commission,
USA
Merging
National Seminar on SANSKRITI,
National
4
Religion with Concept of God and (North Eastern
Politics in a Religion:
Traditional Institute
of
Secular Age: Thought
and Culture
&
Gandhi's
Contemporary Society, Religion),
Interpretation
19-21 November, 2010
ASHA HOLY
of Religion and
CROSS,
Politics
Agartala
Is Problem of National Seminar on Centre for the National
5
Dalit Religious Religio-Cultural
Study of Social
Problem?
Dynamics & Social Exclusion
&

6

Debating Postmodernism of
Gandhi
and
Foucault

7

Relevance of
idea
of
Swadeshi
in
Global Age

8

Was
Gandhi
Champion of
the
caste
system? : some
reflection on
Gandhi‘s
practice

Exclusion & Inclusion Inclusive Policy,
in India, 25th April, 2011 Tripura
University
National Seminar on Jointly organized National
Reconstructing
by Department
Histories:
Memories, of
History,
Traditions,
and Tripura
Customs, From 6th- 7th University
&
February, 2012
ICHR,
North
Eastern Regional
Centre,
Guwahati
National Seminar on Mahatma
National
Gandhi
and Gandhi National
Globalization - Issues Institute
of
and Challenges 5th and Research
&
th
6 March, 2012
Social Action,
Hyderabad
GandhiRama- 2012
ICPR,
New International
Delhi

Invited Lecture
S.No. Title of the lecture
Department and university
01
Relevance of Gandhi in Present Centre for Gandhian Studies,
scenario
TU
02
Gandhiam methods of social Centre for social exclusion
inclusion
and inclusion policy, TU
03
What is post-modernism
Dept. of Fine Arts, TU
04
―On Non-violence‖
Fishery College,
Tripura
University
23. Details of patents and income generated: NIL
24. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL
25. Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /
institutions/industries in India and abroad: Dr. Sukhendu Debbarma, Associate
professor visited London in connection with the Commonwealth Academic Staff
Fellowship, 2012, United Kingdom.
26. Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any
other (please specify):
(i) Prof. Satyadeo Poddar.
1. Observer, UGC NET Exams, December, 2012
2. Member, Project Monitoring Committee, National Mission for Manuscripts,
Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India.

(ii) Dr.Sukhendu Debbarma
1. Membership: Diamond Jubilee Alumni Member, Commonwealth Academic
Staff Fellowship, 2012, United Kingdom.
27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation
programs,workshops, training programs and similar programs): The faculties attend
the ASC-Refresher / orientation programs, workshops and training programs from
time to time.
28. Student projects
• Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmentalprojects :Cent per cent students perform their projects through
internal assessment test.
• Percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /industry /
institute: NIL
29. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
• Faculty:
(i) Dr. Sukhendu Debbarma, Associate Professor,Awarded Commonwealth
Academic Staff Fellowship 2012, United Kingdom
• Doctoral / post doctoral fellows:
• Students: NIL
30. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding(national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
Programme
Title
Date
Funding/
Collaborative
Partner
National Seminar
The Tribe, Peasants and April 5-7, ICHR
Modern Identity in North 2006
Eastern India c. 18002000 A. D.
nd
32
Annual
of
November,
Conference
North-East
17-19, 2011
India History Association
2 days National Seminar
Reconstructing Histories: February, 6- ICHR
Memories, Traditions and 7, 2012
Customs
31. Code of ethics for research followed by the departments:
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources
with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.



The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research should
not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research
so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government .
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the value
of the society.
32. Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Applications
Selected
Pass percentage
Programme
received
Male Female
Male Female
(refer
to
question no. 4)
IMD
16
06+ 02
Finial exam not held
M.A.
150
67
Ph.D
33. Diversity of students
Name of the
% of
Programme
students
(refer to question from the
no. 4)
same
university

% of students
from other
universities
within the
State

% of students
from
universities
outside the
State

% of
students
from
other
countries

M.A Semester II
100%
NIL
6.8%
NIL
M. A Semester IV 100%
NIL
3.38%
NIL
Ph.D
28.5%
NIL
71.42%
NIL
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Servicesexaminations,
NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give detailscategory-wise.
SET (SC): SajalNama
SET (OBC): NirmalyaKarmakar, P. Debnath
NET (ST): SatyajitDebbarma, PradipDebbarma
No of students cleared State Civil Service: 2 (as per available information)

35. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs

Percentage against
enrolled
NIL
1%
NIL
NIL
N. A.
NIL

36. Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
NIL
from other universities within the State
NIL
from universities from other States
07
from universities outside the country
NIL
37. Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during
theassessment period: 02 (Dr. MonisankarMisra&Dr. Nishikant Kolge)
38. Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library :There is no any separate departmental library facility. However,
the faculty and the students utilised the central library.
b) Internet facilities for staff and students:Yes
c) Total number of class rooms: 02
d) Class rooms with ICT facility: NIL
e) Students‘ laboratories: NIL
f) Research laboratories: NIL
39. List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university:
i) NirmalyaKarmakar
ii) Mantu Deb
iii) Jaya Debbarma
b) from other institutions/universities:
i) JyotirmayChakma
ii) LinclonReang
iii) Francis Hrangkwal
iv) K.B. Jamatia
v) DipannitaDasgupta
vi) UdayanAdhikari
vii) MujahidRahman
viii) B.K Kilikdar
ix) DebrotoGoswami
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university:
i) Post graduate students of the department are getting stipend as well as
single girl child stipend.
41. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of
newprogramme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
i) The faculty members are constantly in touch with recent trends of
historical research in different fields as well as maintain connection with the

departments of history in other universities and research centres and receive
regular feedbacks which are incorporated in the development of new
programmes as and when necessary. Informal inputs form students about
the curriculum is also taken from time to time to update the syllabus.
42. Does the department obtain feedback from
a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, howdoes
the department utilize the feedback?
i) Faculty members regularly discuss among themselves informally and
formally about the curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation. This
feedback is utilised at the time of syllabus framing every five to six years.
b. students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how doesthe
department utilize the feedback?
c. alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does thedepartment
utilize the feedback?
i) Presently non- available.
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)
(i)
Dr. K.B. Jamatia, Registrar (Off.), Tripura University
(ii)
Sri Khatra Joy Reang, IPS
(i)
Dr. B.K. Kilikdar, Rt. Member, TPSC, Govt. of Tripura
(ii)
Dr. DipanitaChakraborty, Principal, Dararath Deb Memorial College,
Khowai, Tripura
(iii) Sri BirchandraDebbarma, Principal, DIET, Kakraban, Govt. of Tripura
(iv)
Sri MujahidRehman, Assistant Professor, MBBC, Govt. of Tripura
(v)
Sri BudhilianHrangkhawl, District Transport Officer, Dhalai District,
Govt. of Tripura
(vi)
Sri SatyajitDebbarma, Assistant Professor, Amarpur College, Govt. of
Tripura
(vii) Smt. SanjitaReang, Assistant Professor, Women College, Govt. of Tripura
(viii) Sri PradipDebbarma, Assistant Professor, Santirbazar College, Govt. of
Tripura
44. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops
/seminar) involving external experts.
i) Once or twice in every semester external experts/ researches are invited by
the department for the academic enrichment of the student.( Details has to be
given)
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
i) The department basically follows conventional method of classroom
teaching. However ICT has been recently introduced to make teaching
learning process more effective.
46. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly metand
learning outcomes are monitored?
i) Departmental Committee meetings are regularly held to monitor
effectively the smooth functioning of the department and performance of the
students.
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
i) The faculty members are also closely associated with the Tripura
Historical Society and thereby playing a leading role in propagating
historical consciousness by organising Debate, Quiz Competition, etc.

ii) The Students of the department are associated with NSS Unit of the
University and actively connected in afforestation, Blood donation campaign,
etc.
48. Give details of ―beyond syllabus scholarly activities‖ of the department.
i) The Department is closely connected with the Manuscript Resource and
Conservation Centres and Centre of Gandhian Studies for the past many
years.
49. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by otheragencies? If
yes, give details.: NIL
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating newknowledge,
basic or applied.
i) New knowledge‟s are generated through Research work in the
Department.The Department of History is a pioneer in the researches on the
history and culture of Tripura in India. In addition path breaking researches
has been carried out on the socio-political movements of Tripura in the 20th
century Tripura, Peasantry and Land Question in Tripura, TripuraManipur relation‟s, etc. Besides the faculty members has also carried out and
carrying on research projects on the Reangs of Tripura, Gandhian Peace
building in Northeast India, Electoral behaviour in Tripura, Novelty in
Princely Tripura, etc.
51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)of
the department.
Strengths:
i)
Department has qualified faculty members.
ii)
Faculty members are actively engaged in Research and attract many projects
funded by different funding agencies.
iii)
Students of the department are placed in various sectors
iv)
One of the faculty members have received prestigious award/fellowship
(commonwealth Academic Staff fellowship)
v)
With the initiative of the department two centres (centre for Gandhian
Studies and Manuscript Resource & Conservation Centre) are functioning
vi)
Faculty diversity
vii)
Use of modern tools and technology in effective class room learning and
teaching method
Weakness:
i)
Lack of sufficient faculty members ( 2 Professors Post not filled for the last 10
years)
ii)
Class rooms inadequate ( only 2 class rooms available as of now)
iii)
Inadequate non- teaching office staff for running the department
iv)
Students are weak in English Language
Opportunities:
i)
Comprehensive study of Tripura University
ii)
There is an opportunity to study conflict resolution and Peace Studies
iii)
There is scope for opening Centre for Tribal studies
iv)
There is scope for opening Centre for archeological study
v)
To develop collaboration with different academic organizations
Challenges:
i)
To insure admission of bright and inquisitive students

ii)
iii)
iv)

To start various specialization provide funds, infrastructure and additional
faculty is given
Inadequate institutional support in terms of fund
To built a departmental library

52. Future plans of the department.
i) to build department into a world-class research and teaching Centre in history
ii) Attract students from different part of the country
i) To establish Centre for Tribal Research
ii) Submission of proposal to UGC under SAP
iii) To provide avenues for capacity building
i) Opening Subject Specialisation in Ancient, Medieval India, Modern India
and North East India.
ii) Opening Centre for Tribal Studiesand Gandhian Studies.
iii) Using effecting multimedia means of Teaching.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
2.Year of establishment: 2007
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Yes
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) : PG and Ph.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: No Programmes
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.
Nil
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: Nil
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Department of Molecular Biology and Bio informatics; Department of Zoology
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including CAS
& MPS)
Professor
01
nil
nil
Associate Professors 02
02
03
/ Reader
Asst. Professors
03
02
01
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name No.
Qualificati Designati Specialization No. of
No. of
of
on
on
Years of
Ph.D./M.Phi
Experience l.students
(teaching)
guided for
thelast 4
years
Dr Samir
M.Sc.,
Associate Molecular
21
05
Kumar Sil
NET,
Professor genetics, Cell
Ph.D.
biology
Dr
M.Sc.
Associate Microbiology, 05
02
DebasisMait Ph.D.
Professor immunology
i
Dr
M.Sc.
Reader
Endocrinology, 23
04
DipayanCha Ph.D.
Reproductive
(including
udhuri
physiology
college)
Dr Sudipta
M.Sc.
Asst.
Nutritional
05
03
Pal
Ph.D.
Professor Biochemistry
(including
college)
12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
Prof TusharGhosh, University of Calcutta
Prof. A. Chandra, University of Calcutta
Porf. P. C. Dhara, Vidyasagar University
Prof. D. Ghosh, Vidyasagar University

Prof. C. Mitra, Presidency College
Dr Prasanta Bag, University of Calcutta
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
M.Sc. 20%
Ph.D. course work 30%
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
M.Sc. 6:1
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned,filled and actual
Post
sanctioned
filled
actual
Lab Technician
01
01
01
Office assistant(group c)
01
01
01
Lab Attendent
01
nil
nil
Group D (store)
01
01
01
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
a) National: 4
b) international: nil
c)Total Grants received: 4.42 crores
Department of
Molecular studies of some genetic diseases Biotechnology (
in Tripura
DBT), Govt. of
India.
Genomic mapping of some ethnic
populations of Tripura

Department of
Biotechnology (
DBT), Govt. of
India.

Rs.
6.0
lacs

Two years
(19982000)

Rs. Three years
19.56 ( 2005 –
Lacs 2008)

Molecular epidemiology of HPV and
cervical cancer in Tripura: genetic
1.07 May 2012variations and influencing HPV persistence DBT New Delhi
Crore 2013
and disease development
BT/247/NE/TBP/2011
utritional and cardio-respiratory status of tribal
children of Tripura No.5/9/1024/2011-RNH

UG
C

11.89
Lacs

BIOTech Hub

DBT

3.0
crore

March,
2012

18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition
 national recognition - State Biotech Hubfunded by DBT, New Delhi.
 international recognition

21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
- Nil
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
Total: (S. K. Sil 16; D. Maiti 16; D. Chaudhuri 7; S. Pal 8)
Total No. – 47
National – 26
International – 21
 Monographs ---Nil
 Chapters in Books Nil
 Edited Books
Nil
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers
Nil
 Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus, Humanities
International Complete, Dare Database - International Social Sciences Directory,
EBSCO host, etc.) –
Web of Science - 23
 Citation Index – range / average
Range 84 – 554
Average:
 SNIP
22.364
 SJR
26.359
 Impact Factor – range / average
Range
0.1 – 12.6
Average 1.41
 h-index
4.0-8.0
23. Details of patents and income generated
Nil
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated
Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /institutions /
industries in India and abroad
Dr. Samir Kr. Sil - DST/FIST Visiting Teacher Fellowship Award(Govt. of India),
2009
Dr. Samir Kr. Sil - ICMR Young BioMedical Scientist Overseas Fellowship
Award, 2010 Visited Tulane University, USA

26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify)
 Dr. Samir Kr. Sil :Editorial board member of International journal of Applied
Biology and Pharmaceutical technology(IJBPT), ISSN 0976 4550
 Dr. Samir Kr. Sil :Elected member as Recorder of Medical Science section
including Physiology,Indian Science Congress, for the year 2015 and 2016
 Dr. DebasishMaiti : Editorial Board Member of Journal of Community
Nutrition and Health, pISSN 2278 – 7542; E-ISSN 2278 - 571X
 Dr. DebasishMaiti : Editorial Board Member of Asian Journal of
Pharmaceutical & Clinical Research of Innovare academics sciences, ISSN0974-2441
 Dr. DebasishMaiti: Selected as Sectional member of the Medical Science
(including Physiology) of Indian Science Congress Association 2014
 Dr. Samir Kr. Sil : Governing body member, Tripura Institute of Paramedical
Sciences
 Dr. Samir Kr. Sil : Expert member of Purchase committee, Agartala Govt.
Medical college, appointed by Governor of Tripura.
 Dr. Samir Kr. Sil : Reviewer of Indian J. of Experimental Biology
 Dr. Sudipta Pal : Reviewer of the Journal of Toxicology; ISSN: 1687-8191
(Print)
ISSN: 1687-8205 (Online)
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Nil
28.Student projects
●percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter-departmental
projects
95%
●percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute
5% (4 students from 2009 -2013)
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
●Faculty
Dr. Samir Kr. Sil
1. First class third position in M.Sc. Exam., Calcutta University,1988
2. CSIR/UGC JRF ( NET) fellowship award 1989
3. Subha Mukherjee Oration award in XX Annual conference of
Physiological society of India, 14th Dec, 2008
4. DST/FIST Visiting Teacher Fellowship Award(Govt. of India), 2009
5. ICMR Young BioMedical Scientist Overseas Fellowship Award, 2010
(Visited Department of Tropical Medicine, Tulane University, New
Orleans, USA)
6. Elected member as Recorder of Medical Science section including
Physiology,Indian Science Congress, for the year 2015 and 2016
Dr. DebasishMaiti
1. Jonas S Friedenwald research grants award 2008: Wilmer Eye Institute,
Johns Hopkins University, USA
2. Knights Templar Eye Foundation‟s Award: 2007-2008 on ―Role of

Transcription Factor MEF2C in Retinal Angiogenesis in ROP‖ by Knights
Templar Eye Foundation, USA.
3. Postdoctoral Fellow : 2002-2004, Department of Physiology, Texas Tech
University Health Sciences Center. Lubbock, Texas, USA.
4. Postdoctoral Fellow : 2004 – 2009. Department of Ophthalmology, Johns
Hopkins University. Baltimore, Maryland. USA.
5. SmtShakuntalaDasgupta Memorial Oration Award 2012 –
Physiological Society of India, India
Dr. Sudipta Pal
1. Prof P. B. Sen Memorial Research Prize in 2005 by Physiological
Society of India, India
2. ISCA Young Scientist Award 2006 (Section: Medical Sciences including
Physiology) by Indian Science Congress Association
3. ISCA Young Scientist Award 2005 (Section: Medical Sciences including
Physiology) by Indian Science Congress Association
4. Prof B. B. Sarkar Memorial Research award 2004 by Physiological
Society of India.
5. Senior Research Fellowship from Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research, New Delhi
6. Scholarship from Labonyaprova Bose Trust, Kolkata for research work
during the period from 01.10.2004 to 31.03.2005
●Doctoral / post doctoral fellows
Nil
●Students
Nil
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
Conference/Seminar/Workshop/
Duration/
Sponsored by
Winter School
Date
XX Annual conference of Physiologiacal
14th-16th Dec.,
DST, DBT,
society of India.
2008
ICMR, Govt of
India
Winter School on Training in Human
25.11.2013 to
ISI,
genetics
30.11.2013
Kolkata
Workshop on introductory Statistical
23-27 Feb, 2009
ISI,
Analysis of Biological data
Kolkata
One day seminar on molecular biology at 06.11.2011
DBT, New Delhi
Pragyabhaban, Tripura
Workshhop on basic molecular biology
19th -23rd
DBT, New Delhi
and biotechnology at State Biotech Hub,
September 2011
T.U
Workshop on Barcoding and PCR
22nd -26th February DBT, New Delhi
techniques, at State Biotech Hub, T.U
2013
One day outreach program on Basic
8th March 2013
DBT, New Delhi
molecular biological techniques, at
Belonia College, Tripura
One day outreach program on Basic
molecular biological techniques at MBB
College, Tripura

27th November
2013

DBT, New Delhi

One day outreach program on Basic
molecular biological techniques at N. S.
Mahavidyalaya, Tripura

29th November
2013

DBT, New Delhi

31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources
with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research
so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government .
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Application
Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer to s received
Male
Female
Male
Female
question no. 4)
PG 2012
2013
PhD 2013
Total registered
Ph.D.

65
77
06

10
12
04

16
15
03

06/12(50%)
07/10(70%)
100%
06

12/15(80%)
11/16(68%)
100%
05

33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students
Programme(refe from the same
r to question no. university
4)

% of students
from other
universities
within the State

% of students % of
from
students
universities
from other
outside the
countries
State
M.Sc
100%
nil
nil
nil
Ph.D.
90
10%
10%
nil
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
Civil Service: 04
Slet:01
INSA: 03
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage againstenrolled
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
20%
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
Nil
 Campus selection
Teaching, fellowship, civilservice,
 Other than campus recruitment
post office etc. 80%
Entrepreneurs
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
nil
from other universities within the State
100%
from universities from other States
from universities outside the country
nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period
Nil
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library : nil
b) Internet facilities for staff and students : yes
c) Total number of class rooms : two
d) Class rooms with ICT facility: one
e) Students‘ laboratories: two
f) Research laboratories : four
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university: 09
b) from other institutions/universities : 02
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
Two
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology. – Does not arise

42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback? Yes, The department takes up the feed back for discussion in departmental
committee and necessary modifications are undertaken after taking approval from
appropriate authority.
b. students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
Yes, The department takes up the feed back for discussion in departmental
committee and necessary modifications are undertaken after taking approval from
appropriate authority.
c. alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
Yes, The department takes up the feed back for discussion in departmental
committee and necessary modifications are undertaken after taking approval from
appropriate authority.
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
For Post Graduate Programme – i) Lecture ( using conventional methods with
projections -both Overhead & LCD) ii) Student Assignment iii) Seminar presentation
iv) Updated Lectures v) Practical Demonstration & Skill development exercise vi)
Practical work by the students vii) Project work
For Ph.D. students – In addition to above mentioned methodology topic specific
research work involving preparation of Ph.D. Thesis
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
Continued Internal Assessment Examinations along with students feed back are utilized
for the purpose.
Semester Completion Examination Results are analysed to monitor the outcome.
For Ph.D. students Yearly Progress report are scrutinized to monitor the progress.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Students take part in NSS activities.
Faculty take part in delivering extension lectures on relevant topic of their expertise
whenever invited for the purpose both by Government and non government
organisations.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details.
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
Department is carrying out research related regional problem as well as basic. So far,
our research established scientifically the medicinal properties, anticancer properties of
plant endogenous to this place. Research also generating molecular data regarding type
of Human papilloma virus and Hepatitis b virus circulating in this region, which has
tremendous clinical importance. Many of the research work of the department are
centred on various nutritional health problems faced by indigenous population of North
Eastern states of India in general and tribal population of Tripura in particular. The
outcome of such research work are being utilized for improvement of Health status of

these population. Department also carrying out basic toxicological research cancer
research.
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
STRENGTHS : i) Dedicated Faculty with specialized knowledge in the field of
molecular virology, cancer biology, genetic disorder,
leukemia immunology,
toxicology, nutrition ii) Hard working Students iii) Sincere and Innovative Research
team iv) Adequate support from Authority v) Spirit of team work among the
stakeholders
WEAKNESS : i) Shortage of Faculty ii) Shortage of Infrastructure iii) Shortage of
Quality input of Students
OPPORTUNITIES : i) To develop as a premier Centre of Study on Human Physiology
in North East India ii) To undertake research in modern fields of Human Physiology
iii) To act as a Integrating Centre for Research in basic and clinical Physiology in
North East India
CHALLENGES : i) To overcome the difficulty of geographical isolation ii) To
motivate faculty and students from other parts of India and abroad to be part of the
department iii) To develop a 24X7 Research facility in the department iv) To improve
the employability of post graduate students of the department.
52. Future plans of the department.
I)
Development of a centre for Genomic analysis and Genetic disease study
II)
To initiate professional ( Diploma/ Degree) courses on : i) Laboratory
Technology ii) Food & Nutrition.

Evaluative Report of the Department:
1. Name of the Department: Information Technology.
2. Year of establishment: 2002.
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Faculty of Sc. &
Technology.
4. Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc. D.Litt. etc.):
1. Ph.D
2. M.C.A.
3. B.C.A.
5. Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: No.
6: Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc:
No.
7. Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: NIL
8. Examination System (Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System
Semester): Semester.
9. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Conduct computer related subject classes in the following departments of the
University:
Department of Chemistry
Integrated Master Degree (IMD)
Department of Zoology
Department of Human Physiology
Department of Business Management
Department of Computer Science & Engineering
10. Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate Prof4 / Associate-2 Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual
(including
CAS & MPS)
Professor
NIL
NIL
Associate
0
2
0
Professors
Asst. Professors
3
4
3
Others
8 on contractual
8 on contractual
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization
No.
of
No
of Ph.D./
years of M.Phil.
Name
Specialization
teaching students
Qualification Designation
experien guided for
ce
the last 4
years
Prof. Barin K. Ph.D
De
(Physics)

Professor

Electronics,
31
Radio
propagation &
Sferics

05
02
(awarded)
03
(submitted)

Shibendu
Debbarma

M.Tech,
B.Tech(CSE)
Ph.D(Regd.)

Assistant
Professor

Abhishek Das

M.S. (USA),
B.Tech(CSE) Assistant
Ph.D (Regd.) Professor

Alak Roy

B.Tech(CSE)
, M.Tech(IT), Assistant
PhD(Pursuin
Professor
g)

Bappa Dutta
(Contractual)

MCA

Bidipta
Chakraborty
(Contractual)

MCA (Gold
Lecturer
Medalist),
Ph.D.(Submit (Contractual)
ted)

Nivedita
Ghosh
(Contractual)
Sandip Roy
(Contractual)
Suman Das
(Contractual)
Sumanta Saha
(Contractual)
Swarup Nandi
(Contractual)
Utpal Pal
(Contractual)

MCA

Lecturer
(Contractual)

Lecturer
(Contractual)

Lecturer
(Contractual)
Lecturer
MCA
(Contractual)
Lecturer
MCA
(Contractual)
B.E. (Elec. & Lecturer
Comm.)
(Contractual)
Lecturer
MCA
(Contractual)
MCA

Computer
Networks,
packet & Data
communication
Networks,
Internet
Governance &
E-Governance
Medical Image
Processing,
Computer
Vision,
Software
Engineering.
Wireless
Sensor
Networks,
Computer
Networks.
-

07

Data Mining,
Artificial
intelligence.

06

-

06

-

09

-

06

-

06

-

06

-

06

NIL

01

01

06

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors:
1. Dr. Sabita Baboo, Visiting Faculty
2. Dr. Promatosh Majumder, Visiting Faculty (Maths)
3. Dr. Samarjit Kar, NIT, Durgapur
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information:
5% (approx)
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio:
1. Ph.D-1:2,
2. MCA-12:162,
3. BCA-12:44

15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff, sanctioned,
filled and actual : Lab Attendant- 01 (Monthly Rated Wage - MRW)
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: Proposal are being
made ready in the area of Data network, Wireless Network, Sensor Network,
Medical Image Processing.
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
Agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, Project
title and grants received project-wise. : NIL
18. Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received : NIL
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.: NIL
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition : NIL
 national recognition : NIL
 international recognition : NIL
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
: NIL
22.Publications:
Name of Teacher

Shibendu
Debbarma

Title of Paper /Books/ Proceeding

Name of Journals & books,
Vol No, Pages, Year of
Publication & Publishers

Adoption and Implementation of
ICT and Virtual Education in India

International Conference on
Education, 24-26 February
2014, Assam Don Bosco
University, Airport Road,
Azara, Assam, India.
(Accepted)

Performance of Jumbo sized data on IEEE CPS, 2nd International
Conference on Advanced
Jumbo Frame and Ethernet Frame
Computing, Networking and
using UDP over IPv4/IPv6
Security (ADCONS' 2013),
15-17 December 2013,
National Institute of
Technology, Karnataka
(NITK), Surathkal, Mangalore,
India.
ICT-Virtual Education in NorthNational Seminar on Higher
East: Issues, Challenges and
Education: Past, Present and
prospects
Future A special reference to
North East India, 25-26
October 2013, Tripura
University, Suryamaninagar,
Tripura, India.

Abhishek Das

Alak Roy

Empirical Measuring IPv4/IPv6
Network Performance on
Microsofts Windows Operating
Systems

IEEE Computer Society's CPS,
Third International Conference
on Advances in Computing
and Communications (ACC2013), 29-31 August 2013,
Rajagiri School of Engineering
& Technology, Cochin,
Kerala, India.

IPv6 over WiMAX: Fact,
Challenges & Deployment

An International Conference
of Networking Experts‖, 2013

Implication of Technology on
society in Asia: Automated
detection of Cervical Cancer

IEEE International Conference
on Technology & Society,
Singapore , 2012

Novel segmentation algorithms in
early detection of Cervical Cancer

International Conference on
Materials Science(ICMS2013), Agartala, India, 2013

Probabilistic Segmentation Methods
for Early Detection of Uterine
Cervical Cancer

International Journal of
Technology Innovations &
Research (IJTIR), ISSN 23211814, 2013 (Accepted)

Early Detection of Cervical Cancer
using novel segmentation
algorithms

Invertis Journal of Science &
Technology (IJST), ISSN
0973-8940, 2013 (Accepted)

Performance Evaluation of
Synchronous Energy Efficient
MAC Protocols for Wireless Sensor
Networks

Procedia Technology
(Elsevier), vol. 6, pp. 806-813,
2012.

Energy Efficient Cluster Based
Routing in MANET

2012 International Conference
on Communication,
Information and Computing
Technology (ICCICT), IEEE,
Mumbai, India, 19-20 Oct.
2012.

Effective Energy Efficient
Communications in Wireless Sensor
Networks for Multiplicity of
Environment

2012 International Conference
on Communication,
Information and Computing
Technology (ICCICT), IEEE,
Mumbai, India, 19-20 Oct.
2012.

Swarup Nandi

State of Higher Technical
Education in India: A Relative
Endowment Analysis

National Seminar on Higher
Education: Past, Present and
Future A special reference to
North East India, 25-26
October 2013, Tripura
University, Suryamaninagar,
Tripura, India

Relative Endowment Analysis
on The Status of Higher
Technical Education in India
with Special Reference to North
Eastern States"

Tripura Journal of Social
Science(A Bi-Annual
Journal of the Council for
social Science Research,
Agartala, Tripura), Vol I –
No. I, ISSN: 2357-5854, pg:
83-90, 2014.

ICT and Virtual Education in
India

National Seminar on ‗Eresource and E- learning :
Challenges and Opportunities
for Students‘, organized by the
Department of Information
Technology, Bir Bikram
College, Agartala, Tripura,
India and sponsored by UGC,
26 – 27 July, 2014.

Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) : NIL
 Monographs: NIL
 Chapters in Books: NIL
 Edited Books: NIL
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers: NIL
 Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.): NIL
 Citation Index – range / average: NIL
 SNIP: NIL
 SJR: NIL
 Impact Factor – range / average: NIL
 h-index *( FROM ANNUAL REPORT 2011-2012,2012-2013): NIL
23. Details of patents and income generated : NIL
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated : NIL
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /
institutions / industries in India and abroad : NIL
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees: NIL
b) International committees: :Abhishek Das
c) Editorial Boards: NIL
d) any other (please specify): NIL

27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs, workshops,
training programs and similar programs):
Participate in UGC, ASC, orientation programs/Refreshers programs.
Participated in the workshop organized by the IT Department on Ethical Hacking,
Saksham and Open Source.
28.Student projects
percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter departmental
projects :70%
percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities / industry /
institute :30%

29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level
 Faculty: NIL
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows Fellowship, DST: NIL
 Students: NIL
30. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
a. National Workshop on Hack-tricks 2013, 27th April - 28th April, 2013 ( in
collaboration with E-Cell, IIT Bombay).
b. National Workshop on Digital Holography, 22nd May - 23rd May, 2013 ( in
collaboration with CSE Dept., Tripura University)
c. Workshop on Business Simulation using WEBGPSS on 16th November 2013.
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments :













The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special emphasis is
always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly discouraged in any
form.
Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information is
highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable and
established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research studies
should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the completion of the
research.
Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research, emphasis is
given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources with high impact
factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to publish the same article in
different places without any special reason.
The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research related
property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research should not be
damaged and is considered as misconduct.
The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research so
whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the interest of the
researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision making. The researcher
should always provide details of his or her candidature in order to avoid any kind of
ambiguity.
The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding Agency is
given due consideration while carrying out the research activities. Agreements with





Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the interests of the University,
thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of the University.
Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and other
environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations as laid down
time to time by the appropriate authority or the government . Researcher should be
acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before conducting research,
wherever necessary.
Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully acquaint
himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the society. Researcher
should not engage in any research which will erode the value of the society.

32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name
of
the Applications
Programme(refer to received
question no. 4)
PH.D
10
MCA
2nd Semester
4th Semester
6th Semester
BCA
2nd Semester
4th Semester
6th Semester

Selected
Male

Female

Pass Percentage
Male
Female

02

00

80%

140
140
120

22
31
32

14
28
30

360
50
56

7
7
11

6
4
9

33.Diversity of students:
Name of the % of students
Programme(refer from the same
to question no. university
4)

% of students
from
other
universities
within the State

% of students
from
universities
outside the
State
NIL
10

Nil

%
of
students
from other
countries

PH.D
100%
NIL
NIL
MCA
70%
20
NIL
BCA
NA
NA
10%
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.:
1. GATE-1(2013)
2. NET-2 (2012)
3. SET-NIL
35.Student progression:
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Percentage against enrolled
50%
NIL
NIL
NIL

Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs

20%
10%

36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
50%
from other universities within the State
NIL
from universities from other States
40%
from universities outside the country
10%
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period
1. M.PHIL-1
2. PH.D-1
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library : NIL
b) Internet facilities for staff and students : YES
c) Total number of class rooms : 6
d) Class rooms with ICT facility: NONE
e) Students‘ laboratories: 4
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university: NIL
b) from other institutions/universities: NIL
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.:
NIL
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology:
Yes, M.Tech(IT) proposed. Proposal submitted to Academic Council, Tripura
University.
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a) Faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does
the department utilize the feedback? YES
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does
the department utilize the feedback? : YES
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback? : YES
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts:
Conduct Workshop, Seminars and Special lecture during vacation.
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Lecture, Tutorials, Practical Session, PowerPoint Presentation and
Multimedia.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met
and learning outcomes are monitored?
By taking feedback.

47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Technical wall Magazine,
Conduct awareness program on ICT and E-Governance to nearby rural areas.
Involved in community-based work in nearby/surrounding villages so as
todisseminate new ideas and trends to the villagers.
48. Give details of ―beyond syllabus scholarly activities‖ of the department : Visit to
places of scientific interests; interaction with eminent personalities etc.
49. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details: UGC
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new
knowledge, basic or applied:
The department is involved in various work/researches which have contributed
towards generating new knowledge for the benefit of the University/local people.
i) Developing new software for various purpose of the University/Departments by
MCA/BCA students.
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department:
Strengths:
(1) Friendly teaching-learning environment
(2) Efficient, Energetic and young dynamic faculty members
(3) Faculty, staffs and students are cooperative towards development of the
department
(4) Supports Computer teaching and ICT awareness to all other departments of
the University
(5) Supports development of Computing system, network infrastructure and
Internet facility of the University
Weakness:
(1) Power facility
(2) Less number of support staff and Technical staff for laboratory
(3) Limited Infrastructure and resources
(4) Less interaction with the other reputed institutes in the country
(5) Strong Research programmes and projects
Opportunities:
(1) The department can take up Research projects.
(2) Develop softwares for the University
(3) The department can Co-ordinate local research problems with reputed
national and international institutes.
(4) Explored programmes for awareness of ICT and E-Governance in the state.
Challenges:
(1) To provide new techniques and innovation in ICT solutions to the University.
(2) Enhancement of Manpower (Teaching & Non- teaching)
(3) Setup state-of-the-art departmental research laboratory
52. Future plans of the department.
i)
Setting up Research Laboratories on: Computer Networks, Medical
Image Processing.
ii)
Organising International conference/ workshop.
iii)
Introducing new courses on IT and ICT.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Journalism and Mass Communication
2.Year of establishment :2009
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? : Under Faculty of
Arts and Commerce
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) : MA in Journalism and Mass Communication
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : NA
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NA
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: A
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments :NA
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/ Assistant Professors)
Professor
Associate Professors
Asst. Professors
Others

Sanctioned
1
1
3

Filled
vacant
vacant
3

Actual (including CAS & MPS)

11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name No.
of Faculty

1. Deepak
Upadhyaya

2.
3. Sunil Kalai

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experienc
e

MA in Mass
Communication
and Journalism

Asst
Professor

Development
Communicatio
n, Public
Relations

3 years

No. of
Ph.D./M.
Phil.stud
ents
guided
for
thelast 4
years
NA

M.Sc. in Visual
Communication.

Asst
Professor

Electronic
Media

3 years

NA

MSc in Mass
Communication

Asst
Professor

Advertising,
Print media

3 years

NA

4.
Ms.
Rajkumari
Lilapati
Devi

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
1. Prof KV Nagaraj, Pro-Vice Chancellor, Assam University.
2. Prof. Tapati Basu, Department of Journalism and Mass Communication,
Calcutta University.

















3. Prof. Sunil Kanti Behera, Department of Journalism and Mass Communication,
Berhampur University.
4. Prof. Partha Chatterjee, Former HOD, Dept. Of Mass Communication, Assam
University.
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
20 %
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
1:8
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual
1. UDC-Mrs. Jhuma Dey
2. MTS-Sri.Bidhu Rishi Das
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
Not Applicable
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
Not Applicable
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a) National collaboration b) International collaboration
Not Applicable
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
Not Applicable
20.Research facility / centre with
state recognition Not Applicable
national recognition Not Applicable
international recognition Not Applicable
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate Bodies:
Not Applicable
22.Publications:
Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
Monographs :NA
Chapters in Books :
Edited Books :NA
Books with ISBN with details of publishers
Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
Citation Index – range / average
SNIP
SJR
Impact Factor – range / average
h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated : Not Applicable
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated : Not Applicable
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad : Not Applicable

1.
2.






1.
2.

26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify) : Not Applicable
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Ms. Rajkumari Lilapati Devi attended a Refresher Course from Academic Staff
College, University of Rajasthan in 2011.
Sri. Sunil Kalai has attended an Orientation Programme from Academic Staff
College, Jamia Millai Islami in 2013
28.Student projects percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interDepartmental projects: All the fourth semester students are required to undergo
one month internship programme in any reputed media organization as a course
curriculum.
percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities / industry
/ institute : NOT Applicable
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by Faculty:
NA
Doctoral / post-doctoral fellows : NA
Students :NA
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
Three day Media Workshop organised by the Department on 28/2/11 to 2/3/12.
The source of funding was the University itself.
One week Media and Accessibility workshop organised by the University in
collaboration of Ali Yavar Jung National Institute of Hearing and Handicapped,
Mumbai. The funding was provided by Ali Yavar Jung National Institute of
Hearing and Handicapped.
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments :
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources
with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research

so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government.
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Applicat Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer
ions
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)
received
MA in JMC
31
8 nos
11 nos
Currently
Currently
(2013-14).Total
studying in studying
presently
First
in First
studying :19
semester
semester
MA in
58
8 nos
12 nos
JMC(2012-13
Total presently
studying :20
33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students % of students
Programme(ref from the same from other
er to question
university
universities
no. 4)
within the
State
MA in
12 nos
Nil
JMC(2013-14)
Total enrolled
were 19 nos

MA in
11 nos
JMC(2012-13)
Total enrolled
was 20 nos

Currently
studying in
Third
semester
% of students
from
universities
outside the
State
7 nos

9 nos

Currently
studying
in Third
semester

% of students
from other
countries

Nil

34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.:
One student, Miss Paikrai Mog has cleared UGC NET exam in 2012.
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage againstenrolled
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
2 students are doing PhD from Assam
University in 2012. One student is
doing PhD in Tripura University in
2013.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
Most of the students are employed in
media sector.
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
NA
from other universities within the State
NA
from universities from other States
3
from universities outside the country
NA
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period
NA
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to Library
Internet facilities for staff and students : Yes
a) Total number of class rooms : Two
b) Class rooms with ICT facility: Nil
c) Students‘ laboratories : One
d) Research laboratories :Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
c) a) from the host institution/university: NA
d) b) from other institutions/universities :NA
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.09
41. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
42. Does the department obtain feedback from faculty on curriculum as well as
teaching-learning-evaluation?
 If yes, how does the department utilize the feedback? Yes
 Students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does
the department utilize the feedback? Yes
 Alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the
department utilize the feedback? Yes
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).NA
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts. NA

45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. ICT,
Audio Video and other innovative aids are commonly used by the faculty
members.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met
and learning outcomes are monitored?; Evaluation is done through monthly
meetings, discussions, departmental committee meetings.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
The students have been participating in University level Sports, Cultural Festival
Uddhbas, etc.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details. NA
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.: NA
51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
1. Strengths:
i. Fairly experienced trainees having pretty good local industry exposure.
ii. Almost all the trainees exhibit a steep level of learning aptitude.
iii. Expanding department with an increasing number of media trainees.
iv. The leeway to experiment with changing trends in media and impart lessons based
on the same.
v. A reasonable infrastructure to carry out classes.
2. Weakness:
i. Dearth of equipment and software to develop advanced pedagogy for the media
trainees.
ii. A severe shortage of general knowledge among the trainees owing to a lack of
overall exposure.
iii. Inadequate syllabus with little scope for innovation and experimentation leading to
stagnation in practical knowledge.
iv. With the audio-visual medium becoming synonymous with modern media in an era
of convergent expansion, there is hardly any opportunity for the media trainees to
comprehend the intricacies of the medium with syllabus and opportunities being two
serious impediments.
v. Media trainees seem to be a little unaware of scopes and opportunities in the everburgeoning media minefield with communication being the primary bottleneck.
e) 3. Opportunities:
i.
With the media scene in Tripura still being in the nascent stage, there seems to be quite
a number of ways to tap the untapped potential.
ii.
The comparative naivety of the media trainees could indeed be channelized in a
productive way as they have no set notions contrary to the rigidity exhibited by trainees
from other reputed institutes.
iii.
Practical research projects could be undertaken to understand media in different parts
of Tripura and efforts could be set afoot to comprehend what ails the sector in the state.
iv.
With the department still in the expansion stage, a lot of innovations could be set in
stage such as introducing courses in local media practices and practical projects in
electronic media and documentary filmmaking.
v.
Considering that a large number of the trainees have already been exposed to the local
media in Tripura, collaborations could be hatched up to bring up a few industryacademia partnerships.

i.
ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

f) 4. Challenges:
Communication backwardness hampers collaborations at various levels and stunts the
growth of the media trainees.
There seems to be a misconception amongst the existing trainees about media and its
allied fields. A lot of these trainees don‘t even understand as to which careers could
grow out of a study of media and communication.
An alarming lack of general knowledge holds the students back to the maximum
possible extent. Even periodic reminders have fallen on deaf ears on the extreme
importance of keeping themselves updated.
Media is a convergent field that demands a trainee to be alert to his surroundings and
keep a track of developments in allied fields as well. Trainees in this department seem
to be a little divorced to the idea and there is a consequent insipidity.
As media demands a reasonable mastery of languages, it is a sine-qua-non that trainees
have to be alert to that. Notwithstanding the trainees of this department (barring a select
few) have a peculiar dislike for the wonder weaved by words. This eventually is
proving to be a severe constraint.
52. Future plans of the department.
To begin with, it is important to understand that media in India is evolving at the rate of
knots. With each passing day, newer theories are being developed and newer avenues
are coming out. Thus, dynamism has become the obvious buzzword. Thus, the
department is practically on the crossroads and it is paramount that the changes are
gauged and appropriately dealt with.
As a modest beginning, the department would strive to develop practical studies in both
print and electronic media. At the moment, the course is largely restricted to theoretical
studies and very little time is being devoted to increasing the practical exposure of the
students. In order to survive the enigmatic drills of the industry, it is simply imminent
to practically develop the trainees and make them industry-ready. In order to achieve
this, the following four things would be done:
The senior trainees would be told to go out on the field and cover stories for both print
and electronic media. They would form teams and jointly produce news-bulletins and
mock newspapers. The entire project could be guided by any of the faculty although the
responsibility of coming up with the finished product would be completely vested with
the students.
The senior trainees would also have to come with original story ideas from various
beats (economic, political, developmental, civic, crime, sports etc.) for both print and
electronic media. The realized stories would be sent to reputed local and national
publications for publishing. A publication-oriented approach would go a long way in
developing the practical knowledge of the trainees.
Collaborations with reputed media organisations would work wonders as both the
stake-holders would be helped in the process.
Reporters and editors from all across the spectrum could be invited for practical
workshops where the trainees could be asked to work in a real-life scenario.
Advertising is slowly but gradually gaining momentum in India. With each passing
day, corporate entities are earmarking huge budgets to innovate on their advertising and
brand-development strategies. Thus it is only natural that the change has to be caught in
the department as well and the trainees prepared accordingly. Since the field has a lot
of potential, both in the applied as well as the research fields, the trainees need to be
sensitized to the demands of the profession. Advanced advertising techniques will be
introduced in the curriculum and practically tested. With product designing becoming
an art in itself, media planning and strategizing would be dealt with from a practical

perspective by the trainees. 360 degrees Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC)
would be made a part of the syllabus with an eye on the wholesome utilization of all
possible media sources. Advertising workshops would be held by bringing in stalwarts
of the profession. The trainees would be told to design local product packaging and test
them in the market. The senior trainees would be told to actually get themselves
involved with agencies so that they can understand the intricacies themselves.
Companies across the board are hiring more and more corporate communications and
public relations (PR) officials with intent to improve the brand value of the company
and make it more people-oriented. Thus the need of the hour is to make the trainees
understand the gravity of the emergent situation and take appropriate steps to address
the gap. Consequently, the students need to be made aware of how to write press
releases and develop wholesome communication strategies. A lot of the modern
companies never take recourse to advertising and instead depend on in-house
communication experts to sell products or ideas. Thus communication as a brandbuilding exercise needs to be taught to the students. Thus, a syllabus that takes care of
all these factors would be devised in consultation with the industry. An old curriculum
which has failed to appreciate the changing demands of time needs to be updated at the
earliest possible instant.
Audio-Visual Communication still hasn‘t been majorly introduced in the curriculum of
the department. There are a lot of possible arenas for improvement. Techniques for
making both documentary and feature films could be introduced in the curriculum. It
has the complete potential to develop into a separate specialization. To start with,
understanding the language of the audio-visual medium might be introduced to make
the students confluent with the medium itself. Simultaneous plans could be made
depending on how the initial strategy goes through. Television is also a potent area for
development. With television having infiltrated into the drawing rooms of most of the
Indians, it is nothing but a sine-qua-non that the medium is taught from a utilitarian
point of view. Television Production could be the first area which could be mulled as a
separate specialization for the senior trainees.
Paid or unpaid internships with reputed agencies for all specializations could be
organized in lines with other reputed media institutes of the country. An internship cell
would be created to do the job for the trainees.
With the other departments of Tripura University already having introduced Integrated
Master Degree (IMD), the department of Journalism and Mass Communication is also
toying with the idea of starting a course on similar lines. This would give a basic
grounding in media to the young trainees for the advanced courses ahead. With the
modern academic world emphasizing on research, the senior trainees could be asked to
concentrate on research only and the junior trainees would be counselled with the
theoretical and practical aspects of the subject. A process has been set in place in
almost all the universities of the country whereby a subject is broken up into modules
such that a student can drop out at any particular stage of the learning process. A
similar exercise in this department would go a long way in making the course more
valuable to the trainees. Consequently, a larger number of faculty members would be
an imminent necessity to fill in the gap. With Tripura still having a largely open media
scene, chances for setting things into motion is a little more than some of the other
states having a vibrant media scene. The trainees of the department can play a pretty
important role in bridging that gap.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department :Mathematics
2.Year of establishment : 1976
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Faculty of the
University
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.)
:
M.Sc. , Ph.D.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : Interdisciplinary Ph.D
programme
( Computer Science).
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
Nil
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: Nil
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Integrated Master Degree course, MBA, BBA, MCA, BCA.
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including CAS
& MPS)
Professor
01
01
01
Associate Professors 03
01(Reader)
01
Asst. Professors
05
03+01 (Lien)
03
Others
Nil
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualificati
on

Designation

Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experience

Prof. Anjan
Mukherjee

M.Sc.,
Ph.D

Professor

26 years

Dr .
S.Bhattachar
ya (Halder)

M.Sc.,
Ph.D

Reader

Topology, fuzzy
Set Theory and
fuzzy topology,
Rough Sets,Soft
Sets& Fuzzy soft
set relations , Soft
Computing &
their applications.
Topology,fuzzy
Set Theory and
fuzzy topology,
Rough Sets,Soft
Sets& Fuzzy soft
set relations , Soft
Computing &
their applications.

11 years

No. of
Ph.D./M.Phi
l. students
guided for
thelast 4
years
07awarded+
(06
working)

01awarded+
(10
working)

Dr.Subrata
Bhowmik

M.Sc.,
Ph.D.

Asst.
Professor

Shouvik
Bhattacharya

M.Sc.

Asst.
Professor

Dr. Shyamal
Debnath

M.Sc.,
Ph.D.

Asst.
Professor

Set Theory, Logic,
Topology,
Topological
Algebra,
Geometry,
Wavelets,
Artificial
Intelligence and
Soft Computing
Fuzzy logic,
Fuzzy control,
Algebra, C
programming
Sequence Space,
Summability
theory,
Fuzzy Topology

7.5 years

----------

5.5 years

Nil

8 years 10
months

NIL

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
Name
Institute
1.
Prof. D.K. Ganguly Professor, University of Calcutta
2.
Prof. B.N. Mandal
Retd. Professor, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata
3.
Prof. U. C.De
Professor, University of Calcutta
4.
Prof. R.N.Bhaumik UGC Emeritus Fellow, Tripura University
5.
Prof. A.De
Rtd. Professor, Tripura University
6.
Dr. P. Majumder
Ex.,Controller, Tripura University
7.
Prof. Sanjoy Sen
Professor, University of Calcutta
8.
Shri S. D. Kanungo Ex Principal, Ramthakur College, Agartala
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information :
NIL
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio : 1: 10
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned,filled and actual: Sanctioned- Nil, Filled- Nil, Actual- 02(DRW)
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: Topology, Fuzzy
topology ,Soft set, Rough Set, Image processing.
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies,project
title and grants received project-wise.
Sl.
No
1

Name of the
Teacher
Prof. Anjan
Mukherjee(P.I)

Project Title

Year

Funding Agency

Grant

Study on
inruitionistic
fuzzy soft set
relations,
intuitionistic
rough sets and
their applications
in various real life
problems.

20102013

UGC( Major project)
FNo.37388/2009(SR)dt.11.01.201
0.

Rs827800

2

Dr.
Do
S.Bhattacharya
(Halder)(Co.P.I)

3

Dr.
S.Bhattacharya
(Halder)
Dr.SubrataBho
wmik

20102013

UGC( Major project)
FNo.37388/2009(SR)dt.11.01.201
0
UGC( Minor project)

Rs827800

A study on
2009Rs. 70,000
generalised
2011
regular closed sets
3
IC-Topological
2013-14 UGC
Rs. 2 lacs
Space and
application in soft
Computing
4
Dr.ShyamalDeb Some New
2013-15 UGC-Startup
Rs.6 Lacs
nath
Sequence Spaces
of Interval
Numbers
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration:NIL
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
DST-FIST , Total grant – Rs. 14,00,000, Amount Approved- Rs. 25,00,000.
20.Research facility / centre with

State recognition : NIL

National recognition : NIL

International recognition : NIL
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
DST, GOVT. Of INDIA
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
Prof. Anjan Mukherjee – 27, Dr.Sharmistha Bhattacharya(Halder) – 19,
Dr.SubrataBhowmik – 09, Dr.ShyamalDebnath – 07, Sri Shouvik
Bhattacharya – 02
(From 2010-2013)
 Monographs
 Chapters in Books
 Edited Books
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers
 Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average
 h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated
NIL
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated
NIL
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad :Yes Prof. Anjan Mukherjee and Dr Subrata Bhowmik
Visited USA

26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify)
Editorial board - 02
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Workshop - 01
28.Student projects

percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects – 100%

percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other
universities/industry / institute - NIL
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by

Faculty : NIL

Doctoral / post doctoral fellows : Maulana Azad Fellowship – 01
INSPIRE Fellowship - 01

Students NIL
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding(national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
Title
Funding Agency
Outstanding
participants
Seminar on Rough sets, fuzzy sets
Department of
60
and their applications ,April7, 2010
Mathematics, T.U
National Conference on
UGC
80
Mathematical Analysis and its
Applications ,January 5-6, 2011
National Seminar on Mathematical
DST
90
Analysis ad is Applications,
September 10, 2011
Work shop on Rough set and its
FRSA
70
applications. 16-17, Nov,2012
2nd International Conference on
DST, FRSA, Tripura
150
Rough Sets, Fuzzy Sets and Soft
University
Computing. 17-19 January 2013
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments
• The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
• Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information is
highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
• Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources
with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.



The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research related
property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research should not be
damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research so
whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the interest of
the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision making. The
researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature in order to avoid
any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding Agency
is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities. Agreements
with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the interests of the
University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations as
laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government. Researcher
should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before conducting
research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the value of
the society.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Applications Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer
received
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)
M.Sc
72
36
12
50%
25%
33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students
Programme(refer from the same
to question no.
university
4)

% of students
from other
universities
within the State

% of students
% of students
from
from other
universities
countries
outside the
State
M.Sc.
92%
NIL
8%
NIL
PhD.
72%
NIL
28%
NIL
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
NET: UR- , SC- 5, ST- 0, PH- 0,OBC- .
SET: UR- , SC- , ST- , PH- ,OBC- .
GATE: UR- 3, SC- 0, ST- 0, PH- 0,OBC- 1.
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
NOT APPLICABLE
PG to M.Phil.
NOT APPLICABLE
PG to Ph.D.
30%
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
NIL
Employed
NIL

Campus selection


Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
50%
from other universities within the State
NIL
from universities from other States
50%
from universities outside the country
NIL
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period.
PhD. – 01
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library: Present
b) Internet facilities for staff and students : Present
c) Total number of class rooms : 02
d) Class rooms with ICT facility: NIL
e) Students‘ laboratories: 02
f) Research laboratories: NIL
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university
b) from other institutions/universities
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
NIL
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
NOT APPLICABLE
42.Does the department obtain feedback from NO
a) Faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, howdoes the
department utilize the feedback?
b) Students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
c) Alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
44. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
46. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
The placement record of the past students is a matter of pride of this Department. For
example
(i) Lots of past students are now in the high post of state and central government
departments.
(ii) The Mathematics teachers in all the colleges and Schools are almost all from our
Department.
(iii) Some of the pass out students now teaching in this Department.
(iv) The past students of the Mathematics Department are working in Different banks,
different private organizations like State Bank of India, LICI etc.

(v) The students of Mathematics Department are regularly getting jobs in University
Placement interviews.
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
By Class seminar, Departmental seminar, written test, viva-voce, computer lab work etc.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details. NO
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
51. Detail five majorStrengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
52. Future plans of the department.
i. Very soon Department will revise the syllabus of M.Sc. Mathematics
ii. The Department will develop its Computer lab with size and more educational
software for students.
iii. The Department is planning to organize some conferences every year in National
and International level.
iv. The Department will apply some minor and major research project.
iii. The Department is planning to organize some conferences every year in National
and International level.
iv. The Department will apply some minor and major research project.
1.On faintly semi open and faintly semi continuous functions in fuzzy
bitopologicalspaces,Bulletin of Kerala Mathematics Association, 7(1)(2010), 69-74.*
2.On α-induced bifuzzy supra topological spaces and its associated α-initial
bitopological spaces., The Journal of Fuzzy Mathematics,LosAngeles,Vol 18, No
1,(2010),129-139.
3.On fuzzy approximately semi pre irresolute and fuzzy approximately semi pre closed
functions. The Journal of Fuzzy Mathematics,LosAngeles,Vol 18, No 1,(2010),257262.*
4..On weakly fuzzy δ-semi pre continuous mapping and weakly fuzzy δ-semi pre
irresolute mapping., The Journal of Fuzzy Mathematics,LosAngeles,Vol 18, No
1,(2010),121-128. *
5.i*j- S closed and i*j- s closed sets in bitopological spaces., The Journal of Fuzzy
Mathematics,LosAngeles,Vol 18, No 3,(2010),226-232.*
6.Fractionalised Groups. Int. Journal of Math. Analysis, Vol-4, 2010, no 41, 20172023. *
7.α-induced bifuzzy supra topological spaces and its associated α-initial bitopological
spaces, The J. of Fuzzy Math. 18(1), 2011,129-139.
8.Fuzzy minimal structures, fuzzy m-regularity, fuzzy m-normality and fuzzy
bitiopological spaces, The J. of Fuzzy Math. 18(1), 2011, 1013-1024.
9.On maximal δ-semi open and fuzzy minimal δ-semi closed sets, The J. of Fuzzy
Math. 18(4), 2011, 179-194. .
10.Some strong separation axioms in bitopological spaces, Bulletin of Kerala
Mathematics Association, 8(1)(2011), 175-186.
11.OnS Generalized–closed sets, Bulletin of Kerala Mathematics Association,
8(1)(2011), 41-52.
12.On fuzzy almost semi -pre generalized continuous mappings, The J. of Fuzzy
Math. 19(2), (2011), 633-641.
13. Lower and Upper Minimal Weakly -semi Continuous fuzzy Multifunctions, The J.
of Fuzzy Math. 19(3), (2011),685-693.

14 . On generalised interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets,Bull. Cal. Math.
Soc.104(6)(2012),523-532.
15. Intuitionistic fuzzy soft rough sets,The J. of Fuzzy Math. 20(2), (2012), Los
Angeles, USA423-432.
16. On fuzzy patrwise semi-pre regular space and fuzzy pairwise semi- pre.normal
spaces, The J. of Fuzzy Math. 20(4), (2012), Los Angeles, USA,939-948.
17. Interval- valued intuitionistic fuzzy soft rough sets, Annals of Fuzzy Mathematics
and Informatics, 5(3)(2013),533-547.
18. Intuitionistic fuzzy rough relations, Annals of Fuzzy Mathematics and Informatics,
6(1)(2013),115-126.
19. On fuzzy pairwise ϴ-pre continuity and its connection with fuzzy pairwise δ- pre
continuity in fuzzy bitopological spaces, The J. of Fuzzy Math. 21(4) (2013), Los
Angeles, USA( accepted)
20. A study on interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets of Type-2, The J. of Fuzzy
Math. 21(4) (2013), Los Angeles, USA (accepted).
21. Interval valued Intuitionistic fuzzy soft multisets and their relations, Annals of
Fuzzy Mathematics and Informatics,6(3)(2013),781-798.
22. Interval valued Intuitionistic fuzzy soft topological spaces, Annals of Fuzzy
Mathematics and Informatics,6(3)(2013),689-703.
23. Interval valued Intuitionistic fuzzy soft relations, Annals of Fuzzy Mathematics and
Informatics,2013(accepted)
24. Interval Valued Neutrosophic Soft Sets , Annals of Fuzzy Mathematics and
Informatics,2013(accepted)
25.IF Parameterized Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Set Theories On
Decisions-Making2013(accepted)
26. Relation among Fuzzy Set, Rough Set , Soft Set and their
generalizations2013(accepted).
27.Soft Rough Interval Valued Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets2013(accepted).
Appendix
Publications of Prof. Anjan Mukherjee from 2010 ( last 4years)
1 .On faintly semi open and faintly semi continuous functions in fuzzy bitopological
spaces, Bulletin of Kerala Mathematics Association, 7(1)(2010), 69-74.*
2. On α-induced bifuzzy supra topological spaces and its associated α-initial
bitopological spaces., The Journal of Fuzzy Mathematics, LosAngeles, Vol 18, No
1,(2010),129-139.
3. On fuzzy approximately semi pre irresolute and fuzzy approximately semi pre closed
functions. The Journal of Fuzzy Mathematics, LosAngeles, Vol 18, No 1,(2010),257262.*
4..On weakly fuzzy δ-semi pre continuous mapping and weakly fuzzy δ-semi pre
irresolute mapping., The Journal of Fuzzy Mathematics, LosAngeles,Vol 18, No
1,(2010),121-128. *
5. i*j- S closed and i*j- s closed sets in bitopological spaces., The Journal of Fuzzy
Mathematics, LosAngeles, Vol 18, No 3,(2010),226-232.*
6. Fractionalised Groups. Int. Journal of Math. Analysis, Vol-4, 2010, no 41, 20172023. *

7. α-induced bifuzzy supra topological spaces and its associated α-initial bitopological
spaces, The J. of Fuzzy Math. 18(1), 2011,129-139.
8. Fuzzy minimal structures, fuzzy m-regularity, fuzzy m-normality and fuzzy
bitiopological spaces, The J. of Fuzzy Math. 18(1), 2011, 1013-1024.
9. On maximal δ-semi open and fuzzy minimal δ-semi closed sets, The J. of Fuzzy
Math. 18(4), 2011, 179-194. .
10. Some strong separation axioms in bitopological spaces, Bulletin of Kerala
Mathematics Association, 8(1)(2011), 175-186.
11. OnS Generalized–closed sets, Bulletin of Kerala Mathematics Association,
8(1)(2011), 41-52.
12. On fuzzy almost semi -pre generalized continuous mappings, The J. of Fuzzy
Math. 19(2), (2011), 633-641.
13. Lower and Upper Minimal Weakly -semi Continuous fuzzy Multifunctions, The J.
of Fuzzy Math. 19(3), (2011), 685-693.
14. On generalised interval valued intuitionist fuzzy soft sets,Bull. Cal. Math. Soc.
104(6)(2012),523-532.
15. Intuitionistic fuzzy soft rough sets, The J. of Fuzzy Math. 20(2), (2012), Los
Angeles, USA423-432.
16. On fuzzy patrwise semi-pre regular space and fuzzy pair wise semi- pre. normal
spaces, The J. of Fuzzy Math. 20(4), (2012), Los Angeles, USA, 939-948.
17. Interval- valued intuitionistic fuzzy soft rough sets, Annals of Fuzzy Mathematics
and Informatics, 5(3)(2013),533-547.
18. Intuitionistic fuzzy rough relations, Annals of Fuzzy Mathematics and Informatics,
6(1)(2013),115-126.
19. On fuzzy pairwise ϴ-pre continuity and its connection with fuzzy pairwise δ- pre
continuity in fuzzy bitopological spaces, The J. of Fuzzy Math. 21(4) (2013), Los
Angeles, USA( accepted)
20. A study on interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets of Type-2, The J. of Fuzzy
Math. 21(4) (2013), Los Angeles, USA (accepted).
21. Interval valued Intuitionist fuzzy soft multisets and their relations, Annals of Fuzzy
Mathematics and Informatics,6(3)(2013),781-798.
22. Interval valued Intuitionistic fuzzy soft topological spaces, Annals of Fuzzy
Mathematics and Informatics,6(3)(2013),689-703.
23. Interval valued Intuitionistic fuzzy soft relations, Annals of Fuzzy Mathematics and
Informatics,2013(accepted)
24. Interval Valued Neutrosophic Soft Sets , Annals of Fuzzy Mathematics and
Informatics,2013(accepted)
25.IF Parameterized Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Set Theories On DecisionsMaking2013(accepted)
26. Relation among Fuzzy Set, Rough Set , Soft Set and their generalizations
2013(accepted).
27. Soft Rough Interval Valued Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets2013 (accepted).

Publications of Dr Mrs Sharmistha Bhattacharya Halder for last 4 years
Sl No
Name of the paper
Journal Name, Volume, Year, Page
No
01
Intuitionistic fuzzy mathematical
The Journal of Fuzzy Mathematics,
Morphological Approach in Image
Vol 21, No 1, 2013, 217-228,
Processing
Losangeles, USA
02

03
04

05

06

07

08

09

10
11

12

13
14

15

16
17

On If Rough Oscillatory region and its
application in decision making

Annals of fuzzy Mathematics and
Informatics, Vol 5, No 1, January
2013, 241-267, South Korea
Some results on IF generalized minimal J Math Comput Science, Vol2 No,
Ʌ set
5 , 2012, 1425-145, London
Study on Bipolar Fuzzy Rough control International Mathematical Forum,
Theory
V 7 , No 41, 2012, 2019-2025,
Bulgaria
Some more results on If soft rough
International J of Combinatorics, V
approximation space
2011, Art Id 893061, Hindawi
Publishing Corp, 2011, 1-10, Egypt
On generalized minimal closed sets
Int J Contemporary Mathematical
Sciences, Vol 6, No 4, 2011, 153160, Bulgaria
On generalized regular closed sets
Int J of Contemporary
Mathematical Sciences, vol-l 6, No
3, 2011, 145-152
Study on Pre mX open set
International Mathematical Forum,
V-6, No 45, 2011, 2231-2237,
Bulgaria
A study on rare mX set and rarely mX Hacettepe Journal of Mathematics
continuous functions
and Statistics, vol 39, 3, 2010, 295303
Some results on IF generalized minimal Int J of Mathematical Analysis, v-4,
closed sets
No 32, 2010, 1577-1589
A method of reducing the number of
Bulletin, Kerala Math Association,
rules in a fuzzy rule base particularly
Vol 9, No 2, December 2012, 313with three input parameters
318
Effects of basic fuzzy operation on
Bulletin, Kerala Math Association,
fuzzy images in image processing
Vol 9, No 2, December 2012, 303313
Some properties of pre *mX
Bulletin, Kerala Math Association,
continuous function
Vol 9, No 1, June 2012, 129-139
Study on various properties of
Bulletin, Kerala Math Association,
combined operators Cl and mXInt in
Vol 8, No 1, June 2011, 139-145
Intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces
A study on the monotonicity of bipolar Mathematical sciences and
fuzzy transform
International Research Journal, Vol
1, No2, p 618-627
On Rough minimal structure(RmX
J Tri Math Soc, Special Volume,
structure)
13, 2011, 107-113
Some properties of pre* mX open set
Ibid 101-106

18

A special relation in fuzzy image
Ibid 81-101
processing
19
Control of Traffic using fuzzy traffic
Ibid 71-80
light controller
Publications of Dr S.Debnath for last 4 years
1.S.Debnath : On fuzzy biminimal structure spaces, Int. Journal of Math. Analysis,
Vol.6, no. 17, 841 – 845, 2012.
2.S.Debnath: On Fuzzy δ-Semi Connectedness, Frontier in Science, Vol.2 (6),133136,2012.
3.S.Debnath, On semiopen sets and semi-continuous functions in intuitionistic fuzzy
topological spaces,IOSR-JM,Vol 3(3),35-38, (2012).
4. B.C. Tripathy and S.Debnath : On generalized difference sequence spaces of fuzzy
numbers, ActaSinet. Tech., Vol. 35(1)(2013), 117-121.
5. B.C. Tripathy and S.Debnath : γ-Open sets and γ-Continuous Mappings in Fuzzy
BitopologicalSpaces,J. Int. & fuzzy Syst., Vol-24(3)(2013), 631-635.
6. S.Debnath and J.Debnath, Some generalized statistical convergent sequence spaces
of fuzzy numbers via ideals, Math. Sci. Lett.,V-2(2), (2013),151-154.
7. S.Debnath and J.Debnath, Some ideal convergent sequence spaces of fuzzy real
numbers, Palestine J. Mathematics, Vol. 3(1) (2014), 27–32
Publications of Dr Subrata Bhowmik from 2010 (last 4years)
Sl No

Name of the paper

Journal Name, Volume, Year,
Page No

01

Some properties of quarter symmetric nonmetric connection on a Kahler Manifold

Bull. Kerala. Math. Assoc, Vol-7,
No-1, 99-110, June 2010
The Journal of Fuzzy
Mathematics, Los Angeles, Vol
18, No 3 , 589-598, 2010.
Int. Journal of Math. Analysis,
4(41), 2017-2023 2010
Bull. Kerala. Math. Assoc., Vol8, No-1, 175-186, June 2011
Journal of Indian Mathematical
Society, Vol-79, N0s. 1-4, 107120, 2012
PReMI2011, Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, LNCS-6744,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin
Heidelberg, 311-317, 2011
The Journal of Fuzzy
Mathematics Vol. 20, No. 3, 655666, 2012
Bulletin of Kerala Mathematics
Association Vol.9, No.2, 279–
284, December 2012
The Journal of Fuzzy
Mathematics Vol. 21, No. 4, 6pp,
2013

02

i*j-S Closed and i*j-s Closed Sets in
Bitopological Spaces

03

Fractionalised Groups

04

Some Strong Separation Axioms in
Bitopological spaces
Norm and Operators on Partial Groupoids

05
06

IC-Topological Spaces and Applications in
Soft Computing

07

Fuzzy i*j-S-closed and Fuzzy i*j-s-closed
Fuzzy Bitopological Spaces

08

Some more properties of i ∗j-S-closed and
i ∗j-s-closed sets in Bitopological space

09

On ijS* -lower Semi Continuous Functions
in A Bitopological Spaces

Publications of Sri Shouvik Bhattacharya from 2010 ( last 4years)
1. A method of reducing the number of rules in a fuzzy rule base particularly with three
input parameters, Bulletin, Kerala Math Association, Vol 9, No 2, December 2012,
313-318.
2. Control of Traffic using fuzzy traffic light controller, J Tri Math Soc,Special
Volume, 13, 2011, 71-80.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Department of Rural Management and Development
2.Year of establishment – 2006 (PGD in Rural Development was started in the year
2004 and converted into Masters in Rural Management & Development in the year
2006)
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Yes
4. Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.)
Sl. No. Degree offered
Name of Programme offered
1.
PG
Masters in Rural Management and Development
2.
Ph.D.
Ph.D. in Rural Management and Development
5. Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved –
 Masters of Rural Management and Development is interdisciplinary as a
subject and graduate students (BA/B.Sc./B.Com) from all disciplines except
language groups are eligible for apply in the course.
 Ph.D. in Rural Management and Development is open for the students of the
Departments of Economics, Sociology, Business Management, Anthropology,
Agricultural Economics, and Agricultural Science.
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
No
7. Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: No.
8. Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester – Choice Based Credit System (CBCS).
9. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments –
Sl. No Name of the Faculty
Name of Department / Course
Centre
1.
Dr. JayantaChoudhury
Centre
for
Bamboo PGDBCRU
Cultivation & Resource
Utilization
2.
Dr. JayantaChoudhury
Ph.D. Course work
3
SamratGoswami
Economics
MA. in Economics
4
SamratGoswami
Information Technology
MCA
5
Dr. JayantaChoudhury
IGNOU(Tripura
MA(Rural
University Study Centre)
Development)
6
SamratGoswami
IGNOU(Tripura
MA(Rural
University Study Centre)
Development)
/
MA (Economics)
7
Dr. ArobindoMahato
IGNOU(Tripura
MA(Rural
University Study Centre)
Development)
7
Dr. ArobindoMahato
UGC-NET
Coaching Women Studies
(Tripura University Study
Centre)

10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual :
Post Name
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including CAS & MPS)
Professor
0
0
0
Associate Professors 1
0
0
Assistant Professors 3
3
3
Others
0
0
0
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualification Designatio Specialization
n

No.
of
Years of
Experien
ce
11

Dr.
Ph. D. in Assistant
JayantaC Rural
Professor
houdhury Development

 MicroFinance/SHG;
 RD
Project/Programme
/ Planning
 Local
SelfGovernment,
Participatory
Approach

Dr.
Ph. D. in Assistant
Arobindo Corporate
Professor
Mahato
Social
Responsibility

 Corporate Social 8
Responsibility
 Enviro-friendly
Enterprise
&
Livelihood
Promotion,
 Demography
 Education
 Women Studies
5
 Environmental
Economics
 WaterResources
Management
 Monetary
Economics

Mr.
Ph. D. in Assistant
Samrat
Rural
Professor
Goswami Development
(submission
stage)

No. of Ph.D./
M.Phil. students
guided for the last
4 years
 4
Ph.D.
students enrolled
in
Tripura
University
 1
student
registered
in
BBSMR
Agriculture
University,
Dhaka,
Bangladesh.
1student enrolled

NA

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors – Nil
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information –
In Semester III – Paper – MR – 302 Unit – III and IV taken by Mr. Swarup
Nandi, Lecturer, Department of IT. (20 percent of total class in Semester III)
14. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio - MRMD- 26:1, Ph.D.- 2.5:1
15. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual – Academic Support Staff (technical) – Nil, Administrative Staff –
1 (Group – D, Casual)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual
Academic Support Nil
Nil
Nil
Staff (technical)

Administrative Staff Nil
Nil
1 (Group – D, Casual)
16. Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies :
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
Sl. Name of the Project Title
Funding Total
No Faculty
Agency
Grants
Received
(Rs.)
Impact of Tea Plantation on
1.00 lakh
1.
Dr.Jayanta
Tribal Development
Choudhury
2.00 lakh
2.
 Impact of Boarding House
stipend
Tribal
 Impact of Madhyamik Drop out
Research
coaching and special coaching
Institute,
centre.
Govt. of
 Impact of Pre- Matric and Post- Tripura
matric scholarship.
 Impact
of
Text
book
distribution
5.27 lakh
3.
Dr.Arobindo Initial Social Impact Assessment Tripura
of Tripura Forest Environment JICA
Mahato
Improvement
and
Poverty
(CoAlleviation
Project
(Tripura
Investigator)
JICA)
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received – Nil
a) National collaboration b) International collaboration – Nil
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
Nil
20. Research facility / centre with - Centre for Rural Studies (CRS)
 State recognition: MOU between State Institute of Public Administration &
Rural Development (SIPARD), Tripura.
 National recognition: National Council for Rural Institution, MHRD, Govt. Of
India.
 International recognition : World Bamboo Organisation; Indo-German
Cooperation Project (Implemented by Forest Department, Govt. of Tripura)
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
– Nil
22.Publications:
Edited Books: 6 (Six) Nos.
Sl. Name of the Detail
No Faculty
1.
Dr. Jayanta
1. Singh, A., Choudhury, J (Edited) : Violence Against
Choudhury
Women : Issues and Challenges, Serial Publication,
New Delhi, 2012
2. Choudhury, J. (co-edited): Shifting Cultivation: In
Search of Alternatives, Abhijit Publication, New Delhi,

2.

Sl.
No
1.

2.

2011.
3. Choudhury, J. (Edited): AMRAO PARI (We can do it) –
A Documentation on Successful Rural Entrepreneurs
in Tripura (In Bengali), Centre for Rural Studies, Tripura
University, 2009.
SamratGoswami 1. “Efficiency and Conservation of Energy: Dimensions
and Initiatives” co edited with Dr. Debamitra Mitra and
published from ICFAI University Press (ISBN- 978-81314-2099-7), 2009.
2. “Marriage
and
Migration:
Socio-Economic
Implications” co edited with Ms. Ishita Mukherjee and
published from ICFAI University Press (ISBN- 81-3141380-2), 2009.
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
– national : 11 : International : 2
Name of the Detail
Faculty
Dr.Jayanta 1. Choudhury, J. Banik, P.: Implementation of Forest Right Act
Choudhury
and its Impact on Tribal Communities in Tripura, TUI- A
journal on Tribal life & Culture, Vol-XVII-No.2, pp-47-58.
(2013)
2. Choudhury, J. Banik, P.: Child Labour in Border Areas : An
Empirical evidence from the State of Tripura, International
Journal of Human Development and Information System, New
Delhi. Vol-6; No.-2, pp-115-128 (2013)
3. Choudhury, J., Nath, R.: Solar Energy in Tribal area : An
Assessment in Tripura, TUI- A journal on Tribal life &
Culture, Vol-XVI-No.1, pp-47-57. (2012)
4. Choudhury, J. : Youth in India : Issues and Importance,
SAYPPS Journal, Vol-I, No.1, pp.5-18, SAYPPS, Dhaka,
Bangladesh, Vol-I, No-1,pp-19-26, (2012)
5. Upadhaya, N. and Choudhury, J: Poverty Eradication and
Inclusive Strategies in North East India: A Study, Indian
Journal of Development Research and Social Action, Delhi.
Vol-6; No.-1&2, pp-53-68. (2010)
6. Choudhury, J., Dentha, S.: Women in Panchayat Raj
Institution in Tripura, International Journal of Rural
Development and Management Studies, International Science
Press, Hariyana. Vol-5; No.-1, pp-167-176. (2011)
7. Choudhury, J.: People‟s Participation in Rural Development
Planning in Tripura, International Journal of Rural
Development and Management Studies, International Science
Press, Hariyana. Vol-3; No.-1, pp-193-205. (2009)
8. Choudhury, J.: Role of NGOs in Primary Education : A
study on SarvaSikshaAbhiyan in Tripura, International
Journal of Rural Development and Management Studies,
International Science Press, Hariyana. Vol-3; No.-2, pp-47949. (2009)
Dr. Arobindo 1. Solar Shows Light to Rural Women in Women Link,
Mahato
VOL. 19 No. 2 APRIL - JUNE 2013, ISI, New Delhi.

2.

3

Sl.
No
1.

Women and Right to Sanitation in International Journal
of Human Development and Information System, Vol. 6,
No.2, July – December 2013, pp: 203 – 210, ISSN: 39743529
Samrat
1. Metropolitan House Prices in Regions of India: Do They
Goswami
Converge? (Co-authored with G.C. Aye and R Gupta) in
Regional and Sectoral Economic Studies (RSES), Vol. 13-1,
January-June, 2013, Euro-American Association of
Economic Development Studies, ISSN – 15784460.
2. Status of Water Resources in Mizoram: Institutions and
Management Practices (Co-authored with SriparnaGuha) in
The IUP Journal of Environmental Sciences, Vol. V, No. 4,
November 2011, ICFAI University Press, Hyderabad. ISSN
– 0973-9912
3. ―An Endogenous Growth Model of a Financially Repressed
Small Open Economy” (Co-authored with Rangan Gupta) in
International Economic Journal, Vol. 23, No. 1, March
2009, Taylor & Francis, ISSN – 1016-8737 (print)
 Monographs :
 Chapters in Books: 15 (Fifteen) Nos.
Name
of Detail
the Faculty
Dr.Jayanta 1. Choudhury, J , Debnath, S.(2013):
„Educational
Choudhury
Empowerment of Girl Children in Tripura : Strategies &
Performances‟ in P.Singh&A.K.Singh (Ed.) Care and
Protection of Girl Children in India (Ed.) BalBikash
Publishing Pvt.Ltd, pp-244-250
2. Choudhury, J, Das, M. (2012): „Combating Human
Trafficking with NGOs in North Eastern Region: Some
Suggestive Role‟ in A.K.Singh, et al (Ed.) Trafficking in
Women Children in India (Ed). , Serial Publication, Delhi,
India. pp.490-508
3. Choudhury, J (2012): ‗Self Help Group and Women Micro
Entrepreneurship Development‟A.K.Singh, et.al MicroFinancing and Women Empowerment (Ed.), Vol-II, New
Royal Book Co., Lucknow, India. pp.519-532,
4. Choudhury, J, Gupta, P. (2012): „Marriage of Women in
Rural Tripura: A future Identity or Another means of
Human Trafficking?inR. Bhattacharya (Ed.)
Identity
Issues in Northeast India , Akansha Publication, Delhi,
India. Pp.123-134.
5. Choudhury, J (2010): „Decentralised Planning in Tripura‟ in
Behera,M.C.&Basar, J. (Ed.) Globalisation and The
Marginalised : Issues and Concerns for Development,
Commonwealth Publication, Delhi, pp. 249-267.
6. Choudhury, J (2010): „State‟s Response to Oldage Persons in
Tripura: An Assessment‟ in Sharma, R. &Thomas,C.J.
(Ed.) Ageism : Problems & Prospects, Akankha Publication,
Delhi, pp. 407-436.
7. Choudhury, J (2009): „Efforts of Tribal Development in

Tripura: An Assessment‟ in Bera,G.K., et.al (Ed.) Tribal
Development in Tripura, EBH Publication, Guwahati, pp.
121-136.
8. Choudhury, J (2009): „Gender Budgeting in Tripura: A
Misty Picture‟ in Singh, A.K., et.al (Ed.) Gender Budgeting
and Women Empowerment in India, Serial Publication,
New Delhi, pp. 394-403.
9. Choudhury, J (2009): „Role of Local Self Government in
Human Development of Tripura ‟ in Jena, K.N. (Ed.)
Development Paradigm and Bottom Up Approaches,
Abhijit Publishing House, New Delhi, pp. 181-196.
10. Choudhury, J (2009) : „ Status and Challenges of Rural
Women
Micro-entrepreneurs in Kohima district of
Nagaland : A Micro-level Study ‟ in Jena, K.N. (Ed.)
Globalised India & Development Issues, Abhijit Publishing
House, New Delhi, pp. 203-213.
2.
Dr.Arobind 1. “Adaptation loom for Climate Proof Agriculture‖ in
oMahato
Development Alternatives News letter (September 2010),
DA, New Delhi.
2. Oil Expeller- as a tool for livelihood promotion‖ in
Development Alternatives News letter (January 2011) DA,
New Delhi.
3. “Low Carbon Pathway‟s by the farmers of Bundel khand‖
in 5th International conference on Community Based
Adaptation to Climate Change, organized by Bangladesh
Centre for Advanced Studies and International Institute for
Environment and Development (March, 2011), IIED,
London.
4. “Right to Water & Sanitation: Quest for Dignified Life” in
33rd Annual Conference of the Institute of India
Geographers & International Seminar on Population,
Development & Disaster Management. (February 2012),
Tripura University.
5. “CBA in Semi-arid Region of India” in Asia-Pacific Climate
Change Adaptation Forum 2011, AIT and UNEP Bangkok,
Thailand.
 Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average
 h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated - Not Applicable
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated – Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions/
industries in India and abroad - Nil

26.Faculty serving in a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify)
Sl.
Name of the Name of Department / Centre
No
Faculty
1.

Dr.Jayanta
Choudhury




















Visiting Fellow, Department of Rural Development &
Agricultural Production, North Eastern Hill University,
(Tura campus)
Subject Expert Member for Selection of Assistant
Project Director (for all District Rural Development
Agency), Government of Tripura.
Subject Expert Member for Selection of Rural
Development Officer/ Organiser (for all Rural
Development Blocks), Government of Tripura.
Expert Member for Selection of Project Staffs, (for
Tripura Chapter)Centre for Forest based Livelihood &
Extension (a Govt of India organisation), Dehradoon.
Member, Ph.D. Advisory Committee, Department of
Agricultural Extension and Rural Development,
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Agricultural
University (BSMRAU), Bangladesh.
Member, Academic Council, ARKA Community
College, (First ever Community College in North
Eastern India , affiliated to IGNOU, Delhi), Sekerkote,
Tripura.
Member, Research Committee & Manuscript
Committee, Tribal Research & Cultural Institute, Govt.
of Tripura.
Member, Sub-committee on Tertiary Sector to look
into Application of Science and Technology for
Economic Development of Tripura.
Empanelled HRD Expert in North East India by North
Eastern Development Financial Institute (NEDFI),
Assam.
State Resource Person for Tripuraon Right to
Information Act, 2005.
Key
Resource
Person
for
preparation
of
GRAMODAYA - Decentralized Village Development
Planning in Tripura.
Associate Editor, International Journal of Rural
Development and Management Studies, International
Science Press , Delhi. ISSN No. :0975-0614
Member, Editorial Advisory Board, Indian Journal of
Development Research and Social Action (International
Journal), Global Research Publication, Delhi. ISSN No.
: 0973-3116
Associate Editor, TUI-a journal on Tribal Life and
Culture, Deptt. of Tribal Welfare, Govt. of Tripura.
Editor, SAMLAP (First Community Newspaper in




2.

Dr.Arobindo
Mahato








3.

Samrat
Goswami



Tripura), Agartala.
Editor, Gram Darsan, Newsletter of Centre for Rural
Studies, Tripura University.
Member, Editorial Board,International Journal of
Social and Economic Research(earlier SAARC journal
of current social research, Ref. www.indianjournal.com)
Visiting Faculty, Global Institute of Social Science,
Kolkata
Visiting TrainerBharti Foundation, (CSR wing of
Airtel) West Bengal
Climate Action Network - South Asia (CANSA),
Secretariat- Dhaka, Bangladesh
Basin-South Asia, sustainable habitat and livelihoods,
Secretariat- New Delhi, India
Eldis Communities community, IDS Knowledge
Services, Falmer, Brighton, East Sussex.
Bundelkhand Knowledge Platform, Secretariat- Orchha,
MP, India
Subject Expert Member for Selection of Assistant
Professor (Rural Development Agency), SIPARD
Government of Tripura, 2012.

27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs)
The Department has not arranged any Refreshers/Orientation programme or
training programme. However the detail of the Conference and Workshops has
been provided in item number 30.
Sl.
No
1.

Name of the Name of Department / Centre
Faculty
Orientation Programme at Academic Staff College, Punjab
Dr.
University, Chandigarh on Value Education during 3rd
Arobindo
September to 30th September 2013.
Mahato
28.Student projects :
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects –
All final semester students complete Dissertation Project as part of their course in
the PG Programme (100 percent).
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute All final semester students (30 for present semester IV) complete Block and NGO
Placement projects as part of their course. (100 percent)
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
Sl.
Name of the Award/ Recognition
No
Faculty
1

Dr.
Jayanta 
Choudhury

Received Broad Outlook Lerner Teacher (BOLT) Award2006 from AIR INDIA, Mumbai and its media partner
DAINIK SANBAD, Agartala.



RashtriyaGourav Award (nominated), by India
International Friendship Society, New Delhi.
 Best Citizens of India (nominated), by International
Publishing House, New Delhi.
 Recognized as one of the Rural Development Experts in
India in the field of Rural Development, People‘s
Participation&Micro-credit/Self-Help Groups by National
Institute of Rural Development, Hyderabad (2005).
 Recognised as one of the Local Government Experts in
India in the field of Participatory Planning, RD & Panchayat
and Social Audit (an initiatives of Ministry of Panchayat
Raj, Govt. of India, 2009)
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows – Nil
 Students - Nil
30. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding
(national / international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
 National Seminar on ―Tribal Livelihood: Issues & Challenges‖ : A two-days
National seminar was organised on July 20-21, 2013 by CRS with the financial
support from Tribal Research Institute, Govt. Of Tripura. Total 51 papers were
presented by the eminent scholars from different India & Bangladesh. Honb‘le
Tribal Welfare Minister Shri. Aghore Ch. Debbarma inaugurated the seminar.
Seminar was a great success and received wide publicity.
 Data Dissemination Workshop: One Day workshop was organised by the
Department with the help of the Census of India, Agartala office on dissemination
of 2011 census data in March, 2011. Students, faculties from different departments
of Tripura University participated in the workshop.
 State Level Seminar on Safe Drinking Water & Sanitation in Rural Areas : Centre
for Rural Studies organised two-days state level seminar on Safe Drinking Water
& Sanitation in Rural Areas : Present status, Problem & Prospects with the
financial support from DWSSO, PW Department, Govt. of Tripura. Total 72
participants from Government Departments, NGOs and elected representatives,
students and faculties from different departments from Tripura University
participated in the seminar.
 State Level workshop: A two-day state level workshop was conducted by CRS on
'Development of Rural Women & Children: Challenges & Opportunities' held
during 17-18 April, 2008. The programme was inaugurated by the Honb'le Minister
Smt. Bijita Nath, Dept. of SW & SE, Govt. of Tripura. The workshop was a grand
success. Total 16 papers were presented by eminent persons from different fields
from the state. The workshop was graced by having Prof. Ishita Mukhopadhyay,
Director, Women Study Centre, Calcutta University who also shared her valuable
thought on 'Female Participation in Workforce and Rural Development'. The
workshop was very much interesting when in last session students from various
departments got a chance to present their papers and were competing for the best
presentation award. The workshop was enriched by the speech of Prof. A. Saha,
Former Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor, Tripura University. CRS was happy to receive
Prof. Apurba Mukhopadhayay, Fellow, Netaji Institute of Development Studies, in
valedictory session and request to present certificate to the paper presenters.
 Two Days Workshop-Cum Training Programme: A Two-Days Training
Programme on Afforestation and Livelihood Promotion in Forest Areas has been

jointly organised by Department of Rural Management and Development and
Department of Sociology, Tripura University on 20th to 21st August 2013. Sri G.S.
Raju, CEO and Project Director, Tripura JICA Project was among the notable
speakers.
Apart from the organising workshop/ seminar and extension related activities CRS is
also completed following activities.
RURAL RESEARCH :
 Annual Survey of Education Report, 2006 for PRATHAM. The study was
conducted in 120 villages covering 2400 HH in Tripura.
 Base line survey on Bamboo Artisans for TRIBAC, Tripura.
 Counselling Methods in Distance Education of Tripura University. The study is
funded by Directorate of Distance Education, Tripura University
 Women Empowerment through SHGs: A Pilot study in Dukli block in
Tripura. The study was conducted in collaboration with Women Study Cell,
Tripura University
RURAL PUBLICATION :
 GRAM DARSHAN: CRS has published its first issue of GRAM DRASHAN
Newsletter of CRS which is the first newsletter in Tripura University of its kind.
GRAMDARSHAN documents various activities of CRS and also portraits different
aspects of Rural Development.
 AMRAO PARI : A book on successful SHG entrepreneur was published in
Bengali and distributed to different Panchayat and SHGs. The book was a
informative documentation and written by the students and edited by Dr. Jayanta
Choudhury.
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments –
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals, books and other sources
with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research
so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the





interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government .
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.
Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.

32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the Programme(refer Applications
to question no. 4)
received

Masters in Rural Management
and Development (M.R.M.D.)
175
(Batch of 2013)
Ph.D.
12
33.Diversity of students:
Name
of
the
Programme
(refer to question
no. 4)

% of students
from
the
same
university

Selected

Pass
Percentage
Male Femal
e

Male

Female

23

17

21.69

11.73

2

3

34

66

% of students
from
other
universities
within the State

% of students
from
universities
outside the
State

%
of
students
from other
countries

Masters in Rural
Management and
80
15
5
0
Development
(M.R.M.D.)
Ph.D.
80
0
20
0
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
No
35.Student progression:
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
100
PG to M.Phil.
Not Applicable
PG to Ph.D.
10
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Not Applicable
Employed  Campus selection
30
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs

36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
Nil
from other universities within the State
Nil
from universities from other States
3
from universities outside the country
Nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period One faculty (Dr. Arobindo Mahato) have obtained Ph.D. degree during the
assessment period.
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library
b) Internet facilities for staff and students – Faculties have desktops with
internet facility
c) Total number of class rooms – 2
d) Class rooms with ICT facility – Nil
e) Students‘ laboratories – 1 Computer laboratory
f) Research laboratories – Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates – Doctoral Students
-5
a) from the host institution/university – 4
b) from other institutions/universities - 1
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university –
10 (ten) Number of students getting SC/ST, merit scholarship, Single Girl child
scholarship disbursed by the University and funded by the Tripura Government.
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
Programme (s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
Rural Management & Development programme started in 2002 as a diploma
programme but due to its overwhelming response from the students as well as
from the job providers it was converted into Rural Management and Development
Degree programme in 2006. Besides, new ideas are also being adopted in course
curriculum (after any faculty comes back participating a conference) through
presentation in weekly seminars.
42.Does the department obtain feedback from - No
a) Faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how
does the department utilize the feedback?
Yes. The feedbacks are discussed in the departmental committee meetings
and incorporated accordingly.
b) Students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does
the department utilize the feedback? No
c) Alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
Yes. The feedbacks are discussed in the departmental committee meetings
and incorporated accordingly.
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10) - Nil

44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts  Micro Workshops: CRS has organized 15 (fifteen) nos. of Micro-workshop for the
students of Department of Rural Management and Development. The objectives of
this initiative were to facilitate the interaction between the practitioners and the
students and also build a network with the other institutions/organization with the
department. In these works several dignitaries from various Govt. departments of
Govt. of Tripura, various institutions with and outside Tripura and also from abroad
participated and interacted with the students. Honb‘le Rural Development Minister,
Shri Jitendra Choudhury and Dr. A.K. Gupta, P.C.C.F., Government of Tripura
was among other distinguished speakers.
 Presentation: As part of internal assessment of the course curriculum, student
presentations are conducted on assignments related to various rural aspects.
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
 Case study method.
 Problem-based learning.
 Theoretical class.
 Assignment with individual presentation.
 Live project/internship in Blocks and NGOs and Dissertation Research
Projects.
46. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
Through internal assignment, debate, power point presentation, group discussion
among the students is part of learning methodology.
Students are getting jobs in different Govt. Departments like- Rural, Forest,
Health & family Welfare, Labour, Panchayat, PWD, Agriculture etc.; Corporate
Sectors like ONGC; internationally funded projects like World Bank, IGDC,
JICA, ADB etc; Institutes like SIPARD, RUDSETI etc, and in various NGOs.
This indicates that the course is well structured and demand based. This is also to
mention that every year in an average 120 graduate students are applying for
MRMD programme.
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Centre for Rural Studies (CRS) attached to the department has organised following
extension related activities  Exposure Visit for MRMD students: CRS had organized one exposure visit for
the students of Masters in Rural management and Development Programme under
Tripura University. Total 62 students (Part-I & Part-II) along with the faculties had
participated the day long programme. Students received to interact with various
project peoples of Don Bosco (An active NGO in Tripura) and Sipahijola wild life
sanctuary of Forest department of Govt. of Tripura. Students enjoyed the
programme and received practical knowledge on different issues of Rural
Development.
 Skilled training on Bamboo Based Livelihood: CRS had organized a 10 (ten)
days skilled training for the 20 rural women on different bamboo based products
from 23rd November to 4th December, 2009. After the training, they were provided
different tools for continue their activities in future and raise their family income. A
linkage with market and financial institutes were also established.



NGO Management training: A five days training on NGO management was
organized by CRS during 1-5 December, 2009. In the training programme 26
participants from different NGOs throughout the states benefited from the course.
Prof. N. Upadhayay, Former Director, National Institute of Rural development
(NIRD-NERC) along with other dignitaries attended as guest speaker.
 Training of Rural Development Functionaries: To fortify the Self Help Group
(SHG) movement in this state, a workshop on Strengthening of Self Help Groups
under Swrnajayanti Gram SwarozgarYojna (SGSY) was held between 13 -17
November 2006, at the State Institute of Public Administration and Rural
Development (SIPARD).This workshop was jointly organised by R.D. Department,
Govt. of Tripura, CRS, Tripura University and SIPARD. This was the first time that
these three frontal institutions in the field of rural development shared the same
platform to organise this workshop which was attended by 62 participants across
the state comprising with Govt. Administrators, cutting age officers and elected
representatives. Honb‘le Chief Minister, Govt. of Tripura, Shri. ManikSarkar;
Honb‘le RD Minister Shri Jitendra Choudhury; Former Vice Chancellor, Tripura
University, Prof. A. K. Mukherjee graced the programme with their valuable
speech.
 International Seminar and Bamboo Festival : Centre for Rural Studies (CRS),
Tripura University participated in the International BAMFEST held on 16-18
December, 2016 in Tripura as one of the Management partner. The programme was
organised by CBTC, Guwahati and supported by World Bamboo Organisation.
About 23 bamboo experts from various countries and 62 bamboo artisans
participated in the programme. Former Union Minister of Industries Shri. Jairam
Ramesh and Honb‘le Chief Minister, Govt. of Tripura, Shri. Manik Sarkar were
present in the inaugural programme.
49. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details.
No.
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
Masters in Rural Management and Development itself is a new subject. Very less
number of Universities in North Eastern region is offering this kind of course. The
syllabus for the course is prepared on the basis of the need of new generation
professional for rural development and covers almost all the new aspects of
development sectors specially for rural development like Micro-finance, social audit,
social mobilisation, IEC, PRA, Corporate Social Responsibilities, Community-based
Adaptation, Decision Analysis, Rural Technology etc. Methodology adopted by the
faculties is also dynamic comprising of both theory and field application and
empowering in nature which is beyond class room teaching. Emphasis is given on
research, related to different areas of rural development.
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)
of the department.
Sl.
Strength
Weakness
No.
1.
Young dynamic faculties
Less number of faculty
Insufficient physical infrastructure &
2.
Better learning environment
ICT facilities

3.
4.
5.
Sl.
No.
1.

Field based & job oriented curriculum Lack of research projects
Participatory & empowering leaning
Less time for field exposure
approach
Strong network intra-department &
Lack of support staffs
professional institutions
Opportunities

Challenges

Starting of new short duration courses Lack of quality student
Partnership
with
other
2.
institutes/universities within and Lack of sufficient number of faculties
outside the country
Exchange of students and faculties in
3.
Non-proficiency in language
various institutes/universities
4.
Campus placement
Implement
research
/extension
5.
projects
52. Future plans of the department.
•
Starting of short duration courses like NGO Management, Rural
ResourceManagement, Project Management, Gender Studies.
•
Documentation of success stories in the field of Rural Development.
•
Publication of Departmental journal.
•
Conduct action research and develop Model villages.
•
Develop formal partnership with different institutions/organisations/departments
within India and abroad.

Evaluative Report of The Department
1. Name of The Department : Music
2.Year of establishment :2009
3.Is The Department part of a school/Faculty of the University?YES(Faculty of science)
4. Names of programmes offered (UG,PG,M.Phill.,ph.D.,Integrated Masters; Integrated
masters Ph.D., D.Sc., etc): M.A in Dance, Ph.D.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments invplved :NO
6. Courses in collaboration with other Universities, industries, foreign institution, etc:No
7. Details of programmes discontinued , if any , with reasons:No
8. Examination system:Annual/semester/trimester/choice Based credit system:Semester.
9. Particiopation of the department in the course offered by other department Nill.
10. Number of Teaching Posts sanctioned, filled and actual (professor/Associate)
11. Faculty profile with name, Qualification,designation,area of specialization,experience
and research under guidance
Name

Qualification Designation

Dr.Rabindra M.A.,M.phil., Assistant
Bharali
Ph.D.
Professor
Dr. Utpal
M.Mus, Ph.D. Assistant
Biswas
Professor

Specialization No. of Years of No. of
Experience
ph.D./M.phil.St
udents guided
for the last 4
years
Hindustani
Eight
Nill
Vocal
Hindustani
THREE
Nill
Vocal

12. List of senior visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professor;No
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty- programme wise information
Sl.No Name of the tomporary faculty Programme
No.of classes
1
Dr. Pdmini Chakraborty
M.A in Dance 50
2
Dr. Umasankar Chakraborty
M.A in Dance 50
3
14.Programme wise student Teacher Ratio
PG- Teacher: student 1:10 phd-Teacher :Student=1:3
15. Number of academic support staff(technical) and administrative staff :
sanctioned,filld and actual: Not known
16. Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a. National b. international funding
agencies and c. Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies.
18.Inter institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received (a) National
(b) International collaboration:Nill
19.Departmental projects fundede by DSTFIST;UGC_SAP/CAS,DPE:DBT,ICSSR,AICTE,etc.;:total grants received:Nill
20. Research facility/centre with
(a) state recognition: Nill
(b) national recognition:Nill
(c ) international recognition:Nill
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by/created by industry or corporate bodies
:Nill

22.Publications: Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals
(national/international)
(a). Monographs
(b)Chapters in Books
(c)Edited Books
(d)Books with ISBN with details of publishers
Dr.Rabindra Bharali. The forgotten forms of hindustani music.
(e) Number listyed in international Data base(for . Web of science,scopus, Humanities
International complete, Dare Database-International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO
host,etc)
(f) Citation Index-range/average
(g) SNIP
(h)SJR
(i)Impact Factor- range/average:3-6
(j)h-index
23.Details of patents and income generated: Nill
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated:Nill
25.Faculty selected nationally/internationally to visit other laborstories/institutions/
industries in India and abroad:Nill
26.Faculty serving in
(a) National Committees (b) International Committees (c) Editorial Boards (d) any Nill
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC,ASC,Refresher/orientation programs,workshoaps,
training programs and similar programs) Nill
28. Student projects
(a)percentage of students who have done in -house projects including inter-departmental
projects:100% .every student has to undertake dessertation project.
(b)percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other Universities/
industry/institute: Nil
29.Awards /recognitions received at the national and international level by
(a)Faculty:Nil
(b) Doctoral/post doctoral fellows:Nil
(c)Students: Nil
30.Seminars/conferences/workshoaos organizedc and the source of funding (national
/international) with details of outstanding participants, if any:Nil
31.Universities Code of ethics for research followed by the departments/constructed by
the
●The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special emphasis is
always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly discouraged in any form.
●Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information is
highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
●Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable and
established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research studies
should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the completion of the
research.
●Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research, emphasis is
given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources with high impact
factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to publish the same article in
different places without any special reason.

●The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research related
property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research should not be damaged
and is considered as misconduct.
●The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research so
whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the interest of the
researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision making. The researcher
should always provide details of his or her candidature in order to avoid any kind of
ambiguity.
●The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding Agency is
given due consideration while carrying out the research activities. Agreements with
Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the interests of the University,
thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of the University.
●Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and other
environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations as laid down
time to time by the appropriate authority or the government . Researcher should be
acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before conducting research, wherever
necessary.
●Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully acquaint
himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the society. Researcher
should not engage in any research which will erode the value of the society.
32. Students profile programme wise:
33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students % of students
% of students
% of students
programme(refer t from the same from other
from universities from other
question no.4)
university
universities
out the states
countries
within the state
st
M.A 1 Semester 100%
Nil
Nil
Nil
rd
M.A 3 Semester 100%
Nil
Nil
Nil
PhD
67%
Nil
33%
Nil
34.How many students have cleared Civil services and defence Services Examinition,
NET, SET,GATE and other competitive examinations Give details category-wise:Nil
Net qualified; one/general category
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
NA
PG to M.phil.
NA
PG to Ph.D.
10.5%
Ph.D.to Post-Doctoral
NA
Employed
NA
campus selection
Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
Nil

36. Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
Of the same university
Nil
from other universities within the state
Nil
From universities from other states
100%
From universities outside the country
Nil
37. Number of faculty who were Awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc., and D.Litt. During the
assessment period:Nil
38. Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regarded to
(a) Library:Nil
(b)Internet facilities for staff and students:Available
(c)Total Number of Class rooms :2 Theory and 2 Practical
(d) Class rooms with ICT facilitt: Nil
(e) Students Laboratories:Nil
(f) Research Laboratories:Nil
39. List of doctoral,post doctoral students and research associates
(a) from the host institution/university:2
(b)from other institution /university:1
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the
university:Eighteen (18) Students from First and third semester.
41. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programmes(s)?If so ,highlight the methodology.No
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
(a) faculty on curriculam as well as teaching-learning-evaluation?If yes,how Yes,,by
anakysis the student performance through continuous evaluation method.
(b)students on staff, curriculam and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback? Yes the departmental DC address the issues based on the
student feedback
(c) Alumina and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
Nil
43. List the ditinguished alumni of the department(maximum 10) Na
44.Give the details of student enrichment programmes(special lectures/workshop
/seminar) involving external experts.
(i) Bhubanesh Komkali , an eminent vocalist presented two days workshop on feb .2013
45.List of teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Interactive teaching, assignment based teaching.
46. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are mentioned?
Periodic assessment,Seminar presentation and feedback.
47.Highlight the particiopation of students and faculty in extention activities.
Faculty members and students were actively engaged in different extension activities:5
49. State wheather the programmes/department is accredited/graded by other :No
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new
knowledge,basic or applied.
51. Detail five major strengths, weaknesses, Opportunities and challenges (SWOC) of the
derpartment.
FIVE MAJOR STRENGTHS:
1.Faculty members are highly supportive to the students.

2. Assistance from other departments.
FIVE MAJOR WEAKNESS
1. Lack of supportive man power.
2. Lack of research infrastructure.
3. Lack of space.
52.Future plans of the departmental
1. Development of proper infrastructural facilities for the research programmes.
2. Development of effective teaching programmes for the future career upliftment of the
students.
3. To arrange workshop and seminar on a regular basis.
Information asked by order issued on 5th November,2013.
Order no-F.TU/REG/HOD/ACA/01/2013
2.4.5 How many Emeritus/Adjunct/Visiting professor are on the rolls of the university/
Department?:Nil
2.4.6 What policies/system are in place to academically recharge and rejuvenate
teacher(e.g.; providing research grants,study leave,nomination to national/international
conferences/seminars, in service training, organizing national/internayional conferences
etc.)?:Nil
2.4.7 How many faculty received awardes/recognitions for excellence in teaching at the
state, national and international level during the last four years? Dr. Rabindra Bharali was
selected as one of the inspiring teachers of Tripura University.
2.4.8 How many faculty underwent staff development programmes during the last four
years (add any other programmes if necessary)?
Academic staff development programmes
Number of faculty
Refresher courses
One
HRD programmes
Nil
Orientation programmes
One
Staff training conducted by the university
Nil
Staff training conduted by other institutions
Nil
Summer/Winter schools, workshop,etc
Nil
2.4.9 What percentage of the faculty have
1. been invited as resource persons in workshop/seminar/conferences organizedby external
professional agencies: Nil
2. parcipated in external workshops/seminars/conferences organized by national/
international professional bodies:50%
3. presented papers in workshop/seminars/conferences conducted or recognized by
professional agencies:50%
4. teaching experience in other universities/national institutes and other institutions?
5. industrial engagement?50%
6. international experience in teaching?Nil
7. How often does the university organize academic development programmes(e.g.;
curriculam development, teaching-learning methoda,examination reforms, content/
knowledge managrment,etc) for its faculty aimed at enriching the teaching-learning
process:NA
8. Does the yuniversity have a mechanism to encourage mobility of faculty between
universities for teachig?
Faculty exchange programmes with national and international bodies? If Yes how have
these schemes helped in enriching the quality of the faculty: Nil

Evaluative Report
1.Name of the Department : Department of Philosophy
2.Year of establishment : 1994
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university?Yes
4.Names of programmes offered:Under Graduate, Five-Year Integrated Masters, Post
Graduate and Ph.D.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : Yes
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,etc. : Nil
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: Nil
8.Examination
System:
Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice
Based
Credit
System:Semester CBCS for IMD and Semester for PG
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: Integrated
Masters programme and Ph.D. Course work of Social Science Subjects.
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual
(including
CAS and MPS)
Professor
2
Nil/Vacant
Nil
Associate Professor 2
Nil/Vacant
2(CAS)
Assistant
5
5
3
Professor*
Others
/Guest 4
4
4
Teachers
* Out of 5 posts of Assistant Professors (originally) two have been promoted to Associate
Professors under CAS and one has been promoted to Assistant Professor Stage – II under
CAS and two are Assistant Professors Stage-I.
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,experience
and research under guidance
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization No. of
/ Field of Years of
Experience
Interest

Dr. Krishna M.A. Ph. D
Bhattacharya

Associate
Professor

Dr. Mohan M.A. Ph. D
Debbarma

Associate
Professor

Dr. Bimal Ch. M.A. Ph. D
Pal
Dr.
Arup M.A. Ph. D
Jyoti Sarma

Assistant
Professor
(Stage-II)
Asst.
Professor

Vedanta and 35 years
Western
Epistemology
Philosophy of 17 year
Culture and
Religion
Ethics
10 years

Sri Bhupesh M.A.
Debbarma

Asst.
Professor

Ethics,
3 years
Western
Philosophy
Philosophy of 3 years
Culture and
Religion

No.
of
Ph.D./M.Phil
students
guided for the
last 4 years
2

2

2

-

-

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors: (2010-2013)
Name
Institution
Prof. P.K. Mandal
Dept. of Philosophy, Burdwan University, WB.
Prof. Kumar Mitra
Dept. of Philosophy, Rabindra Bharati University, WB.
Prof. Gautam Biswas
Dept. of Philosophy, Assam University, Silchar, Assam
Prof.
S.
Lokendrajit Dept. of Philosophy, Manipur University, Imphal
Singh,
Prof. Jagat Paul
Dept. of Philosophy, NEHU, Shillong
Prof. Girish Sharma
Dept. of Philosophy, Gauhati University, Guwahati, Assam
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty - programme-wise information
TDC 50%
IMD 75%
PG Nil
Ph.D Nil
14.Programme-wise Student-Teacher Ratio: 32:1in 2013 in PG program,
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including CAS and MPS)
MTS
1
1
1
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: Nil
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise:
Number of Faculty Project Title
Name of the Amount
of
with
ongoing
Funding Agency Grants received
project
2 (two)
Ethnic Philosophies of Indian Council of Rs. 5 lakhs
Non-Literate Traditions
Philosophical
Research (ICPR)
1 (one)
Ethics of the Nastika UGC
Rs. 1.30 lakhs
Schools
of
Indian
Philosophy
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received : Nil
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.Nil
20.Research facility / centre with : Nil
13. state recognition
14. national recognition
15. international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies:
Nil
22.Publications/Participation in Seminars/Workshops/Conferences etc.:
A: Publications of Books
Name
of
the Title of the Book
Publishers
and Name
of
the
Faculty
ISBN No. & Year
Faculty
Dr.
Krishna (i) Darsan:
Edited
by
Dr. Dr.
Krishna
Bhattacharya
Bhattacharya
Bharatiya
Bhasa Krishna

Darsan
(Sabda Bhattacharya,
Khanda):
Author Burdwan University,
Directorate
of
Prof. P.K. Mandal
Distance Education,
p. 39-44, 2010.
by
Dr.
(ii) Phalita Nitividya Edited
(Bharatiya) : Author Krishna
Bhattacharya,
Prof. P.K. Mandal
Burdwan University,
Directorate
of
Distance Education,
2013.
Dr.
Mohan Ethnic and Cultural Akansha Publishing Dr.
Mohan
Debbarma
Identity
House, New Delhi, Debbarma
ISBN: 978-81-8370396-3,
February, 2014
B: Publications of Articles:
Sl.No.
Name of the Faculty Title of the paper/article Name
of
the
published
Book/Journal
Publisher,
ISBN/ISSN,
Year
1
Dr.
Krishna (i) “Prasastapada sammata Darsan, Bangiya Darsan
Bhattacharya
swarupalocanamatra jnaner Parisad, Oct. 2010, P:
swarupa” (Bengali)
105-110.
(ii) “Religion-way
assimilation”

2

Dr.
Debbarma

to The Journal – Democracy,
Civil Society and Good
Governance, published by
International Congress of
Social Philosophy, Dhaka,
Bangladesh,Dec.
2011,
ISBN – 978-984-33-39881, pages- 197-203.

(iii)
“Prasastapada
on Darsan Manjari, The
Svarupalocanamatra Jnana” Burdwan
University
Journal of Philosophy,
Vol.: 10, Dec. 2012
Mohan (i) “Socio-Cultural Life of the Sandhan,
Journal
of
Borok People of Tripura”
Centre for Studies in
Civilizations, New Delhi,
Editor:
D.P.
Chattopadhyaya, Guest
Editor: S. Shyamkishore
Singh, Vol: XI, No. 1, Jan.
– June, 2011, Special

Issue on the Tribes of
India, pages: 165-214,
ISSN: 0972-3609.

(ii) “The Religion of the Tribal Religions – Vol. -VII,
Boroks”
Part-7, Publication of
Project of History of
Indian
Science,
Philosophy and Culture
(PHISPC), edited by S.
Shyamkishore
Singh,
Centre for Studies in
Civilizations (CSC), New
Delhi,
pages-141-180,
Year: 2012,
ISBN: 978-81-87586-524.
(iii) “Religious and Cultural Jnanam, A Journal of
Pluralism in North-East Philosophy, Vol. III, No. 1,
India: A Conspectus”
December, 2012, Jnanam
Academy of Philosophy,
Assam
Book
Depot,
Guwahati, p. 33-48, ISBN:
987-93-82384-37-3.
(iv) “Impact
of
Modernisation
on
the
Traditional Social System of
the Borok People of
Tripura”

TUI, A Journal on Tribal
Life and Culture, Tribal
Research and Cultural
Institute, Agartala, Govt.
of
Tripura,
Vol.:XVI,
Number:02, Oct. 2012 –
March 2013, p. 1-27,
ISSN: 2319-7382.

(v) “Worldview and Cultural TUI, A Journal on Tribal
Identity of the Borok People Life and Culture, Tribal
of Tripura”
Research and Cultural
Institute, Agartala, Govt.
of Tripura, Vol.:XVII,
Number:01,
April
–
September, 2013, p. 8797, ISSN: 2319-7382.
(vi) “Swami Vivekananda’s MANAVAYATAN,
The
Philosophy of Religion”
Humanosphere, A Peer-

reviewed
International
Journal on Humanities of
Centre for Studies in
Humanities,
Guwahati,
Vol: III, No.: 1, July –
December, 2013, P: 7986,ISSN: 2249-0612.
(vii) “Caste, Class and Proceedings of the ICSSR
Politics
of
Identity Sponsored
Two-Day
Formation”
National Seminar on
Social and Economic
Status of the Marginalised
Communities in Nagaland
with Special Reference to
the Scheduled Caste
Groups” held at Patkai
Christian
College
(Autonomous), Dimapur,
Nagaland, from 1st -2nd
Nov. 2013, page: 59-71.
(viii)
“Environmental
Philosophy in the Borok
Community of Tripura: A
sacred Association between
man and Nature”

3

Dr. Bimal Chandra “The Value of
Pal
Radhakrishnan’s
Philosophy”

4

Dr. Arup Jyoti Sarma

Life

in

(i) ‘Does the Snake Really
Exist in the Rope? An
Exposition
of
the

Nature,
Culture
and
Philosophy – Indigenous
Ecologies of North East
India, Edited by Saji
Varghese, Published by
Department
of
Philosophy, Lady Keane
College,
Shillong,
in
association with Lakshi
Publishers & Distributors,
New Delhi, First Edition
February, 2014,ISBN: 97893-82120-33-9.
The
Journal
–
Philosophical
Papers,
Department
of
Philosophy, University of
North Bengal, Darjeeling,
West Bengal, published in
May
2011,Vol:
VIII,
ISSN:0976 4496, pages64-69.
Philosophy
Pathways,
published
by
the
International Society for

Advaitavada’s
Error’.

View

on Philosophers,
London:
University of Sheffield,
Issue 164, 29th July, 2011.

(ii) ‘Role of Church in Satyam
Shivam
Removing Evil in Human Sundaram, (ed.) by V.T.
Nature: Kantian Approach’. Patil, B. Krishnamurthy,
(Dharwad:
Siddhaprakashana, 2012),
pp. 229-36.
(iii) ‘Fact
and
Value D.N.
Yadav
(ed.)
Interface in a Multi-cultural Philosophical Perspectives
Society’
on Multiculturalism and
Pluralism,
(Allahabad:
Shekhar
Prakashan,
March 2012).
(iv) ‘Humanistic
Philosophy of Tagore’.

Kritique, an online peerreviewed
journal
of
Philosophy, (ed.) by Paolo
A. Bolaños, university of
Santo Tomas, Philippines,
Vol.6, No.1, June 2012,
pp.50-66.

(v) ‘Kant’s
Concept
of D.N. Yadav (ed.) Freedom
Freedom of Will and and
Responsibility,
its Moral Responsibilities’,
(Allahabad:
Shekhar
Prakashan, March 2012).
(vi) ‘Hare
Language’,

on

Moral International Journal of
Multidisciplinary
Educational
Research,
Vol. 1, Issue 2, 2012, pp.
338-345. Impact Factor
[2.735], Index Copernicus
Value: [5.16].

(vii) Hegel’s Philosophy: A International Journal of
Road Towards the Absolute Multidisciplinary
Truth’,
Educational
Research,
Vol. 1, Issue 1, 2012,
pp.87-98. Impact Factor
[2.735], Index Copernicus
Value: [5.16].

(viii) ‘Possibility of Religion: Journal of History and
A
Mode
of
Indian Social
Sciences,
Secularism’
(Refereed),
(ed.)
by
Pushpa Tiwari, Vol.IV,
Issue 1, (January-June,
2013).
(ix) ‘Limits of Knowledge The Limits of Thought and
and
Reasoned
Hope: Beyond,
(ed.)
by
Kantian Perspective’,
Adarasupally
Nataraju,
(New Delhi and London:
Bloomsbury Publishing,
2013), pp. 71-81.
(x)‘Empowering
Gender
Justice
and
Women in a
Globalised Women Empowerment,
World’,
(ed.) by Sarabjeet Singh
and Pankaj Dodh, (New
Delhi: Regal Publications,
2013), pp. 100-12.
(xi)
‘Imparting
Value- Vethathirian Philosophy,
oriented Education for a Yoga and World Peace,
Better Future’,
(ed.)
by
B.P.
Siddhashrama and B.
Krishna, VOL.5, (Dharwad:
Siddha
Prakashana,
2013), pp.160-174.
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Bhupesh Debbarma

(xii)‘Vivekananda on the Swami Vivekananda: The
Solution of the Problem of Man and His Message,
(ed.) by Chandrika Basu
Caste System’,
Majumder, Ramakrushna
Pradhan and Anannya
Gogoi, (New Delhi: Axis
Books Pvt. Ltd, 2014), pp.
107-15.
“A Socio-Religious account Tui, A Journal on Tribal
on the role of 'Ochai' in the Life and Culture, Tribal
Borok Traditional Religion” Research and Cultural
Institute, Agartala, Govt.
of Tripura, Vol.: XVII, No.
01, Pages: 157 – 168,
April, 2013 – Sept., 2013,
ISSN: 2319-7382.

C. Conference / Seminar / Workshop /
Teacher:
(1) Dr. Krishna Bhattacharya:
Conference / Seminar / Duration /
Workshop
Date
th
(i) 85 Session of Indian 26th – 29th
Philosophical Congress
October,
2010

(ii)
Orientation 13th – 17th
Programme
in September
Leadership Development 2010
for
Women
Administration in Higher
Education
(iii)
150th
Birth
Anniversary of Swami
Vivekananda : Two-Day
Seminar on Religious
Harmony
(iv) International
Congress
of
Social
Philosophy

Summer or Winter Schools attended by the

Organized by

Title of the Paper
Presented
Dept.
of Presented a paper on
Philosophy,
―A Critical Note on
Gauhati University, Sabda Pramana with
Guwahati, Assam.
special reference to
Nyaya and Vaisesika‖
National
Participated
University
of
Planning
and
Administration,
New Delhi.

19th -20th Ramkrishna
March
Mission,
2011
Viveknagar,
Agartala, Tripura

Presented a paper on
―Vivekanander Dristite
Vedanter
Aloke
Dharmiya Aikya‖

2nd - 4th Jagannath
“Religion – way to
Dec. 2011
University, Dhaka, assimilation”
Bangladesh

(v) ICPR
sponsored 3rd – 5th Department
of “Tagore’s Concept of
National Seminar on Feb. 2012
Philosophy, Tripura Harmony”
“Socio-Religious
University
Thoughts
of
Ravindranath
Tagore
and Swami Vivekananda‖
(vi) Seminar organized 1st
May, Tripura Rabindra “Vivekananda Bhavana:
on the occasion of 151st 2012
Parishad, Agartala
Vartaman Pariprekshit”
Birth Anniversary of
Rabindranath Tagore
(vii) Joint Conference of 28th – 30th
the 11th International May, 2012
Congress
of
Social
Philosophy (ICSP) and
4thInternational Congress
of Yoga and Spiritual
Science (ICYS)
(viii) ICPR
sponsored 3rd – 5th
National Seminar on September,

Department
of
Mass
Communication
and
Journalism,
Karnataka
University,
Dharward
Department
of
Philosophy, Tripura

“Spiritualism in Advaita
Vedanta: A Critical
Analysis”

“Ambedkar’s
Conversion

to

―Ambedkar and
Socio-Religious
Philosophy‖

His 2012

(ix) One-day Lecture on 12th
―B.K. Mallik and the September,
Contemporary
Indian 2012
Predicaments‖

(x) 87th
Philosophical
(IPC)

University

Buddhism – A Critical
Appraisal”

Department
of Participated
Philosophy,
TU,
Lecture delivered
by Dr. Madhuri
Santanam Sondhi,
Senior Fellow of
ICPR, New Delhi.

of
th
th Department
on
Indian 7 – 10 Philosophy, L.N. “Prasastapada
Samavaya – A Critical
Congress Nov. 2012
Mithila University,
Analysis”
Kameswarnagar,
Darbhanga, Bihar

Department
of
(xi) ICPR sponsored one- 11th March,
Philosophy, Tripura
day Lecture Programme 2013
University
on ―Philosophy in the
Time
of
InterDisciplinary‖ and ―What
is like to be a Moral
Being‖
Department
of
Philosophy
and
(xii) National Seminar on
30th – 31st
―The Philosophy of Sri
Comparative
March,
Caitanya and Indian
Religion,
Visva
2013
Culture‖
Bharati University,
Santiniketan, West
Bengal
th
th Athens,
(xiii)
23rd
World 4 – 10
Aug. 2013
Congress of Philosophy

Participated

“Some Reflections on
Acintya
Bhedabhedavada”

Greece “How To Know NonExistence? the Nyaya
and
the
Bhatta
Mimamsa on it”

th
th Madura
College “Religion – the basis of
(xiv) 88th Session of 27 – 30
(Autonomous),
Indian Culture”
Indian
Philosophical Dec. 2013
Madurai,
Tamil
Congress (IPC)
Nadu

(2) Dr. Mohan Debbarma:
(i) 85th Session of
26th – 29th Gauhati University Department
of
Indian
Philosophical October
North-Eastern Hill Philosophy,
Gauhati
Congress (IPC)
2010
University
University, Guwahati,
Assam
th
th
(ii) National Seminar on 18 – 20
Department
of
―The Other and the November
Philosophy,
NorthCommunity:
2010
Eastern Hill University
Philosophical Reflections
(NEHU), Shillong
on Identities, Tribes and
Worldviews‖
(iii) National Seminar on 25th – 27th Aizawl, Mizoram
Centre for Studies in
―Modernisation:
May 2011
Civilisation,
New
Challenges and Impact
Delhi,Under the Project
on Tribal Life and
of the History of Indian
Society in the North-East
Science,
Philosophy
India‖
and Culture,
(iv) CSC
sponsored 28th – 30th Agartala
Centre for Studies in
National
Seminar September,
Civilisations
on―Tribal Religions of 2011
(CSC),NewDelhi,Under
India‖
the Project of the
History
of
Indian
Science,
Philosophy
and Culture,
(v) ICPR
sponsored 3rd – 5th Tripura University Department
of
National Seminar on Feb. 2012
Philosophy,
Tripura
―Socio-Religious
University
Thoughts
of
Rabindranath
Tagore
and Swami Vivekananda‖
(vi) ICHR sponsored 6th&
7th Tripura University, Dept.
of
History,
National Seminar on Feb. 2012
Tripura University,
‗Reconstructing
Histories:
Memories,
Traditions and Customs‘
(vii) CSC Sponsored 11th -13th Manipur
Department
of
National Seminar on July, 2012
University,
Philosophy, Manipur
―Perspectives on the
Imphal
University
in
Life-world
and
the
collaboration of CSC,
Socio-cultural
New Delhi
Transformation of the
Scheduled Tribes‖
(viii) ICPR Sponsored 3rd – 5th Tripura University Department
of
National Seminar on September,
Philosophy,
―Ambedkar and His 2012
Tripura University
Socio-Religious
Philosophy‖
(ix) ICPR Sponsored 27th – 29th Pandhicherry
Department
of
National Seminar on September, University
Philosophy,
―State and Freedom: 2012
Pandhicherry

Ambedkar‘s Perspective‖

University

(x) 87th Session of Indian 7th – 10th L.N.
Mithila Department
of
Philosophical Congress November, University
Philosophy,
L.N.
(IPC)
2012
Mithila
University,
Darbanga, Bihar
(xi) ICPR Sponsored 21st – 22nd Lady
Keane Department
of
National Seminar on Nov. 2012 College, Shillong
Philosophy,
Lady
―Environmental Ethics in
Keane
College,
Tribal Societies: With
Shillong
Special Reference to
North-East India‖
(xii) ICPR sponsored 11th March, Tripura University Department
of
one-day
lecture 2013
Philosophy,
Tripura
programme
on
University
―Philosophy in time of
interdisciplinarity‖ and
―What is it like to be a
moral being?‖
(xiii) ICPR
Sponsored 3rd – 5th NEHU, Shillong
Indian
Council
of
nd
2
North-East July, 2013
Philosophical Research
Philosophy
Teachers‘
(ICPR)
at
NorthMeet Topic: ―Teaching
Eastern Hill University
and
Research
in
Philosophy:
Problems
and Prospects‖
(xiv) ICSSR Sponsored 1st
-2nd Patkai
Christian Department
of
Two-Day
National Nov. 2013 College
Philosophy,
Patkai
Seminar on Social and
(Autonomous),
Christian
College
Economic Status of the
Dimapur, Nagaland (Autonomous),
Marginalised
Dimapur, Nagaland
Communities
in
Nagaland with Special
Reference
to
the
Scheduled Caste Groups‖
(xv) 88th Session of 27th – 30th Madura
College Department
of
Indian
Philosophical Dec. 2013
(Autonomous),
Philosophy,
Madura
Congress (IPC)
Madurai,
College (Autonomous),
Taminnadu,
Madurai, Taminnadu,
of
(xvi) ICPR Sponsored 27th -28th Tripura University Department
Philosophy,
Tripura
Two-Day Lectures on January,
(a) “Metaphysical
University
2014
Foundation
of
Epistemology: An Indian
Approach‖(b) ―Role of
Tatparya
in
Verbal
Understanding‖ & (c)
―Some
Problems
concerning Nirvikalpaka
Pratyaksa: In the light of

Nyaya
and
Advaita
Vedanta‖
(xvii) ICSSR Sponsored
Public Lecture on ―Youth
with
Socially
Disadvantaged
Group:
Psychosocial Issues‖.
(xviii) One-day Lecture
on ―B.K. Mallik and the
Contemporary
Indian
Predicaments‖ Lecture
delivered by Dr. Madhuri
Santanam Sondhi, Senior
Fellow of ICPR, New
Delhi.

14th
2014

Feb. Tripura University

12th Nov. Tripura
2012
University

Department
Philosophy,
University

of
Tripura

Department
Philosophy,
University

of
Tripura

(3) Dr. Bimal Ch. Pal:
Seminars/Workshops/conferences attended:
(i) Paper Presentation: ICPR sponsored National Seminar (3 to 5 Feb. 2012) Topic:“Morality and Religion in Vivekananda’s Thought.” February, 2012, Tripura University.
(ii) Paper Presentation: ICPR sponsored National Seminar (3 to 5 September. 2012)
Topic:-“Dr. Ambedkar on Individual Freedom and social Reform.” 2012, Tripura
University.
(iii) Paper Presentation 87th Indian Philosophical Congress(IPC) held at Lalit Narayan
Mithila University, Kameswarnagar, Darbhanga (Bihar) from 7-10 November,2012
Topic:-“ The Ethics of Radhakrishnan and the Modern Predicament.”
(iv) Participation: ICPR sponsored one day lecture programme on “Philosophy in the
time of Interdisciplinary” &”What is like to be a Moral being?” held on 11th March,
2013, Tripura University.
(v) ICPR Sponsored Two-Day Lectures on (a) “Metaphysical Foundation of
Epistemology: An Indian Approach”(b) “Role of Tatparya in Verbal Understanding” & (c)
“Some Problems concerning Nirvikalpaka Pratyaksa: In the light of Nyaya and Advaita
Vedanta” held from 27th – 28th Jan. 2014, at Dept. of Philosophy, TU.
(vi) ICSSR Sponsored Public Lecture on “Youth with Socially Disadvantaged Group:
Psychosocial Issues”, held on 14th Feb. 2014 at Dept. of Philosophy, TU.
(vii) One-day Lecture on ―B.K. Mallik and the Contemporary Indian Predicaments‖ 12 th
Nov. 2012, Lecture delivered by Dr. Madhuri Santanam Sondhi, Senior Fellow of ICPR,
New Delhi.
(4) Dr. Arup Jyoti Sarma:
1. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗Secularism as Understood in
Gandhian Thought,‘ in the ICPR sponsored seminar on Social and Political
Philosophy, at the department of Philosophy, Ramkrishna Mahavidyalaya,
Kailashahar, Unakoti, Tripura, on 31st January, 2014.
2. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗Formation of Identity in Social
Science Literature‘, in the ICSSR sponsored International seminar on Social
Inequality and Literature, organised by the department of Bengali, Tripura
University, from 16-17th January, 2014.
3. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗Globalisation, Identity and Self-

expression‘, in the ICSSR and ICPR sponsored International seminar on
Ethnicity and Globalisation: with reference to the Communities of South
Asia, organised by the department of Philosophy, Lady Keane College, Shillong,
from 4th -5th December, 2013.
4. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗Art as an Expression of Personality:
An Approach to Tagore‘s Concept of Art,‘ in the International Conference on the
Nature of Consciousness: Classical and Contemporary Debates in Vedanta
Philosophy, organised by the department of Philosophy, Assam University,
Silchar, from 21-24 November, 2013.
5. Participated in the 21th days Refresher Course and obtained ‗A‘ grade in
Research Methodology (Inter-disciplinary) organised by the Academic Staff
College, North Bengal University, from August 20, 2013 to September 09, 2013.
6. Presented a paper entitled, ‗The Theory of Causation in Advaitavada‘, in the
Twenty First International Congress of Vedanta, organised by the Centre for
Indic Studies, University of Massachusetts Dartmouth, USA, from 11-14th July,
2013.
7. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗Whether Kant has Committed
Naturalistic Fallacy‘ in the UGC sponsored national seminar on Trends in
Analytic Philosophy: Western and Indian Perspectives, held at the
department of Philosophy, Cotton College, Guwahati from 5th-6th April, 2013.
8. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗Knowledge and Reality Divide:
Hegel against Kant‘ in the international and interdisciplinary conference on
Knowledge, Reality and Value, organised by the Society for Indian Philosophy
and Religion at Kolkata from 3rd -5th January, 2013.
9. Participated in the ICPR sponsored national seminar on Ambedkar and His
Socio-religious Philosophy at the department of Philosophy, Tripura University,
from 3rd-5th September, 2012.
10. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗Secularism: Some Observations‘, in
the ICPR sponsored International conference on Gandhirama 2012, from 17-22
August, 2012.
11. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗Role of Church in Removing Evil in
Human Nature: Kantian Approach‘, in the 11th International Congress of Social
Philosophy and 4th International Congress of Yoga and Spiritual Sciences,
organised by the department of Mass Communication and Journalism, Karnatak
University, Dharwad, from 28-30th May, 2012.
12. Participated in the 28th days Orientation Course and obtained ‗A‘ grade
organised by the Academic Staff College, Jawaharlal Nehru University from
February 6th, 2012 to March 02, 2012.
13. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗Inter-personal Relationship‘ in the
ICPR sponsored national seminar on Socio-Religious Thoughts of
Rabindranath Tagore and Swami Vivekananda, organised by the department
of Philosophy, Tripura University, from 3rd to 5th February, 2012.
14. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗An Excursion with Advaitavada‘s
Theory of Error‘, in the Twentieth International Congress of Vedanta,
organised by the Special Centre for Sanskrit Studies and Centre for Philosophy,
Jawaharlal Nehru University, from 28th -31st December, 2012.
15. Participated and presented a paper entitled, ‗Limits of Knowledge and Reasoned
Hope: Kantian Perspective‘, in the ICPR sponsored National Seminar on On the
Limits of Thought and Beyond, organised by the Department of Philosophy
Assam University, Silchar, from28-29 Nov., 2011).

16. Participated and presented a paper entitled,‗Hume on ‗Is‘ and ‗Ought‘
Dichotomy‘, in the 85th session of the Indian Philosophical Congress, October
2010, held at Gauhati University, Gauhati.
17. One-day Lecture on ―B.K. Mallik and the Contemporary Indian Predicaments‖
12th Nov. 2012, Lecture delivered by Dr. Madhuri Santanam Sondhi, Senior
Fellow of ICPR, New Delhi.
Bhupesh Debbarma:
(1) National Seminar on “Role and Problems of Language,Ethnicity and Identity in the
Educational scenario of the North-East” held from 26th – 28th May, 2011, Jointly conducted by
the Dept. of Philosophy, Education & language, Union Christian College, Meghalaya, sponsored
by Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), National Seminar on “Tribal Religions of
India”, 28th – 30th September, 2011, National seminar held at Agartala under the aegis of the
CSC (Centre for Studies in Civilisations), New Delhi (Funded by the Ministry of H. R. D., Govt. of
India), in connection with the publication of a vol. On Tribal Religion (Part - II), “The Molsom
Traditional Religion of Tripura”.
(2) Three Days North-East Philosophy Teacher's Meet – 2011 on “Teaching and Research in
Philosophy: Problems and Prospects”, 15th – 17th Nov., 2011, Organised by the Dept. of
Philosophy, North Eastern Hill University (NEHU), Shillong, sponsored by Indian Council of
Philosophical Research (ICPR), New Delhi, “Reflection on Teaching Philosophy in the
Educational Institutions of Tripura”.
(3) One day workshop on “Understanding Gandhi” to commemorate the Martyrs' Day of
Mahatma Gandhi, 30th January, 2012, Jointly organised by Centre for Gandhian Studies, Tripura
University and Gandhi Peace Foundation, New Delhi, held at Tripura University City Centre,
Gandhighat, Agartala, “Mahatma Gandhi's Philosophy of Education”.
(4) Three days ICPR (Indian Council of Philosophical Research) sponsored national seminar on
“Socio – Religious Thoughts of Rabindranath Tagore & Swami Vivekananda”, 3rd – 5th Feb.,
2012, Organised by the Dept. of Philosophy, Tripura University, “Reflection on Rabindranath
Tagore's Philosophy of Education”.
(5) Three days Philosophy Research Scholars workshop cum training programme on “Research
& Philosophy”, 15th – 17th March, 2012, Organised by the Dept. of Philosophy, NEHU,
sponsored by Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), New Delhi, Participated.
(6) Three days ICPR sponsored National seminar on “Ambedkar and His Socio-Religious
Philosophy”, 3rd – 5th Sept. 2012, Organised by the Dept. of Philosophy, Tripura University,
“Relevance of Ambedkar's Philosophical Thought & message for Social Justice: A Review”.

One-day Lecture on ―B.K. Mallik and the Contemporary Indian Predicaments‖ 12 th
Nov. 2012, Lecture delivered by Dr. Madhuri Santanam Sondhi, Senior Fellow of ICPR,
New Delhi.
(7) 87th Session Indian Philosophical Congress (IPC), 7th – 10th Nov. 2012, Organised by
the Dept. of Philosophy, L. N. Mithila University, Darbhanga, Bihar, “A Philosophical
Framework on the Traditional Religious Beliefs and Practices of the Boroks”.
(8) 88th Session Indian Philosophical Congress (IPC), 27th – 30th Dec., 2013, Organised by
the Madura College, Madurai, tamil Nadu, “Religion in Enhancing the Integration of
Humankind – A Civilizational Perspective”.
(9) ICPR sponsored one-day lecture programme on “Philosophy in time of
interdisciplinarity” and “What is it like to be a moral being?”, 11 th March, 2013,
Organised by the Dept. of Philosophy, Tripura University, Participated.
(10) ICPR Sponsored Two-Day Lectures on (a) “Metaphysical Foundation of
Epistemology: An Indian Approach”(b) “Role of Tatparya in Verbal Understanding” & (c)
“Some Problems concerning Nirvikalpaka Pratyaksa: In the light of Nyaya and Advaita

Vedanta” held from 27th -28th January, 2014, Dept. of Philosophy, TU.
(11) One-day Lecture on ―B.K. Mallik and the Contemporary Indian Predicaments‖ 12th
Nov. 2012, Lecture delivered by Dr. Madhuri Santanam Sondhi, Senior Fellow of ICPR,
New Delhi.
(12) ICPR Sponsored Two-Day Lectures on (a) “Metaphysical Foundation of
Epistemology: An Indian Approach”(b) “Role of Tatparya in Verbal Understanding” & (c)
“Some Problems concerning Nirvikalpaka Pratyaksa: In the light of Nyaya and Advaita
Vedanta” held at Dept. of Philosophy, Tripura University, from 27 th – 28th Jan. 2014.
(13) 26th Orientation Program held from 29th Jan. – 25th Feb. 2014, at UGC ASC, NEHU,
Shillong.
 Number listed in International Database (For. Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average
 h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated : Nil
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated : Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad : Nil
26.Faculty serving in :
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify)
Dr. Mohan Debbarma
Member: ICPR Major Project Monitoring Committee at Academic Centre, ICPR,
Gomti Nagar, Lucknow, UP on 15th June, 2012.
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs). The faculty members attend the
ASC-Refresher / orientation programs, workshops, seminars and training programs
from time to time.
28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects : Cent per cent students perform their projects through
internal assessment tests.
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute : Nil
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by : Nil
 Faculty
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows
 Students
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding
(national / international) with details of outstanding participants, if any. : 2 Nos. ICPR
National Seminars : (i) ICPR sponsored National Seminar on “Socio-Religious Thoughts
of Rabindranath Tagore and Swami Vivekananda” held at the department from 3rd – 5th
Feb. 2012.
(ii) (iv) ICPR Sponsored National Seminar on “Ambedkar and His Socio-Religious
Philosophy” held at the Department from 3rd – 5th September, 2012

31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments : Department encourage
students for original research work. Department conduct Ph. D. course work.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the Applications Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer received
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)
UG/IMD
40
16
24
92%
96%
PG
100
39
30
50%
60%
33.Diversity of students
Name of the % of students % of students % of students %
of
Programme(ref from the same from
other from
students
er to question university
universities
universities
from other
no. 4)
within the State outside
the countries
State
UG/IMD
100
---PG
97.11
-2.89
-Ph.D
86.67
-13.33
-34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services examinations,
NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
NET: 2011: 4 (Parimal Nama Das- SC, Mithan Das (with JRF) –SC, Pranay Deb – OBC,
Archana Jamatia – ST)
SET: 2011: 6 (Mitha Das – SC, Suman Das – OBC, Sujit Debnath – OBC, Biswajit
Debnath –OBC, Manasij Das – General, Parimal Nama Das - SC)
NET: 2012: 16 (Santaraj Debbarma (JRF) – ST, Biswanath Das – SC, Shaymsundar
Sarkar – SC, Mansij Das – General, Sujit Debnath – OBC, Biswajit Debnath – OBC,
Pranay Deb – OBC, Rakhi Sutradhar – OBC, Suman Das – OBC, Suparna Debroy –
General, Shibkanta Das (JRF) – SC, Suman Das – OBC, Biplab Ch. Das – SC, Sujit Roy
– OBC, Rakhi Sutradhar – OBC, Pranay Deb – OBC.
SET: 2012: 6 (Shibkanta Das -SC, Santaraj Debbarma – ST, Suparna Debroy – General,
Shyam Sundar Sarkar – SC, Biswanath Das – SC, Pranay Deb – OBC)
NET: 2013: 10 (Pranay Deb (JRF) – OBC, Achhiya Begam –General, Jyotirmay Sharma
– General, Rakhi Sutradhar – OBC, Sobha Singha – OBC, Miku Rudra Pal – OBC, Dilip
Das-SC, Suman Das – OBC, Sujit Debnath – OBC, Biswajit Debnath – OBC)
SET: 2013: 8 (Achhiya Begam – General, Sujit Roy – OBC, Sobha Singha – OBC, Apu
Das – SC, Sanjoylal Das – SC, Sanjita Rani Das – SC, Nitish Debbarma – ST, Jamuna
Debb arma – ST)
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
UG/IMD: 95% in 2012-1013, UG: 94% in 2013-2014
PG : 96% in 2012-2013, PG: 55% in 2013-2014
PG to M.Phil.
NA
PG to Ph.D.
2 – 3 % in 2013
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Nil
Employed
4%
 Campus selection
 Other than campus
recruitment
Entrepreneurs
Nil

36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
from other universities within the State
from universities from other States

Nil
Nil
5 (1 from Visva Bharati, 2 from NEHU, 1
from BHU and 1 from JNU)
from universities outside the country
Nil
37. Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period : 1 (Dr. Arup Jyoti Sarma was awarded Ph.D in 2010)
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
Library : There is no any separate departmental library facility. However, the
faculty and the students utilised the central library.
 Internet facilities for staff and students : Only for Faculty
 Total number of class rooms : 2 (two)
 Class rooms with ICT facility: Nil
 Students‘ laboratories : Nil
 Research laboratories : Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates : Nil
 from the host institution/university
 from other institutions/universities
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university:
Post graduate students of the department are getting stipend as well as single girl
child stipend.
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
i) The faculty members are constantly in touch with recent trends of philosophical
research in different fields as well as maintain connection with the departments of
philosophy in other universities and research centres and receive regular feedbacks
which are incorporated in the development of new programmes as and when
necessary. Informal inputs form students about the curriculum is also taken from
time to time to update the syllabus.
42.Does the department obtain feedback from : No
 Faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does
the department utilize the feedback?
Faculties of the department regularly discuss among themselves informally and
formally about the curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation. This
feedback is utilised at the time of syllabus framing every five to six years.
 students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
 alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback? Currently not available
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
(i) Dr. Samita Gupta, Associate Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, MBB College, Agartala
(ii) Dr. Sucharita Choudhury, Associate Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, BBM College,
Agartala.
(iii) Mr. Manoranjan Das, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, BBM College,
Agartala

(iv) Mr. Biswajit Baidya, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, Iswar Chandra
Mahavidhyalaya, Belonia, Tripura
(v) Mr. Bhupendra Debbarma, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, Amarpur Govt.
Degree College, Amarpur, Tripura,
(vi) Mr. Anupam Mallik, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, RK Mahavidhyalaya,
Kailashahar, Tripura
(vii) Mr. Mithan Das, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, RK Mahavidhyalaya,
Tripura
(viii) Mr. Parimal Nama Das, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, Kamalpur Govt.
Degree College, Tripura
(ix) Mr. Santaraj Debbarma, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, Amarpur Govt.
College, Amarpur, Agartala.
(x) Mrs. Melody Darlong, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, Ambedkar College,
Fatikrai, North Tripura.
(xi) Mr. Shibkanta Das, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy, RK Mahavidhyalaya,
Kailashahar, Tripura
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts : i) Once or twice in every semester external experts/
researches are invited by the department for the academic enrichment of the student.
(Details has to be given)
(i) ICPR sponsored National Seminar on “Socio-Religious Thoughts of Rabindranath
Tagore and Swami Vivekananda” held at the department from 3rd – 5th Feb. 2012.
(ii) (iv) ICPR Sponsored National Seminar on “Ambedkar and His Socio-Religious
Philosophy” held at the Department from 3rd – 5th September, 2012
(iii) ICPR sponsored Lecture on 11th March, 2013 Speaker: Prof. Amita Chatterjee, ICPR
National Fellow, New Delhi,
(iv) ICPR sponsored Lectures on 27th&28th Jan. 2014, Speaker: Prof. Raghunath Ghosh,
North Bengal University, WB.
(v) ICSSR sponsored Public Lecture on ―Youth with socially disadvantaged group:
Psychosocial Issues‖ held at Central Library Building, TU on 14th Feb. 2014. Speaker:
Prof. Gautam Gawali, Dept. of Psychology, University of Mumbai, Maharastra.
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes:
The department basically follows conventional method of classroom teaching.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
(i) Departmental Committee meetings are regularly held to monitor effectively the
smooth functioning of the department and performance of the students.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
(i) The faculty members are also closely associated with the North East Philosophy
Teachers Forum and thereby playing a leading role in propagating philosophical
consciousness by participating in the seminars and workshops etc.
(ii) The Students of the department are associated with NSS Unit of the University
and actively connected in afforestation, Blood donation campaign, etc.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies? If
yes, give details. Nil
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied. :
New knowledge‟s are generated through Research work in the Department. The
Department of Philosophy is a pioneer in the researches on the philosophy and
culture of Tripura. In addition path breaking researches have been carried out on

the Contemporary Indian Philosophy, socio-cultural-philosophical-religious issues
of Tripura (India). Besides the faculty members have also carried out and are
carrying on research projects on the Ethnic Philosophies of Indigenous Tribal
People of Tripura, Vedanta Philosophy, Environmental, Moral and Social
Philosophy etc.
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)
of the department. :
Strengths:Department has qualified and sincere faculty members.
i. Faculty members are actively engaged in Research and attract many projects
funded by different funding agencies.
ii. Students of the department are placed in various sectors
iii. Faculty diversity
iv. Many students qualify themselves in UGC NET and SET Examinations every
year.
Weakness:
i.
Lack of sufficient faculty members ( 2 Professors Posts not filled for the last
10 years and 2 Associate Professors posts not yet filled up for last 8 years )
ii.
Class rooms inadequate ( only 2 class rooms available as of now)
iii.
Inadequate non- teaching office staff for running the department
iv.
Students are weak in English Language
Opportunities:
I.
Comprehensive study of Tripura University
II.
There is an opportunity to study conflict resolution and Peace Studies
III.
There is scope for opening Centre for Tribal Philsophy
IV.
To develop collaboration with different academic organizations
Challenges: (i) Scarcity of teachers and Group C Staff ,
(ii) To insure admission of bright and inquisitive students
(iii) To start various specialization provide funds, infrastructure and additional faculty is
given
(iv) Inadequate institutional support in terms of fund
(v) To build a departmental library
52.Future plans of the department : (i) Opening Subject Specialisation in Ethics and
Indian Contemporary Philosophy, (ii) Departmental Library, (iii) LCD Class room
/Using effecting multimedia means of Teaching, (iv) Sufficient teachers (at least 15
faculty members) and (v) Separate Building / Block of Philosophy.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : PHYSICS
2.Year of establishment: 1990
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? UNIVERSITY
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) PG, Ph.D
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: Ph. D Program, Chemistry
Department.
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.
NIL
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: Does not arise
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments : BCA/
M.Tech
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including CAS & MPS)
Professor
01
01
02
Associate Professors 02
02
01
Asst. Professors
03
03
03
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name of
Faculty

Designatio
n

Specialization

Dr.
Barin Ph.D
Kumar De

Professor
and Head

Dr.
Debajyoti Ph.D
Bhattacharjee

Professor

Dr.
Surya Ph.D
Chattophyaya

Associate
Professor

Dr. Syed Arshad Ph.D
Hussain

Assistant
Professor
(stage-3)
Assistant
Professor

Electronics,
Radio
propagation &
Sferics
Atomic
&
Molecular
Spectroscopy
(Theoretical)
Atomic
&
Molecular
Spectroscopy
(Theoretical)
Material
science
and
spectroscopy
Electronics,
Radio
propagation &
Sferics
Material
science

Dr.
Guha

Qualifi
cation

Anirban Ph.D

Dr. Ratan Das

Ph.D

Assistant
Professor

No. of Years No.
of
of
Ph.D./M.Phil.stu
Experience
dents guided for
the last 4 years
30y
2 (Awarded)
2 (Submitted)

14y

3 (Awarded)

12 y

10 y

7y

2y

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors:

3 (Awarded)

Prof. Subimal Sen, Prof. M.L. Chatterjee, Prof. D. Bhowmik
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics
1/AF, Bidhan Nagar, Kolkata-700064
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information.
M.Sc : 10%
Ph.D Course work: Nil
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio:
M.Sc.: 52: 6=26:3
Ph.D.: 15: 6 = 5:2
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual:
Technical -2
Non teaching-2
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies:
(a) Radio Propagation and Sferics Research
(b) Material Science & Spectroscopy Research
(c) Atomic & Molecular Spectroscopy (theoretical) Research
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies,
(a) National: 4
(b) International : Nil
(c) Total Grants Received: 234.005 lacs
Project title and grants received project-wise
Sl No.

Title

1.

Aerosol
Forcing
(ARFI)

2.

Atmospheric Electricity,
25.01 lack
electrical conductivity of
the middle atmosphere
and
Schumann
resonances
Monitoring
Global Indian
Space 27.38 lack
Electricity Parameters
Research
Organization, Govt.
of India

3.

4.

Radiative
over
India

Name of the funding
agency
with
sanction number
Indian
Space
Research
Organization,
Government of India
Indian
Space
Research
Organization, Govt.
of India

Characterization of of DST, Govt. of India
non-amphiphilic
organic, metallorganic
and polymeric metrials
towards the formation of
stable
Langmuir
Blodgett
films
and
invstigations of the
ultrastructure of such
films

Sanctioned
amount

Name of PI

60 lack

Prof. Barin Kumar
De,
Co-PI: Dr. A. Guha

11.70 lakhs

In
collaboration
with
Calcutta
University
Co-PI: Prof. B. K.
De
In
collaboration
with
Calcutta
University
Co-PI: Prof. B. K.
De
Prof.
D.Bhattacharjee

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12

The
photophysical
investigation
of
Langmuir – Blodgett
Films
of
organic,
polymeric and water
soluble materials
Morphological
and
photophysical
investigations
of
Langmuir and Langmuir
Blodgett Films.
Quantum
Mechanical
Studies of the electronic
states of oxides and
sulfides of selenium and
tellurium
Investigations
of
molecular organization
in
nano-dimensional
organo-clay mono- and
multilayer hybrid films
fabricated by LangmuirBlodgett and Layer-byLayer Self assembled
technique.
Fabrication
and
characterizations
of
ultrathin films obtained
by
molecular
self
assembly
method
through
electrostatic
interactions
Investigations of the
organizations
and
morphology of nanodimensional organo-clay
hybrid
LangmuirBlodgett (LB) films
Photophysical studies of
organized
molecular
assemblies in LangmuirBlodgett Films
DST-FIST Project

CSIR, Govt. of India

Rs.
lakhs

DST, Govt. of India

Rs.
19.64 Prof. D.
lakhs
Bhattacharjee
Co-PI: Dr. S. A.
Hussain

UGC
F.
No.
47(2006)/SR

7.5 Prof. D.
Bhattacharjee
Co-PI: Dr. S. A.
Hussain

Rs.
3.885 Dr.
Surya
32- lakhs
Chattopadhyaya

CSIR, Govt. of India

Rs. 22 lakhs

Dr. S. A. Hussain

DST, Govt. of India

Rs.
lakhs

DAE, Govt. of India

Rs. 22 lakhs

Dr. S. A. Hussain

UGC, Govt. of India

Rs. 1 lakh

Dr. S. A. Hussain

SERC-DST

Rs. 20 lakh

Departmental
project

13.8 Dr. S. A. Hussain

18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received: NIL
a) National collaboration
(i) Indian Space Research Organization, Department of Space, Government of India.
(ii) Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, Navi Mumbai, Govt. of India.
(iii) Centre for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, Jamia Millia Islamia(Central
University) Jamia Nagar, New Delhi
(iv) Department of Physics, Rajasthan University, Jaipur, India
b) International collaboration
(i) Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), USA.

(ii) University of French Polynesia, Tahiti.
(iii) Kyushu University, Japan.
(iv) University of Washington, USA.
(v) Centre for Surface Chemistry and Catalysis, K. U. Leuven, Belgium
(vi) Centre for Solid State Physics and Magnetism, K. U. Leuven, Belgium
(vii) Department of Chemistry, Bengurion University, Israel.
(viii) Department of Chemistry, Osaka University, Japan
(ix) Department of Chemistry, Yamaguchi University, Japan
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
DST-FIST project, total grants received- Rs. 20 lacs
20.Research facility / centre with
 State recognition : State Govt. awarded Jagadish Chandra Bose award to the
faculty members for the work in the field of Thin films and Nanoscience and
Atmospheric Science.
 National recognition : The atmospheric science Lab. and Thin films &
Nanoscience Lab. have been recognised by nantionally for the research work
and publication.
 International recognition : The atmospheric science Lab. and Thin films &
Nanoscience Lab. have been recognised by internationally for the research
work and publication.
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
bodies : NIL
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international):
National : 20
International : 121
 Monographs : NIL
 Chapters in Books: 5
 Edited Books : 2
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers :
(i) Physics Research in the North East, ACB Publication, Kolkata. [ISBN 81-8750053-0]
(ii) Proceedings of the Conference on Recent Trends of Research in Physics, Research
India Publications, New Delhi [ISBN: 978-81-904362-9-8]
 Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus, Humanities
International Complete, Dare Database - International Social Sciences Directory,
EBSCO host, etc.)
 Citation Index – range / average : Average: - 139.33 per Teacher
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average . Average : 1.371 per journal
 h-index : Average: 9 per teacher
23. Details of patents and income generated : NIL
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated : NIL
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /
institutions / industries in India and abroad: 4

26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees :
(i) Prof. B. K. De
UGC Project Evaluation Committe,
Member of NAAC team,
Physics Academy of North East (PANE), INDIA
(ii) Dr. S. A. Hussain
General Secretary of the Society for Physical Science in Tripura (SPST)
Executive committee member of Physics Academy of North East (PANE)
Invited Life Member of American Nano Society (ANS)
Life Member of the following societies:
Indian Physical Society
Indian Physics Association
Indian Science Congress association
Material Research Society of India
(iii) Dr. A. Guha
Physics Academy of North East (PANE), INDIA
b) International committees:
(i) Dr. A. Guha
American Geophysical Union (AGU), USA
National Postdoctoral Association, USA
c) Editorial Boards:
1. Dr. S. A. Hussain
Research Journal of Physical & Applied Sciences
International Journal of Applied Physics (IJAP)
International Journal of Materials Physics (IJMP)
International Journal of Physics and Applications (IJPA)
Journal of Spectroscopy and Dynamics (JSD)
d) any other (please specify):
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
28.Student projects
●percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter-departmental
projects: 26 each year
●percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute : NIL
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
●Faculty:
Sl.
Name of the faculty Award details
No.
member
1
Dr. S. A. Hussain
Awarded Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose Award for
the year 2009, by Tripura State Council for
Science & Technology, Tripura, India
2
Dr. S. A. Hussain
DAE-Young Scientist Research Award (200912) by Department of Atomic Energy, Govt. of
India.

3

Dr. S. A. Hussain

4

Dr. S. A. Hussain

5

Dr. S. A. Hussain

6

Dr. Anirban Guha

7

Dr. Anirban Guha

8

Dr. Anirban Guha

Felicitation by Asiatic Society of Bangladesh
during 28-29 Oct., 2011
Best paper presentation award in International
Conference on Emerging Areas of Chemistry,
Organized by Department of Chemistry, Tripura
University during 12-14, Jan., 2011
Visiting Scientist (May, 2011 to July, 2011), K.
U. Leuven, Belgium.
Awarded Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose Award for
the year 2011-2012, by Tripura State Council for
Science & Technology, Tripura, India
Young Scientist‘s Award from International
Union of Radio Science (URSI), Belgium, to
attend the
XXVIIIth General Assembly of URSI
Fulbright Post-Doctoral Fellowship award 20122013

●Doctoral / post doctoral fellows :
Miss Namita Das has got best paper presentation award in the Material Science section
of 96 th Indian Science Congress held at Nehu, Shilong during 3 – 7 Jan, 2009.
Mr. Dibyendu Dey has received best paper presentation award in PANE 2010
conference held at Manipur University, Manipur during 6-7 Oct, 2010.
Ms. Jayesree Bhattacharjee has got ―Mittal Award‖ by ISSST for best oral presentation
at NATCOSEB-XV conference during 27 – 29 Dec., 2011.
●Students : NIL
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
(i) ICMS 2013
Source of funding: DST Govt. of India, CSIR, DBT, INSA, BRNS Govt. of India
1. Conference inaugurated by Prof. Krishan Lal, President, INSA.
2. Keynote address delivered by Prof. M. Husain, Jamia Milia Islamia, India.
3. Indian Invited Speakers: 09
4. Foreign Invited Speakers: 05
6. Total participants (excluding Tripura University): 216
7. Indian participants: 202
8. Foreign Participants: 12
9. Paper presented: 176 (Oral: 46 & Poster: 130)
(ii) PANE2009 conference:
Source of funding: DST, CSIR Govt. of India
Total participants: 124 (Outside Tripura: 71)
(iii) CRTRP2012:
Source of funding: T.U.
Total participants: 84 (Outside Tripura: 32)
(iv) SCMP2010:
Source of funding: T.U.
Total participants: 128 (Outside Tripura: 29)
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments :
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.



Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources
with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research
so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government .
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the Programme Applications Selected
Pass Percentage
(refer to question no. 4)
received
Male
Female Male
Female
PG
59
16
10
Ph.D
21
8
1
Ph.D ( Last five years)
50
20
3
9
0
33.Diversity of students
Name of the % of students
Programme(refe from the same
r to question no. university
4)
PG

96%

% of students
from
other
universities
within
the
State
2%

Ph.D

90%

10%

% of students
from
universities
outside
the
State
2%

% of students
from
other
countries

0%

0%

0%

34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
Civil Service: 2
NET + SET : 26
Gate:
4
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage againstenrolled
UG to PG
No UG course is there in the
Department
PG to M.Phil.
NIL
PG to Ph.D.
35%
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
25%
Employed
(i)
Campus selection
20
(ii)
Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
NIL
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates (Ph.D)
of the same university
35%
from other universities within the State
NIL
from universities from other States
65%
from universities outside the country
NIL
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period : 2
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
(a) Library : NIL
(b) Internet facilities for staff and students : Yes
(c) Total number of class rooms: 2
(d) Class rooms with ICT facility: Nil
(e) Students‘ laboratories: 4
(f) Research laboratories : 3
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
(a) from the host institution/university
(b) from other institutions/universities : NIL
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
NIL
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology. NIL
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
(a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback? Does not arise for a department
(b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
(c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback? No need for the department.
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10). NIL

44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
Lectures Special by distinguished Professor
Prof. M. Hussain, Department of Physics, Jamia Milia Islamia
Dr. D. Biswas, Jadavpur University.
Prof. R. A. Schoonheydt, K.U. Leuven Belgium
Prof. R. Pande, Michigan University, USA
Prof. J. Peeva, CNRMS, France
Dr. M. Kakati, Center for Plasma Research Guwahati, Assam
Dr. K. Jeeva, EGRL, Tirunel Veli, Tamil Nadu
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Black board method and power point presentation
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored? Through Questionaries.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities. NIL
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details.
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
51.Detail five majorStrengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)
of the department.
Strength 1. International level research facilities in Atmospheric Science
2. International level research facilities in Thin films and Nanoscience.
3 Faculty members are well organised for co-operative work.
4. Collaborative exchange programme in national and international level.
5. Academic activities including exam. are performed in schedule.
Weakness:1. Irregular power supply
2. Very small sanctioned teaching post and less supporting staff.
3. Less infrastructure including furniture
4. Very small space.
Opportunities: 1. Academic freedomness with respect to the development of course
curriculum and research activities.
Challenges : 1. To establish the research laboratories unique in the country.
2. To produce distinduished students and quality researchers
3. To enhance the no. of NET/SET qualified students.
52.Future plans of the department.
(i) Efforts wiil be given to increase the number of Faculty members so that new
research groups be established in the departments.
(ii) Efforts will be taken for sanctioning and recruitment of permanent lab.
attendant, Lab. assistant and technical assistants.
(iii) Initiative will be taken to solve the space problems in the department.
(iv) Syllabus will be modified according to need.
(v) Initiative will be taken to increase the collaboration in the field of research
with other institutes of repute in India and abroad.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Department of Political Science
2.Year of establishment : 1994
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? : Yes
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt. etc.)
a. 3 years Under-Graduate program (TDC)
b. 5- years (10 semester) Integrated Master‘s Degree program (IMD)
c. 2 years (4 semester) Post Graduate program
d. PhD
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved :
Inter-disciplinary PhD program:
a. Surajit Debnath - PhD scholar from Sociology
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc. :
Nil
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons
a. Three-Years Undergraduate Course (TDC)
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System
Semester
a. TDC – Annual
b. IMD and MA – semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments : None
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Name of the post
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (Including
CAS & MPS)
Professor
2
0
2
Associate
1
0
0
Professor
Assistant Professor 2
2
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualification

Designatio
n

Specialization

Prof. C. B. PhD
Majumder

Professor

Prof. K. N. PhD
Jena

Professor

Political
Thought
Human Rights
Globalization
and
Intellectual
Property
Rights

No. of Years No.
of
of
Ph.D./M.P
Experience
hil students
guided for
the last 4
years
UG- 15
07
PG - 17
UG PG -7

07

Dr. Gautam PhD
Chakma

Associate
Professor

Dr.
Alak PhD
Bhattacharya

Assistant
Professor

Mr.
Darlong

Assistant
Professor

V. MA

Mr. Biplab MPhil
Debnath

Assistant
Professor

Political
Theory
International
Relations
Politics
in
Northeast
India
Public
Administratio
n
Research
Methodology
Development
Studies
Public
Administratio
n
Development
Studies
International
Relations
India's
Foreign Policy

UG- 04
PG - 17

04

UG - 04
PG - 10

08

UG – 06
PG - 03

-

PG - 04

-

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
a. Prof Willem van Schendel (Visiting Prof/Fellow)
b. Prof A. C. Talukdar (Visiting Prof/Fellow)
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
a. IMD - 66%
b. MA - 28%
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
a. IMD : 28:1
b. MA : 26:1
c. PhD : 5.6: 1
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual: None
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
Teacher
Research Areas
Recognition of Funding
Agency
Dr. Alak Bhattacharya
a. Electoral Politics UGC
b. Tribal
UGC
development and
politics
17.Number of faculty with on-going projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise. - NIL
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received :
a)National collaboration
: NIL
b) International collaboration : NIL

19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST;
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
Funding Agency
Principle
investigator/coinvestigator
 UGC
Dr.
Alak
Bhattacharya (PI)

UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
Title of the Project

Grant
Received

Politics
and 84,000
Development:
A
Study
of
Tribal
Development
and
Politics in Tripura

 UGC

Dr.
Alak General
Elections 5,09,200
Bhattacharya (CI)
2009: A Behavioural
Study of Political
Attitude and Opinion
in Tripura
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition
: Nil
 national recognition
: Nil
 international recognition : Nil
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
: Nil
22. Publications:
Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
Name
Prof.
Chandrika
Basu
Majumder

Prof.
K.N.Jena

Title of the Paper

Year

a. Tripura
2012
Legislative
Assembly: A
focus on Tribal
Women‘s
Participation
b. Political Interest 2012
and Tribal
Women in
Tripura: A Case
Study
a. Managing Tribal
Health through IEC:A
Participatory Approach
b. Evaluation of RTI :
Constitutional
Provisions & Judicial
Perceptions

Name of
Journal
Local
Government
Quarterly

the National/
International
National

'The Marginal
Voice'
International
Journal of
Humanities and
Social Sciences
Journal of Social
& Economic
Policy

International

Politics- A
Journal of Social
Science

National

National

Dr. Alak
Bhattachar
ya

a. Paradigm of Human
Development of Tribal
Areas in Tripura.
b. Human Rights of
Minorities : A study of
Muslim community in
Tripura

2009

c. Beyond Good
Governance

2010

d. Marginalization of
ethnopolitics in Tripura

2011

e. Governance and
Rights of Minorities in
Tripura: Needs an
Humanistic Approach
f. Democracy: A long
March from Parliament
to Panchayat
g. Women Education :
A study in Muslim
Area in Tripura

2011

h. Grass Root
Governance and
Women of Tripura
a. Paradigm of Human
Development of Tribal
Areas in Tripura

2009

Mr. Vanlal
Muana
Darlong
 Monographs
 Chapters in Books
Name

Prof. Kashinath Jena

2011

2011

2013

PARIPEX –
Indian Journal of
Research (PIJR).
Indian Journal of
Social
Development: An
International
Journal.
Indian Journal of
Social
Development : An
international
Journal.
Indian Journal of
Millennium
Development
Studies : An
international
Journal.
Asian Journal of
International Law.

National

International
Journal of Trade
in Services.
International
review of
comparative
sociology.
West Bengal
Political Science
Association.
Peripex- Indian
Journal of
Research

International

International

International

International

International

International

National

National

Chapter Title

Name of the Book

Publisher
Year

a. Emerging Issues
in Tribal
Communities of
Tripura.
b. Dynamics of
minimum needs
Development.

Globalization & The
marginalized

Commonwealth
Publications,
Delhi, 2010

Development
Abhijit
Paradigms & Bottom- Publications,
up Approaches
Delhi, 2009

and

c. Intellectual
Property in India
& Global
Equations.

Globalized India &
Development Issues

d. Globalization & Challanges of
Cross-border
Terrorism
Terrorism.

Abhijit
Publications, New
Delhi 2009

Academic
excellence, New
Delhi, 2009

e. Inter-ethnic
Understanding North- Manav
Conflict in North- East India
Publications,
East India : The
Delhi, 2010
Mizo-Reang
Imbroglio.
Prof. Chandrika Basu
Majumder

a. Women in
Panchayat: A
Tripura
Perspective

Empowerment of
Women in Northeast
India

Concept
Publishing
Company, New
Delhi, 2012

b. Gender issies in
Education and
Capacity Building
of Girl Students

Capacity Building of
Students in Higher
Education with
Special Reference to
Tribal Students in
Tripura

Tribal Research
and Cultural
Institute, Tripura.
2012

c. Rabindra
Chintaya Samaj,
Rastro o
Jatiyotabad (jun
bengali)

Rabiprekshana,
Tagore
Sesquicentenary
Commorative
Volume

Tripura
University, 2012

d. Vivekanander
Jatiyotabad
Chintar Aloke
Dharmiya Aikya
(in bengali)

Swami Vivekananda
Janma Sardha
Satabarshiki Smarak
Grantha

Department of
Education,
Government of
Tripura. 2012

e. Jamatiya Hoda Globalised India
Okra; traditional Development Issues
Institutions of
Jamatiya: Change
and Continuity
Mr. Vanlalmauna
Darlong

Mysticisms and
Ethics of the
Darlongs

Abhijit
Publications, New
Delhi,2009

Religion beliefs and Mittal
practices in Northeast Publications, New
India
Delhi. 2013

 Edited Books
Name
Prof. K. N. Jena

Title of the Book

Editors

Publisher, ISBN and Year

a.
Development KN jena, MM Abhijit
Publications,
Paradigms
& Semwal
and Delhi, ISBN No.978-93Bottom-up
Rajesh Chatterji 80031-12-5, 2009
Approaches.
b. Globalized India KN Jena
&
Development
Issues

Abhijit Publications, New
Delhi. ISBN No.978-9380031-19-4, 2009

Prof. Chandrika Women‘s Rights as
Basu Majumder Human Rights in
India: Problems and
Paradoxes

Prof. Chandrika Axis Books Pvt. Limited,
Basu Majumder New Delhi.
and
Dr. ISBN: 978-93-82835-20Ramakrishna
2.
Pradhan
(e) Books with ISBN with details of publishers
Name
Title of the Book
Publisher and Year
ISBN
Prof. K.N.Jena

Dr. Alak
Bhattacharya

a. Changing Face of
Tripura Tribe

Abhijit Publications,
New Delhi. 2009

ISBN No.978-9380031-17-0

b. Life & Customary
Laws of Tripura
Tribe.

Abhijit Publications,
New Delhi. 2009

ISBN No.978-9380031-14-9

a. Nivedita: Synthesis Northern Book Centre , ISBN:
of East and West
New Delhi, 2010
817211286-6
b. Tribal Studies:
Tribal Politics in
Tripura

Lambert Academy
Publishers, Germany

ISBN: 978-38473-1692-3

c. Grassroot
Democracy and
Women in Tripura
(Co authored)

Lambert Academy
Publishers, Germany

ISBN:978-3-65938520-9

Lambert Academy
ISBN:978-3-659d. Crime against
Publishers, Germany
38500-1
women in North East
India
 Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus, Humanities
International Complete, Dare Database - International Social Sciences Directory,
EBSCO host, etc.)
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average
 h-index

23. Details of patents and income generated: Nil
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad
Name
Institute
National/
International
Prof. K.N.Jena

a. invited to give a lecture on 'Globalization & National
knowledge Economy‘ in UttarKashi PG College,
Uttaranchal, in a Lecture Series in 2010.
b. Invited as a resource Person on ‗Research National
Methodology‘ in a Workshop on Research
Methodology‘ organized by ICSSR, Shillong &
IGNOU, Agartala held on 9-12th Oct., 2010.
c. Invited as a Resource Person on ‗Decentralised National
Planning‘ in a Training Programme by SIPARD,
Agartala held on 8-11th Feb., 2010.

Prof. Chandrika a. Invited as a Resource Person in the Seminar on ‗ National
Basu Majumder Empowerment of Tribal Women and its prospect‘ at
Dasarath Dev Auditorium, Agartala Organized by
Tribal Research and Cultural Institute, on 4th
January,2010.
b. Invited as a recourse person and chaired a National
technical session in a national seminar on 'Human
Rights in the 21st century' organized by DDE,
Tripura University on 2012.
c. Invited to chair one technical session in an International
seminar on 'Human Development and marginalized
section in northeast India: Issues, Challenges and
Way Forward organized by Centre for studies in
Human Development and Equal opportunity cell,
Assam University on 2012
Dr.
Alak a. Selected for Associate ship of the UGC inter
Bhattacharya
University centre for Humanities and Social
Sciences at The Indian Institute of Advance studies,
Shimla
b. Selected as Guest Fellow by Jawaharlal Nehru
Leadership Institute, New Delhi.
c. Invited as Recourse Person at Mrinalini Datta
College, Kolkata West Bengal to deliver a lecture on
Panchayat Raj
d. Invited as Recourse Person at Belonia College,
Govt. of Tripura to deliver a lecture on Human
Rights
e. Invited as Recourse person at Ramakrishna
Mission, Viveknagar, Agartala, Tripura to deliver a
lecture on Vivekananda

National

National
National

National

National

26.Faculty serving in a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial
Boards d) any other (please specify)
Name
National/International committees/ editorial boards/ others
Prof. K. N. Jena

a. Member Academic Council, Tripura University
b. Member, Academic Council, Arka Community College
c. Member, Vidyalaya Managing Committee, Kendriya
Vidyalaya, ONGC
d. Member – Indian Political Science Association

Prof.
Chandrika a. Expert Committee on North Eastern States, National
Basu Majumder
Commission for Women
b. Life Member of North East India Political Science Association
c. Life Member of North East India Council of Social Science
Research
d. Tripura Legal Services Authority, Women‘s Cell
e. Board of Studies for Post-Graduate Subject in Political Science
f. Board of Studies for Graduate Subject in Political Science,
Sociology
g. Sports Board Tripura University,
h. Life Member of a Social Organisation, Manabi
i. Member, State Legal Services Authority
j. President, ‗Sahayika‘- Mahila Samajik Sangstha
k. Life Member, Indian Political Science Association
l. Member of the Board of Management of Jan Shikshan Sansthan,
Agartala Member, Committee for Study on Issues relating to
Women, Tripura Commission for Women
Dr.
Alak
Mea. Member - West Bengal Political Science Association
Bhattacharya 2b.b. Member-Indian Political Science Association
c. Board of Studies for Post-Graduate Subject in Political Science.
d. Board of Faculty of Studies for the Faculty of Arts and
Commerce.
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Name
Programs
Organization body
Date
Dr. Alak
Workshop on
Bhattacharya Manuscriptology and
Palaeography

National Mission for
23rd July- 7th
Manuscripts, New Delhi Aug, 2010.
and Dept. Of History

Mr.
a. Workshop on People's
Vanlalmauna Linguistic Survey of India
Darlong

BHASA in collaboration 4-5th May,
with Dept. Of
2012
Linguistic, English and
Khasi at NEHU,
Shillong.

b. Workshop on Capacity
Building of Partners in
Analysing the Social
Situation of Targetted

ASHA Lembucherra,
Agartala.

20th July, 2013

Communities in Tripura
Biplab
Debnath

a. Workshop on Research
Methodology

ICSSR - NERC

1-10 March,
2010

b. Orientation Course

ASC, JNU

26th Sep – 21st
Dec, 2011

Summer Workshop on
Strategic Studies

Centre for Policy
23rd July – 3rd
Research (CPR), New
Aug 2012
Delhi and Kings College
London, UK.

28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects : Nil
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
Industry / institute : Nil
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty: Dr. Guatam Chakma – Inspired Teacher Award 2013 by Tripura
University
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows :
 Bishwanath Debbarma (PhD Research Scholar) – recipient of the UGC Junior
Research Fellowship 2013 @ 18,000/ month.
 Students :
 Azad Rehman (MA 3rd Semester ) - recipient of the UGC Merit Scholarship
2013 @ 20000/ year for 2 years
 Kalipada Debnath (MA 1st Semester) – recipient of UGC Merit Scholarship
2014 @ 20000/ year for 2 years
 Mamata Sarkar (MA 1st Semester) – recipient of UGC Merit Scholarship 2014
@ 20000/ year for 2 years.
 Pritiviraj Roy (MA 3rd Semester) – recipient of C V Raman award for best
Science invention in 2009 (Gold Medallist)
 Azad Rehman (MA 3rd Semester) – recipient of Gold Medal awarded by the
state government for merit in BA (H) programme in 2013.
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding
(national / international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
a. National Seminar on 'Women's rights as Human Rights' held on 5-6 March 2013
sponsored by ICSSR (NERC) Shillong.
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the department
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,

emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources
with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research
so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government .
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name
of
the Applications Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer
received
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)
IMD
281
43
40
30.4%
28.5%
MA

110

47

43

78%

86%

PhD

68

3

3

7.8%

10%

33.Diversity of students
Name of the % of students
Programme(refer from the same
to question no. university
4)

% of students
from
other
universities
within the State

% of students %
of
from
students
universities
from
outside
the other
State
countries
IMD
NA
NA
NA
NA
MA
97.7%
Nil
2.20%
Nil
PhD
60.7%
Nil
39.2%
Nil
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category wise:
NET Qualified – 08
a) Jayanti Das

b) Chandan Paul
c) Bina Tripura
d) Mary Darlong
e) Prasenjit Debbarma
f) Biswanath Debbarma
g) Shyamal Das
h)Prabir Datta
SET Qualified – 12
a) Uma Begum
b) Jashim Uddin
c) Rajesh Debnath
d) Satyajit Das
e) Shyamal Das
f) Biplab Chakma
g) Surajit Debnath
h) Pankaj Chakraborty
i) Ajay Paul
j) Shipra Mallik Das
k) Chandan Paul
l) Alak Chakraborty
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
NA
PG to M.Phil.
NA
PG to Ph.D.
None
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
NA
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
NA
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
16%
from other universities within the State
None
from universities from other States
83.3%
from universities outside the country
None
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period
01 (Dr. Gautam Chakma)
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
 Library : None
 Internet facilities for staff and students: Internet facility available for staff in
department office
Internet facility available for faculty members and research scholars : Yes
Internet facility not available for students: No
 Total number of class rooms : 02
 Class rooms with ICT facility: 02
 Students‘ laboratories: None
 Research laboratories : None (separate room for research scholars available)

39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
 from the host institution/university - 17
 from other institutions/universities - 11
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university:
03
 Guria Paul (MA 1st Semester) – recipient of the UGC single girl child
scholarship 2014 @ Rs 20000/ year for a period of 2 years.
 Sumi Rani Das (MA 3RD Sem) – recieves Rs. 500/ month under Student
Welfare, Tripura University
 Smriti Rani Biswas (MA 3RD Semester) – recieves Rs 1000/ Month under
student welfare Tripura University
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
Yes, the respective Head of the departments as well as other faculty members were
consulted by the university authority before the introduction of the IMD program. The
need and relevance for such an undergraduate program in the university were assessed
and IMD programmes running in other universities across the country were reviewed.
Subsequently in 2011 a 10-semester IMD program was introduced with Political
Science as a major subject.

42.Does the department obtain feedback from
1) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how
does the department utilize the feedback?
Yes, the faculties are consulted on a regular basis on curriculum as well as teachinglearning-evaluation. Based on the consultations of the faculty members the curriculum
is constantly upgraded and supplemented with new issues/areas in papers like Indian
Government and Politics (particularly with reference to contemporary Indian politics),
India‘s Foreign Policy, Problems of International Relations, Socio-Economic Aspects
in Indian Politics, Development Studies etc keeping in touch with the changing
circumstances. Audio-visual equipment like projectors and power-point presentations
are used in some papers based on the reconditions of the concerned teachers. The
evaluation techniques are also frequently consulted among the different faculty
members and different modes of internal evaluation are conducted in line with the
nature of the subject/paper concerned.
2) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
Yes, the students are also consulted particularly on curriculum and teaching-learningevaluation. Constant feedback are undertaken from the students regarding the teaching
and evaluation methods and if found valuable necessary changes are incorporated in the
above aspects.
3) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the Department
utilize the feedback?
Yes, feedback from alumni and employers are also taken in account. Their suggestions
are taken on incorporation of new topics (as in the field of public
administration/development studies etc.) that may help the students utilize the
knowledge in the practical domain.
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
 Dr. Shankar Bhattacharya, Associate Professor, Govt. Degree College. Tripura
 Dr. Kumar Shankar Roy, Asoociate Professor, Government Degree College.
Tripura
 Dr. Dhananjoy Gan Choudhury, Ex – Principal, Govt. Degree College. Tripura
 Dr. Alak Bhattacharjee, Assistant Professor, Dept of Pol. Science. Tripura
University
 Mrs. Aparna Jamatia, Additional SP, Govt. of Tripura
 Mrs. Rati Debnath, Additional SP, Govt. Of Tripura
 Mr. Mainul Islam, Research Scholar. Tripura University
 Mr. Ranjan Acharjee, Research Scholar. Tripura University
 Miss Joydipa Baisha, Research Scholar. Tripura University
 Mr Jashim Uddin, Research Scholar. Tripura University
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops
/seminar) involving external experts.
Programmes
Details
Date
a. Special
Special Lecture on ‗India‘s Look-East Policy: 17th August
Lectures
Issues and Prospects‘ by Indian Diplomat in 2010
Indonesia Sri Sudhir Devere in association with
the Ministry of External Affairs, New Delhi.
Special Lecture on ‗Impact of Globalization in 24th
Politics‘ by Prof. Muzaffar Assadi of Mysore 2013

Oct,

University
b. Seminar
National Seminar on 'Women's rights as Human 5-6 March,
Rights sponsored by ICSSR (NERC) Shillong. 2013
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Program
Teaching Method
IMD
Lecture – 20 Minutes
Feedback from students – 10 minutes
Interaction on feedback – 10 minutes
MA
Lecture – 40 Minutes
Feedback from students – 10 minutes
Interaction on feedback – 10 minutes
PhD Course Work
Lecture – 30 Minutes
Feedback from students – 15 minutes
Interaction on feedback – 15 minutes
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
The department ensures the following by
a. Obtaining feedback from students on a regular basis
b. Conducting meetings among faculty members as well as group meetings among
the students and faculty members
c. By effective internal evaluation system (e.g. Internal tests, presentations, project
works etc.)
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
a. Faculty members are engaged in project works on different socio-political
issues
b. Encouraging students to engage in project works outside the campus is a part of
the internal evaluation system
49. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes give details
No
50. Briefly highlight the contribution of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
In addition to teaching assignments, the faculty members of the department have
produced quality research work/projects and generated new viewpoints in different
issue areas like contemporary electoral politics of the state, development issues in the
state etc. Considerable research work has been published/on-going in the department
with regard to contemporary socio-political issues at the national level as well as in the
Northeast Region - Concept of nation-state, ethnicity, Tribal politics, border issues,
women empowerment in political process, good governance, regional links with
outside countries etc. To name a few).
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
Strength
a. A very vibrant and relevant subject promoting different avenues of research and
also providing various exclusive career opportunities for the students in media,
government and private think-tanks operating in the field, in addition to
academics and administration.
b. Quality teachers specialized in different areas of the subject
c. Good infrastructural facilities for the faculty members to assist them in

teaching/research.
d. Adequate funds for conducting workshops/ seminars/ presenting papers outside
the state
e. Good number of students qualified NET/SET exams for lectureship and other
competitive exams conducted by the Tripura Public Service Commission like
TCS/TPS etc. in the last 6 years (details in point 34)
f. Production of quality research by faculty members as well as scholars
(highlighted in point 50).
g. Strong departmental level support for faculty research activities
Weakness
a. Not enough research work in collaboration with other departments in the
university
b. Not enough optional courses are provided to make the subject more enriching.
c. Inadequate space available for research scholars
d. No departmental library
e. No exchange program with students from foreign universities
Opportunities
a. Excellent faculty dedicated to teaching and research
b. Excellent opportunities exist in terms of receiving research grants from different
agencies in research activities
c. Good opportunity to team up with similar department in other universities in
collaborative research
d. Opportunity for various exchange programs among students with foreign
Universities.
Challenges
a. High Student – Teacher ratio makes it difficult to give quality guidance (point
14).
b. Enabling students to proficiently converse and write in English given the NonEnglish medium background of most students
c. Equipping non-English medium students for different academic related all India
exams (NET/SET)
d. Introduction of new courses due to inadequate teaching staff
52. Future plans of the department.
a. Bringing new quality teachers in specialized fields of study keeping in view the
objective to introduce optional courses.
b. Undertaking project works on relevant themes with special focus on various
political aspects of the northeast region.
c. Research works in integration with other department
d. Collaboration with universities outside the states as well as universities abroad
e. Organizing seminars/workshops for enrichment of students as well as faculty
members

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department :
SANSKRIT
2.Year of establishment
1977
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university?
Faculty
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc. D.Litt. etc.)
(i). PG (4 semester), (ii), Ph. D. & (iii) Pre Ph. D. course work (one semester)
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved
NIL
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.
NIL
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons:
Integrated Master Degree programme due to non opting/available of students
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments :
NIL
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate

Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned

Filled

Actual
(including
CAS & MPS)
Professor
1
1(CAS)
Associate Professors 2
2
1(CAS)
Asst. Professors
4
3
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Dr.
Sipra Ray

M.A,
M.Phil.,
Ph.D., LLB,
Certificate
course
in
Kokbarak
language
Ph.D.

Associate
Professorcum-Head
of
the
Department

Sanskrit
20
Literature
&
Literary
criticism

Professor

Vedic
Literature,
Indian
Philosophy,
Paninian
Grammar

33

04

M.A,
LLB,
Ph.D.

Associate
Professor

Sanskrit
literature

33 - years

07

M.A, M.Phil. Assistant
Ph.D.
Professor

Poetics

3 years

-

M.A,
M.Phil.,
Ph.D., LLB.
PGDCA.

Classical
Literature

21 + years i.e. 03
(i)In a private
(+2)college 16
years + (ii) At
Govt. Degree
College,
Kamalpur,
Tripura 3 and
half years +
(iii) In this
University
about 2 years

Prof.
Jyotish
Nath

Dr.
Chandan
Kumar
Chakrabor
ty
Dr.
Shankar
Nath
Tiwari
Dr.
Debaraj
Panigrahi

Assistant
Professor

No. of
Years of
Experience

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
Sl.
Year
Name of the
Address
No.
Professor

No. of Ph.D.
/
M.Phil.
students
guided
for
the
last 4 years
02

Remarks

1

2007-08

2

,,

3

,,

4

,,

5

2008-09

6

,,

7

,,

8

,,

9

,,

10

,,

11

,,

12

2009-10

13

,,

14

,,

15

,,

16

2010-11

17

2012-13

Prof. M. K. Ganguli

Retd. Professor, Department
of Sanskrit, Calcutta
University
Prof. Tarak Nath
Department of Sanskrit,
Adhikari
Rabindra Bharati University
Prof R. N. Sharma
Department of Sanskrit,
Gauhati University, Assam
Prof Sitanath
Retd. Professor, Department
Acharya
of Sanskrit, Calcutta
University
Prof. Satyaranjan
Department of Sanskrit,
Chakraborty
Rabindra Bharati University
Prof. Nalini Devi
Department of Sanskrit,
Mishra
Gauhati University, Assam
Prof R. N. Sharma
Department of Sanskrit,
Gauhati University, Assam
Prof. Tarak Nath
Department of Sanskrit,
Adhikari
Rabindra Bharati University
Prof. Bhavani
Retd. Professor, Department
Prasad
of Sanskrit, Jadavpur
Bhattacharya
University
Prof. Dipak Sharma Department of Sanskrit,
Gauhati University, Assam
Sri Tanmaya
Govt. Sanskrit College,
Bhattacharya
Kolkata
Prof. Didhiti
Department of Sanskrit,
Biswas
Calcutta University
Prof. Gopal
Department of Sanskrit,
Chandra Mishra
Rabindra Bharati University
Prof. Bhavani
Retd. Professor, Department
Prasad
of Sanskrit, Jadavpur
Bhattacharya
University
Prof. Swapna Devi Department of Sanskrit,
Assam University
Prof. M. K. Ganguli Ashutosh Professor, (Retd.)
Department of Sanskrit,
Calcutta University
Prof. Nalini Devi
Department of Sanskrit,
Mishra
Gauhati University, Assam
classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information:

13.Percentage of
NIL
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
M.A. – 1 : 24
Pre Ph. D. Course Work 1 : 25 (for the session 2013-14)
Ph. D.
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual : One Group -D employee (DRW)
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: NIL

17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
Agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies Project
title and grants received project-wise. NIL
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration:
Grant received Rs. 60,000/- from Rastriya Sanskrit Sansthan (deemed University),
New Delhi for organising North East Sanskrit Shastric Competition, 2011
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received:
NIL
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition
 national recognition : National Recognition
 international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies:
NIL
22.Publications:
Particulars
Dr. Sipra Prof.
Dr.
Dr. Shankar Dr. Debaraj
Ray
Jyotish
Chandan
Nath Tiwary Panigrahi
Nath
Kumar
Chakraborty
Number
of 10 (Ten)
8 (Eight) 7 (Seven)
3
(Three)
papers
papers with
papers with
published in
ISBN/ISSN
ISBN/ISSN
peer reviewed
Nos.
Nos.
journals
published in
published in
(national
/
National
different
international)
Journals
National
Journals
Monographs
5 (five)
Chapters in 3 (Three)
Books
Edited Books
Books with
i)Kavyakalp ISBN
with
a lata vritti
details
of
ek
publishers
Avalokana –
2010, ISBN
81-90992008 & ii)
jaina
kavyashastr
a
ke
siddhanta
(tulanatmak
a
vivechana),
2009, ISBN
– 81-8880862-6

Number listed
in
International
Database
(For. Web of
Science,
Scopus,
Humanities
International
Complete,
Dare
Database
International
Social
Sciences
Directory,
EBSCO host,
etc.)
Citation Index
– range /
average
SNIP
SJR
Impact Factor
– range /
average
h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated:
Nil
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated:
Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /
institutions / industries in India and abroad:
Prof. Jyotish Nath acted as a UGC Visiting Fellow in 2004 in Baroda Sanskrit
Mahavidyalaya, M.S University of Baroda.
26.Faculty serving in
Particulars
Dr.
Sipra Prof.
Dr. Chandan Dr.
Dr. Debaraj
Ray
Jyotish
Kumar
Shankar
Panigrahi
Nath
Chakraborty Nath
Tiwary
a) National
1 (one)
committees
b)
1 (one)
International
committees
c) Editorial
Boards
d) any other
(please
specify)

27.Faculty recharging strategies(UGC, ASC, Refresher Course/ Orientation Programs,
Workshops, Training programs and similar programs) : The faculties attended the
ASC Refresher / Orientation Programmes , workshops and training programmes
from time to time
28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interDepartmental projects: Cent per cent students perform their projects/Home
assignments through internal assessment test (for 20 marks only).
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute:
Nil
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty – Prof. Sitanath Dey was nationally awarded presidential award
for contribution in the field of Sanskrit studies in the year 2010.
 Doctoral / post-doctoral fellows - Nil
 Students Nil
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (National /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any: Nil
31. Code of ethics for research followed by the departments:
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals ,books and other sources
with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research
should not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research
so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government .
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.



Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the
value of the society.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
A) P.G. Programme –
Name
of
the Application Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer
s received
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)
2007-2008
19
41
2008-2009
13
50
2009-2010
24
39
60
86.66
2010-2011
127
23
41
13.04
65.85
2011-2012
16
44
100
100
2012-2013
22
38
100
100
2013-2014
12
43
B) Pre Ph. D. course work programme –
Name
of
the Applications Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme(refer
received
Male
Female
Male
Female
to question no. 4)
2009-2010
07
2010-2011
21
2011-2012
05
2012-2013
11
1
100%
2013-2014
16
1
1

33.Diversity of students Name of the % of students
Programme(refe from the same
r to question no. university
4)
M.A.
semester
M.A.4th
semester
Ph. D.

% of students
from other
universities
within
the
State
nil

% of students % of students
from universities from other
outside the State countries

nil

nil

100%

nil

nil

Nil

100%

nil

nil

Nil

2nd 100%

34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
Category wise –
Category Civil
Defence
NET SET
GATE other
competitive
wise
Services Services
examinations
Male
4
2
Tripura
Public
Service Commission
-1

Female
1
3
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
100%
PG to M.Phil.
Nil
PG to Ph.D.
0.3
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
36. Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
from other universities within the State
from universities from other States
100%
from universities outside the country
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period: One faculty member awarded Ph. D. Degree in the year 2007
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
(a) Library - There is no any separate departmental library facility. However the
faculty and the students utilised the central library.
(b) Internet facilities for staff and students – Yes
(c) Total number of class rooms –
3 (Three)
(d) Class rooms with ICT facility Nil
(e) Students‘ laboratories Nil
(f) Research laboratories Nil

39. List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
(a) from the host institution/university
(i) Research Scholars
1. Sri Rameswar Bhattacharya
2. Sri Sankar Paul
3. Sri Partha Samanta
4. Priyanku Chakraborty
5. Priyanka Saha
6. Aparna Natha
7. Rananjay Bhattacharya
8. Samarpita Sukladas
9. Priyadarshi Ashoka
10. Biswanath Banik
11. Susmita Debnath
12. Paulami Majumder
13. Anindita Adhikari
14. Sohini Deb (Nandi)
15. Sutapa Janapati (Chakraborty)
16. Pranati Ray
(ii) Doctoral Awardee
Year
Name of the Doctoral awardee
2007-2008
Sugata Ray
2008-2009
Basabi Kilikdar
2009-2010
Smt. Indrani Chakraborty
Manidipa Dattagupta
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
(b) from other institutions/universities Nil
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university –
Yes, students of the department are getting scholarship like ST, SC, OBC,
Minority & Merit scholarship along with Indira Gandhi single girl child
scholarship.
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
Programme? If so, highlight the methodology The faculty members are
constantly in touch with recent trends of Sanskritic research in different fields as
well as maintain connection with department of Sanskrit in other Universities and
research centres and receive regular feedbacks which are incorporated in the
development of new programmes as and when necessary. Informal inputs from
students about the curriculum are also taken from time to time to update the
syllabus.

42.Does the department obtain feedback from a) Faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback? Faculty members regularly discuss among
themselves informally about the curriculum as well as teaching-learningevaluation. These feedbacks are utilised at the time of syllabus framing every five
to six year.
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the Department
utilize the feedback?
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10) - Nil
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) involving external experts.
Special Lecturers delivered by 1. Prof. G. C. Tripathy; 2. Prof. Dipti S Tripathy,
Director of National Mission for Manuscripts and 3. Prof. Niranjan Adhikari,
Department of Sanskrit, Dhaka University and 4. Prof. Radhaballabha Tripathi,
ex. Vice-Chancellor, Rastriya Samnskrit Sansthan (Deemed University), New
Delhi.
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes –
1. Lecturer method with using of Black Board
2. Group discussion
3. Class test
4. Home assignment
5. Instant oral Question Answer method
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met
and learning outcomes are monitored? : Departmental committee meetings are
regularly held to monitor effectively the smooth functioning of the department
and performance of the students. Accordingly Examination process is being
adopted in terms of subjective & objective test, Viva Voce Test, Admission Test.
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
i) The faculty members are also closely associated with different Sanskrit/
Indological Institutions and hereby playing role in propagating Sanskrit studies.
ii) The students of the Department are associated with different activities of
University from time to time.
48. Give details of ―beyond syllabus scholarly activities‖ of the Department: 1. Wall Magazine
2. Publication of article in Newspaper etc.
3. Participation in different cultural activities
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other Agencies?
If yes, give details – NO
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new Knowledge,
basic or applied: The Department of Sanskrit generates new knowledge through
Research Work in different area of Research in respect of literature, Culture &
contribution of North East to Sanskrit field.

51.Detail five majorStrengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department: A) Strength:
i.)
Department has qualified faculty members.
ii.)
Faculty members are actively engaged in Research work.
iii.)
Students of the department are placed in various sectors.
iv.)
One of the Retired faculty Member have received prestigious
Presidential Award.
B) Weakness
i)
Shortage of Faculty members
ii)
Shortage of Non-teaching staff
iii)
Departmental Library
iv)
Departmental Computer lab.
v)
Space for Classroom
C) Opportunities
i)
Participation in different International /National seminar,
conference, workshop etc.
ii)
Comprehensive study of Tripura University
iii)
To develop collaboration with different academic institution
iv)
There is scope to opening departments like Pali, Prakrit
D) Challenges (SWOC)
i)
To insure admission of bright and inquisitive students
ii)
To start various specialization provide funds, infrastructure and
additional faculty is given
iii)
Inadequate institutional support in terms of funds
iv)
To built a departmental library
52. Future plans of the department.
i)
Submitting of Proposal for SAP
ii)
Opening of New Centres
iii)
To open a departmental archive
iv)
To open Centre of comparative literature, comparison on Sanskrit
v)
Attract students from different part of the country

Evaluative Report
1.
2.
3.

Name of the Department
: Zoology
Year of establishment
: 2007
Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Yes, Faculty of
Science
4. Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) : (i), M.Sc., (ii). Ph.D.
5. Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : Nil
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.
: Nil
7. Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons : Nil
8. Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System :
Semester
9. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments : Nil
10. Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Post
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including CAS &
MPS)
Professor
01
01
03
Associate Professor
02
01
01
Assistant Professor
03
03
01
Others
Nil
Nil
Nil
11. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization No. of
Years of
Experience

Dr. D. Ghosh

M.Sc. Ph.D.

Professor

Dr. B. K.
Agarwala

M.Sc. Ph.D.

Professor

Dr. S. Banik

M.Sc. Ph.D.

Professor

Dr. P. S.
Chaudhuri
Dr. S. S.
Singh

M.Sc. Ph.D.

Associate
Professor
Assistant
Professor

Insect
Biochemistry
Systematics,
Ecology and
Insect
Biodiversity
Aquaculture
Biotechnology
Earthworm
Ecology
EndocrinoImmunology

M.Sc. Ph.D.

34

No. of
Ph.D./M.Ph
il.
students
guided for
the
last 4 years
01

33

05

23

04

30

02

Teaching-4

Nil

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
1. Professor S. B. Prasad, NEHU, Shillong.
2. Professor Ashim Chakraborti, North Bengal University, West Bengal
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information:
Nil

14. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
a) M.Sc.
Teacher (1) : Students (8)
b) Ph.D.
Teacher (1) : Students (3)
15. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual
S.N. Staff
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual
1.
Academic support staff
03
03
03
(technical)
2.
Administrative staff
Nil
Nil
Nil
16. Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
1.
Biosystematics and Biodiversity : Study of Insects, Earthworms and Aquatic
Fauna
2.
Behavioural and Evolutionary Biology: Study of Foraging and reproductive
behaviour in ladybird predators; food range and host specialization in
phytophagous insects.
3.
Insect Biology: Characterization of different ovarian proteins and enzymes of
insect origin and molecular phylogeny of Acridids of Tripura.
4.
Ecological and Molecular Phylogeny: Butterflies and Acridids of Tripura.
5.
Fish Biotechnology:
i. Genetic characterization, Captive breeding and Conservation biology of
Endangered Cat fish Ompok bimaculatus and Ompok pabda of Tripura.
ii. Preparation of Data base on Genetic characterization of endangered fishes of
Tripura.
6.
Vermitechnology: In soil and ex soil earthworm technology, reproductive biology
of earthworm in relation with vermicomposting and vermitechnology.
7.
Molecular Endocrinology: Study of hormone interactions and immuno
modulation.
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies,
project title and grants received project-wise.
Number of faculties with ongoing projects from
a) National funding agencies
05
b) International funding agencies
Nil
c) Total grants received
103.56 lakhs
S.N. Project Title
Funding
Grants
agency
received
(Rs. in lakhs)
2012-2013
Ecology of earthworms in the pineapple UGC New
1.
12.00
plantations of Tripura
Delhi
Neuroendocrine modulation of thyroid
UGC New
2.
function in mice: Role of melatonin and its
9.46
Delhi
receptors.
Role of melatonin and its receptors in
immunomodulation
by
hypothalamo- CSIR, New
3.
20.00
hypophyseal-adrenocortical axis in physically Delhi
stressed mice

4.

National Project on Insect Biosystematics

5.

Genetic characterization and Conservation
biology of economically important Siluroid
fish Ompok pabda of Tripura
Improvement of Reproductive performance
and larval rearing of an endangered fish
species of North-East Ompok bimaculatus
(PABDA) through nutritional approaches
Bioinformatics Infrastructure facilities (DBTBioinformatics Centre)

6.

7.

ICAR, New
Delhi

37.00
8.10

DBT, New
Delhi
DST, New
Delhi

DBT, New
Delhi

9.00

8.00

Total Rs.
103.56
18. Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received a) National
collaboration b) International collaboration
National Collaboration
C. National Project on Insect Biosystematics with Indian Agriculture Research
Institute, New Delhi. Rs. 37.00 lakhs
D. DBT-Twining Collaborative Project on Genetic Characterization and
Conservation Biology of an Economically important siluroid fish Ompok pabda
with National Beauro of Fish Genetic Resources (ICAR), Lucknow.
Rs. 8.0
lakhs
International Collaboration - Nil
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
DST-FIST – 2012
32.00 lakhs
20. Research facility / centre with
 State recognition
 National recognition
1. Centre for Insect Biosystematics, sponsored by ICAR, New Delhi.
2. Bioinformatics Centre funded by DBT, New Delhi.
 International recognition
21. Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
- Nil
22. Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
Total No. - 89
National – 57
International – 32
 Monographs ---01
 Chapters in Books 06
 Edited Books
04
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers
S.N. Title of Books
ISBN
Year
Publisher
Number
1.
Kenchor Jeevan Baichitra: 81-8266-088- 2006
Prakashani, Tripura
Kenco Projukti, Jyan Bichitra
2
2.
An Introduction to Clarias 978-3-84652011
Lambert Academic
batrachus: freshwater fish 2329-2
Publication
fauna of India

3.

4.

Climate change: effect on fresh
water biodiversity-freshwater
environment, fauna of India
Biology & Ecology of Tropical
Earthworm

978-3-84733635-8

2012

Lambert Academic
Publication

93-5056-5099

2013

Discovery
Publishing House,
New Delhi.

 Number listed in International Database (For e.g. Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.) -Web of Science – 26
 Citation Index – range / average
Range 100 – 1216; Total 1949 for 5 faculty members
Average – 389.80 per faculty member
 SNIP – 23.125
 SJR – 15.713
 Impact Factor – range / average
Range 0.17 – 5.683; Total 93.8 for 5 faculty members
Average – 18.76 per faculty member
 h-index - 34 papers
23. Details of patents and income generated
Nil
24. Areas of consultancy and income generated
1. Development of Butterfly Park in Trishna Wildlife Century, to Department of
Forest, Govt. of Tripura, on honorary basis.
25. Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad
1. Professor B. K. Agarwala
1. British Council‘s Visiting Scientist Award to University of East Anglia, UK,
1984.
2. Commonwealth Fellow to University of East Anglia – 1989 - 1990.
3. Royal Society – INSA Fellow to University of East Anglia – 1998, 2004.
4. JSPS Fellow to visit Japan – 2000.
2. Professor D. Ghosh
1. UGC Visiting Associate to IICB, Kolkata
2. Indian Academy of Science Visiting Fellow to IICB, Kolkata
26. Faculty serving in
a) National committees
1. Professor B.K. Agarwala, Subject Expert, UGC, New Delhi.
2. Professor S. Banik, Expert of Fisheries, U.P. Science and Technology
Council, Lucknow.
b) International committees
Nil
c) Editorial Boards
1. Professor B. K. Agarwala, Journal of Aphidology
2. Professor S. Banik, Journal of Environment, UK,
Bio Journal,
Transactions of Zoological Society,
Eastern India,
Aquaculture in the Tropics.
3. Dr. P. S. Chaudhuri, Vermico-Journal of Research Bulletin
d) any other (please specify)

27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
All the faculty have participated in Orientation, Refresher, Visiting Fellowship
at International Exchange Programme and continuing to do so.
28. Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental projects
100%
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute
Nil
29. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by  Faculty
1. Professor B. K. Agarwala - Fellow of West Bengal Academy of Science
and Technology - 2012.
2. Professor S. Banik – Fellow of the Zoological Society of Calcutta - 2006
Fellow of the Bihar Biological Society - 2013
3. Dr. P. S. Chaudhuri –
a. Fellow of Zoological Society of Kolkata - 1998
b. Fellow of the Indian Society of Biosciences - 2012
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows - Nil
 Students - Nil
30. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national/
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
Organized by Conference/Seminar/Worksh Duration/
Sponsored by
op/ Winter School
Date
Prof. B. K.
Agarwala

Winter School on Training in
Insect Taxonomy

25.01.2010 to
06.02.2010

DST,
New Delhi

Prof. S. Banik

Seminar-cum-Workshop on
Techniques in Bioinformatics

03.11..2011 –
04.11.2011

DBT, New Delhi
& TSCST,
Tripura

Dr. P. S.
Chaudhuri

Third National Symposium on
Earthworm Ecology and
Environment (NSEEE 3)

09.11..2012 –
11.11.2012

ICAR, ICMR,
INSA, New
Delhi, TSCST,
Tripura Rubber
Institute of India

31. Code of ethics for research followed by the departments –
 The University encourages original and authentic research work. Special
emphasis is always given for original work of research. Plagiarism is highly
discouraged in any form.
 Misinterpretation of research results or negative analysis of data or information
is highly discouraged as these are considered as serious kind of misconduct.
 Emphasis is also laid on archiving sources and retention of data. Only reliable
and established sources of data are encouraged to be used. Data used in research
studies should be retained for a considerable period of time even after the
completion of the research.
 Since dissemination of results is the most important part of any research,
emphasis is given on publication of results on journals, books and other sources

with high impact factor and for value addition. Researchers are not allowed to
publish the same article in different places without any special reason.
 The University does not allow intentional removal and damage of research
related property. The instruments and the equipment used in any research should
not be damaged and is considered as misconduct.
 The researcher and the principal investigator both play key role in any research
so whenever there is any conflict regarding the use of research results, the
interest of the researcher is given due weightage or recognition in decision
making. The researcher should always provide details of his or her candidature
in order to avoid any kind of ambiguity.
 The guidelines and the terms of reference of the Sponsoring or the Funding
Agency is given due consideration while carrying out the research activities.
Agreements with Sponsoring agencies or institutes should take care of the
interests of the University, thereby adding to the intellectual property rights of
the University.
 Research relating to humans, animals, radioactive substances, gene therapy and
other environmental or human hazard should adhere to the rules and obligations
as laid down time to time by the appropriate authority or the government .
Researcher should be acquainted with such rules and seek prior approval before
conducting research, wherever necessary.
 Society is the most vital component of any research. Researcher should fully
acquaint himself or herself about the cost and benefits of any research to the
society. Researcher should not engage in any research which will erode the value
of the society.
32. Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Applications Selected
Pass percentage
Programme
received
(refer to question no. 4)
Male
Female
Male
Female
M.Sc.
2011-2012
80
5
16
80%
95%
2012-2013
120
4
18
100%
95%
2013-2014
125
5
16
Ph.D.
2011-2012
10
2
Nil
2012-2013
13
2
3
2013-2014
10
1
4
33. Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students % of students
% of students
% of
Programme
from the
from other
from
students
(refer to question same
universities
universities
from
no. 4)
university
within the
outside the
other
State
State
countries
M.Sc.
90%
NA
10%
Nil
Ph.D.
80%
NA
20%
Nil
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services examinations,
NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details category-wise.
State Civil Services Exam
02
NET
02
SLET
04
GATE
02

35. Student progression
Student progression

Percentage against
enrolled
20%
Nil

PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
Nil
 Campus selection
100%
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
Nil
36. Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
Nil
from other universities within the State
Nil
from universities from other States
100%
from universities outside the country
Nil
37. Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period
Nil
38. Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library
(i) Central library
(ii) DST-FIST Sponsored
Departmental Library
b) Internet facilities for staff and students
Yes
c) Total number of class rooms
02
d) Class rooms with ICT facility
LCD projector available
e) Students‘ laboratories
01
f) Research laboratories
05
39. List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university
90%
b) from other institutions/universities
10%
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
Nil
41. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
Nil
42. Does the department obtain feedback from
a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback?
Feed backs from Faculty on teaching –learning evaluation are received every
semester for each course paper. Needful improvisations are done by the
faculty on a continuous basis.
b. students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
Feedbacks from students are received on teaching and needful steps are taken
through discussion in the meeting of the Departmental committee.
c. alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
Feed backs from alumni are considered on merit basis for improvement of
the curriculum at periodical intervals.
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10)
1. Dr. Saumen Mahapatra, Minister of Water Resources, Govt. of West Bengal

2.
3.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.
50.

Professor Dulal Roy, Professor of Ecology, Assam University, Silchar
Dr. Ratan Kumar Saha, Associate Professor, College of Fisheries, Central
Agriculture University, Lembucherra, Tripura
4. Mr. Prasun De, TCS, SDMO, Govt of Tripura
5. Mr. Samit Roy Choudhury, TCS, SDMO. Govt of Tripura
6. Dr. Subhankar Nath, Deputy Director, State Forensic Laboratory, Govt of
Tripura
7. Dr. Sabyasachi Nath, Scientific Officer, State Forensic Laboratory, Govt of
Tripura
8. Dr. Nupur Datta, Assistant Professor, Udaipur Govt. Degree College, Tripura
9. Dr. Saumen Chakraborty, Assistant Professor, Kailasahar Govt. Degree
College, Tripura
10. Dr. Kalpana Das, Assistant Professor, Udaipur Govt. Degree College, Tripura
Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
Following Special Lectures, Seminars were organised in 2012-2013
1. Professor Samiran Chakraborti, Emeritus Professor, University of Kalyani on
the topic ―Current Status and Prospects of Taxonomy in India‖.
2. Professor A. Kaviraj, University of Kalyani on topic ―Recent status on Fish
genomics‖.
3. Dr. Rohini Bansal, PDF, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore on the topic
―Molecular Phylogeny of Geckos of North India and Western Ghats‖.
4. Dr. Debashish Bhattacharya, Sr. Scientist, Indian Institute of Chemical Biology,
Kolkata on topic ―Components of snake venome research‖.
List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
The following methods are adopted for teaching in M.Sc. and Ph.D.
programme
1. Board teaching
2. Multimedia presentation.
3. Computer based teaching (for computer application and bioinformatics)
How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
1. by routine class tests
2. by subject based discussion in class
Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
1. Inventory and documentation of Animal Diversity in University neighbour
hood
2. Participation in awareness of Biological Conservation
Give details of ―beyond syllabus scholarly activities‖ of the department.
1. Repository of >20000 common, rare and endangered species of insects of
North East India.
State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details.
Nil
Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
1. GPS database of butterflies, mammals, reptiles and birds of Tripura
generated
2. Butterflies diversities of four wild life sanctuaries of Tripura are
documented

51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
Strengths
1.
Studies on biodiversity of invertebrates
2.
Studies on Vermicomposting in Rubber plantation and Pineapple plantation
3.
Studies on Reproductive Biochemistry of grasshoppers
4.
Studies on Aquatic Biotechnology
Weaknesses
1.
Lack of expertise and facilities in genetics
2.
Lack of mechanics and staffs for maintenance of instruments
3.
Lack of scientific laboratory staff
4.
Lack of field station and transport
5.
Lack of appropriate animal house facility for animal experiments
Opportunities
Faculties can help government in
1. Conservation of Biological Resources
2. Development of Sanctuaries and Parks
3. In evaluation of uniqueness of fauna of Tripura
4. Environmental monitoring of Riverine system of Tripura
Challenges
1. To study ecological and genetic profile of rare and endangered fauna of Tripura
2. To study ecological, chemical and economical properties of useful and
beneficial animals and forestry products
3. To acquire support staffs and advance laboratories facilities for proper teaching,
research and extension activities.
4. To study the endocrine disorders related to thyroid function of people of Tripura
52. Future plans of the department.
1. To acquire sufficient and well equipped space for teaching and research
2. To get sufficient trained teaching and laboratory staffs
3. To establish field station for research
4. To establish a State repository of animals of Tripura
5. To acquire advance instruments for research on conservation and genetics of
Tripura Fauna.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Education
2.Year of establishment :
2011
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Faculty of the university.
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters; Integrated
Ph.D., D.Sc, D.Litt. etc.) : PG, Ph.D
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : No
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
No.
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: No
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System :
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments : Yes
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including
CAS & MPS)
Professor
01
00
Associate Professors 01
00
Asst. Professors
03
03
Others

11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance :
Name No. of

Qualification

Designatio
n

Specializatio
n

No. of
Years
ofExperie
nce

Dr.TinkuDe
(Gope)

MA,B.Ed
,PhD

Assistant
Professor

Teacher
Education,
History of
Education

Ten Years

Dr. Subhash
Sarkar

MA, B.Ed,
Ph.D

Assistant
Professor
& Incharge

Measuremen
t and
Evaluationin
Education ,
Intelligence,
Creativity &
Education.

Nine
Years

Dr. Rajendra
Prasad

MA,M.ED.,M
.PHIL UGCNET, PhD

Assistant
Professor

Modern
Measuremen
t and
Evaluation,
Advance
Educational
Technology

One
Years Six
Months

No. of
Ph.D./M.Phil.st
udents guided
for thelast 4
years
Two Scholars
admitted in
Ph.D Program
in the year
2013
Two Scholars
admitted in
Ph.D Program
in the year
2013

Two Scholars
admitted in
Ph.D Program
in the year
2013

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors :no
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information :no
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio : 10:1in PG course, 2:1 in P.h D programme
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual : Nil
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
17.Number of faculty with on-going projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise. : nil
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration Nil
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT,
ICSSR,AICTE, etc.; total grants received. Nil
20.Research facility / centre with : Nil
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies :
Nil
22.Publications:
Name: Tinku De (Gope)
Date of Birth : 14.02.1968
Phone Number : 9856636460 (M)
E-mail :gopetinku@rediffmail.com
Academic Qualifications : MA, B.Ed, Ph.D
Present Designation : Assistant Professor
Area of Specialization:-Teacher Education
Topics Taught:
*Educational Philosophy
*Educational Psychology
*Sociology of education
*Guidance & Counseling
* Teacher Education
List of Papers Published in National Journal/Book
Sl.No

Title of Paper

1

A Survey on
Effectiveness of
Secondary School
Teachers in Tripura
A study of Job
Satisfaction of Secondary
Teachers in Relation to
Some Background
variables

2

Name of
Date & Page No
Journal/Book
Indian Journal of 1995 Vol.26(1) 17-24
Psychometry and
Education

No of Coauthor
One

Journal of
Educational
Research and
extension

One

Vol,30,No,3,January
1994 152-163

3

4

5

6

Students‘ Involvement in
Studies in relation to their
Sex, Caste and Parental
educational level
Sex difference in
alienation among late
adolescent students
Effects of organizational
climate of school on
secondary teachers
Professional stress : An
exploratory Study
Article : Swami
Vivekananda
and Mass Education

Purvanchal
Journal of Social
Science

1994, Vol.2, No,1&2
39-47

One

Perspectives in
psychological
Researches
Indian Journal of
Psychometry and
Education

Vol,16,No.1&2 1993
10-13

One

January, 1993 Vol.
24(1): 45-52

One

Swami
Vivekananda
The Man and
His Message

Publisher: Axis Book
India, New
Delhi.ISBN : 978-9382835-19-6 Page 158165. Published in
2013

Communicative Papers for publications:1. ― Reflection on Early Childhood Care and Education in Tripura
2. An Enquiry into Operational Provisions for Right to Information Act
3. Practices in Curriculum Transaction and Faculty Development – A case Study of
Tripura General Degree College
4. Value Based Education: A Pathway of get over from Value Erosion in Society.
A. List of Papers Presented in National Seminar
Sl.
No

Title of the Seminar

Name of the
sponsoring
agency

Place & Date

Tile of Paper

1

―State of Education in
Tripura: Issues and
Challenges‖

IGNOU

―Reflection on Early
Childhood Care and
Education in Tripura

2

―Human Rights and
Values in Education‖

UGC

IGNOU Regional
Centre Agartala
June 9th to 10th,
2007
Tripura
University 20th
December, 2007

3

Quality in Higher
Education

UGC

B.B.M.College,
Agartala March
25 – 26, 2008

4

Ethnic Integation in the
North-East India: Issues
and Challenges

UGC

Netaji Subhash
Mahavidyalay
Udaipur,Gomoti
District, Tripura
21st and 22nd
December, 2012

An Enquiry into
Operational Provisions
for Right to
Information Act.
Practices in
curriculum
Transaction and
Faculty Development
– A case Study of
Tripura General
Degree College
Education is Means of
Ethnic Integration in
Tripura

5

TRIBAL LIVELIHOOD
CHALLENGES AND
OPORTUNITIES

TRIBAL
RESEARCH
AND
CULTURAL
INSTITUTE
Government
of Tripura

Center for Rural
Studies (CRS)
Department of
Rural
Management and
Development,
Tripura
University 13th
& 14th May 2013

Tribal Welfare
Through Government
Initiatives: A
Comparative
Survey

B. Paper Presented in State level Seminar :
Sl.No

Title of the Seminar

1

―Values, Knowledge
and Development :
Emerging issues in
Education‖

Name of the
sponsoring
agency
ICFAI

Place & Date

Tile of Paper

The ICFAI
University
Tripura
September 19-20
, 2008

Value Based
Education A
Pathway of get over
from Value –
Erosion in Society

C. Paper Presented in Inter College Seminar
Sl.
No

Title of the
Seminar

1

Environment
al Protection

Name of the
Sponsoring
Agency
UGC

Place & Date

Title of Paper

N.S.Mahavidyalaya
Udaipur Tripura
South District

Role & Environmental
Education in Environmental
Protection

D. List
of National/State Level Workshop/Refresher/Orientation Training
Programme /Refresher course etc. participated
Sl.No

Name of the Workshop

1

‗Quality in Higher Education‘

2

Distance Learning
Methodology

3

Workshop on Orientation
Programme for the
Academicians of Government
Degree Colleges of Tripura
Syllabus Preparation for Under
Graduate Courses
Academic Counselling and
assignment evaluation

4
5

6

7

Empowering the poor through
self – help Groups and
Panchayati Raj Institutions :
North East India Perspectives
Refresher Course

Name of the
sponsoring
agency
UGC
Distance
Education
Council IGNOU
IGNOU

Tripura
University
Distance
Education
Council
New Delhi
UGC

U GC

Place

Dated

BBM
College
Tripura
University

5th October
2005
April 28-29,
2007

IGNOU
Regional
Centre,
Agartala
Tripura
University
Directorate
of Distance
Education
TU
B.B.M/Colle
ge, Agartala

July 25-27 ,
2008

NEHU,SHIL
ONG

22nd April
2013 to 12th
May 2013

21st March,
2009
26-27
November
2011
November
24-25 , 2007

Name: Subhash Sarkar
Date of Birth: 23/01/1977
Phone number: 09436480966 (Mob.)
e- mail: gcssarkar@ gmail.com
Education: B.A Hons in Education, M.A in Education, B. Ed, PGD in Journalism, Ph. D
in Education.
Designation: Assistant Professor & In- Charge Department of Education, T.U.
Contact Address: Department of Education.Tripura University, Surjyamaninagar, PIN799002
Topic Taught:
 Educational Psychology
 Measurement & Evaluation in Education
 Methodology of Educational Research & statistics
 Intelligence, Creativity & Education
 Educational Technology & Distance Education
Work Experience:
1. Post Graduate teaching experience in IASE (Institute of Advanced Studies in
Education), Agartala, for a span of 07 (seven) years and in the Department of
Education, T.U for the last 02 (two) years.
2. Academic Counsellor of DDE, T.U & IGNOU, for the last 09(nine) years.
3. For the last nine years I have associated with all sorts of Examination related
confidential works.
4. One year teaching experience as a part-time lecturer in K.L.B.College, Howra,
W.B & East Calcutta Girls College, Kolkata, W.B.
5. Resource person & Subject Expert for different orientation programme in
SCERT; delivered coaching and associated with confidential works of the
subject „Mental Ability‟ for the students of NTS (National Talent Search) at the
SCERT, Agartala.
6. Completed and submitted Research Project entitled, ―Changing Perspectives in
Teacher
Education and Role of Distance Mode in Tripura.‖ to DDE, T.U.
Awards Won:
1. Recepient of Silver Medal for securing the first position in B.A Hons in Education
in the year 1998, T.U.
2. Recepient of Rank Certificate for being first class first in M.A In Education in the
year 2001, Visva Bharati, Santiniketan.
Seminar/Conference/Workshop/ Participated:
Sl. Conference/
No. Seminar/Workshop

Duration/ Date

1

28th & 29th April Tripura University
2007
21st to
Tripura University
23rdFebruary 2007

2

3

4

Workshop on Distance
Learning Methodology
National Seminar On
Reforming Education in NorthEast India
State-Level Workshop on
Development of Higher
Education in Tripura
Workshop on ODL in NorthEast India: Issues & Challenges

Organized by

Title of the
Paper
Presented
Participated
Participated

11thSeptember
2004

Women's College

18th & 19th June
2008

Tripura University & Participated
IGNOU

Participated

5

6

7

8

Workshop on Academic
Counselling & Assignment
Evaluation.
National Seminar On Capacity
Building of Students In Higher
Education with Special
Reference To Tribal Students in
Tripura.
Workshop-Cum Training
Programme On Afforestation &
Livelihood Promotion in forest
Areas
National Seminar On
Opportunities of Trade And
Development In North East
India

26th & 27th November Tripura university

Participated

2011

16th &
17thNovember
2010

M.B.B.College

Participated

20th -21st August, Deptt. Of Sociology Participated
2013
& Deptt. Of Rural
Management &
Development. T.U
th
20 March 2012, Deptt. Of Economics , Participated
T.U.

Book /Study material Published:
1. Prepared study material for B.A (TDC), Education, Paper V, entitled ―Measurement &
statistics in Education‖ And Paper IV entitled ―contemporary Issues in Indian
Education.‖
2. Prepared study material for B.Ed (Distance), Paper III, entitled ―Management of
Education‖ And reviewed B. Ed , Paper A3 (New Syllabus) entitled ―contemporary
Concerns & Issues in Secondary Education.‖
3. Prepared ―Teacher Training Module on Inclusive Education on disabled children.‖ for
SCERT, Agartala.
M.Ed Dissertation Work Supervised:
Guided two M.Ed students of IASE in their Final Year Dissertation Work.
P.h.D Work Supervised:
Two Scholars just joined under the Ph.D Programme in the Department of Education
under my guidance & supervision.
Courses Taught:
M.A in Education, M. Ed, B.Ed & B.A.
Administrative Position Held:
1. Working as Head In-Charge, Department of Education, and T.U for the last two years.
2. Worked as Coordinator for the two year B.Ed course under Distance mode (Study
Centre, DDE, TU) in the 2011-12 session.
Services to Professional Bodies:
1. Dissertation examinations:
Worked as an expert for evaluation of dissertation & conduct of viva-voce of M.Ed. and
M.A in Education under IGNOU and M.Ed in IASE, Agartala.
2. Selection Committee Memberships:
(a) Was a board member of the Interview Board for the selection of Principal of Army
School, Agartala on 4th Dec, 2009.
(b) Was a member of the Interview Board regarding the selection of Academic
Counsellor for M.A/B.A in Education under DDE, T.U.
(c) Was a member of the Interview Board regarding the selection of Guest Lecturer
(Education) in I.A.S.E, Kunjaban,Agartala.
3. Was a speaker in a consultation meeting on ―Life-long learning and Literacy in India‖,
organised by State Resource centre For Adult Education, Tripura.
4. Is working as a member of the Advisory Committee of Tripura
University Guest
House.

5.Was a member of the committee regarding formulation of necessary framework for
introduction of MCQs for 50% marks of each theory paper of PG courses(under Distance
education)from the academic session 2012- 13.
6. Is working as a member of the committee constituted for framing the Draft Syllabus,
Rules & Regulations for B.Ed course.
Invited Talks:
1. Delivered a talk on ―Preparation of Tools In Educational Research ―for the faculty of
DIET (District Institute of Education & Training) on 5th April, 2012.
Dr Rajendra Prasad
S.No.

Title

Name of Journal

Date of
Publication

Volume and
Issue/No.

1

Foreign educational institutions
bill 2010: need and challenges.

March-August
2010

VL.4 IS. 2

2

Environmental ethics of
disabled students.

Apriljune1010

VL.5 IS. 5

3

A study of teacher
effectiveness of special teacher
trainees
Attitude of parents and
teachers towards homework at
elementary level.

Ripples
International
Referred
Research Digest
International
Referred
Ripples
International
Referred
Manviki National
Referred

Sept 2010-Feb
2011

VL.5 IS. 1

October 2010

VL.1 No. 2

4

5

Fear and use of applications of
mathemetical knowledge

Psycho Lingua
National

July 2011

Vl.41(2)

6

Organizational climate and
teacher‘s mental health in
secondary schools: A study.

Pschometry &
Education
National

July 2010

VL.41(2)

7

ek/;fed Lrj ds f'k{kdksa dh f'k{kd
izHkko'khyrk dk v/;;u

Shikshamitra
National

Sept 2011

Person with disability act, 1995
for enhancement education of
disabled.
Why foreign university in
India?

Shikshamitra
National

September
2010

VL.3 IS. 1

Shikshamitra
National

June 2010

VL.2 IS. 4

10

Interactive video for learning.

Shikshamitra
National

December
2009

VL.2 IS. 2

11

Globalization in education and
its challenges.

Shikshamitra
National

June2009

VL.1 IS. 4

12

Knowledge and attitude of
Manviki National
special teacher trainees towards Referred
implementation of the grading
system of evaluation

October 2012

VL.3 N.02

8

9

VL.4

Chapter/s in Books:
Title: Grading system: Impact on Education System, Published byAPH
Corporation with ISBN NO.978-81-313-1243-8

Publishing

List of Papers Presented in Conferences, Seminars, Workshops, Symposia
S.N.

Title of paper
presented

Title of conference/
seminar etc.

Date of
event

Organized by

1

Grading system :
Impact on
Education
System
Quality
Improvement in
Primary
Education
Quality
Improvement at
School Level
Participated

Innovative Practices in
Education

June 18-19,
2011

Quality Concerns in
Education

Dec. 22-24,
2009

HeeralalYadav
Balika Degree
College,
Lucknow
University of
Lucknow,
Lucknow

Quality Improvement
at School Level

Nov. 6-7,
2009

ShriSarvodaya
College, Surat

International

Indian Education : The
Positive Turmoil

Feb. 7-9,
2011

International

Environmental
Ethics of Disable
Students
Participated

A Pledge to Save the
Earth

July 2-4,
2010

Global Conclave of
Young Scholars of
Indian Education
Impact of
Environmental
Aspects on Society
Family-A Stepping
Stone in Holistic
Development of Child

Jan. 27-29,
2011

Educational
Technology
and
Management
Academy
Dayalbagh
Educational
Institute, Agra
NUEPA, New
Delhi
S.R.K. P.G.
College,
Firozabad
Rani
Bhagyawati
Devi
MahilaMahavi
dyalaya,
Bijnor
DauDayalMah
ila P.G.
College,
Firozabad
DauDayalMah
ila P.G.
College,
Firozabad

National

Pt.
Ravishankar
Shukla
University,
Raipur &
Bhartiya
Shiksha Shodh
Sansthan,
Lucknow

National

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Global Warming
and its Effect on
Human Health
vfLFk ,oa n`f"Vckf/kr
fodykaxksa ds fodkl
esa vkus okyh
leL;kvksa dk v/;;u

March 1516, 2011
Sept. 2728, 2008

9

Globalization
and its Impact on
Human Rights

Human Rights &
Development

March 5th,
2011

10

Relevance of
Gandhian
Philosophy in
the 21st Century

Gandhian Philosophy :
Its Relevance in the
21st Century

March 4th,
2011

11

Hkkjrh; ewY;ksa dk
iru ,oa ik’pkR;
ewY;ksa dk vU/kkuqdj.k

Hkkjrh; okaxe; esa f’k{kk
euksfoKku % izÑfr ,oa
izklafxdrk

Oct. 28-30,
2007

International/
National/State/
Regional/
University or
College level
International

International

International
National

National

National

National

12

Challenges in
Teacher
Education

Restructuring
Education Pedagogy
to Ameliorate Existing
Teacher Education

Nov. 14,
2009

INMANTEC
Institutions

National

13

Dimensions of
Quality
Improvement in
Primary
Education
Role of various
organization to
Improve the
quality of
Teacher
Education
Globalization in
Education and its
Chellenges and
prospects

Quality Improvement
in Primary Education

Nov. 1-2,
2009

MahilaSevaSa
dan Degree
College,
Allahabad

National

Quality Improvement
in Teacher Education

Nov. 7,
2009

Dev
Educational
College &Dev
College, Agra

National

New Perspectives of
Teaching and
Learning

Jan 27-28,
2009

National

A service of
Quality
Enhancement in
Education
Participated

Role of Teacher in
Quality Education

Sept. 16,
2009

Grading System in
Evaluation & Action
Research (Workshop)
Teacher Education for
Value Inculcation

Dec. 3-4,
2010

Jan. 11-12,
2010
Oct. 24-25,
2009

Mansa College
of Physical
Education &
Education,
Bhilai
ACME
Institute of
Management
& Technology
Sachdeva
Institute of
Education
Aryan Institute
of
Management
and Computer
Studies
Aryan
Institute, Agra
Govt. P.G.
College,
Murena, M.P.
DR. C.V.
Raman
University,
Bilaspur
(C.G.)

Regional

14

15

16

17

18

Role of Teachers
in Value
Education

19

Participated

Action Research
(Workshop)

20
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Education and
Sports
Psychology

Participated













March 27,
2010

Feb. 22,
2009

National

National

National

National
National

Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
Monographs
Chapters in Books:
Edited Books
Books with ISBN with details of publishers
Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
Citation Index – range / average
SNIP
SJR
Impact Factor – range / average
h-index

23. Details of patents and income generated: Nil
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad :Nil
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify) : Nil
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs):
Attended by Dr. Tinku De (Gope)
SL. Name of the course
Sponsoring
No.
Agency
1

Orientation Program

UGC

2

Refresher Course

U GC

Organizing
Institution

Date

Burdwan
University
Burdwan, W B.
NEHU,
SHILONG

26th December to 22nd
January 2007
22nd April 2013 to 12th
May 2013

28.Student projects :nil
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows
 Students
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.: nil
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments
(i) The department must maintain objectivity.
(ii) The department would always keep its motto towards honesty, truthfulness, justice
etc.
(iv) The department would act the pivot role to impart quality Research and to the pursuit
of excellence.
(v) The department would always play the lead role to the society to impart and preach
moral and value-based educational Research .
(vi) The department would always maintain the secured and peaceful research
atmosphere.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Programme(refer to
question no. 4)
M.A. in Education
1st Semester, 2012-13
M.A. in Education 1st
Semester, 2013-14

Applications
received

Selected
Male

Female

149

04

11

86

Ph.D. in Education 1st 65
Batch, 2013-14

12

9

3

3

Pass Percentage
Male
Female
87.5%
Continu
ing
Continu
ing

Continuing

Continuing

33.Diversity of students
Name of the
Programme(refer
to question no. 4)

% of students
from the same
university

% of students
from other
universities
within the State
NIL

% of students
from universities
outside the State

% of students
from other
countries

M.A. in
Education, 1st
Semester,
2012-13
M.A., in
Education 1st
Semester,
2012-13
Ph.D. (1st Batch,
2013-14

100%

Nil

NIL

6 Students
(66.67%)

NIL

3 (33.33%)

NIL

100%

NIL

Nil

NIL

34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services examinations,
NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details category-wise.: nil
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
Nil
PG to M.Phil.
Nil
PG to Ph.D.
Nil
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Nil
Employed
Nil
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
Nil
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
66.66%
from other universities within the State
Nil
from universities from other States
33.33%
from universities outside the country
Nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period :01
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library : Nil
b) Internet facilities for staff and students: two class rooms with internet connection
and one staff room with internet connection.
c) Total number of class rooms :two
d) Class rooms with ICT facility :Nil
e) Students‘ laboratories : Nil
f) Research laboratories :Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
List of candidate who was allowed to pursue the Ph.D Course Work -20013 for the
Department of Education:
SL.No
1.
2.

Name of Ph.D student
Mahua choadhury.
Miss.Baishakhi Bhattacharjee.

Contact No & E –mail
9436507535, mahua.education@gmail.com
MOBILE NO.9862521085
E-MAIL: baishakhi_b2002@yahoo.co.in

3.

Santanu Bikash Das.

4.

Sukanya Bhattacharjee.

5.

Kamal Deb.

6.

Mr.Debabrata Bhattacharjee.

Mobile No: 9862572182
e-mail id: sbd2224@rediffmail.com
MOBILE: 9862731072
E-MAIL: bsukanya13@gmail.com
MOBILE: 9436563855
E-MAIL: kamaldeb99@gmail.com
9436557203
Email-id—devovrata@rediffmail.com

a) from the host institution/university: Ph.D from T.U : 06 students .
b) from other institutions/universities :Nil
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.: 1st
Semester: 14 students & 2nd Semester: 07 students
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology: No
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback? yes
b. students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback? yes
c. alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback? nil
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).: no
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts. Nil
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Discussion method, lecture method, inter-action method, group discussion method, brainstorming method, presentation method etc.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored? assignments, inter-action with the students, viva-voce,
formative and summative evaluation.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.nil
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other Agencies? If
yes, give details.
no
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied : Recently in the department PhD programme has been started thorough
which new basic and applied avenues will be explored.
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)
of the department.
1. Five major Strengths: 1. Faculty‘s from diverse educational back ground with
teaching & research experience.
2. Well performance of students in respective examinations held by the department
from time to time.
3. Peaceful, conducive & Research oriented teaching learning environment.
4. Students are highly motivated to learning.
5. Dedicated Teacher & good class room environment.
Weaknesses:
1. Infrausture problems in special reference to faculty and class-rooms.
2. Shortage of equipments like computers, projectors etc.
3. Space problems.

4. Lack of departmental library.
5. Lack of departmental office and office staffs.
52. Future plans of the department.
1. Remedial coaching for the NET & SET Students by the faculty.
2. Preparing the students for national & international Level.
3. To introduce new courses of Teacher Education like B.Ed. M.Ed., etc. in the
department.
4. To increase the number of students in different programmes.
5. To organize various types of academic works like special talks, seminars, workshops
etc.
6. To upgrade syllabus of graduate and post-graduate level.
7. To organise different orientation and refresher programmes.
8. To publish educational journal

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : DEPARTMENT OF FINE ARTS
2.Year of establishment: 2009
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university?
Yes, Faculty of Arts and Commerce
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) :
PG in MFA (Drawing & Painting and Modelling & Sculpture), and Ph.D. in Fine
Arts
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : NA
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NA
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons:
NA
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments : NA
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned

Actual
(including
CAS & MPS)
Professor
01
00
NA
Associate Professors 01
00
NA
Asst. Professors
03
03
03
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualification

DR. Rajesh B.V.A,
Bhowmik
M.F.A,
NET, Ph.D.
SOLO EXHIBITION :
2012,
2011
2011
2010
2010
GROUP EXHIBITION :
2012
2012
2012, ‘09
2011

Filled

Designation

Specialization

Assistant
Professor

Drawing
Painting

No.
of
years of
teaching
experience

No. of Ph.D
students
guided during
the year
& 12 years 04 (On
and more going)

Rabindra Bhawan, New Delhi.
Lalithakala Akademi, Trivandrum.
Gaitey Theatre, Shimla.
Regional Lalit Kala Akademy, Lucknow.
Jawahar Kala Kendra, Jaipur.
54TH National Exhibition (Representation from Tripura)
Nazrul Kalakshetra, Agartala,
Shimeesha Art Exhibition, Bharat Bhawan, Bhopal.
City Centre, by ICAT, Agartala, Tripura.
Kala Mela at Shillong by R.L.K.K. Kolkata.

CAMPS & WORKSHOP :
2011
2010
COLLECTION OF WORKS:
2012,
2011
2011, ’04
2010,’07,’03,
2010
2010

State workshop at Nazrul Kalakshetra, ICAT, Agartala.
National Art Festival organized by Lalit Kala Akademy,
Shillong.
Private collection, Delhi
Reliance group, Mumbai.
Information Cultural & Tourism Center at Agartala, Tripura
Lalit Kala Akademy, New Delhi.
University of Rajasthan, Jaipur
Khumlung Museum, ADC, Tripura.

PAPER PRESENTATION IN SEMINARS/CONFERENCES:
1. 3rd-5th Mar, 2010 - National Seminar, Presented on “Folk Art and Designs as
Means of Communication: A Study with reference to North-East” at Dept. of
Drawing & Painting, University of Rajasthan.
2. 9 -11th April, 2010 - International Seminar, “Psychological affinity among the
different races of North-East India: a case study of their art and crafts with
special reference to Bangladesh”, NEHU, Shillong,
3. 17-18th July, 2010 - National Seminar, “Identity among the tribal races in
North-Eastern region: Some positive and negative impacts”, Kabi Nazrul
Mahavidyalaya, Tripura.
4. 16-17th Sept, 2010 - National Seminar, “Development of education policy
among the tribal races : Problems and prospects”, M.B.B. College, Tripura
5. 3-5th May, 2011 - International Conference, “Tribal artisans and indigenous
practices with special reference to North-Eastern region”, Amrita Viswa
Vidhyapeetham, Kerala.
6. 12-13th Aug, 2011 - National Seminar, “An impression of ‘rupa’ and ‘shilpa’ in
Rigveda: Presents a core study of tribal situation in North-Eastern region of
India”, Women’s College, Tripura.
7. 12-13th Aug, 2011 - National Seminar, “Economics is only one keynote to
measure the periodical development: A study of Vedic period” (Joint Paper),
Women’s College, Tripura.
8. 24-25th Sept, 2011 - National Seminar, “Rabindranath was a silent painter: A
study”, Women’s College, Tripura.
9. 7 to 9th Oct, 2011 - International Conference, “Kushanas role in dissemination
of buddhism in south and south-east Asia: a study”, Delhi university, Delhi.
10. 19-22nd Oct, 2011 - International Conference, “Preservation of tribal culture –
a heritage of wooden crafts world: A case study of North-East corner”,
Bangalore, India.
11. 21st Nov-1st Dec, 2011, 7-Day workshop, “Director the National Mission on
Education through ICT (NME-ICT)” www.sakshat.ac.in , Tripura University.
12. 17-19th Nov 2011, XXXIInd - Annual Conference, “Significance and introduction
of designs in amulet: A history of worship, magic and superstitions”, Tripura
University.
13. 13-15th Feb, 2012 - International Seminar, “Status of womenfolk in the tribal
communities: A study of North-Eastern region of India”, Arunachal Pradesh.
14. 2nd-3rd Mar, 2012 - National Seminar, “Paintings on Ragas: An Appreciation”,
Women’s College, Tripura

Name

Qualification

Sri
B.V.A,
Subrata
M.F.A, NET
Dey
WORKSHOP:

Designation

Specialization

No. of
years of
teaching
experience

Assistant
Professor

Drawing &
Painting

3 years
and more

No. of
Ph.D
students
guided
during the
year
Nil

2013- All media camp preparatory workshop for XII triennale at Lalit kala Akademi Kolkata
2012 - Indo Bangla Public Art Workshop,organized by Chobirhat, Shabagh Dhaka,
Bangladesh
EXHIBITION :
2012 - 54th National Exhibition of Art in Agartala
2012 - Tripura Contemporary art show at city center art galley Agartala.
2011 - Dustbin Group art Exhibition at city Center Art gallery Agartala.
2010 - Group Show at gallery Blue Spade Bengalore .
2010 - Group show at city center art gallery Agartala.
Name
Qualification Designation
Specialization No. of
No. of
years of
Ph.D
teaching
students
experience guided
during the
year
Nil
Sri
B.V.A,
Assistant
Modelling & 3 years

Mukulend M.V.A,
Professor
Sculpture
and more
u Pathak
NET,
12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors :
Sl.
No.
1

Name

Institution

Period

Govt. College of Art and 2010-11
Sri Akhil Kumar Das, Assistant
Craft, Kolkata
Professor.
2
Department of Visual Arts, 2010 &
Sri Abhibrata Chakraborty,
Assam University
2013
Associate Professor.
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information :
The Guest faculties were joined in the month of Oct, 2013
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio:
Sl. No. Name of Semester
No. of Students
Students-Teachers ratio
nd
1
2 Semester
12
12:3
2
4th Semester
11
11:3
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual: N A
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
Design and Motifs in the textile of tribal communities in North-East India,
Myanmar and Bangladesh, Royal and Court Paintings, Traditional Masks of
North East India and Nepal

Vidyape
etham,
Akansha
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17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
Name of the Title of the Project
Funding
Amount (Rs.)
Faculty
Agency
DR. RAJESH DESIGN AND MOTIFS
UGC,
415,000/BHOWMIK
IN TRIBAL TEXTILES:
NEW DELHI
A STUDY OF NORTHEASTERN REGION,
BANGLADESH AND
MYANMAR
THE ROYAL AND
ICHR, NEW
250,000/COURT PAINTINGS OF DELHI
TRIPURA
WORLD OF
ICSSR, NEW
700,000/TRADITIONAL MASKS, DELHI
PERSPECTIVE OF
NORTH-EAST INDIA
AND NEPAL
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a) National collaboration b) International collaboration : NA
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received. : NA
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition
:
NA
 national recognition
:
NA
 international recognition
:
NA
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
Bodies : N A
22.Publications:

 “Folk-Art and Designs as
means of Communication: A
study with reference to
North-East”

 WWW.
Folklore &
Folkloristic
Volume
no. 4/
2011
 Folk
Art of
(June)
India
Ed: Dr.
Rita
Pratap

43-47

Indian Art
History
Congress

 KALA,
The
Journal of
Indian
Art
 History
WWW.
Folklore
Congress,
&Folkloris
Vol: XVII,
tics
2011-12
ISSN:
0975 –
 Atishay
7945



 KALA, The

 324-  Published
327

 2011
 2011
 2012

 4.
 5.
 6.

 “Traditional design and
motifs loosing respect: A
case study of North-Eastern
region”
 “Development of education
policy among the tribal races
: Problems and prospects”

Kalit,
Jaipur,
India,
 ISBN:
ISSN:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
0975
978-937945
 Monographs
5087 Chapters in Books
519-3

 Edited Books
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers
 Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social Sciences
Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average
 h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated
: NA
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated : N A
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad : NA
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify)
: NA
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Name of Faculty

DR. RAJESH
BHOWMIK

Programme

REFRESHER
COURSE

Duration

Organized by

21 DAYS
(2010)

ACADEMIC
STAFF COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY OF
RAJASTHAN

28.Student projects : 4th Semester; students are engaged in dissertation paper
which is mandatory in 4th semester of each Session.
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects : 100%.
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute : NA

29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
* Faculty: Nil
* Doctoral / post doctoral fellows :Nil
* Students : Nil
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any: Nil
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments:
The students and scholars should draw the materials, facts & figures from original
sources.
The students and scholars should not violate the code of conduct of the university
The students and scholars should be punctual and dedicated towards their assigned
jobs.
The students and scholars should mentioned the reference honestly and be aware of
plagiarism.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Programme(refer to
question no. 4)
M.F.A
(2010-11)
M.F.A
(2011-12)
M.F.A
(2012-13)
Ph.D.
(2013-14)

Applications
received

Selected
Female

Male

23

16

07

26

19

07

89

86

15

09

06

100

100

07

04

Nil

100

Nil

33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students % of students
Programme(refer from the same
from other
universities
to question no. 4)
university
within the
State
M.F.A
(2010-11)
M.F.A
(2011-12)
M.F.A
(2012-13)
Ph.D.
(2013-14)
ONGOING

Pass Percentage
Femal
Male
e
100
86

100

NIL

% of
students
from
universities
outside the
State
NIL

% of students
from other
countries

100

NIL

NIL

NIL

93

NIL

7

NIL

25

Nil

75

nil

NIL

34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
Sl. No.
Name of Students
NET/SET/GATE
YEAR/TERM
1.
Sri Palash Debnath
NET
2013 (JUNE)
35.Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs

Percentage against enrolled
100%
NA
Only 1(one) out of 4(four) years4.34%
NA
NA

36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
66%
from other universities within the State
33%
from universities from other States
33%
from universities outside the country
Nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period: NA
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library
: No
b) Internet facilities for staff and students
: AVAILABLE ONLY FOR STAFFS
c) Total number of class rooms
: 03
d) Class rooms with ICT facility
: Nil
e) Students‘ laboratories
: 02 Computer Laboratory
f) Research laboratories
: Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates: 04
a) from the host institution/university: 01
b) from other institutions/universities : 03
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university:
MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS / LIG STIPEND / SC, ST, OBC & MINOR
SCHOLARSHIPS AND INDIRA GANDHI FELLOWSHIP FOR SINGLE
GIRL CHILD, ETC. IS AVAILABLE.
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology: NA

42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how
does the department utilize the feedback?
THROUGH EXHIBITIONS / WORKSHOPS AND INTERACTION WITH
THE VISITING FACULTIES
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
OPINIONS ARE WELCOMED FROM THE STUDENTS AND THE
DEPARTMENT HAS A PRACTICE TO ASSESS THEIR VALUABLE
INFORMATION. THE REVIEW IS REFLECTED IN THE NEXT CLASSES.
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?: NA
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
Sl. No
Date
Title of the talk
Speakers
Sri Nishikant Kolge, Assistant
Professor, Department of History,
Tripura University.
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
a) Lecture cum demonstration
b) Practical oriented demonstration
c) Audio – Visual communication through LCD projector
d) Direct Performance
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
- Through regular assessment
- Display of artworks
- Feedbacks from the art lover
- Observation and Satisfaction of the examiners
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Students are participating in various exhibitions in different parts of India and
engage themselves through proper discussion/ lecture and presentation. As a
result, students of Department of Fine Arts, Tripura University achieved some
State awards, prestigious selections and they sold some artworks in well.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other :
An Annual exhibition is held every year in the premises of Tripura University.
Moreover, the students of this department used to exhibit their artworks in
different places in several forms like solo show or group show. Some exhibitions
are sponsored by different agencies.
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)
of the department.
Strengths:
1) The ratio of students and teachers are justified
2) Teachers are dedicated and performing in well
3) The relation of the students and teachers are good
1.

24.09.2012

Post Modernism

4) Students and teachers are participating their artworks in national and
international level
5) Students and teachers have a good understanding approach
Weaknesses:
1) Post of Professor and Associate Professor did not filled yet
2) Interaction programme
3) Multidisciplinary programme
4) Permanent Studio facilities
5) To create a post of Assistant Professor on history of art
Opportunities:
1) The department may extend the activities with the Lalit Kala Akademy, New
Delhi, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh, etc.
2) Conduct of Educational tour is a part of academic programme.
3) Students are may take admission in Ph.D programme after completion of PG
course
4) Department is organizing Annual exhibition in every year
5) Stipend and hostel facilities are available for the students of the department
Challenges:
1) To build the relation with the other national and international universities and
agencies.
2) Introduce the students with the main line of art field
3) To develop the professionalism among the students
4) To spare the faculty members for achieving the technical development from
the different university of excellence and different national and international
agencies
5) To flourish the artworks of students and teachers around the society
52. Future plans of the department.
a) To establish a separate new building along with space
b) To introduce the UG courses
c) To build a digital archive, library, etc.
d) To provide different studios for the students and staffs of Drawing & Painting,
Modelling & Sculpture disciplines
e) To set up a permanent exhibition hall

Evaluative Report of the Department
1. Name of the Department: Forestry & Biodiversity
2. Year of establishment: 2012
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university?: Faculty of
Sciences
4. Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.): M.Sc. & Ph.D.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: NIL
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development Rio+20
Certification program conducted in collaboration with Institute of
Astrobiological Research, Mumbai
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: NIL
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit
Syste: Semester System
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
:IL
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual
(Professors/Associate Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled Actual (including CAS & MPS)
Professor
01
Associate
01
Professors
Asst. Professors
03
03
03
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualificatio
n

Designati
on

Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experien
ce

Dr Sourabh MSc, Ph.D.
Deb
Dr Thiru
MSc, Ph.D.
Selvan
(Forestry)

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

2 years
5 years

NIL

Dr Bimal
Debnath

Assistant
Professor

Agroforestry &
Forest ecology
Tree
Improvement
and Genetic
Resources
Plant
Biodiversity &
Plant
Biotechnology

No. of
Ph.D./
M.Phil.
students
guided for
the last 4
years
NIL

9 years

NIL

M.Sc.,
Ph.D.

13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise
information : M.Sc. programme - 32 lectures

14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
M.Sc. programme- 8.33:1
Ph.D. programme- 1.33:1
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff
sanctioned, filled and actual : NIL
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies:
Forestry and Biodiversity
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international
funding agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding
agencies, project title and grants received project-wise.
Name of
Project title
Funding
Grant
faculty
agencies
receive
member
(national)
d
Dr Sourabh
Community structure, biodiversity
UGC, New 6.00
Deb
value, management practices and
Delhi
socio-economy of traditional
agroforestry systems among the ethnic
communities of Tripura.
Best Practices for Harvesting,
RCNAEB,
1.50
Processing and Marketing of selected
MoEF,
NTFPs and Medicinal Plants in
Shillong
Tripura (Co-PI)
Dr Thiru
Status survey, Conservation and
ICFRE,
7.98
Selvan
Development of sustainable resource
Dehradun
base of the Orchids of Tripura
Dr. Bimal
Cytological investigation of forest tree UGC, New 6.00
Debnath
species in Tripura
Delhi
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received:
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration: NIL
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT,
ICSSR, AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
NIL
20. Research facility / centre with : NIL
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or
corporate bodies
NIL
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international) : (3 international and 4 national)
 Monographs
 Chapters in Books : 01 (Status report)
 Edited Books

 Books with ISBN with details of publishers
 Number listed in International Database (For. Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International
Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range/average : 0.768-0.838
 h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated : NIL
24. Areas of consultancy and income generated : NIL
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories /
institutions / industries in India and abroad
 Dr Thiru Selvan, Assistant Professor of the Department was awarded the
IASc-INSA-NASI Summer Research Fellowship, 2013. He worked under
the guidance of Dr Sudesh Kumar, Senior Scientist, Division of
Biotechnology at CSIR-Institute of Himalayan Bioresource Technology
during May-July, 2013.
26.Faculty serving in a) National committees b) International committees
c) Editorial Boards d) any other (please specify)
NIL
27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation
programs, workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Name of
Conference/
Duration Organized by
Title of the
the
Seminar/
/ Date
paper
faculty
Workshop
presented
attended
Dr Thiru
Workshop on the
22nd –
State Biotech
th
Selvan
barcoding and
26 Feb., Hub, Tripura
PCR techniques
2013
University
th
th
Three Days
26 – 28
Forest Research
Discussion
training
Mar.,
Division;
on seed
programme on
2013
Department of
collection
capacity
Forest and
and
building/extensio
Wildlife,
treatment
n of Forestry for
Government of
techniques
JFMC members
Tripura
nd
Dr Bimal
Workshop on the
22 –
Sponsored by
th
Debnath
BARCODING and 26
DBT, Govt of
PCR Techniques
February India, Tripura
2013
University state
Biotech Hub,
28. Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects: 100%



percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other
universities / industry / institute
NIL
29. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
NIL
 Faculty
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows
 Students
Ms Imalisa Pal student of M.Sc. (Forestry and Biodiversity) has been
declared the National Award winner with a Certificate and a Rio +20
medallion
30. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding
(national / international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
NIL
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments: 32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Application
Selected
Pass Percentage
Programme
s received
Male Female
Male
Female
(refer to question
no. 4)
M.Sc. (2012-13)
84
02
07
NA
NA
M.Sc. (2013-14)
115
09
06
NA
NA
Ph.D. (2013-14)
17
03
01
NA
NA
33.Diversity of students
Name of the % of students % of students % of students
% of
Programme from the
from other
from
students
(refer to
same
universities
universities
from other
question no. university
within the
outside the State countries
4)
State
M.Sc.
62.5%
NIL
37.5%
NIL
Ph.D.
50%
50%
NIL
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give
details category-wise. : NA
35.Student progression NA
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
No UG course is conducted by the
Department
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs

36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
33.33%
of the same university
from other universities within the State
66.67%
from universities from other States
from universities outside the country
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt.
during the assessment period : NIL
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
g) Library
NIL
h) Internet facilities for staff and students
NIL
i) Total number of class rooms
02
j) Class rooms with ICT facility
NIL
k) Students’ laboratories
01
l) Research laboratories
NIL
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates NIL
c) from the host institution/university
d) from other institutions/universities
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the
university: 08
41. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of
new programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology: No
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes,
how does the department utilize the feedback?: NA
b. students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how
does the department utilize the feedback? : NA
c. alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the
department utilize the feedback? : NA
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
NA
44. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures
/workshops/seminar) involving external experts.
Dr. Amal Kumar Mondal, Reader, Botany and Forestry Department,
Vidyasagar University, West Bengal, India delivered a special lecture on
‘Biodiversity issues” on 10th May, 2013
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
M.Sc. & Ph.D.
 Lecture by teacher
 Class discussion conducted by teacher
 Use of Audio Visual aids like LCD, short movies etc.
 Presentation by students
 Panel discussion
 Reports on published research studies and experiments by students
 Individual projects

 Laboratory experiments performed individually or in a group
 Field tour
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly
met and learning outcomes are monitored?
Through internal assessment test and counselling with the students
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Faculty and students are directly or indirectly involved in various Forest and
biodiversity conservation activities on the occasion of world environment day,
earth day, Wildlife week etc.
49. State whether the programme/department is accredited/ graded by other
agencies? If yes, give details: No
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new
knowledge, basic or applied.
1. A status report on Non-timber Forest products of Tripura has been prepared.
2. Best Practices for Harvesting, Processing and Marketing of selected NTFPs
have been documented.
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges
(SWOC) of the department.
Strength:
1. Located in biodiversity rich north east India.
2. Full-time experienced faculty and their strong bonding with students.
3. Affordable course structure having practical utility for the society.
4. Interdisciplinary and experiential education
5. Faculty service to the university and the larger community for
environmental conservation.
Weakness:
1. Lack of infrastructure – including physical, financial and human
resources;
2. Underdeveloped campus life and facilities.
3. No undergraduate programs on the same subject
4. Lack of meritorious students
5. Lack of faculties at senior level.
Opportunities:
1. Educational opportunities related to forestry & biodiversity, a major
issue of the region.
2. Transfer of technology to the users viz, farmers/orchardists, state forest
departments and different voluntary organizations.
3. Prospect of international exchange programs and market development.
4. Opportunity to fulfill the market requirement in the sector as well as to
promote excellence in academics/research arena in forestry.
5. More conversations, partnerships and interaction with the people of the
region.
Challenges:
1. Establishment of departmental library.
2. Procurement of land for field based studies.
3. Procurement of equipments for research activities.

4. Establishment of laboratory for tissue culture and remote sensing/GIS,
restoration ecology.
5. Internet and computer facility for research scholars/students.
52. Future plans of the department.
 Carry out research in forest biotechnology, remote sensing/GIS and
other recent issues of forestry & biodiversity conducive to the
development of forestry in the country.
 To emerge as a Centre of Excellence in Forestry and Biodiversity
Conservation and Management.
 To deals with the solution based forestry research in tune with the
emerging issues in the sector, including global concerns such as climate
change, conservation of biological diversity, wetlands, sustainable
management and development of resources.

Evaluative Report of the Department Law
1.Name of the Department : DEPARTMENT OF LAW
2.Year of establishment : 2011
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Yes
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) : LL.M., Ph.D.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : Nil
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc. :
Nil
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: Nil
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments :Yes
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including CAS
& MPS)
Professor
01
Nil
Associate Professors 01
Nil
Asst. Professors
3
3
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name No.
of the
Faculty

Qualificatio
ns

Designation

Specializati
on

No. of Years
of
Experience

Dr Praveen
Mishra
Mr
Manoranjan
jha (on
Lien)
Mr Prabhat
Kumar Saha

LL.M ,Ph.D

Assistant
professor
Assistant
professor

Criminal
laws
Constitution
al law

10 years
Approx
3 years
Approx

Assistant
professor

IPR Laws

01Year
4months
Approx

LL.M

LL.M

No. of
Ph.D./
M.Phi.
students
guided for
the last 4
years
-

-

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors : 01(Approved)
Name
Institution
Year
1-Prof S.S Singh
Former Head Department of Law
2013
Prof B.N Pandey
Burdawan University
Law School B. H.U Varanasi
2013
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information:
LL.M-5%
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio:
LL.M-10:1
Ph.D-1:1

15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned,filled and actual : Nil
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: Nil
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise. : Nil
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received: Nil
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration: Nil
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.: Nil
20.Research facility / centre with : Nil
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodiesnil
22.Publications
1-Dr Praveen Mishra
Sl.
Research Paper
Journal
Issue No
ISSN/IS
No.
BN No.
1
Pardoning power under the VIDHIGYA The
Vol-7,Issue0973Indian Constitution: A
Journal of legal
2,July3825
Political Conundrum
education
December2012,
pp-83-93
2
Right To Education Act Gyanodaya The
Vol-5,Issue09742009:Revisited
Journal of
2,July1801
Progressive
December2012
Education
pp52-63
3
Corporate Criminal
Central Law
2229Liability: Shifting
Reporter
6239
Paradigms
4
Surrogate Motherhood in
VIDHIGYA The
Vol-4,Issue0973India: A Legal Vacuum,
Journal of legal
1,Jan3825
education,
June2009,pp0914
5
The Menace of Watching
Gyanodaya The
Vol-5,issue0974Internet Pornography in
Journal of
1,Jan1801
Educational Institutions A Progressive
june2013pp52legal Perspective
Education
60
6
Disputes as to Jurisdiction Global Publishing Conference
ISBN –
in e-Commerce: Legal
House (India)
Proceedings of
978-93Challenges & Possibilities (Conference
International
81563Proceedings)
Conference
13-7
7
Parliamentary Privileges:
Contemporary
Volume2231Shifting Paradigms
Research in India
3,issue2137
2,june2013pp30
1-307

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

Globalization :A
Transformative Strategy
for the Advancement of
Health Rights in India
Gender Based Violence in
India :A Critical Study
Social Protection to Senior
Citizens in India: An
Agenda for Action
Prosecutorial Misconduct
in India: A Call for Action
Social stratification of
Tribes in India: A
Situational Analysis
Codification of Customary
laws of Tribals

VIDHIGYA The
Journal of legal
education

Volume08,Janu
ary-june2013

09733825

Universal Review
:An International
Journal
The journal of
social science
Today
National law news

Volume04,No1januaryjune2013
August
Issue2013

22772723

October2012September2013,
pp45-50
Volume No3AugustSeptember2013
Volume04,no03
August
September2013
Volume-06no1,Januaryjune
2013PP-88-93

09764305

Parisheelan.

Wisdom Herald

Juvenile Delinquency in
Gyanodaya The
Armed Conflict Regions of Journal of
India :A Critical Study
Progressive
Education

23219769

07747422
2231-148

09741801

2-Dr Prabhat Kumar Saha
Sl.
Title of Research Paper
Journal
Issue No
ISSN/IS
No
BN No
TRIPS Agreement:
The Journal of
53(4), October1
Flexibilities and Options
Indian Law
December,
for developing Countries
Institute
2011
Technology
Transfer
in
Dehradun
Law
3(1),
2
TRIPS Agreement:
Review
November,
Implications for
2011
Developing Countries
23. Details of patents and income generated: Nil
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad: Nil
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any
other (please specify):
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Teachers are attending orientation programme/Refresher Course/Training Programmes
from time to time

28.Student projects
1Students write project as a part of their internal assessment during the LL.M
programme
2-All the students of LL.M IV semester have to write a dissertation as a part of their
course &curriculum of LL.M
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects: Nil
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute: Nil
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty: Nil
 Doctoral / post-doctoral fellows:
Dr Prabhat Kumar Saha has been awarded Ph.D in the year 2013
 Students: Nil
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any: Nil
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments: As formulated by the
University from time to time
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Programme(refer to
question no. 4)
LL.M. (2012-2013)

Applications
received

Male

Selected
Female

20

03

12

LL.M.(2013-2014)

17

04

11

Pass Percentage
Male
Female
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
Ph.D.

22

33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students
Programme(refe from the
r to question no. same
4)
university

02

% of students
from other
universities
within the
State
Nil

01

% of students
from
universities
outside the
State
20

% of students
from other
countries

LL.M. (201280
Nil
2013)
LL.M. (201392
Nil
08
Nil
2014)
Ph.D. (2013)
Nil
Nil
100
Nil
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.: 1 NET (OBC) Ms Tanushree Debnath in the year 2013
02 students have qualified Tripura P.C.S (J)
1-Ms Tanushree Debnath in the year 2013
2-Mr Saikat Das in the year 2013

35.Student progression: N.A.
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
N/A
PG to M.Phil.
N/A
PG to Ph.D.
N/A
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
N/A
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
Nil
from other universities within the State
Nil
from universities from other States
100
from universities outside the country
Nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period : Nil
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library: Nil
b) Internet facilities for staff and students : yes but only for staff
c) Total number of class rooms: 01
d) Class rooms with ICT facility: Nil
e) Students‘ laboratories: Nil
f) Research laboratories: Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates:
S.N
Name of the Research Scholars
Topic of Research
1.
Prakash Chandra Biswas
Topic of Research yet to be finalised
2.
Khumtiya Debbarma
Topic of Research yet to be finalised
3.
Papri Debbarma
Topic of Research yet to be finalised
4.
Rajshre Purkayasth
Topic of Research yet to be finalised
a) from the host institution/university
b) from other institutions/universities
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology: No
42.Does the department obtain feedback from : No
d. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback? : No
e. students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
f. alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.: Nil
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.:
Lecture and Case study Method.

46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored? : By interaction with stsudents
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.: Nil
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details. : No.
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied. 51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)
of the department.:
Strengths: students eager to learn , well behaved, regular
Weaknesses: No Books, No Legal Database, No professors & Associate Professors, No
non-teaching staff,
Opportunities: The Northeast region of India a region poorly connected to the Indian
mainland by a small corridor, and surrounded by many countries such as Bhutan,
Myanmar, Bangladesh and China, is the setting for a multitude of legal issues. Here we
have an opportunity to work upon these issues and come up with a viable solution.
Challenges: to attract senior faculty members, to attract good students from outside of
the state, to develop infrastructure
52.Future plans of the department.






Library with online Legal Database

Faculty exchange programmes with foreign universities
Develop the department as full-fledged Faculty of University
To organise training programme on International humanitarian law
To organise seminar/conferences

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Microbiology
2.Year of establishment: 2011
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Yes
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) : PG and PhD
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: Nil
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NO
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: No
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester system
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments : No
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including CAS & MPS)
Professor
One
Nil
Nil
Associate Professors One
Nil
Nil
Asst. Professors
Three
Two
Two
Others
Nil
Nil
Nil
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name No. of

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experience

Dr. Bipin kumar
Sharma

Ph.D

Microbial
Ecology

2yrs

Dr. Arijit
Bhattacharya

Ph.D

Assistant
Professor
(HoD I/C)
Assistant
Professor

No. of
Ph.D./M.Phi
l.students
guided for 4
years
Nil

Molecular
cell biology,
Infection
biology

4yrs

Nil

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors: Nil
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information :
Nil
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio MSc (2:16), PhD (2:4)
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned,filled and actual: Nil
16. Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: Bacterial Biofilm.
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies,
project title and grants received project-wise.
Arijit Bhattachaya, Startup-Project, UGC
Title: Exploring the Impact of Triterpenoids on Integrity of Extracellular Matrix
of Bacterial Biofilm.
-Yet to receive the grant amount

18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received: Nil
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.: Nil
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition : Nil
 national recognition : Nil
 international recognition : Nil
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
: Nil
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
:10
 Monographs
 Chapters in Books: 3
 Edited Books
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers
 Number listed in International Database (For. Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.) 4
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average 2.5-5.5
 h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated : Nil
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated : Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad : Nil
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify) : Nil
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs). Nil
28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects Nil
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute Nil
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty Nil
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows
 Students
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
: Nil
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments :
Nil

32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Programme(refer to
question no. 4)
MSc

Applications
received

Male

Selected
Female

Male

~150

PhD

10

Pass Percentage
Female

6

11

100%

100%

2

2
NA

NA

33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of
% of students
% of students
% of students
Programme
students
from other
from
from other
(refer to
from the
universities
universities
countries
question no. 4)
same
within the
outside the
university
State
State
MSc
30%
70%
70%
Nil
PhD
0
0%
100%
Nil
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise. :Nil
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
NA
PG to M.Phil.
NA
PG to Ph.D.
NA
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
NA
Employed
Nil
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
Nil
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
0
from other universities within the State
0
from universities from other States
100%
from universities outside the country
0
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period : Nil
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
c) Library : No
d) Internet facilities for staff and students : No
e) Total number of class rooms : 3
f) Class rooms with ICT facility : Nil
g) Students‘ laboratories : One
h) Research laboratories : Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university :0
b) from other institutions/universities : 4
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university. :
two

41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology. :Nil
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
g. faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how
does the department utilize the feedback? : Meetings
h. students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does
the department utilize the feedback? : Nil
i. alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the
department utilize the feedback? : Nil
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).: Nil
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts. : Nil
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. :
Lecture method, Learning by doing.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met
and learning outcomes are monitored? Faculty students meeting and weekly test.
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities. :Nil
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details. No
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied. Nil
51.Detail five majorStrengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)
of the department.
Five major strengths
1. Students and faculties are having healthy understanding
2. Long teaching hours
3. Assistance from other departments
Five major weakness
1. Lack of sufficient manpower
2. Lack of research infrastructure
3. Lack of space
4. Lack of internet
5. Lack of interdepartmental library
52.Future plans of the department.
1. To build up proper facilities in the department
2. To develop research laboratories
3. To arrange workshops and seminars on a regular basis

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Department of Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics
2.Year of establishment: 2011
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Yes (Faculty of
Science)
4. Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) : PG (M.Sc.), Ph.D.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : NO
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NO
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons: NO
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester.
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments
Faculty members taking classes of the departments of Zoology, Human
Physiology, Botany and Computer science.
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate )
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual
Professor
1
Vacant
1
Associate Professor
1
Vacant
1
Assistant Professor
3
3
3
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

No. of Years
of
Experience

Surajit
Basak

PhD

Assistant
Professor

Bioinformatics

two

No. of
Ph.D./M.Phil.
students
guided for
thelast 4 years
nil

Surajit
Bhattach
arjee

PhD

Assistant
Professor

Immunology,
Host-pathogen
interaction

two

nil

Jagdish
Rai

PhD

Assistant
Professor

Protein
Chemistry

Two

Nil

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors : No.
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information :
No.
14. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
PG- Teacher: Student= 1:4 (per semester)
PhD- Teacher: Student= 1:2
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual: Not known
16. Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
DST

17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
DST
PI: Dr. Jagdish Rai ; Funding agency : DST, Govt of India; Sanctioned amount:
23 Lakhs under SERB's OYS scheme for year 2013-16.
Project Title: “Simulation of co-translational protein folding for structure
prediction”
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
Nil
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
Nil
20.Research facility / centre with
a. state recognition : NIL
b. national recognition : NIL
c. international recognition : NIL
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
bodies : NIL
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
Dr. Surajit Basak Total no of Publications: 5 (* corresponding author)
1) Haitian Variant tcpA in Vibrio cholerae O1 El Tor strains of Kolkata, India.
Priyanka Ghosh, Arindam Naha, Surajit Basak, Santanu Ghosh, T. Ramamurthy,
Hemanta Koley, Ranjan K. Nandy, Sumio Shinoda, Haruo Watanabe, Asish K.
Mukhopadhyay*
J Clin Microbiol. 2013 (accepted for publication).
2) ASRDb: A comprehensive resource for archaeal stress response genes
Rajendra Kumar Labala, Santasabuj Das, Surajit Basak*
Bioinformation 2013, 9(12):650-655.
3) Evolutionary perspective on the origin of Haitian cholera outbreak strain
Anirban Dasgupta, Rachana Banerjee, Santasabuj Das, Surajit Basak*
Journal of Biomolecular Structure & Dynamics 2012, 30(3):338-346.
4) Evolutionary Patterning of Hemagglutinin Gene Sequence of 2009 H1N1
Pandemic
Rachana Banerjee, Ayan Roy, Fayaz Ahmad, Santasabuj Das, Surajit Basak*
Journal of Biomolecular Structure & Dynamics 2012, 29(4):733-742.
5) An adhesion protein of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhi is required for
pathogenesis and potential target for vaccine development.
Shubhamoy Ghosh, Krishnendu Chakraborty, Theeya Nagaraja, Surajit Basak,
Hemanta Koley, Shanta Dutta, Utpala Mitra, and Santasabuj Das*
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2011, 108(8):3348-3353.

Dr. Surajit Bhattacharjee Total no of Publications: 9



Das N, Sikder K, Bhattacharjee S, Bhattacharya Majumdar S, Ghosh S, Majumdar S, Dey S.
“Quercetin alleviates inflammation after short-term treatment in high-fat-fed mice.” Food
Funct. 2013, Advance Article. DOI: 10.1039/C3FO30241E.
Majumder S, Bhattacharjee S, Paul Chowdhury B, Majumdar S. “CXCL10 is critical for the

generation of protective CD8 T cell response induced by antigen pulsed CpG-ODN activated
dendritic cells”. PLoS One. 2012;7(11):e48727.
 Adhikari A, Gupta G, Majumder S, Banerjee S, Bhattacharjee S, Bhattacharya P, Kumari S,
Haldar S, Majumdar SB, Saha B, Majumdar S. “Mycobacterium indicus pranii (Mw) ReEstablishes Host Protective Immune Response in Leishmania donovani Infected
Macrophages: Critical Role of IL-12.” PLoS One. 2012;7(7):e40265.
 Bhattacharjee S, Bhattacharjee A, Majumder S, Bhattacharyya Majumdar S, Majumdar S.
“Glycyrrhizic acid suppresses Cox-2 mediated anti-inflammatory responses during
Leishmania donovani infection.” The Journal of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy.
2012;67(8):1905-14.
 Majumder S, Dey R, Bhattacharjee S, Rub A, Gupta G, Bhattacharyya Majumdar S, Saha B,
Majumdar S. “Leishmania-induced biphasic ceramide generation in macrophages is crucial
for uptake and survival of the parasite”. The Journal of Infectious Diseases. 2012;
205(10):1607-16.
 Datta S, Adak R, Chakraborty P, Haldar AK, Bhattacharjee S, Chakraborty A, Roy S, Manna
M. “Radio-attenuated leishmanial parasites as immunoprophylactic agent against
experimental murine visceral leishmaniasis.” Exp Parasitol. 2012; 130(1):39-47.
 Sinha M, Das DK, Bhattacharjee S, Majumdar S, Dey S. “Leaf extract of Moringa oleifera
prevents ionizing radiation-induced oxidative stress in mice.” J Med Food. 2011;
14(10):1167-72.
 Saha P, Bhattacharjee S, Sarkar A, Manna A, Majumder S, Chatterjee M. “Berberine
Chloride Mediates Its Anti-Leishmanial Activity via Differential Regulation of the Mitogen
Activated Protein Kinase Pathway in Macrophages. PLoS One. 2011; 6(4):e18467.
 Kar Mahapatra S, Bhattacharjee S, Chakraborty SP, Majumdar S, Roy S. “Alteration of
immune functions and Th1/Th2 cytokine balance in nicotine-induced murine macrophages:
Immunomodulatory role of eugenol and N-acetylcysteine.” International
Immunopharmacology. 2011; 11(4):485-95.
Dr. Jagadish Rai:



Chikungunya virus capsid protein contains nuclear import and export signals.
Thomas S, Rai J, John L, Schaefer S, Pützer BM, Herchenröder O. Virol J. 2013
Aug 28;10(1):269.
 Monographs
 Chapters in Books
Dr. Surajit Bhattacharjee Total number of Book Chapter-1
Bhattacharjee S*, Bhattacharya A. The Host Pathogen Interaction and
Immunomodulation during Leishmaniasis. In the book ‘Microbial Pathogenesis: Infection
and Immunity’. Edited by: Uday Kishore and Annapurna Nayak.
http://www.landesbioscience.com/curie/chapter/5422/. 2013 (*corresponding author)

 Edited Books
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers
 Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average: 3-6
 h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated : NIL

24.Areas of consultancy and income generated
NIL
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories/institutions /
industries in India and abroad
One (Dr. Surajit Bhattacharjee- Summer Research Fellowship-2014 by INSA at
JNU for two Months.
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any
other (please specify)
Dr. Surajit Basak - Reviewer of the Journals ' BMC Genomics', BMC
Bioinformatics', ' 'Infection Genetics and Evolution'.
Dr. Surajit Basak- Editorial Board member of 'ISRN Genetics' published from
New York, USA.
Dr. Surajit Bhattacharjee- Reviewer of the Journals „Plos One‟ and „Toxicology
Mechanism and Methods‟, Science PG group of Journals.
27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
NIL
28. Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects: NA
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute: NA
29. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty: NIL
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows: NIL
 Students: NIL
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
NIL
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments: Department follow the
rules of different ethical committees(Animal Ethical Committee, Biosafety Committee,
etc) constructed by the University.
University code of ethics.
33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students
% of students % of students
% of
Programme(refe from the same
from other
from
students
r to question no. university
universities
universities
from other
4)
within the
outside the
countries
State
State
M.Sc. 1st
57.1%
Nil
42.9%
Nil
Semester
M.Sc. 3rd
Semester

57.1%

Nil

42.9%

Nil

PhD
50%
Nil
50%
Nil
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
Nil

35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
NA
PG to M.Phil.
NA
PG to Ph.D.
NA
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
NA
Employed
 Campus selection
NA
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
Nil
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
Nil
from other universities within the State
Nil
from universities from other States
100%
from universities outside the country
Nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period : Nil
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
 Library Nil
 Internet facilities for staff and students : Available
 Total number of class rooms: 2 Theory and 2 Practical
 Class rooms with ICT facility: Nil
 Students‘ laboratories: 2
 Research laboratories: 1
39. List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
 from the host institution/university: 2
 from other institutions/universities: 2
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university:
Eighteen (18) Students from First and Third Semester.
41. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
No
42. Does the department obtain feedback from

faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how
Yes. By analysing the student performance through continuous evaluation
method.

students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
Yes. The Departmental DC addresses the issues based on the student feedback.

alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the Department
utilize the feedback?
Nil
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10): NA
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
1. Prof. Somdatta Sinha from IISER Mohali given one seminar on Systems
Biology during August, 2012.

45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Interactive teaching, assignment based teaching.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
Periodic assessment, Seminar presentation and student feedback.
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Faculty members and Students were actively engaged in different extension activities:
1. Dr. Surajit Basak:
2. Dr. Surajit Bhattacharjee:
3. MSc Students Joined as trainee in Biotech Hub of Tripura University:
In 2012-2013 two student from Second Semester Selected as trainee
In 2013-2014 One student from First semester and One student from Third
semester were selected as trainee.
4. Students were participated in Cultural Festival as a group activity.
d. Students were actively participated in University Sports events.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details.
No
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
Faculty members actively involved in basic and applied research and published
their work in several reputed referred journal.
Dr. Surajit Basak actively working in the field of genome sequence analysis
through bioinformatics approach. He has experience working with bacterial, viral,
plant and human genome.
Dr. Surajit Bhattacharjee actively working on characterization of host pathogen
interaction using Leishmaniasis as an immunosuppressive disease model. He is
also working on exploring the activity of different plant based drug candidates for
their anti-biofilm and anti-leishmanial activity.
51. Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
Five major strengths
a) Faculty members are highly supportive to the students.
b) Students are encouraged for different national level competitive
examinations and scientific events.
c) Assistance from other departments.
d) Faculty members of this department actively participate in teaching
programme of other departments.
e) Interdisciplinary nature of teaching programme.
Five major weakness
a) Lack of supportive manpower
b) Lack of research infrastructure
c) Lack of space
d) Water scarcity (Drinking and Toilet)
e) Lack of sufficient internet connection.
Five major opportunities
1. The advent and spreading of translational research in biological sciences

2.
3.

4.

5.

specifically in the field of molecular biology and bioinformatics will be a
good opportunity for this department
Support from all the other life science departments will provide a good
opportunity for the development of this department.
The faculty members actively involved in collaborative research with
renowned national universities and research institutes which provide this
department a better opportunity to grow.
Department have already started to build up a better infrastructure for
research work in the field of Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics which
is also proved to be good opportunity for the department.
Interdisciplinary approach to teaching and research.

Five major Challenges:
1. To develop the need based curriculum for the betterment of the students.
2. Improve the teaching and research quality of the department.
3. To develop subject curriculum based on the requirement of the society so
that the knowledge can be utilized for the development of the society.
4. Good placement of the students.
5. To establish international collaboration.
52. Future plans of the department.
1. Development of proper infrastructural facilities for research programme.
2. Development of effective teaching programme for the future career
upliftment of the students.
3. To arrange workshops and seminars on a regular basis.
4. Faculty members of this department contacted several biotech companies
and research institutes regarding their requirements for recruiting
research fellows and students in biotech, bioinformatics companies. In
future they planned to modify the course curriculum based on this
information, so that the students will be benefitted.

EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT
1. Name of the Department: Department of Pharmacy
2. Year of establishment :
2011
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? :
Yes, School of Medical Science
4. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.):
Master of Pharmacy in Pharmaceutical Chemistry & Ph.D in Pharmacy
5. Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved : Nil
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NA
7. Details of programmes / courses discontinued, if any, with reasons: NA
8. Annual/ Semester/Choice Based Credit System: Semester Based System adopted.
9. Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other departments:
Elective Course.
10. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors):
Sanctioned
Filled
01
00
Professor
01
00
Associate Professors
03
02
Assistant Professors
11. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation and specialisation
(D.Sc./D.Litt./ Ph.D./M.Phil., etc.) :
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experience

Dr.
Kuntal
Manna

B.Pharm,
M.Pharm,
Ph.D, DISM

Medicinal
Chemistry &
CADD

10 Years

Mr. Rajat
Ghosh

B.Pharm,
M.Pharm

Asst.
Professor and
Head Incharge
Asst.
Professor

Pharmaceutical
Chemistry

05 Years

No. of
Ph.D.
Students
guided for
the last 4
years
Nil

Nil

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, faculty, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors : Nil
13. Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information:
NA
14. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio: 11:1 (Student: Teacher)
15. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: Nil
16. Research thrust areas recognized by funding agencies: Pharmaceutical Sciences
17. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies and
grants received project-wise.
a) National funding agencies : Two
b) International funding agencies : Nil

Sl. No
1.

Project Title

Chalcones and their derivatives: Design, synthesis
and evaluation of various applications
2.
Development of calixarene-based drugs: Design,
synthesis/formulation and potential pharmacological
applications
c) Total grants received: Rs. 29 Lakhs

Funding
Agency
UGC

Period

Amount

2 Years

06 Lakhs

DST

3 Years

23 Lakhs

18. Inter-institutional collaborative projects and grants received: Nil
a) All India collaboration:
Nil
b) International:
Nil
19. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
etc.; total grants received : Yes, Rs. 29 Lakhs
20. Research facility / centre with :
• State recognition :
Nil
• National recognition :
Nil
• International recognition : Nil
21. Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
: Nil
22. Publications (detailed list is provided at the end of Departmental Evaluative Report)
:
* Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international) : 13
* Monographs :
Nil
* Chapters in Books :
Nil
* Edited Books :
Nil
* Books with ISBN with details of publishers :
Nil
* Number listed in International Database (For e.g. Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social Sciences
Directory, EBSCO host, etc.) :
Nil
* Citation Index – range / average : 5
* SNIP :
Nil
* SJR :
Nil
* Impact Factor – range / average : 3
* h-index :
Nil
23. Details of patents and income generated :
Nil
24. Areas of consultancy and income generated :
Nil
25. Faculty selected nationally/ internationally to visit other laboratories in India and
abroad :
Nil
26. Faculty serving in
a) National committees :
Nil
b) International committees :
Nil
c) Editorial Boards :
Nil
d) any other (please specify) :
Nil
27. Faculty recharging strategies : Nil
28. Student projects:
 Two students of M.Pharm (Semester -III) doing their projects at IICB, Kolkata
and RIMS, Manipur.
 Other Nine students of M.Pharm (Semester -III) doing their projects at the
Department.

 Two students started Ph.D course work at the Department.
29. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by :
• Faculty :
Nil
• Doctoral / post doctoral fellows :
Nil
• Students :
Nil
30. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any : Nil
31. Code of ethics for research followed by the departments : Strict avoidance of
plagiarism and faithful documentation of research resources and Institution
Animal Ethical Committee clearance for Animal Screening / preclinical screening.
32. Student profile course-wise :
NA
33. Diversity of students :
NA
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise : NA
35. Student progression :
NA
36. Diversity of staff :
of the same university
- No
from other universities within the State
- No
from universities from other States
- Yes
Percentage of faculty who are graduates from universities
outside the country
- Nil
37. Number of faculty who were awarded Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period : Nil
38. Present details of infrastructural facilities with regard to :
a) Library : Central Library – YES, But
No departmental library
b) Internet facilities for staff and students:
Yes.
c) Total number of class rooms :
02 (Two)
d) Class rooms with ICT facility :
Nil
e) Students‘ laboratories :
02 (Two)
f) Research laboratories :
01 (One)
39. List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates :
a) from the host university :
Nil
b) from other universities :
Two
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university:
05 (Five)
41. Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology : Yes, preparation of syllabus for PG
in Pharma. Chemistry is underway in consultation with various syllabi of
universities and institutions across the country and AICTE.
42. Does the department obtain feedback from.
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback? :
No
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback? :
No
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?: No
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10) : NA
44. Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts. : NA

45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes. :
Audio-Visual Teaching, Student Centric Learning Process, Video and Animation
for better explanations and plastic model experiments.
46. How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored? : Students individual performance in
examinations and seminar presentations, communication skills, attitude and
professionalism.
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.: NA
48. Give details of ―beyond syllabus scholarly activities‖ of the department: NA
49. State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details: NO
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied: Nil
51. Future plans of the department : The Department has proposed for more
Teaching Posts so that it can start more specialization in PG Pharmacy as well as
other extension programmes in the near future.
52. Detail any five Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department :
STRENGTHS: What DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY does well.
 Caring, dedicated, and expert faculty members
 Employee involvement with student learning activities
 Employee involvement in the community
 Strong leadership with integrity and vision
 Institutional commitment to professional development
 Goodwill, respect, and recognition in the community/region
 Outstanding technology, supports
 Workforce outreach programs
 Quality education and high standards
 Student-centered learning resources
 Financial aid and scholarship availability
 Good counseling and advising
 Good sports teams
 Clean and safe campuses
WEAKNESSES: What DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY could improve
upon.
 Internal communication
 Mentoring and training for faculty
 Participation in governance and decision making
 Comprehensive marketing plan
 Reliance on part-time faculty and staff
 Instructional space, program-related labs
 Staffing levels in offices
 Resources for Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP)
 Support staff for extended hours, future growth
 Pedagogical training
 Tutoring availability
 Student clubs and activities
 Faculty advising model
 Career-related programs, need for short duration and internships for Faculty
 Bureaucratic obstacles




Remort geographical area, lack of Infrastructure including building.
Alumni outreach
OPPORTUNITIES: What DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY can do for
growth and programming.
 Generating potential professional Pharmacists for the healthcare.
 Generating rational research capable PG and Ph.D candidates to contribute the
New Drug Discovery for the great Country.
 Faculty members have highly potential in pharmaceutical research and
development.
 Department has capable to establish drug testing laboratories.
 Department has capable to explore natural resource as a drug in the NorthEastern region.
 Continue to upgrade and expand to welcoming, multi-use facilities
 Include campus space for community use
 Develop a marketing plan.
 Recruit enthusiastic, competent faculty and staff members
 Seek additional sources of revenue
 Increase mentoring and leadership development internally
 Streamline processes, using new method and technology
 Review internal positions and processes to enhance efficiency and relationships
 Integrate ongoing training for staff
 Engage volunteers and alumni
 Enhance pedagogical training
 Organize improvement input from staff serving students daily
 Expand sports teams/clubs
 Maintain currency with instructional technology, equipment infrastructure
 Increase career services for students
 Seek national professional accreditation for the students.
 Redesign developmental studies
THREATS: Things that may inhibit future DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY
successes.
 Poor lab. facilities
 Poor computer facilities
 Lack of industrial ties
 Not enough faculty
 Quality and number of students
 Not enough interaction with other departments
 Lack of funds
 Not enough collaboration among faculty
 Low faculty and student commitment
 Low population growth in service region
 Ability to hire individuals to support growth, expand services
 Regional perception of higher education value
 Low morale, sense of participation
 Lack of public awareness
 Lack of regional broadband
 Communication deficits
 Inadequate facilities
 Failure to continually update curricula and equipments
 External distractions on leadership focus

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
Kuntal Manna, Yadvendra K. Agrawal, Potent in vitro and in vivo antitubercular
activity of certain newly synthesized indophenazine 1,3,5-trisubstitutedpyrazoline
derivatives bearing benzofuran, Medicinal Chemistry Research,(2011) 20:300-306.
(Impact Factor: 1.037).
Kuntal Manna, Yadvendra K. Agrawal, Design, synthesis, and antitubercular
evaluation of novel series of 3-benzofuran-5-aryl-1-pyrazolyl-pyridylmethanone
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Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Department of Physical Education
2.Year of establishment : 2011
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? : Yes (Faculty of Arts
& Commerce)
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.)
Master of Physical Education (M.P.Ed.)
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved
-Nil6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.
-Nil7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons
-Nil8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System
-Semester system
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments
-Nil10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled Actual (including CAS & MPS)
Professor
One (1)
0
0
Associate Professors One (1)
0
0
Asst. Professors
Three (3)
3
3
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name No. of

Qualification

Designation Specialization

No. of Years
of Experience

Dr.
Krishnendu
Dhar

Ph.D,
M.Phil,
M.P.Ed.
NET
Ph.D, M.P.E.
NET
Ph.D,
M.Phil,
M.P.E. NET

Asstt.
Professor

2yrs

No. of
Ph.D./M.P
hil.students
guided for
thelast 4
years
-

9yrs

-

3yrs

-

Dr. Sudip
Das
Dr. Sanjib
Kumar
Bhowmik

Asstt.
Professor
Asstt.
Professor

Sports
Biomechanics,
Exercise
Physiology

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
-Nil13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
20% of total Classes
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio - 14:1
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned,filled and actual - Nil

16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: Nil
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
Nil
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
22.Publications:
Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
 Monographs
 Chapters in Books
 Edited Books
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers :
A Text book on Yoga and Health
Published by Sports Publications, New Delhi
ISBN: 978-81-7879-725-0
Sharirik Shiksha me parikshan avam mapan (Hindi)
Published by Sports Publications, New Delhi; ISBN: 978-81-7879-786-1
 Number listed in International Database (For . Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average
 h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify)
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by

 Faculty
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows
 Students
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments
-As per University code of Ethics
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Programme(refer to
question no. 4)
M.P.Ed. (2012)
M.P.Ed. (2013)

Applications
received
34
32

Male
9
17

Selected
Female
3
3

Pass Percentage
Male
Female
33%
68%

50%
45%

33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students % of students
% of students
% of
Programme(refe from the same from other
from universities students
r to question no. university
universities
outside the State
from other
4)
within the State
countries
M.P.Ed. 2012
10
2
16%
0
M.P.Ed. 2013
20
0
20%
0
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage againstenrolled
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
d. Campus selection
e. Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
33%
from other universities within the State
from universities from other States
66%
from universities outside the country
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period
a) 02 (Two) M.Phil & Ph.D.
b) 01 (one) Ph.D
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
 Library - Central Library Facility has been shared
 Internet facilities for staff and students -Exists with in the Department which
has been used by the students also
 Total number of class rooms - Two

 Class rooms with ICT facility -Nil
 Students‘ laboratories -Nil
 Research laboratories -Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
Total Five (5) research scholars [ 3 full time and 2 part time scholars]
 from the host institution/university- Nil
 from other institutions/universities : Five (05)
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
-03 students where 2 are UGC JRF and 1 getting Tripura University scholarship
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
University Ph.D. entrance test
42. Does the department obtain feedback from
Yes, Students are asked to evaluate the whole program run by the Department
after the end of each semester.
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback?
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
-Nil
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Lecture and Demonstration method along with audio visual aids are used in teaching.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
With monthly internal examination and through the small class assignments
which are asked to submit in regular intervals.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
Teachers: The faculty members are well equipped and efficient. They used to attend
different national and international seminars, conferences. With that participated in
many workshops to attained knowledge and make them competent with the up
gradation of the subjects.
Students: The Department organises varies programs with the students as an organiser
to build the leadership quality and the management quality with in the students.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details.
-No, [Department of Physical Education is in a process of preparation to avail the
NCTE Affiliation.]
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
Strength:
 Good and experienced academicians as teaching faculty.




Small intake of students
Good Understanding among the faculty members and versatility in the area of
specialization which makes the Department
Weaknesses
 Inadequate space for Department to run the laboratory.
 Lack of Infrastructural facilities
 less number of faculty and lack of Professor.
 Lack of Ministerial staffs to run the office smoothly.
 Lack of Ground facility and infrastructure to run the field practical classes.
Opportunity
 Good number of Students appearing for the entrance and good future scope of
expansion of this subject.
 Good scopes in future development for the students as well as the Department.
 Good energetic faculties and students to establish and flourish the Department
Challenges
 As a new area of study this subject faces a lot of challenges to establish.
 Lots of Infrastructural development is needs which needs to be set up with in a
short period of time.
 High scope and expectations from various parts needs to be matched.
52.Future plans of the department.
In near future the Department of Physical Education would like to establish research
laboratories for the specialized areas like Sports Biomechanics, Exercise Physiology,
Anthropometry, Sports Psychology. This will help to boost the research in these
particular areas.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Psychology
2.Year of establishment: 2011
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Faculty/ school of Arts
and Commerce: Faculty of Arts and Commerce
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc. D.Litt. etc.): PG, Ph.D.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved: NA
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NA
7. Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons. N.A
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester System
9. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments.
Faculties take classes in the MRMD, MBA department as well Ph D course work
classes in Social sciences
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including CAS & MPS)
Professor
01
0
Associate Professors 01
0
Asst. Professors
03
02
02
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name. of
The Faculty

Qualification

Designati
on

DR.
RAJESH
GANESAN

M.S. (ISA),
Assistant
PH.D. (Psy.), Professor

Specialization

No. of Years of
Experience

Applications
of Behaviour
Technology

16 Years 4
Months
Research
Experience: June
1997 – Dec.
2011: Exe.
Director, Global
Inst. of Behaviour
Technology,
Coimbatore.
Teaching
Experience:
Dec. 2011 – Till
Date: Assistant
Professor, Dept.
of Psychology,
Tripura Central
University,
Tripura West.

No. of
Ph.D./M.
Phil.
students
guided for
the last 4
years
Presently
Guiding two
research
scholars

DR
ANJANA
BHATTACH
ARJEE

MA, PHD

Assistant
Professor

Applied
Psychology
( Clinical and
Forensic
Psychology

Six years
teaching
experience and
Nearly 12 years
research
experience

Presently
Guiding two
research
scholars

12. List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors (2012-2013)
Name
Institution
Professor D.C Nath
Deptt.of Applied Psychology,
Calcutta University
Professor. S. Dasgupta
Deptt.of Applied Psychology,
Calcutta University
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
1st Semester(July-December,2012)=40.92% 2nd Semester(JanuaryJune,2013)=47.4%
1st Semester (July-December,2013)=22%
2nd Semester(Januaryrd
3 Semester(July-December,2013)=17.49% June,2014)=44.44%
4th Semester(JanuaryJune,2014)=42.86%
14. Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio: 14:1 (28 PG students) and 4 research
scholars 2:1
15. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual. No support staff at present.
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies: NA
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise. : NIL
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received: NIL
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.: NIL
20.Research facility / centre with (NIL)
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate
Bodies: NIL
22.Publications:
Details of Publications of Dr. Rajesh Ganesan
1. Rajesh, G. Guidance Needs of School going Adolescents: Progressive Outlook
(ISSN: 2231 - 2358), 3, 1B, 396 – 400, 2013, Ideal Foundation..
IN REFEREED JOURNALS:
1. Rajesh, G. Management of Examination Phobia with Brief Behaviour Technology.
Indian Journal of Community Psychology, 9, I, March, 2013.
2. Rajesh, G. Management of Acute Examination Phobia with Brief Behaviour
Technology. Journal of Indian Health Psychology Vol. 7, No. 1 Sep, 2012.
BOOK REVIEW:
Rajesh, G., ―Dr. Partha Choudhary in Liminous Life: A New Model of Humanistic
Psychotherapy‖, . Indian Journal of Community Psychology, 2012, 8 (2), 433.

Details of Publications of Dr. Anjana Bhatttacharjee
Book Chapter: Anjana Bhattacharjee (2013). Violation of Rights: A Study among
Destitute Women of Tripura; In: Women‘s Right as Human Rights in India Problems
and Paradoxes, C.B. Majumder et al.( Eds,), 101-113pp, Axis Books Private Limited,
New Delhi.
Journal Publication:
Name of Publication
Name of the Name of the Year
of
Journal
Author
Publication
Who feels happier? A study on
Voice of
Bhttacharjee. December,
Government and private sector
Research
A.
2013
employees of Tripura ( Vol 2,
No 3, 34-36)
Who is more Suicidal? A Study
Indian Journal
Bhttacharjee. March 2013
among cancer patients with
of Health and
A.
special reference to Tripura"
Wellbeing
(Vol. 4, No 4,)
(with Impact
factor 0.47)
Self Esteem and Aggression
International
Bhttacharjee. March 2013
among School Students: A
Journal of
A.
Comparative Study
Education and
(Vol. 3, No 1, 78-83)
Management
Studies
Self Concept of Cancer Patients: Voice of
Bhttacharjee. March 2013
A Comparative Study.(Vol. 1,
Research
A.
No 4, 40-43)
Anxiety and Depression among
Indian Journal
Bhttacharjee. July 2012
Physically Abused Women: A
of
A.
Comparative Study (Vol. 3, 22Psychological
32)
Science
Role of Gender and Community Indian Journal
Bhttacharjee. April 2012
in Aggression: A Study among
of Applied
A.
Adolescents of Tripura ( Vol. 49, Psychology
11-16)
Socioeconomic and
International
Bhttacharjee. December
Demographic profile of the
Journal of
A.
2011
Suicide victims of Tripura ( Vol. Behavioural
26, 17-26)
Sciences
Effect of gender and Duration of Journal of the
Bhttacharjee. December
illness on self esteem and
Psychosocial
A. & Deb.S
2011
emotional control of depressive
Research
patients ( Vol. 6, 275-280)
Impact of Gender and
Indian Journal
Bhttacharjee. August2011
Community on Locus of control of Psychology
A.
and Self esteem among
and Mental
undergraduate students ( Vol. 5, Health
No 2; 5-13)

A Study on Locus of Control,
Anxiety and Depression of the
Tribal College Students of
Tripura (Vol. 4, No. 1)
Personality Disposition of
Juvenile Delinquency (Vol. 2,
No 1, 81-92)
Gender and Community
Differences on Anxiety and
Depression among College
students ( Vol. 2, (2), 374-377)
Self concept , anxiety and
depression of married and
unmarried women – a
comparative study ( Vol. 1, No
1,103- 109)
A study on Self esteem , anxiety
and depression of tribal
undergraduate students.( Vol. 5,
No 1,14-20)
Suicide- A Psychological View
Point
( Vol 3, No. 2)
Self esteem of tribal and non
tribal college students of Tripura
( Vol. 1, No 1, 146-155)

Folklore and
Folkloristics

Bhttacharjee.
A.

June 2011

Indian Journal
of
Psychological
Science
Indian Journal
of health and
Well being

Bhttacharjee.
A.

June 2011

Bhttacharjee.
A.

June 2011

Journal of
Psychology and
Education

Bhttacharjee.
A.

January 2011

Indian Journal
of Psychology
& Mental
Health
Folklore and
Folklorists

Bhttacharjee.
A.

January 2011

Bhttacharjee.
A.

December
2010

Indian Journal
of
Psychological
Science
Psyber news

Bhttacharjee.
A.

December
2010

Bhttacharjee.
A.

October 2010

Gender differences in personally
and socially perceived self
esteem of tribal college students
of Tripura (Vol. 1, No 4, 47-48)
Invited Lecturers:
Name of the Faculty
Topic of Lecture
Dr. Anjana Bhattacharjee Motivation and Staff
development

Institution
Tripura Nursing Council,
Directorate of Health
Services , Agartala (on
26.09.2011)
Dr. Anjana Bhattacharjee Connecting girls,
ONGC, Agartala (on
Inspiring Future
26.03.2012)
Dr. Anjana Bhattacharjee Motivation and Stress
Kendriya Vidyalaya,
Management
Agartala (0n 11.11.2013)
Dr. Anjana Bhattacharjee Psychological and cultural KTDS Police Training
factors influencing
Academy, Tripura ( on
behaviour
29.11.2013)
Dr. Anjana Bhattacharjee also delivered invited Talks on different social issues
like Divorce, Suicide, Counselling of housewives and elderly dealing with stress
etc on different local TV channels Like Khoboor 365 days, Prasar Bharati etc.

23. Details of patents and income generated: NIL
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad: NIL
26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify): Yes
1. LIST OF Dr. RAJESH GANESAN:
 Life Member - Coimbatore Psychology Association (CPA)
- since Dec 1991.
 Life Member - Indian Science Congress Association (ISCA)
- since May 1999.
 Life Member - Community Psychology Association of India (CPAI)
- since Jan 2000.

2. LIST OF DR. ANJANA BHATTACHARJEE:
A) National Committees:
1) Founder Member of National Association of Psychological Science.
3) Life Member of Indian Association for Social Science and Health.
4) Life member of Intellectual Foundation of India
5) Life member and Former State Convener of Indian School Psychology
Association( up to 2013)
C) Editorial Boards:
1) Advisory Board Member in the Indian Journal of Psychological Science.
2) Editorial Committee Member in the Journal of Voice of Research (A
International Journal).
3) Editorial Board Member of Indian Journal of Psychology and Education
4) Peer reviewer of Andhra Pradesh Journal of Psychological Medicine
D) Any Other
1) Member of Negotiation Team (for dealing with Crisis Situation), Govt. of Tripura.
2) Former Alternate Member of Aerodrome Committee, Airport Authority of
India, Agartala Airport
3) Member of different committees of Tripura University like Womens‟ Studies
Centre, Fact finding Committee, Anti Ragging Squad, PG Board of Studies etc.
27. Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).: The Faculties attend the ASC
refresher /orientation programmes, workshops and training programme etc from
time to time.
28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects: All the students of the department( 28 in No) are
conducting departmental level projects (as a part of internal evaluation of
theory papers)
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute: Nil
29. Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
HONORS:
Dr. Rajesh Ganesan,
 Selected Participant, Obtained 'A' Grade in the UGC Sponsored Refresher

Course in the subject "Sociology as an Art Form" (Interdisciplinary) conducted
by UGC Academic Staff College, Jadavpur University from 10th March to 30th
March 2012.
DR. ANJANA BHATTACHARJEE
 Achieved Best Paper Award in the International Conference on Law, Education
and Humanities organized by the International Centre of Economics,
Humanities and Management at Pattaya, Thailand.
 Achieved Best Paper Award in the 48th National and 17th International
conference of IAAP organized by the P.G Dept of Studies and Research in
Psychology, Karnatak University (in the Scientific Session 7 on ‗Psychology in
the Public Interest‘)
 Achieved Gold Medal in B. A. (Hons.) for securing 1st Class first position.
 Achieved Indrani Banerjee Memorial Award for securing highest marks in
Psychology (Hons.).
 Achieved Rajobala-Suresh Chandra Nandi Award for securing highest
marks in Psychology in H. S. (+2 stage) in Tripura (State Level).
Doctoral / post doctoral fellows:
Amrita Banerjee(Research Scholar),obtained gold medal for being first class first
in Psychology Honours from Tripura University
Student:
Antara Chakraborty (4th Semester student), obtained gold medal for being first
class first in Psychology Honours from Tripura University
30. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national/
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any .: NIL
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments:
All the research scholars were selected through RET exam and they have been
enrolled according to their merit. We always emphasize on original research
work.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name
of
the
Programme(refer to
question no. 4)
MA/MSC in
Psychology ( Year
2012)
MA/MSC in
Psychology ( Year
2013)

Applications
received

Selected
Male

Female

Pass Percentage
Male
Female

25

03

11

100%

100%

31

04

10

100%

100%

33.Diversity of students
Name of the
% of students
Programme(refe from the same
r to question no. university
4)

% of students
from other
universities
within the State

% of students
% of
from
students
universities
from other
outside the
countries
State
PG
96.43%
Nil
3.57%
Nil
Ph.D
Nil
Nil
100%
Nil
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defence Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
Category- wise.: NA

35.Student progression: N.A
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates

Percentage againstenrolled

of the same university
50%
from other universities within the State
from universities from other States
50%
from universities outside the country
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period. NIL
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library: Nil
b) Internet facilities for staff and students. Yes (for Faculties only)
c) Total number of class rooms. 02
d) Class rooms with ICT facility: Nil
e) Students‘ laboratories: Nil
f) Research laboratories: Nil
39. List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates.
a) from the host institution/university. Enrolled in the doctoral programme.
b) from other institutions/universities: All the four research scholars were from
other Universities ( Outside the state).
1. Rebeka Debbarma
2. Moon Banerjee
3. Mahuya Deb
4. Amrita Banerjee
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university:
All the students (100%) are getting financial assistance.
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.: The faculty members
42.Does the department obtain feedback from :
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does
the department utilize the feedback? NA
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback? NA
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback? NA
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10): NA

44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) involving external experts.
Special Lectures have been organised for student enrichment and the speakers
were:
1. Prof. Sadhan Dasgupta, Head, Department of Applied Psychology, University
of Calcutta and the topic was ‗Mental Health Problems of Students: Some
Challenges for the New Millennium‘ (on 20th December, 2013).
45. List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes:
Lecture, Practical, tutorials, group discussion, classroom seminar, Quiz
competition etc.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
Objective & subjective test, viva, practical demonstration, test administration,
class presentation, problem solving puzzle, Class presentation etc.
47. Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
All the students, faculties and research scholars participated in different extension
activities like annual sports, blood donation camp, etc.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details. NA
Cultural programme and sports activities by the students and faculties and participation
on awareness programme.
All the students and faculties involved in annual sports activity, different cultural
programmes of the university.
50. Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.: NA
51.Detail five majorStrengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC)
of the department.
Major Strengths:
 Department has qualified faculty members
 Faculty members are actively engaged in research related activities
 Faculty Diversity is present.
 Faculty members are using recent technology in the classroom teaching learning
situation
 Faculty members are actively engaged in community based activities
Major Weaknesses:
 Insufficient faculty member( the department has only two faculties)
 Inadequate classroom
 No computer lab
 No permanent office staff
Opportunities:
 There is an opportunity to develop Crisis Intervention Centre for Students
 There is an opportunity to develop a Psychological Testing Centre (Service
Program Unit)
 There is a scope for conducting in-depth research in different areas related to
human behaviour
 There is a scope for conducting awareness campaigns on mental health related
issues

Challenges:
 To build a departmental library
 To ensure placement of students in different sectors
 To start multiple specialization program
 To develop collaboration with national and international institutions
52. Future plans of the department:
The department will organise different development programmes for the
students as well as faculties including workshops, special lectures, and
Awareness Campaigning, National and International seminars. The
department will also submit research proposals to different funding agencies
like UGC, ICSSR, ICMR, etc.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : SOCIOLOGY
2.Year of establishment
2011
3. Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Yes.
Post Graduate Studies: Arts and Commerce
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) - P.G. & Ph.D.
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved
Presently the faculties of department of Sociology and MRMD are engaged in research
project on ‗Initial Social Impact assessment of Tripura Forest Environment
Improvement and Poverty Alleviation Project (Tripura JICA)‘.
6. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.
Nil.
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons
No.
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System
Semester
9.Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments
Department faculties taught as Guest Teacher in





Department of MBA, Course PS 107- Fundamentals of Psychology and Sociology,
Tripura University (A Central University).
Department of Rural Management and Development (MRMD), 2nd Semester (20112013) & 2012-2014 batch), Department of MRMD, Course Rural Sociology, Tripura
University(A Central University)
Department faculties taught as Guest Teacher in the Department of Political
Science (2011-12), Course- Political Sociology.

10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned
Filled
Actual (including
CAS & MPS)
Professor
01
0
Associate Professors 01
0
Asst. Professors
03
03
03
Others
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance
Name No. of

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

No. of Years of
Experience

No. of
Ph.D./M.Phi
l.students
guided for
the last 4
years

Mr. Rajeev
Dubey

M.A., M.Phil.
(UGC-NET
& JRF)

Assistant
Professor
& In-Charge

Sociology of
Religion, Sociology
of Education,
Gender and Society.

2.6 years of
teaching
experience

Nil

Dr.Gadadhara
Mohapatra

M.A., M.Phil,
Ph.D,(UGCNET), Post

Assistant
Professor

Sociology of
Economic
Life/Development,

6.6 years
(2 years
(teaching & 1 year

Nil

Doctorate

Dr. Sharmila
Chhotaray

MA, M.Phil,
Ph.D

Assistant
Professor

Political Sociology,
Sociology of Gender
and Tribal Studies

Post-Doctoral
Research
experience, 3.6
year
Research
Experience at
IIPA, New Delhi)

Sociology of Art,
Culture &
Communication,
Cultural Studies,
Gender Studies,
Development
Studies

3.9 years
(2.3 teaching &
1.6 Research &
Consultancy)

Nil

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
 Prof.Balgovind Baboo (Visiting Fellow), Sociology Department, Utkal
University, Bhubaneswar, between 7th April to 8th May, 2013.
 Prof. G. Ram, Assam University, Silchar, Visiting Lecture, during the First
Semester (July-Dec. 2012).
 Prof. Bipul Bhadra, Jadavpur University, Silchar, Visiting Lecture, during the
First Semester (July-Dec. 2012)
 Prof. Swapan Kumar Pramanick, Former Vice-Chancellor, Vidyasagar

University, Midnapur and Professor of Sociology, Calcutta University
(Retd), Visiting Fellow during July-December 2013.
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
No.
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio
M.A. Sociology 1st Semester, 2012, 9:3
M.A. Sociology 1st Semester, 2013, 10:3
Ph.D. Sociology, First Batch: 5:2
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: sanctioned,
filled and actual
01(One) Multi Task Staff for 4 Departments(Department of Sociology, Education,
Psychology & Statistics)
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies Forest Environment
Improvement and Poverty Alleviation Project (Tripura JICA).
Dynamics of Poverty: Roles of Women‘s Self Help Groups in Kalahandi District
(Erasmus Mundus Scholarship, European Commission).
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
Dr.Sharmila Chhotaray & Rajeev Dubey - Initial Social Impact assessment of
Tripura Forest Environment Improvement and Poverty Alleviation Project
(Tripura JICA), Government of Tripura, Department of Forest, Project Management
Unit, TFIPAP (Tripura JICA Project) – 2013 (Completed). Grant Received:
Rs.5,63,200/-.

18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
Rajeev Dubey - Poject of Random Sample Checking of SEMIS Data 2011-12
(Rashtriya Madhyamik Siksha Abhiyan-RMSA) – Completed.
Rajeev Dubey - Random Sample Checking of High and HS School Data under
(SEMIS), RMSA Rajya Mission, Tripura (Completed)
Rajeev Dubey - Random Sample Checking of School Level Data under (U-DISE)
2012-13, SSA Rajya Mission, Tripura (Completed).
Dr.Sharmila Chhotaray & Rajeev Dubey - Initial Social Impact assessment of
Tripura Forest Environment Improvement and Poverty Alleviation Project
(Tripura JICA), Government of Tripura, Department of Forest, Project Management
Unit, TFIPAP (Tripura JICA Project) – 2013 (Completed).
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received: Nil.
20. Research facility / centre with
Nil.
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
Nil
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international)
National
Rajeev Dubey
Dubey, Rajeev, ―New Age Religiosity‖ in The Radical Humanist, Vol. No. 70, No.10,
January 2007.
Dubey, Rajeev, ―Changing Character of Durga Puja‖ in Indian Horizon, Vol.56, No.12, January-June 2009.
Dr. Gadadhara Mohapatra
National
Mohapatra, Gadadhara and Kiran Sharma (2013), “Inclusive Growth, Poverty and
Human Development in India”, SOCIAL ACTION: A Quarterly Review of
Social Trends, ISSN 0037-7627, January-March 2013, Volume 63, No.1,pp.33-47.
Available at: http://www.isidelhi.org.in/saissues/sa113/gadadhara.pdf
Mohapatra, Gadadhara and Kiran Sharma (2012), ―Rights-Based Approach to
Chronic Poverty and Social Justice in India‖, SOCIAL ACTION: A Quarterly
Review of Social Trends, ISSN 0037-7627, July-September 2012, Volume 62,
No.3,
pp:229-243.
Available
at:
http://www.isidelhi.org.in/saissues/sa312/Gadadhara.pdf
Mohapatra, Gadadhara (2006), “Towards Democratic Nepal” (2006), THIRD
CONCEPT: An International Journal of Ideas, ISSN 0970-7247, Vol.20 No.230,
April Issue, pp.15-21.
Mohapatra, Gadadhara (2006), “Reservations: Practice and Rationale”, THIRD
CONCEPT: An International Journal of Ideas, ISSN 0970-7247, Vol.20 No.233
July Issue, pp.13-21.
International
Mohapatra, Gadadhara (2012), “Hunger and Coping Strategies among Kondh Tribe
in Kalahandi District, Odisha (Eastern India)” in Transcience Journal, ISSN:
2191-1150, Vol.3, September, Issue 2.pp:51-60, Available at:

http://www.transcience-journal.org/
Dr. Sharmila Chhotaray
National:
 Jatra Theatre as a Culture Industry: The Cultural Economy of Folk Popular
Theatre of Eastern India, ISS E-Journal: Journal of the Indian Sociological
Society, Vol 1, No 2, Jan-July 2013.
 Voices of Dissent: The Street Theatre Movement of Natya Chetana in Odisha«The
Eastern Anthropologist, Vol.65, No 3-4, July-Dec 2012: 355-374. ISSN:0012-8686
5. Revisiting the „unbroken cultural development‟ through the socio-cultural history of
pre-colonial Odisha« Lokaratna. An E-Journal of Folklore Foundation, Odhisha,
Bhubaneshwar,
India,
Vol
IV,
Dec
2011
[Online
at:
http://indianfolklore.org/journals/index.php/Lok/article/ view/1113/1335 Access: May
10, 2013].
6. Narratives of Regional Identity: Revisiting Modern Oriya Theatre from 1880-1980,
Lokaratna. An E-Journal of Folklore Foundation, Odhisha, Bhubaneshwar, India, Dec
2010,
Bhubaneswar:
47-56.
[Online
at:
http://www.dspace.cam.ac.uk/bitstream/1810/228735/1/
Lokaratna_03.pdf Access: May 10, 2013].
7. Between Then and Now: The Changing Pattern of Modern Oriya Theatre from 18801980, Odisha Historical Research Journal, Vol. LII, No. 1&2: 77-83.

International:
Review Article:
Karim H. Karim, ed. (2003) The Media of Diaspora, London / NY: Routledge, in:
Diaspora Studies, Vol 3, No 2, July-Dec, 2010: 207-217.

 Monographs
 Chapters in Books
DDubey, Rajeev, “Globalization and Quagmire of Consumerism” in Prof. P.K.
Haldhar et.al. (2012) (ed.), Contours of Globalization, Global Publishing House,
Visakhapatnam-2, Andhra Pradesh, India, ISBN: 978-93-81563-13-7, paperback, 495
pages.
D Dubey, Rajeev, ―Religious Freedom and Violation of Women‟s Right:

Understanding the Paradox‖ in by Prof. C.B. Mazumder et.al.(2013),
Women‘s Rights as Human Rights in India: Problems and Paradoxes, New
Delhi: Axis Book, ISBN: 978-93-82835-20-2.
MMohapatra, Gadadhara, “India Food Security and Increasing Energy
Consumption” in Pelfini, Alejandro et.al (ed.) 2012, ―Global Environmental and
Energy Policy: Renewable Energy in South-South Cooperation", Global Studies
Programme-FLACSO-Argentina, Published by TESEO Publishing House, Buenos
Aires, Argentina. ISBN 978-987-1867-26-4, paperback 310 pages.
MMohapatra, Gadadhara “Globalization and Changing Tribal Identity in India:
Emerging Issues” (Book Chapter 12: 174-196) in Prof. P.K. Haldhar et.al. (2012)
(ed.), Contours of Globalization, Global Publishing House, Visakhapatnam-2, Andhra
Pradesh, India, ISBN: 978-93-81563-13-7, paperback, 495 pages.
Chhotaray, Sharmila Understanding Cultural hybridization: A Case Study in P.K.
Haldhar et.al. (2012) (ed.), Contours of Globalization, Global Publishing House,
Visakhapatnam-2, Andhra Pradesh, India, ISBN: 978-93-81563-13-7, paperback, 478494.

 Edited Books
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers
MMohapatra, Gadadhara (2011), „Dynamics of Poverty: Role of Women‟s Self Help
Groups in Kalahandi District‟, published by VDM Verlag Dr. Muller
Aktiengesellschaft & Co. KG, Germany, ISBN: 978-3-639-28068-5, paperback, 400
Pages.

MMohapatra, Gadadhara (2011), ‗Dynamics of Chronic Poverty and Food Security:
A Sociological Study of Forest-Based and Mining Areas of Odisha‟, Published by
LAP LAMBERT Academic Publishing GmbH & Co. KG, Germany, ISBN: 978-38443-5048-7, paperback, 190.

Report Co-authored: Mehta, Aasha Kapur, Gadadhara Mohapatra, Akhtar Ali &
Suparna Das Mukherjee (2009), „Renewable Energy for Rural Livelihoods in
MNRE-UNDP-FRG Project Villages in Rajasthan and Uttarakhand: A
Report‟ Indian Institute of Public Administration, New Delhi sponsored by the
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Government of India, available at:
http://mnes.nic.in/pdf/rerl-project.pdf
 Number listed in International Database (For. Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.) Nil
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average
 h-index
23. Details of patents and income generated Nil
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated Nil
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad
Presented a paper on “India: Food Security and Growing Energy Consumption”, in the
Alumni Seminar on Global Environmental and Energetic Politics: Renewable Energies in
South-South Cooperation held from 22 to 25 September 2010 in Buenos Aires, organized by
the Global Studies Programme of Freiburg University at FLACSO-Argentina.
Presented a paper on “Dynamics of Chronic Poverty and Food Security in India: Review of
Issues and Evidence”, in Research Colloquium on Changing India – Yesterday and Tomorrow,
June 10-11,2011 organized by Gernot Saalmann, Department of Sociology and Global Studies
Programme, Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany, June, 2011.

Dr. Sharmila Chhotaray
DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) scholarship for attending a Summer School, at
Johannes Gutenberg Universität, Mainz, Germany, July 4-17, 2008

Paper Presentation at International conference Jatra Theatre as a
Culture Industry: The Cultural Economy of Folk Popular
Theater of Eastern India, at the Re-routing Performance ,
organised by International Federation for Theatre Research, Barcelona,
Spain, July 21-26, 2013

Invited to deliver lectures at the South Asian Art History Center, Freie Universität Berlin
on12th August of 2013 'Rethinking the Social History of Indian Folk-Popular Theatre'.

26.Faculty serving in
a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial Boards d) any other
(please specify) Nil.
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
Rajeev Dubey
Participated and presented a paper on Rapid Social Change and New Religious
Movements in Post-Independent India in International Research Workshop on
'Social Science Approaches to Urban Studies' Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi&

Sponsored by ICSSR, New Delhi, December 19-22, 2013 at The International Centre,
Goa.
Participated in the UGC Sponsored Orientation Course in Academic Staff College,
J.N.U, New Delhi from 08th April‘13 to 03rd May‘13 and obtained Grade A.
Delivered lectures as a Resource Person on:
Epistemology:
Rationalism and Positivism, Participant Observation, in the
ICSSR Workshop on Research Methodology in Social Sciences,
organized by Centre for the Study of Social Exclusion & Inclusive
Policy(CSSEIP), Tripura University in Collaboration with ICSSR-NERC
Shilong, 20th - 29th November, 2012.
Participated in the National Seminar on 'Empowerment of Women as a Transformative
Strategy for Poverty Eradication' Women's Studies Centre, Tripura University in
association with Tripura Commission for Women
Participated in the ICSSR Sponsored Special Lecture cum Workshop on 'Research in
Social Science towards Social Inclusion', Centre for the Study of Social Exclusion &
Inclusive Policy (CSSEIP) Tripura University.
Successfully completed SAKSHAM- IT Champion Training Program, Sponsored by
MHRD conducted by Microsoft and organized by Tripura University from 21/11/2011
to 01/12/2011.
Presented a paper in the International Seminar on Globalisation and Quagmire of
Consumerism: Creating a Marginal Class, Globalisation: Its Issues and Challenges with
Special Reference to India 29-30th Oct. 2011, Departments of BBA of Holy Cross
College & Tripura University.
Presented a paper on ‗Crisis of Social Transformation and New Religious Movements
in Post Independent India‘, in the 37th All India Sociological Conference 11th - 13th
December 2011, J.N.U, New Delhi.
Presented a paper in the National Seminar on ‗Combating Domestic Violence Against
Women in Contemporary Scenario‘, Vicissitudes of Violence: An Inter-Disciplinary
Conference on Conflict and Peace, 16th - 17th Jan.2012, Indraprastha College for
Women, University of Delhi.
Presented a paper on ‗Globalisation and its Impact on Indian Culture‘, in the
International Seminar on Population, Development, Disaster Management, 8th to
11thFeb.,2012, Department of Geography and Disaster Management, Tripura
University.
Presented a paper on ‗Religious Freedom and Human Rights, Women‘s Right as
Human Right‘ on 5th to 6th March.,2012, Department of Political Science in association
with Women‘s Study Centre, Tripura University.
Dr. Gadadhara Mohapatra
Successfully completed the UGC Sponsored Refresher Course in the subject
“Sociology as an Art Form”(Interdisciplinary) organized by Department of Sociology
in Collaboration with UGC - Academic Staff College, Jadavpur University, Kolkata
from 10th March to 30th March 2012 and obtained Grade A.
Successfully completed the Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi
sponsored Capacity Building in Social Science Research Training-cum-Workshop
(10days) on Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) organized by the ICSSRNorth Eastern Regional centre, Shillong on 13th -22nd February 2012 at ICSSR –NERC,
NEHU Campus, Shillong.
Delivered lectures as a Resource Person on ‘Emerging Debates: Facts

versus Values; Structure versus Agencies’ and ‘Qualitative Method –

Illustrative, Feminism, Ethnic’ in the ICSSR Workshop on Research

Methodology in Social Sciences, organized by Centre for the Study of Social
Exclusion & Inclusive Policy(CSSEIP), Tripura University in Collaboration with
ICSSR-NERC Shilong, 20th - 29th November, 2012.
Presented a paper on „Rights-Based Approach to Chronic Poverty and Social Justice
in India‟ in the National Seminar on Human Rights in 21st Century, organized by
Directorate of Distance Education, Tripura University sponsored by National Human
Rights Commission, New Delhi, on 2nd December, 2012.
Presented a paper on “Dynamics of Chronic Poverty and Food Security: A Sociological
Study of Forest-Based and Mining Areas of KBK Districts of Odisha”, under the theme of the
conference: Sociology and the Crisis of Social Transformation in India, in the Indian
Sociological Society- Diamond Jubilee Celebrations XXXVII All India Conference- 2011 held
at Centre for the Study of Social Systems, School of Social Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi during 11th – 13th December, 2011
Presented a paper on “Dynamics of Chronic Poverty and Food Security in India: Review of
Issues and Evidence”, in Research Colloquium on Changing India – Yesterday and Tomorrow,
June 10-11,2011 organized by Gernot Saalmann, Department of Sociology and Global Studies
Programme, Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany, June, 2011.
Presented a paper on “India: Food Security and Growing Energy Consumption”, in the
Alumni Seminar on Global Environmental and Energetic Politics: Renewable Energies in
South-South Cooperation held from 22 to 25 September 2010 in Buenos Aires, organized by
the Global Studies Programme of Freiburg University at FLACSO-Argentina.

Presented and participated in the XXXVI ALL INDIA SOCIOLOGICAL
CONFERENCE -2010 held in the Ravenshaw University at Cuttack in Orissa during
27-29 December 2010 on “Dynamics of Poverty and Food Security in Rural Orissa”
under the theme of the Conference: Development, Polity and Social Tensions.
Attended BMBF Workshop/Qualitative Data Analysis Workshop at Southeast
Asian Studies at Freiburg, University of Freiburg, Germany between 30 & 31st May,
2011.
Presented a paper on “Self-Help Groups and Poverty Alleviation in Orissa: A Study of
Kalahandi District”, for International Conference on ―Eradicating Chronic Poverty in
India: Policy Issues and Challenges‖, held at JNU, New Delhi.
Attended the National Workshop on “Empowerment of Women as a Transformative Strategy
for Poverty Eradication”, at Women’s Studies Centre, Tripura University in association with
Tripura Commission for Women on 18th November, 2011.

Dr. Sharmila Chhotaray
Successfully completed the UGC Sponsored Refresher Course in the subject
“Sociology as an Art Form”(Interdisciplinary) organized by Department of Sociology
in Collaboration with UGC - Academic Staff College, Jadavpur University, Kolkata
from 10th March to 30th March 2012 and obtained Grade A.
Successfully completed ICSSR (Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi) the
3rd Post-Doctoral Research Initiative Programme, North Eastern Regional Centre, NEHU
Campus, Shillong, India, Nov 2012 - March 2013
Teacher Associate at Indian Institute of Advance Studies, Shimla, India, 2014-2017
Workshop
Jan 28-29, 2013 Conference: ‘Sociology of Sanitation: Environmental Sanitation, Public Health
and Social Deprivation’, organized by Sulabh
International Centre for Action Sociology,
New Delhi,
July 1-2, 2010 Workshop: ‘Communities at the Margins: Practices and Livelihood’ at the

‘Second Papiya Ghosh Memorial Fund Annual Workshop’, Centre for the Studies in Social
Sciences, Kolkata
June 1-3, 2010 Worshop: ‘Care and Management of Audio-Visual Archives’ by the Archives
and Research Centre for Ethnomusicology at the American Institute of Indian Studies (AIIS),
Gurgaon, India
July 1-2, 2010 Workshop: ‘Communities at the Margins: Practices and Livelihood’ at the
‘Second Papiya Ghosh Memorial Fund Annual Workshop’, Centre for the Studies in Social
Sciences, Kolkata
June 1-3, 2010 Worshop: ‘Care and Management of Audio-Visual Archives’ by the Archives
and Research Centre for Ethnomusicology at the American Institute of Indian Studies (AIIS),
Gurgaon, India
July 4-17, 2008 Workshop: ‘Media-Theater in Television’ by Bettina Kasten at the
‘International Summer School 2008. Take Up the Bodies! Theatricality and Writing/Culture,
1968-2008’, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, Germany
Dec 25-26, 2006 ‘Young Sociologists Workshop’, organized by the Indian Sociological Society,
Chennai, India
Feb 13-20, 2005 Conference: ‘Culture and Everyday Life’ organized by the Culture Studies
Group: Vikash Adhyayan Kendra, Mumbai, at Vagamon, Kerala, India
Dec 25-26, 2006 ‘Young Sociologists Workshop’, organized by the Indian Sociological Society,
Chennai, India
Feb 13-20, 2005Conference: ‘Culture and Everyday Life’ organized by the Culture Studies
Group: Vikash Adhyayan Kendra, Mumbai, at Vagamon, Kerala, India
Paper Presentations and Participation in Seminar and Conference















Paper presented at International conference Jatra Theatre as a Culture
Industry: The Cultural Economy of Folk Popular Theater of Eastern
India, at the Re-routing Performance , organised by International
Federation for Theatre Research, Barcelona, Spain, July 21-26, 2013

Paper presented at a national conference titled “Challenges for the „Total
Sanitation Campaign‟ in North-East India: Reviewing the case of Tribal
villages in West Tripura”, at ‗Sociology of Sanitation: environmental
sanitation, public health and social deprivation‘, organized by Sulabh
International Centre for Action Sociology, New Delhi, Jan 28-29, 2013.
Voices of Dissent: The Street Theatre Movement of Natya Chetana in Odisha« 38th All
India Sociological Conference, ‘Contemporary Indian Society: Challenges and
Responses ‘ organized by the Indian Sociological Society, Department of Sociology,
University College of Social Sciences and Humanities, Mohanlal Sukhadiya University,
Udaipur, Rajasthan Dec 27-29, 2012
Cinematic Jatra Theatre: A Cultural movement? 37th All India Sociological Conference,
organized by the Indian Sociological Society, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi,
Dec 10-13, 2011
Popular Cultural Performance and Construction of Regional Identity: A Reading of Odia
Jatra Texts« CSSS, Calcutta Papiya Ghosh Memorial Fund Annual Workshop, Kolkata,
July 1-2, 2010
Understanding a Popular-Hybrid Theatre: Oriya Jatra Tradition of Eastern India,
International Summer School 2008, ‘Take Up the Bodies! Theatricality and
Writing/Culture, 1968-2008’ at Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, Germany, July
4- 17, 2008
Oriya Popular Jatra Narratives and Construction of Oriya Identity, 4th International
Conference organized by the Indian Society for Theatre Research at Bangalore
University, Bangalore, Jan 24-26, 2008
Jatra on the Move: A Sociological Reading of a Popular Theatre of Odisha, The XXXII All

India Sociological Conference at Chennai, India, in the Culture and Communication
Research Committee, Dec 27, 2006
 Jatra Tradition: A Sociological Reading of a Popular Theatre of Orissa, A paper at a
Workshop on ‘Culture and Everyday Life’, organized by the Culture Studies Group:
Vikash Adhyayan Kendra, Mumbai, Feb 13-20, 2005.
 Between Then and Now: The Changing Pattern of Modern Oriya Theatre from 18801980« ‘International Seminar on Shifting Paradigms of Indian Theatre’, organized by
the Kerala Society for Theatre Research at the Zamorin College, Calicut, Kerala, Nov 89, 2004
 Reconstruction of Oriya Jatra: A Sociological Reading« First International Seminar
organized by Indian Society for Theatre Research at University of Hyderabad, Jan 18,
2004.
 Globalization and Local Performing Arts: The Jatra Tradition of Odisha« The National
Seminar on ‘Performers and Their Arts: Changing Lives and Changing Forms’, at the
University of Hyderabad, March 14-16, 2002
 ‘Women’s Rights as Human Rights’ at the ICSSR-NERC, sponsored in association with
the Women’s Studies Centre, Tripura University, March 5-6, 2012
 ‘History of Tripura as Reflected in the Manuscripts’, organized by the Manuscript
Resource Centre, Tripura University & National Mission for Manuscripts, Ministry of
Culture, Govt. of India, Jan 19-21, 2012

28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects. Nil
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute . Nil
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty:
Rajeev Dubey
 Awarded UGC Junior Research Fellowship (JRF) and Senior Research
Fellowship (SRF) from 2004 to 2009.










Availed Scholarship from Special Assistance Programme of the UGC-DSA from
2002-04 at Centre for the Study of Social Systems, JNU, New Delhi.

Selected and Studied under National Merit Scholarship Scheme of
Government of India from 1993 to 1999 for meritorious students.The
Scholarship Scheme is for Talented Children from Rural Areas for Class VI to
XII with the objective to achieve equalization of educational opportunities, and
to provide fillip to the development of talent from rural areas by educating
talented rural children in good schools.
Dr. Gadadhara Mohapatra
Received the Post Doctoral Scholarship by the Erasmus Mundus Cooperation
Window Lot 13 India (EMECW13), funded by European Commission, for ten
months between 1st September 2010 to 30th June, 2011.
Selected and availed UGC Post Doctoral Fellowship at Rabindranath Tagore
Centre for Human Development Studies (RNTCHDS), A Joint Initiative of
University of Calcutta & Institute of Development Studies, Kolkata for 3
months, 2011.
Received The Paul Foundation Scholarship for 2006 & 2007, Apeejay
Surendra Group, Park Street, Kolkata-700016.
Availed Scholarship through Special Assistance Programme of the UGCDSA from 2003-05 at Centre for the Study of Social Systems, JNU, New Delhi.

Dr. Sharmila Chhotaray
ICSSR (Indian Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi) grant for writing of post-doctoral
research proposal at the 3rd Post-Doctoral Research Initiative Programme, North Eastern
Regional Centre, NEHU Campus, Shillong, India, Nov 2012 - March 2013
DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) scholarship for attending a Summer School, at
Johannes Gutenberg Universität, Mainz, Germany, July 4-17, 2008
Received Ph.D Scholarship from University Potential Excellence (UPE) 2008-2009 , University of
Hyderabad.
Jan - Aug 2004 Part-time Research Assistant in a project titled ‘Recurring Charges of
Economy, Polity and Marginalized Groups’, in the U.P.E.10.4.1, Department of Sociology,
University of Hyderabad

 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows : 4 Doctoral Fellows
 Students : 18 M.A Students
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
Workshop-cum-Training Programme on Afforestation and Livelihood Promotion in
Forest Areas, 20th -21st August 2013 in collaboration with Tripura JICA Project,
Department of Forest, Govt. of Tripura.
31. Code of ethics for research followed by the departments
1. Emphasis on original work and
2. Plagiarism should be avoided
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name of the
Programme(refer to
question no. 4)
M.A. SOCIOLOGY
1st Semester, 201213
M.A.
SOCIOLOGY, 1st
Semester, 2013-14
Ph.D.
SOCIOLOGY, 1st
Batch, 2013-14

Applications
received

Male

56

03

Selected
Female

Male

Pass Percentage
Female

06

100%
100%

34

06

03

Continuing

Continuing

29

2

2

Continuing

Continuing

33.Diversity of students
Name of the
Programme
(refer to
question no. 4)
M.A.
Sociology, 1st
Semester,
2012-13
M.A.
Sociology,
1st Semester,
2012-13
Ph.D.
(Sociology), 1st
Batch, 2013-14

% of students
from the same
university

% of students
from other
universities
within the State

% of students
from universities
outside the State

% of students
from other
countries

8 Students
(89%)

NIL

1(11%)

NIL

6 Students
(66.67%)

NIL

3 (33.33%)

NIL

2(50%)

NIL

2(50%)

NIL

34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
4 PhD Scholars cleared NET.
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage against enrolled
UG to PG
NIL
PG to M.Phil.
NIL
PG to Ph.D.
1
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
NIL
Employed
NIL
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs
NIL
36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
Nil
from other universities within the State
Nil
from universities from other States
3
from universities outside the country
Nil
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period. 03(Three)
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library Nil
b) Internet facilities for staff and students: Internet facility for the faculties in the
faculty room, for the Project room, and one class room with internet connection
c) Total number of class rooms : 02
d) Class rooms with ICT facility: Nil
e) Students‘ laboratories: Nil
f) Research laboratories : Nil
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university: (05 Ph.D. Students).
Suman Das, Amit Kumar Deb, Sudeshna Chanda and Lalmalsawmi Sailo and
Rita Chakma have joined the Ph.D. course work programme in the academic
session, 2013-14
b) from other institutions/universities. Nil
40. Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
Five Master‘s students of Sociology received Post-Matric Scholarship (Rs. 8,900 each)
in the academic session 2012-13.
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
Programme (s)? If so, highlight the methodology. No

42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback?
Yes. Department faculties received suggestions for the M.A. Sociology Syllabus (16
Papers) and revised the syllabus accordingly.
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
Yes. Medium of instruction is a major problem that students coming from regional and
linguistic backgrounds confronts in understanding the subject. Hence, the faculties of
the department have offered the remedial English classes to the concerned students to
overcome such difficulties. Readers(compilation of essential reading materials) for the
various courses that are taught for the Master Students has been prepared for the
students as most of the text books in Sociology are unavailable in the University
Central library.
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback? Nil
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10). Nil
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
Sl
No.
1

Date of
Presentation
8th May 2013

Name of the
Speaker
Prof.Balgovind
Baboo (Visiting
Professor)

2

16th August 2012

Prof. Satyadeo
Poddar

3

23rd August,2012

Dr Thiru Selven

4

30th August, 2012

Prof. Chandrika
Basu Mazumdar

5

13th September,
2012

Prof. P.K. Haldar

6.

13th
November2013

Prof. Swapan
Kumar
Pramanick

Department

Title of Presentation

Sociology
Department, Utkal
University,
Bhubaneswar
Department of
History, Tripura
University

Development Induced
Displacement and the
Problems of
Rehabilitation in India
Change of History
Writing in Northeast
India: With Specific
Reference to Tripura
Concept of Joint Forest
Management &
Participatory Approach

Department of
Forestry and
Biodiversity, Tripura
University
Department of
Political
Science,Tripura
University
Dean of Faculty of
Arts & Commerce,
Tripura University
Former ViceChancellor,
Vidyasagar
University,
Midnapur and
Professor of
Sociology, Calcutta
University (Retd)

Domestic Violence:
Some Sociological
Understanding
Interconnectedness
Among the Uncongenial

‘Complementarity in
Social Science Research‘

45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Group Presentations, Assignment, Book Review, Mid-Semester Exam, End
Semester Examination, Group Project.

46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
Follow-ups through regular departmental meetings, addressing the issues and the
challenges that the department confronts to the various sub-committees
constituted by the University.
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
M.A. Students in the 4th Semester would conduct field studies and interact with
the community on various social issues. Finally, they have to submit the Master‟s
Dissertation as planned by the Department.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details. No
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new Knowledge,
basic or applied.
Faculties of the department have published research based articles in the international
and national peer reviewed journals, co-authored reports, contributed book chapters and
published books as single author in the domain of sociology of poverty and
development, culture and communication and sociology of religion and education.
Apart from this PhD scholars are engaged in exploring new dimensions like Reception
of Femininity in Bengali Soap Opera: Among the Viewers of Tripura; Religious
transformation
Religious life of the Chakmas: An analysis of transformative streams; Sociological
aspects of Dance among the tribals of Tripura.
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
Strength:
1. Teacher-student interaction is major strength
2. Weekly interdepartmental seminar
3. Inviting visiting professors, eminent scholars to the department.
4. Interdisciplinary Research
5. Faculties of the department have their educational background and research
experience from various premier educational institutions in India and abroad.
Weakness:
1. Shortage of Faculty Members to run M.A. and Ph.D. programmes of the department.
2. Some Students are from Bangla medium and face difficulty in English as a medium
of instruction.
3.No transport facility for students coming from distant places (University bus facility)
4.Monthly scholarship for all the master students is not provided
5.No classroom with ICT facility
Opportunities:
1. Project based dissertation for the Master‘s students in Sociology.
2. The placement cell of the University is functional so that the students after
graduating from the University may get some employment/placement.
3. The North-eastern region is a green field for social science research.
4. One class room is having internet facility, so the students can access the journals
subscribed by Tripura University. Similarly the other class room could be provided
internet facility for the students.
5. A research lab for the Ph.D. scholars could be established for research.

Challenges
1. Endeavour to carryout interdisciplinary research addressing the issues of NorthEast in general and Tripura in particular.
2. Medium of instruction is a major challenge, thus the faculties of the department
have initiated taking some English remedial classes for the M.A. first semester
students in the academic session 2012-13.
3. To contextualise the theoretical discourse in sociology in the context of NorthEast.
4. To overcome the infrastructural bottlenecks.
52. Future plans of the department.
1. Faculties would like to establish a departmental library for the students and research
scholars.
2. Faculties of the department would like to bring more research project from various
funding agencies such as ICSSR, UGC etc. in near future.
3. Job placement for the students of Sociology department in the voluntary
organizations in the state and elsewhere.

Evaluative Report of the Department
1.Name of the Department : Statistics
2.Year of establishment : 2012-13
3.Is the Department part of a School/Faculty of the university? Yes (Faculty of
Science)
4.Names of programmes offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Litt., etc.) : MSc and PhD
5.Interdisciplinary programmes and departments involved : No
6.Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
No
7.Details of programmes discontinued, if any, with reasons
8.Examination System: Annual/Semester/Trimester/Choice Based Credit System:
Semester
9. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments : IMD,
MBA, BBA, Pharmacy, Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, Physiology, Microbiology,
Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics.
10.Number of teaching posts sanctioned, filled and actual (Professors/Associate
Professors/Asst. Professors/others)
Sanctioned Filled
Actual (including CAS & MPS)
Professor
01
00
Associate Professors
01
00
Asst. Professors
03
03
Others
00
00
11.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, area of specialization,
experience and research under guidance

Name No. of

Qualification

Dr. Prasenjit MSc, PhD
Sinha

Samrat Hore
Dr.
Priyaranjan
Dash

MSc

Designation

Specialization

Assistant
Professor

Actuarial
02 years
Statistics and
Operations
Research
Design
of 01 year
Experiments
Sample
14 years
Survey
Methods and
Stochastic
Processes

Assistant
Professor
MSc, M.Phil, Assistant
MBA, PhD
Professor

No. of
Years of
Experience

No. of
Ph.D./M.Phil.
students
guided for
the last 4
years
Nil

Nil
MPhil: 03

12.List of senior Visiting Fellows, adjunct faculty, emeritus professors
13.Percentage of classes taken by temporary faculty – programme-wise information
14.Programme-wise Student Teacher Ratio : MSc 8:3 and PhD 1:1
15.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
sanctioned,filled and actual: Nil
16.Research thrust areas as recognized by major funding agencies
17.Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) national b) international funding
agencies and c) Total grants received. Give the names of the funding agencies, project
title and grants received project-wise.
18.Inter-institutional collaborative projects and associated grants received
a)National collaboration b) International collaboration
19.Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC-SAP/CAS, DPE; DBT, ICSSR,
AICTE, etc.; total grants received.
20.Research facility / centre with
 state recognition
 national recognition
 international recognition
21.Special research laboratories sponsored by / created by industry or corporate bodies
22.Publications:
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / international):
12
 Monographs
 Chapters in Books 03
 Edited Books
 Books with ISBN with details of publishers 02
 Number listed in International Database (For Web of Science, Scopus,
Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.) 04
 Citation Index – range / average
 SNIP
 SJR
 Impact Factor – range / average
 h-index

23. Details of patents and income generated
24.Areas of consultancy and income generated
25.Faculty selected nationally / internationally to visit other laboratories / institutions /
industries in India and abroad
26.Faculty serving in a) National committees b) International committees c) Editorial
Boards d) any other (please specify)
27.Faculty recharging strategies (UGC, ASC, Refresher / orientation programs,
workshops, training programs and similar programs).
28.Student projects
 percentage of students who have done in-house projects including interdepartmental projects
 percentage of students doing projects in collaboration with other universities /
industry / institute
29.Awards / recognitions received at the national and international level by
 Faculty
 Doctoral / post doctoral fellows
 Students
30.Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized and the source of funding (national /
international) with details of outstanding participants, if any.
31.Code of ethics for research followed by the departments
Honesty, Objectivity, Integrity, Carefulness, Openness, Respect for Intellectual
Property, Confidentiality, Responsible Publication, Responsible Mentoring,
Legality.
32.Student profile programme-wise:
Name
of
the
Programme(refer to
question no. 4)
MSc
PhD

Applications
received

Selected
Male

Female

13
05

06
01

02
01

Pass Percentage
Male
Female

33.Diversity of students
Name of the % of students % of students % of students % of students
Programme (refer from the same from
other from universities from
other
to question no. 4) university
universities
outside the State
countries
within the State

MSc
88
12
PhD
100
34. How many students have cleared Civil Services and Defense Services
examinations, NET, SET, GATE and other competitive examinations? Give details
category-wise.
35.Student progression
Student progression
Percentage againstenrolled
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurs

36.Diversity of staff
Percentage of faculty who are graduates
of the same university
from other universities within the State
from universities from other States
100
from universities outside the country
37.Number of faculty who were awarded M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc. and D.Litt. during the
assessment period 01
38.Present details of departmental infrastructural facilities with regard to
a) Library Not Available
b) Internet facilities for staff and students : Partially Available
c) Total number of class rooms : 02
d) Class rooms with ICT facility: Not Available
e) Students‘ laboratories; 01
f) Research laboratories : Not Available
39.List of doctoral, post-doctoral students and Research Associates
a) from the host institution/university
b) from other institutions/universities
40.Number of post graduate students getting financial assistance from the university.
NIL
41.Was any need assessment exercise undertaken before the development of new
programme(s)? If so, highlight the methodology.
42.Does the department obtain feedback from
a) faculty on curriculum as well as teaching-learning-evaluation? If yes, how does the
department utilize the feedback?
b) students on staff, curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation and how does the
department utilize the feedback?
c) alumni and employers on the programmes offered and how does the department
utilize the feedback?
43. List the distinguished alumni of the department (maximum 10).
44.Give details of student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) involving external experts.
45.List the teaching methods adopted by the faculty for different programmes.
Teaching by citing real life example, preferably used in our day to day life as far
as possible.
46.How does the department ensure that programme objectives are constantly met and
learning outcomes are monitored?
47.Highlight the participation of students and faculty in extension activities.
49.State whether the programme/ department is accredited/ graded by other agencies?
If yes, give details.
50.Briefly highlight the contributions of the department in generating new knowledge,
basic or applied.
Arranging special lecture inviting eminent persons in different field of Statistics
51.Detail five major Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) of
the department.
Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Challenges
1. Quality
Less number of After passing the MSc
Scarcity of students
teachers
teachers
degree, a student will be with statistics
well competent to face

any competitive
examinations like ISS,
Statistical investigators,
RBI statistician, etc. in
Govt. sectors.
2. Active
Departmental
A student is also well
Less job
students
Library not
suited for employment
opportunities in the
available
in different private
state.
sectors as statistical
analysts and other major
technical posts.
3. Computer
Less number of A student may opt for
Unavailability of
lab
Books in Central research activities
senior faculties in the
Library
leading to his/her PhD
department.
degree with
scholarships from the
University and also
from other funding
agencies like UGC,
DST, etc.
4. Better
Research
The department also
Unawareness among
student-teacher scholars are not providing exposure to
students regarding the
ratio
provided
different knowledge
importance of the
Computers and
development areas in
subject.
Room.
other higher similar
institutions.
5. Well
Statistics is not
The department is also
Overload of class to
designed and
available in
providing practical
all the faculties for
update
various colleges. exposure to all the
taking classes in
syllabus
students regarding the
other departments in
statistical applications
addition to their
in real life situations
classes in own
through projects and
department.
seminars, open
discussions, etc.
52. Future plans of the department.
I.
To develop a well-established computer lab with different statistical software.
II.
To provide one-to-one computer to each faculties and students/scholars in the
lab.
III.
To update syllabus at regular intervals to make the students suitable for present
competitive environment.
IV.
To conduct different short courses.
V.
To organize workshops, seminars, faculty development programmes for the
exposure of the students and faculties.
VI.
To prepare and submit research projects to different funding agencies.
VII.
To introduce Integrated MSc course.
VIII.
To initiate steps to provide exposure to the students for industry-academia
interaction, this will help the students up-to-date for the present need in the
industry sector.

INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES
a) FIVE YEAR INTEGRATED MASTERS DEGREE
Year of establishment: 2011
Programs on offer: Integrated Masters Degree in Bengali, English, Hindi, Political Science,
Philosophy, History, Economics, Mathematics & Statistics.
Intake Capacity: English(15 seats), Bengali, Hindi, History, Political Science, Philosophy,
Economics(12 seats for each subjects)
Mathematics, Statistics(10 seats each)
Coordinator : Dr. R. N. Dutta Purkayastha
Asst. Coordinator: Dr. Arup Jyoti Sharma
Full time faculty members(Including Contractual/ Guest Teachers) :
Sl. Name
Qualification
Designation
No
1
Souvik Bhattacharya
M.Sc
Asst. Professor
(Mathematics)
2
Rakhi Sutradhar
M.A
Research Scholar
(Philosophy)
/ Guest Teacher
3
Pranay Deb
M.A
Research Scholar
(Philosophy)
/ Guest Teacher
4
Sujit Debnath
M.A
Research Scholar
(Philosophy)
/ Guest Teacher
5
Biswajit Debnath
M.A
Research Scholar
(Philosophy)
/ Guest Teacher
6
Dr. Monisankar Mishra
M.A (History)
Asst. Professor
7
Dr. Nishi Kant Kolge
M.A (History)
Asst. Professor
8
Roshani Rai
M.A (History)
Asst. Professor
9
Fransis U. Hrangkhwl
M.A (History)
Asst. Professor
10
Linclon Reang
M.A (History)
Asst. Professor
11
Dr. Chaitali Gorai
M.A (English)
Asst. Professor
12
Uttam Chakraborty
M.A (English)
Research Scholar
/ Guest Teacher

Subject
Mathematics
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
History
History
History
History
History
English
English

b) DIRECTORATE OF DISTANCE EDUCATION
Year of establishment :

1996

Director (i/c)

:

Prof. Kashi Nath Jena

DDE Contact

:

237-9142

e- mail

:

ddetu@rediffmail.com

Programmes of Offer :

1. MA in Education,
2. MA in Bengali
3. MA in Political Science
4. B.Ed
5. B.A
6. Certificate in Human Rights (CHR)

Present Position of DDE Staff
Director(i/c)
Asst. Director
1
1

Lecturer
4

Academic and Administrative Staff
Name
Qualification
Prof. Kashi Nath Jena
M.A, Ph.D
Dr. Anuj Kanchan Datta
M.A., M.Phil, Ph.D
Roy

Office Staff
14

Total
20

Designation
Director (i/c)
Assistant Director
(Examination &
Academic)
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Dr. Swapna Biswas
M.A., M.Phil, Ph.D
Binapani Saha
M.Sc., B.Ed, M.Ed
Rupasree Debnath
M.A, NET-JRF
Abhijit Das
M.A, SET
Teaching Support
Particulars
Part-time
Full-time
Academic Counsellor
46
Nil
Resource Persons from DEB,UGC/IGNOU/ODL Institutions
Name
Institution
Prof. Santosh Panda
Chairperson, NCTE, New Delhi
Prof. Sanjoy Hazarika
Director, Centre for North East Studies, Jamia Millia
Islamia,
Prof. Kandarpa Das
Director, IDOL, Gauhati University
Dr. K. Ramesh
Deputy Director, DEB, UGC, New Delhi
Prof. (Retd.) Asok Kumar
Department of Political Science, Calcutta University
Mukhopadhaya
Prof. Ramu Manivannan
Department of Politics and Public Administration,
University of Madras

Conference/Tanning Programmes Organized by DDE
Name
Conference/Seminar/Workshop
Dynamics of Good
Special Lecture by Prof. Ramu
Governance in India
Manivannan, Department of
with special reference
Politics and Public
to Natural Calamities
Administration, University of
Madras
Orientation cum
Orientation cum Training
Training Programme on Programme
Academic Counselling
Special Lecture by Sri Ashutosh
Electoral Reforms:
Jindal, IAS, Chief Electoral
Theory and Practice
with reference to States Officer
in North East India
Workshop
Staff Training and
Development
Programme
Cultural base of Indian Special Lecture by Dr. Saraman
Politics
V. Zala, Department of Political
Science, Gujarat University
Special Lecture by Prof. Rajani
Changing Political
Ranjan Jha, Department of
Culture in Indian
Political Science, Benaras Hindu
Society
University, Uttarpradesh

Duration/Date
12th August, 2013

17th-18th August, 2013
28th October, 2013

18th-19th March, 2014

--

--

STUDENT ENROLMENT UNDER THE DIRECTORATE OF DISTANCE
EDUCATION 2013-14
Name of the
Courses

MA
(EDUCATION) I
II
MA(POL SC) I
II
MA(BENGALI)
I
II
CHR
BA
I
II
III
B.ED.
GRAND TOTAL

Grand Total

GEN

SC

ST

OBC

PH
(Out of
Total)

M

F

T

M

F

M

M

F

T

M

F

M

M

262
279
258
85

210
297
136
84

472
576
394
169

63
83
72
17

49
99
26
33

61
85
52
20

262
279
258
85

210
297
136
84

472
576
394
169

63
83
72
17

49
99
26
33

61
85
52
20

262
279
258
85

214
214
4
1436
856
578
213
4399

232
291
8
1248
971
645
218
4340

446
505
12
2684
1827
1223
431
8739

41
44
0
645
317
220
93
1595

76
117
3
427
413
269
79
1591

63
72
3
241
163
118
41
919

214
214
0
295
204
127
45
903

232
291
0
370
229
144
45
1156

446
505
4
302
227
161
63
1122

41
44
1
180
147
96
34
729

76
117
1
224
127
88
31
724

63
72
0
14
7
6
2
41

214
214
0
6
5
5
0
20

c) PG Diploma Courses:
1) CENTRE FOR TRIBAL LANGUAGES
Year of establishment : 1999
Programs on offer : PG Diploma in Kokborok & Six months Certificate in Kokborok
Intake Capacity : Diploma – 100 & Certificate Course – 30
In-Charge of the Centre : Mrs. Khumtiya Debbarma
Full time faculty members :
Name
Ms. Khumtiya
Debbarma

Qualification

Designation

M.A., SLET.

Asstt. Prof.

Guest Teacher / Visiting Teachers :
Sl.
Name
No.
1
Mr. Naresh Chandra DevVarma

2
3

Mr. Rabindra Kishore
Debbarma
Dr. Nitai Acharya

4

Mrs. Ajita Tripura

5

Mr. Suranjan Kundu Chowdury

6

Mrs. Pritilata Debbarma

7
8

Samir Debbarma
Ratan Debbarma

Institution
Retd. Dy. Secretary of
the TLA. Govt. of
Tripura
Asst. Teacher, Pragati
Vidyabhan, Agartala
Lecturer, DIET
Abhoynagar, Agartala
Asst. HM. Hariganga
Girls
H.S., Agartala
PGT (Eng.) Madhupur
H.S. School, Bishalghar
Guest Lecturer in
Kokborok, MBB
College, Agartala
Guest Teacher, T.U.
Guest Teacher, T.U.

Specialization /
Field of interest
Prem chand /
Kokborok Folk
Literature.

Invited as
Guest Teacher

Guest Teacher
Guest Teacher
Guest Teacher

Guest Teacher
Guest Teacher

Guest Teacher
Guest Teacher

Special features/Activity of the Centre: Centre for Tribal Languages published a Kokborok
Literary Magazine “KHERENGBAR”.

2) CENTRE FOR BAMBOO CULTIVATION & RESOURCE UTILISATION
(BCRU)
Co-ordinator of the Centre :

Dr. A.K. Saha

Programmes on offer

:

PG Diploma in BCRU

Intake capacity

:

20

Fulltime Faculty members

: No full time teacher. Faculty members of various
departments of Tripura University and BCDI are taking
classes as an additional duty.

Name
Prof. Sangram
Sinha

Qualification
M.Sc., Ph.D.

Designation
Professor
Department of Botany

Specialization
Cytogenetics

Prof. Rabindra
Kumar Sinha
Prof. Badal Kumar
Datta
Dr. Ajay Krishna
Saha
Dr. Surochita Basu

M.Sc., Ph.D.

M.Sc., Ph.D.

Dr. Panna Das

M.Sc., Ph.D.

Cytogenetics &
Plant Biotechnology
Plant Taxonomy &
Biodiversity
Mycology & Plant
Pathology
Cytogenetics & Cell
Biology
Microbiology

Dr. N. Das Pan

Ph.D.

Dr. J. Choudhury

Ph.D.

Dr. A. Kant

Ph.D.

Professor
Department of Botany
Professor
Department of Botany
Associate Professor
Department of Botany
Assistant Professor
Department of Botany
Assistant Professor
Department of Botany
Associate Professor
Department of Geography
and Disaster Management
Assistant Professor
Department of Rural
Management and
Development
Director-In-Charge, BCDI

M.Sc., Ph.D.
M.Sc., Ph.D.

Fluvial
Geomorphology
Entrepreneurship
Development &
Project Management
Bamboo Technology

Major thrust area of research: Bamboo Conservation & Utilization
Other activities/achievement of the Department:
a) Course curriculum involvement by BCDI, Tripura, Govt. of India as per the assignment
of MOU in between BCDI and Tripura University.
b) Entrepreneurship development through BCRU curriculum.

3) RUBBER TECHNOLOGY
Coodinator

:

Programme on Offer

: Post Graduate Diploma in Rubber Technology

Intake Capacity

: 20 (twenty)

Full Time Faculty Members :
Name
Qualification
Prof. M. K. Singh M.Sc., Ph. D.
Prof. D. Sinha
M.Sc., Ph. D.
Prof. R. K. Nath
M.Sc., Ph. D.
Dr. R. N. Dutta M.Sc., Ph. D.
Purkayastha
Dr. S. Majumdar
M.Sc., Ph. D.
Dr. U. C. De
M.Sc., Ph. D.
Dr. S. Chowdhury M.Sc., Ph. D.

Prof. R.K.Nath

Designation
Professor
Professor
Professor
Assoc. Prof.

Specialization
Inorganic Chemistry
Physical Chemistry
Physical Chemistry
Inorganic Chemistry

Assoc. Prof. Organic Chemistry
Asst. Prof.
Organic Chemistry
Asst. Prof.
Inorganic Chemistry

4) CENTRE FOR STUDY OF SOCIAL EXCLUSION AND INCLUSIVE POLICY
(CSSEIP)
Head of the Department

: Prof. K. N. Jena

Programme on Offer : Post Graduate Diploma in Tribal & Ethnic Studies (PGDTES)
Intake Capacity

: 20 (twenty)

Full Time Faculty Members :
Name

Qualification

Dr. Rajesh Chatterjee
M.A., PhD
rajeshchatterjee@tripurauniv.in (Rural
Mob:91-9862036128
Development)

Dr. Nanigopal Debnath
nanigdnath@tripurauniv.in
Mob:91-9436480222

M.Sc., PhD
(Economics)

Designation

Specialisation

Asst.
ProfessorcumAssistant
Director

Rural
Institutions &
Extension
Education

Asst.
Professor cum-Assistant
Director

Population
Study and
Tribal
Development

List of Publications in Journals / Books / Proceedings
Name of the Teacher
Title of
Name of the Journals &
Paper/Book/Proceedings Books Vol. No. Pages. Year
of Publication & Publishers
Utkal Historical Research
Role of Social Sectors
Dr. Rajesh Chatterjee
Journal, 128-139p, 2013
towards Tribal
Development in Tripura
Changing Dimensions of
Health Awareness &
Dr. Rajesh Chatterjee
Social Exclusion, 2013
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Inclusion
Major Thrust Areas of Research:
a) Academic Research:
The centre had undertaken initiative for research on socially excluded groups, displaced
groups, social development, inclusive policy/strategies, empowerment of tribal and ethnic
groups, marginalised sections, religious minorities, dalits, OBC’s and SCs in Tripura.
New Initiatives: Documentary Film on Marginalised Sections of the Society.

Action Research:
The centre has taken initiative for extension activities in the adjacent villages in
association with SHGs, NGOs and Civil Society Groups.
Research Project Completed:
Sl. Name of the Research Completed
No.
1.
Socio-economic Status of Sabar Community: A Study in Mohanpur Sub-Division
2.
Performance of MGNREGA in Tripura: An Interstate and intra state level
analysis
Documentation Unit at Work
The centre has been embarking upon Preparation of Documentary film on various success
stories of Social Inclusion, as a part of digital documentation programme. These
documentaries are shown in various seminars, workshops, field visits that CSSEIP had
organized. The CSSEIP will also share these documentaries with other governmental
organizations, institutions, NGOs, Civil Societies for similar cause.
The centre has already started work for a documentary on MGNREGP and its impact on
social inclusion.
The centre has reasonable collections of various Books, Journals, CDs, Newspapers,
Magazine, reports, etc relating to issues of Social Inclusion and Exclusion. It is also
engaged in documenting developments on Ethnic movements in national and NE
perspectives.
Publication Unit:
The centre in principle has resolved to operationalise a E-Publications cell to publish eJournal on Social Inclusion Studies.
The centre is in the process of publishing a Monthly News Letter- Banchita Janagan-OAmra (Excluded People-&-We) in Bengali and Kokborok for circulation among all
Panchayats and Tripura Tribal Area Autonomous District Council (TTAADC).
The centre has published Mimeos etc. on the occasion of the workshop on Philosophy of
Swami Vivekananda and Social Inclusion.
The Centre has published the first issue of bi-annual News Letter named “Social Mirror”
(Samaj Darpan).
PhD Programme:
The centre has taken initiative for introduction of PhD Programme in collaboration with
other departments. In principle, the Academic Council of TU, has agreed to the proposal
of CSSEIP for introduction of PhD programme for the next academic session.
With a view to examining the proposal for incorporation of PhD programme under the
RET in collaboration with other department; a Committee has been constituted under the
Chairmanship of Dean, Faculty of Arts & Commerce, TU. The Committee has been
constituted by the Vice-Chancellor in accordance with the decision of the First Executive
Council in its Fifth meeting.
Faculties are associated with the Following Institutions as Resource Person:
i. SIPARD, Govt. of Tripura
ii. ICDS, Govt. of Tripura
iii. NYK, Govt. of India

IV. RUDSETI, Agartala
V. Swavalamban, Agartala
Areas of Competence:
 Participatory Research (PRA/PLA/PSP) & Action Research
 Rural Extension & Management
Student Enrolment
Intake Capacity: 20
Student Enrolment Semester-I (2013-14)
Male
Female Total
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M
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Upcoming Events
1. Orientation Programme on Social Exclusion & Inclusive Policy.
2. PRA Training Programme on Health Related Issued related to Social Inclusion.
3. Publication of Research Journal.
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